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FOREWORD

This report has had classified material removed in ordnr to
make the information available on an unclassified, open
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review
(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the
atmospheric nuclear test program by making as much information
as possible available to all interested parties.

The material which has been deleted is all currently
classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under
the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or
is National Security Information.

This report has been reproduced directly from available
copies of the original material. The locations from which
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings
and "holes" in the text. Thus the context of the material
deleted identified to assist the reader in the determination of
whether the deleted information is germane to his study.

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated
in preparing this report by deleting the classified material
and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately
portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted
material is of little or no significance to studies into the
amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals
during the atmospheric nuclear test program.
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ABSTRACT

The object of this study was to obtain data relative to the close-
in ground level airborne and fall-out hazard associated with each de-
tonation in Operation JANGLE. For this purpose samples of the aerosol
and fall-out were obtained from 46 stations located between 4000 feet
upwind and 50,000 feet downwind. Several types of instrumnts were
used in this study; filter samplers, cascade impactors, conifuges, par-
ticle separators, electrostatic precipitators, Brookhaven continuous
air monitors, Tracerlab continuous air monitors and fall-out trays.

The concentration of beta activity in the cloud near ground zero
a few minutes after the shot was found to be approximtely 10-3 and
10-1 microcuries per cubic centimeter for the surface and underground
shots respectively. The number median diameters of the particles in
the surface and underground shots were 1.0 and 1.5 microns respectively
at stations 4000 ft. downwind, decreasing in both cases to less than
0.1 microns at 50,000 ft. Data were also obtained on the variation of
activity with particle size, as well as the percentage of the number
of particles which were radioactive for both the aerosol and the fall-
out. In addition, a study of fractionation and its manifestations was
wade.

-- i----
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P?EFAC E

The airborne particle studies reported herein were undertaken
by the Chemical Corps to answer questions which were raised reeard-
Ing the internal hazard di~e to the radioactive particulate matter
associated with the nl1end anid base surme produced by a surface and
underpround dmtonation of an atonic weapon. It is believed that
the data develbped from this study will assist In evaluating the
relative Importance of the internal hazard which can result from
such a detonation.
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CHAPTZR 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of Project 2.5a was to conduct a study
of the airborne particulate matter resulting from a surface and under-
ground detonation of a nuclear weapon and to determine the following:

1. Concentration of radioactivity in the aerosol and its

variation with distance from ground sero.

2. Variation of radioactivity with particle-size.

3. The variation of the particle-size distribution with
distance from the point of detonation.

4. Total particles which are radioactive as a function of
particle size.

Secondary objectives of this project were to study similar
factors for the fall-out (factors which are inseparable from the
aerosol) and the phenomenon of fractionation 1 for both.

An indirect objective of the project was to evaluate the field
performance of the several instruments employed.

1.2 HISTORICAL

Chemical Corps results from SANDSTONi 2 derived from the cascade
impactor indicated a predominance of particulate matter in the range of 7
0.1 to 0.4 micron diameter, with some material in the range 1 to 10
microns. The long sampling period and the large integrated sample col-
lected left doubt as to the accuracy of the particle size measurements

These and certain other terms used in this report are defined in
Appendix A.

2 Bernard Siegel, Cdr H. L. Andrews, USPHS, and Raymond E. Murphy,
Particle Size of Material in Cloud, Operation SANDSTONE, Task Group
7.6, Project Report, Project 7.-17/RS(CC)-9, 30 June 1948.

-1--
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of the active particulates. Tracerlab results from SANDSIONE 3
derived from filters, indicated that in the frequency vs. particle
size graph the !mode occurred between 4 and 6 microns for part cles in
the range of 2 to 10 mocron diameter. The limit of resolution of the
technique was approximately I micron, thus no observations we made
on particles less than one micron diameter.

Chemical Corps results from Operation GRMENHOUSE 4 derived
from the cascade impactor indicated that cloud samples taken at 16,000-
25,000 feet had a median size of approximately 0.3 micron. The results
from the U. S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory derived from the
electrostatic precipitator on this same Operation indicated a median
particle size of 0.15 microns.

In June, 1950, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed the test of an
underground and surface nuclear detonation. The Armed Forces Special
Weapons Project requested the Chemical Corps to submit proposals for
participation in the test. As a result, Project 2.5a was developed to
conduct airborne particle studies on the aerosol resulting from these
bursts. Because of the large amount of ground contamination expected,
these tests provided an opportunity to determine whether there is a
correlation betreen particle size, isotopic content and decay rate,
and to evaluate the internal hazard associated with these types of deto-
nations.

1.3 AEROSOL SAMPLING

It may be safely said that the sampling of particulate aerosols
is a field characterized by instrument design difficulties. And this
is particularly true of sampling aerosols containing large particles;
a condition which is produced by the detonation of atomic weapons near
to or under the surface of the ground.

The difficulties, roughly, are two-fold. First, is the problem
of introducing the particles into the sampling apparatus without preju-
dice with respect to particle size. This is the problem of obtaining
isokinetic flow into the sampler. The second problem is to remove the
particles from the air, again, without selecting for or against differ-
ent sized particles. This problem is usually aggravated by the desire
to remove the particles in such a manner that they nay subsequently be
subjected to size m3asurements or other types of analysis.

3 Report on Analysis Results and Conclusions Relating to Test Joe,
December 1950, Department of the Air Force Contracts with Tracerlab,
Inc., 130 High St., Boston, Mass.

4 (GIEENNOUSE 6.1 Raoort. Unpublished.

.-2-
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At the tira of planning of this project there were a n-:iber of
sampling instruments in existence, none of which satisficd the fir't
criteria, but which partially satisfied the second criteria in a nu,.-
bar of ways which were suitable to the types of mwasure;rent3 des.1red.
For example, a filter sampler, in commn use in the Chemic.l Corps,
would collect all particle sizes to be encountered with b'.ttor thn
99.9 per cent efficiency, and would be excellent for the .-3a3ur-:.ent3
neceisary to determine activity concentration data.

Due to the cost and lack of time adjudged to be necessary to
redesign all desired instruments for isokinetic flow, it was dee:ed
necessary either to reduce the number and type of sampling instruments,
or to use all instruwents as they were, even though sampling was not
isokinetic. A decision in favnr of the latter course was made at an
early stage of planning. The crux of this matter was the extent to
which non-isokinetic sampling would affect the data obtained by the
instruments. Unfortunately, only a qualitative discussion of this
point can be made at the present time.

Anderson 5 , working with cement dust less than 50 microns in
diameter, reported dust concentrations of 150 to 180 per cent of the
true concentrations in the samples taken at one-half of the stream
velocity and concentrations of 80 per cent of the true value for ua-
ples taken at 140 per cent of stream velocity.

Figure 1.1 illustrates isokinetic flow. The streamlines enter
the sampling tube without distortion. Any other condition results in
deflection of the streamlines in the vicinity of the orifice, giving
samples which are either too low or too high, depending upon whether
the ratio of sampling speed to wind speed is less than or greater than
one respectively. Figure 1.2 illustrates the sampling speed to wind
speed ratio of one-half. In this case the sample will favor the larg3r
particles. Figure 1.3 illustrates the sampling speed to wind speed
ratio of two. In this case the sample will favor the smaller particles.

Table 1.1 indicates the deviations of the sanplers from isokinetic
flow, assuming the intake orifice is pointed into the wind. (Not tho
case in actual use) The average wind speed at tna Nevada Test Site
was approximately 5 miles per hour, or 1.34 x 10 r cr/mine A value of
one for the ratio sampling speed:wind speed, represents isokinetic flow.

5-Evald Aerson, NOn the Qualitative Determination of Industrial
Oas Dispersoids.0 Transactions of the American I . of 2j
Engineers, 34, 589 C 3--
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TABLE 1.3.

Air Sxzpling Spaoed Dlata

Voluits flw sampns liam3j sszpln Smafr-j, 4
Instr~rent Rate Arma 5paed Wind 6p:;zd

Filter Sampler 3.4 x 104 100 3.41 2 1 0 2.54 x 0-
Caaczda Lr-ptcrr 1.25 x 101-4 10 1e2 x 10 S.95 X -10-2
ConfuGs at CMORFJ 2.2 X0 0.18 1.2 zlO 8.95 X 02-
fracerlab Continuoui

Air 1 omitor 7.4 x 104 13.2 .5.6 x 103 418 z 0-
Drehaa Continuoua

Air Maoitor 19.6 x 104 10.4 9.25 x 103- 64VO x 10-;
Particle Separator 2.83 x i64 52.8 5.33 x 102 4.02 X 10'2

Sa:plor 5.0 x 102 0.6 7.94 X z 5.94 z 6-2n
Flectr'osatic Pra- -

oipitator 3.3 Z 104 122 L1.5 X 103 1.12 x10

It =13t ba rcmphavitzd that tha val3z givzn in 7hblo 1.1 ame
applicable only for the casa of the instruz.-3nt facing contintca2-j
Into the wind ioe. aai a weathar cock. Actually the filter ca=p~
were ucuntad pazTp3ndic.11axly to th3 r-.dii from th3 %ero point~ " that
in genaral on the Obotw legs they samilod broadaids to th3 wind streame
Thia and ths presmon of the sheet nostl bood (coo Fig. 2.1)0 tor:!d
to take thia inubruzsnt favor the vanl er p-*rticl3a. Mhe casccZ-
Imactors vora orienzted do-m tho axis of radii froa the zero point
and on the *hot* logo were non-4rokinetic to approxtataly7 the danve
Indicated In Table 1.1 * All of the oth- r injru-iz=ta were orienbod in
the vertical direction and thareforo wre ciiplin-3 bth'o.dZaie- to the
wind and in a r,tmar corparable to the filtz-r ramar, except th .t thVy
favorcd the vary largast particles which had a Stoke's faln ralocity
greatar than the horizont3.l wind -- locitye

2.4 RADIOACTIVIff MLAW2MNTS

While in any ini-atigation of thin D.nture all tbrce kinde of
nuclear radiation -an be of intoro otp the hamazd cauaad by tho in-

-5-
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halation of fission products Is predominantly due to beta radiation. 6

For this reason, as ase a the heavy counting load caused by the
large number of samples, only beta counting was performed in this
project. In order to report such quantities as concentration of
activity in the aerosol, it was necessary to doterrine absolute beta
disintegration rates, a difficult goal. An uncertainty of the ordor
of 20% can be epocted in the reported beta Lctivity data. 7,8
Unless otherwise inc icated, corrections for coincidence, sample
covering, air path, and tubs windo wore applied to al counting data,
in addition to the ueual geomtry correction. No corrections for
&Af scattering and self absorption or beck scattcring wre tade.

1.5 ORMMIZATIOI

Figure 1*4 ehzm the organization ewployod to prosecute this
project, and Table 1.2 shows the assig u nt of atations to persoruvl.

77r~.~j~i~fetwof ktoiAc ro T.a (U,, S. Gov,
Pa-nting Office, S-E 1,O3p.27.

7 0. FriediAn&,r nd J. W. Komedy Introduction to X.- -oohchist
(New rorks John Wile, and Sons, 1949), p. 229 -

8 L. R. Zu-7.l-t, "I-boolute Ueta Counting Using End-iind=u Ociger-
1'.ic _oJ Counter Tub-al P46 (Clk Rid,.a oi TechniCA1 Infor! Jdr
Diviion, 1947) p. I
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INSTRtf ijirs

2.1 FILTER SA'(PLER

The purpose of this instrument was to filter the particulate mwt-
ter from a knownv volume of the aerosol. By rwasuring the activity on
the filter paper and volume of air filtered, the average concentration
of activity in the cloud could be estimated.

2.1.1 Design

The filter samplers used in the tests (see Fig. 2.1) oon-
sisted of a motor driven suction pump drawing air through a filitr pa-
per sampling area of 100 on 2 .

2.1.2 Calibration

All filter samplers were oalibrated at the test site with
a dry flow-rate meter. For the surface shot the flm; rates of several
samplers were measured before and after the datOnition. The results,
given in Table 2.1, showi that for the quantity of material filtered there
wIa no appreciable change in resistance of the paper before and after tho
test. It was therefore considered reasonable to assum18 that the flcnr-
rate remained constant during the scrpling period.

The following code was used in dascribing the various fil-
ter samplers listed in Table 2.1. (For location of the stations, see
Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.)

1 Consisted of 1 sheet Chemical Corps No. 6 paper and
2 sheets of No. 5 paper. This type was used on all
stations at distances greater than 4000 feet from
sere. The sampler was located 7 feet above ground.

X, Consisted of 1 sheet Cml C No. 6 paper, 2 sheets of
Cml C No. 5 paper backed up by 5 sheets of No. 8 pa-
per. The 5 sheets of No. 8 paper served to out down
the flow of air approximately to 1 cubic foot per
minute while the filter sampler was operating at full
(24 volts) battery voltage. This type of sampler was
used on all stations up to and including distances of
4000 foot from ground xero. The sampler was located 1
7 feet above ground.

-9-
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TABLE 2.1

Filter Sarpior Da tri

Staition Location Weore After Purposeofa Agancy
ffunter anti Typo Surface Surfaoa San'.ple Pe rfo irwn

Paper Shot Shot Analysis

13I .18 Yactivity,decay NIH,TL
2 X1 1.36 damnaged aativity,decay NIHIACOci Zauto~rkdgraph

12 XI 1.38 - activity KIH,ACC

14 .X 1.21 activity NII{,AC
801 .43 1465tvt NIHT

L 41 .28 4.0 adtiocit tr NTL

10 Xi 0.59 - activity NIHT
A1 4I.23 - activitydtr NIHC

12 4I.14 - ativci r TLHA
Li 1 3.90 - atiioety - NACC

16 0 .20 1.2 activity, eayNIH,TLC
Gl0.65 0.8 gctivityde y NIff

L 4,28 -.0 radlocoemistry TL

A4.24 -.7 radiochemistry hOC
17 Il 1.75 - activity NIHAC

18 41.28 - radctvity r NIHAC

19 3.90 - activoity r ACH
G6 3.300 - aotivity,decay NIHT

20 0 .86 2.8 activity,decay NIB ,C

17 3I.2 3.1 activity KIHAC

19 3.30 - activity NIH

22 x 3.45 -activity,decay URDTL
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TABLE 2.1 (coit'd)

Filter Sampler Data

0 Flow Rate (cu.ft/mim
-r4 4-1 A40 Before After Agency

4$ '0.~~ Surface Surface Purpose of Samdple Performing
,2 44 Shot Shot Ana lysis

23 x 3.16 3.18 activity IJIH.TL.
24 1 2.73 -activity NIH,TL
25 x 2.83 -activity,decayv NIH,LASL,ACC

autoradiograph
28 x 3.67 - activity,autoradiograph NIfl,LASL
27 1 3.43 3.40 e-.tivity~decay NIHi,TL
28 I. - aotivity,autoradiograph WIfl,LASL
29 x 3.33 - activity NIH.,TL

IL 3.09 - activity,particle size TL
30 X 2.26 - activity,autoradiograph NIH,LASL,ACC

IL 3.90 - activity~partiole size TL
31 x 2.63 -activity NIH,TL

x 3.57 - activity,particle size TL
32 x 3.53 - activity'docay

IL 4.29 - aotivity,particle size NIH~decay
33 x 3.20 - activity,autoradiograph NIH,LKSL
34 x 3.00 - activity,decay NIHIASL,ACC

autoradi ograph
65 X 3..12 - activity,autoradiograph NTH.LASL
38 x 3.51 - activity,autoradlograph NIH,LASL
37 x 3.53 - activity,autoradiograph ?JII,LASL
58 1 2.52 - &ctivtity,autoradiograph NIH,LASL
39 I 3.12 - activity,autoradiograph NIH.LASL
40 x 2.46 - activity,autoradiograph NIH.LASL
41 x 3.0 - activity,autoradiograph NIH,LASL
42 x 2.65 - activity~autoradiograph MUX,LASL
43 1 2.38 - activity,mutoradiograph NIH,LASL
44 x 2.48 - activ-ity,autoradlograph NIH,LASL ACC
45 1 3.37 - activity~autoradiograph NrR,LASL
46 1 3.00 - aotivity,autoradiograph !IIH,LASL

*'plus zolocular filter adapter.

-12-
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G Sara as X in all respects except that the fil-
ter sampler w&e located 2 feet above ground.

L,L1 ,A Consisted of 4 sheets of Chemical Corps No. 5
paper. This is an "open" paper and the pur-
pose is to obtain a large sample for radiochom-
ial analysis. The various letters dsignate
the receiving agencies.

M Consisted of 4 sheets of polyfiber paper (Air

Force) paper. This is an "open" paper and the

purpose is to obtain a large sample for radio-

chemical analysis.

Equipment at stations of the surface shot (I through 46)
was transferred to the corresponding stations of the underground shot
(101 through 146). The handling of samples and nlytioal work for
samples collected fram the underground shot tests was the sae as the
surface shot, except that time did not perrit the preparation of auto-
radiographs by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

The abbreviations of the receiving agencies are as fol-
lo10s:

ACC - Army Chemical Center
NIH - National Institute of Health
TL - Tracerlab, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts
LASL - Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

2.2 THE CASCADE IWPACTOR

To determine the size-distribution of any heterogeneous cloud,
a size-grading sampling method is desirable. It in also desirable to
subject the particles to a minimum amount of physioal strain as they
are collected. The cascade impactor, first developed and described in

detail by May1. is particularly suited to these requirements. It size-
grades particles in a manner suitable for analysis with light and/or
electron microscopes and also collects the larger particles present

(these being the most likely to shatter) at low velocities. The pro-
dominate disadvantage of the impactor is that it is not an absolute in-
Strument, i.e., below a certain size, depending on the geometry of the
last jet and the physical properties of the particle involved, the

probability of collection decreases in a rather complex manner (but pre-

sumably monotonic with respect to particle size).

.R. May, "The Cascade Impactort An Instrument for Sampling Coarse

Aerosols", Journal of Scientific Instrumants, 22 (Oct 1945) 187 !O

-13-
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The perforunnce of a jet in a cascade i:pactor is determined by
the effects of the previous stages and the flow rate through it, he
i ell as its owm physical characteristics; thus the instrument must be
designed as a unit, each stage being crz patible -ith both the prtvced-
Ing and the following ones. Since the irfpictor Is to sasple effi-
ciently an extended particle size rai~ge (0.2-100 microns), five stages
,.ore considered necessary for suitable size-grading. The effective-
neiss of each stage, and therefore )f the complete inttrucnt will vary
with flow rate. Thus it is necessary to rainntain a suitable and con-
ctarit flow rate.

Although narrower jets will Irpinge snaller particles efficient-
ly, one might readily assume that the narrowest possible jet should be
used for the fifth stage; hot:ever, supersonic flow cannot be obtained
in a jet of this type. Thus, the flow rate canot exceed a maximum
Na1lve, vhich occurs 'hen sonic velocity is i-ached in the smallest jet.
In actual practice, this feature was used to control the flow rate in
the cascade ir,pactor. If a narrower jet had been used, the flow rate
would have been reduced correspondingly, thereby reducing the sr mpling
volte.

2.2.1 Design

A theory of Impaction Is ncocsarily based on the trajec-
tories of small particles in a moving fluid and extensive studies of
the factors eifectlng particle trajectories have been made by miny in.
vwstigators2,3,4 . An approximate theory of Irapaction, by Bauruash5 et
al, is quite flexible, allowing 11aediate comparison of the ufficien-
cios of various jet iidths and velocities. This relation way be der-
ivid by considering a jet from which a fluid of density e viscosity

3 Jc, uctone End Roberts, "Doposition of Aurosol Particles from Moving
Gas Streams", Induatrial and EnineerinK Chexnisty , 32 (1940) 650

4 L-.pple and'Shepard, "Celculation of Particle Trajootories", Indus-
triatl aixd £rwi neorinj Ch~isr, 32

5B.u.trz-h, "Duvelopi...)nt of Continuous Jet Ipactor !'sthods", UCIA 13,
At. Z U-205.

14 -
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a alit v"locity V, is flowvlno in an Rppro:i_'Ately oiroulir path
of mean radius of curvature R, as sho.mn in Pig. 2.2. It t&: s any
particle rouAghly a tire equal to

t ILL--- (2.1
2V

to traverse the quarter-oirole arc. In this tirn it will have
drifted radially outward a distance x equal to

x = ut (2.2)

where u to the Stokes velocity

U: r(.3)

D is the particle diameter and a Is the radial acoeleration and equal
to V2/4.

If it is assumed that the criterion for impaotion is

that the radial drift distance x is equal to half the jet width d, then

it is possible to calculate the minimum particle diameter Drain, which
will ba impacted. Substituting and solving for D results in

Dmin 38 1 .d.If rv (2.4)

To cheak the validity of this formula, the experi~anutl
'alues obtained by May, Johnstone6, and Casella 7 were compared with

z Report, University of Ill., HiLh VelocitZ Impaotor for B!Ulinf
Aerosols, 15 March 1149.

& Co. Ltd., Cascade Impautor, Leaflet 72J, Regent
Rouse, Fitzroy Sq. London W.I.

l - 15 -
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IVKTION, ELIDE

Fig. 2.2 Scheivittio Drawing of the Idealized Flow Froml a casoade

Irnpactor Slit. The slit length (into the paper) is
avsu. od to be much greater than the vddth w.

-16-
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thosie predicted by thoo'y. The result, vjvre in excollent agre . ent.

The impactor described by Vot-Itin and HodGe 8 was found

to be the mos't sturdy Impactor available and since it was designed so
that the jets could readily be interchanged it was dooided to modify
the Hodges model to fit requlroi:.nta for sampling at Operation JAdtGLP.
Artor some consideration it was decided to use the lt, 2nd. and 4th
jets of the original Hodge Inpaotor for the first, scond, and third
jets of the new model and then to design twwo now jetn. The d;elopLint
and perforiance of this modified Hod,;es-type impqctor as well as re-
finements to eq. 2.4 have been previously described in detail 9 .

A further Important modification in this Instruaent bas
the Irilusion of slides with electron miorosoope specimen soreons set
in re-.sses 10 . As a result, a slide assembly well suited for field
use was developed.

2.2.2 Calibration

Critical flowr rates of the casoade impaotors used are
shown in Table 2.2. The critical flow rates were dotermined using a
previously calibrated Dry Test Peter and a vaouum gauge. To be rea-
sonably oertain that critical flow was attained, a vacu= of 18.0 in-
ches of mercury was required for critical flo,.

Table 2.3 gives the calculated sizes of particles effi-
ciently removed for the modified instrument. Calibration of cascade
impactors for actual efficiency for various particle sizes was not
necessary for this work due to tho heterogeneous density of aerosols
expected. The samples were analyzed by direct methods, i.e., measur-
ing and counting of each particle in a known representative area.

5Vosgtlin & Hodge, Pharizioology and Toxiolgy of Uranium Compounds,
Vol. FI-1, p. 483, MoGraw-Hill, 1949.

9J. D. Wilcox, D and Development of a New Five Stage IVpaotor,
CRLIR 92. ACC, __.".

D. Wilcox, A Wew Sampling Technique, CRLR 70, ACC, Md.

- 17 -
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TABLE 2.2

Casoale Impactor Critical Flo: Rites

I a
o4 O'

Flow Rate Vacuum Between 0 . o lcw Rate Vacumm Bet~een
*o P (liters & Pump (inches o 4 P (liters & Pump (inches
0per min. oP Mercury) e oj per main. of mercury)

A 13.4 18.0 I 12.2 19.0
B 12.1 20.0 J 12.6 19.5
C 13.0 19.0 K 13.6 18.5
D 13.4 18.5 L 12.5 1,9.5
E 12.9 19.0 M 12.6 19.6
F 12.5 19.5 N 13.1 18.5
0 13.4 18.0 0 12.1 19.5
S 12.6 19.0 PT 12.2 20.0

TABLE 2.3

Cascade Impactor Jet Data(a )

Minimux Particle Diameter
Jet Jet Jet Velocity at Impaoted (Dmin) microns
Nr,. Leng~th Width Orifice 19.2 4u'

1 13.90mm 5.30 mm 2.83x10 2cm/seo 18.0 11.0 7.4 6.2
2 14.35rm 1.38 mm 1.05xlo0c/,eo 4.2 2.84 1.98 1.56
3 13.85mm 0.575mm 2.62z403 o /sec; 1.77 1.17 0.84 0.63
4 9.15mm 0.395mm 5.76x403 om/seo 0.95 0.65 0.47 0.347
5 4.05m 0.290mn 1.77X10 4cor/sec 0.47 0.32 0.224 0.18

(')Flow rate of 12.6 1/mmn

- 19
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2.5 CONIMFtE

The purpose of the conifuge was to provido a size-Craded sample

of the particulates in the aerosol.

2.3.1 Dsi

The conifuwe consists of a conical head centrifuge form-
ed by an inner and outer cone, arranged co-axially and separated by
a nnrrow annular spaoe through which a steady stream of aerosol is
draman by the self-pui,;ping action of the cones, which are driven by a
motor at high rpm. The cloud sample is introduced as a thin film in-
to the annular space through a samll tube at the apex of the inner cone.
Since the particles ar^ influenced by the transverse velocity of the
air stream and the centrifugal velocity of the rotatinC cones, they fol-
low a trajectory based upon thoir mass and terminal velocity. The par-
ticles pass between the two cones and deposit as a spectrum of particle
sizes on the surface of the outer cone which is made of polystyrene
plastic irith two rows of six evenly spaced screws which carry electron
microscope screens.

The thin filament of sampled cloud passing across the
gLtp between the end of the sampling tube and the apex of the inner cone
is in unstable equilibrium and is easily displaced by an inoqualit, in
the spacing of the two cones. The result is an uneven distribution of
the samples on the outer cone. Precise workmanship is therefore essen-
tial in the construction of the centrifugal chamber and in the align-
ment of the vehole apparatus. The design must also be robust enough for
this adjustment to be retained after dismantling for cleaning and re-
asserably. Good seals must be obtained around the base of the two cones
and around the base of the container. Poor seals give rise to leakage
which alter flow rates and destroy regularity of the size separation.
For a similar reason, the housing packing must be kept well oiled to pre-
vent leakage through the bearings. To maintain the designed sampling
rate, both the sajapling inlet and exhaust jet LIust be subjected to the
same external pressure. Figures 2,4 and 2.5 show photographs of the
conifuge employed at Operation JANGLE.

The diradvantages of the present instrwaent are (1) low
flovw rate and vertical orientation which precludes approximating iso-
kinctio conditions tnd (2) separation is dependent upon the density of
pb-rticulates v7hich is likely to be heterogeneous in the aerosol. Ac-
cording to Saeuyerll, "The dopositing efficienoy of the conifuge is 100

1K. F. Sairyer, Poton Teohnical Paper, No. 86, (Porton, U. K.. 14 Dec.

1948)
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per oent under all conditions for all particles which do not encounter
the walls of the sampling tube on entry or impact upon the inner cone.
Re-oiroulated particles would, if present, show no size separation and
form a heterogeneous background to the main deposit".

2.3.2 Calibration

Recent laboratory testing of the conifuge has shown that
the rate of samle flow is greater than was first assumed. Flow cali-
bration data was obtained by filling a bottle full of aninonium chloride

smoke and drawing the smoke through a 1.17 cm inside diameter glass
tubing by the self-pumping action of the conifuge. The point of the
smoke was then timed as it flowed through 60 and 100 cm lengths of the
glass tubing and into the oonifu?e inlet tubing. The flow rates shown
in Table 2.4 were obtained by the use of a "pipe coefficient" of 0.5
as suggested by Vennardi2 for laminiar flow (Re - 380).

TABLE 2.4

Conifuge Flow Calibration

Corrected
RPM Flow Rate

. oolC .n)8000 315
7000 265
6000 218
5000 173
4000 130
3000 90

Operating ' he oonifuge at 5000 rpm gives a sampling
rate of 173 oc/irn Trith tbout 3460 oc/min of excess air recycled. The
low sampling rate is a serious limitation. For good size separation,
the sampling rate rust not exceed about five per cent of the total flow

rate (total volume circulating bet-een the cones). The design of the
ChLcical Corps conifuge limited the speed to 8000 rpm when operating at
oxtended periods of tine (2-3 hours). For shorter operating times
(20-30 rdn.) the conifuge can be operated at 10,000 rpm. A calibration
curve of rpm vs voltage was used to obtain roquired speeds in the field*

12J. K. Vennard, Elem-ntary Fluid 1". chsnics, (2nd ed) New York: Wiley
and Sons, 1947. 7, p. 163.
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Test runs w;ere made on the conifugo using a steel outer
cone which had two slits covered by plastic slides along the slen;
height of the cone. An aerosol containing spherical glass particliu
was generated into a sampling chamber. Samples were taken with the
oonifuge, and the particle size distribution was determined w~ith a
microscope. Table 2.5 gives data obtained at a speed of 5000 rpm, a
sn rpling tine of 6 minutes, and an air flow of approximately 170 cc/mn.

TABL, 2.5

Conifuge Particle Size Calibration

Distance Particle
From Top Size

Edre (microns)
16 mm 12 -6
20 6 -4
24 4 -2.5
28 2.5-1.8
32 1.8-1.1
36 1.4-0.6
40 0.6-0.4
44 under .4 1

2.4 PARTICLE SEPARATOR

The purpose of the particle separator was to sample and fraction-
ate the aerosol and fall-out particulate material into size ranges by
means of a vertically oriented sifting device.

2.4.1 Design

Each particle separator consisted of:

1. Eleven bronze wire screen sieves which were to frac-
tionate particles into class intervals of 37-43, 44-52, 53-61, 62-73,
74-88, 88-104, 105-124, 125-148, 149-176, 177-209 microns.

2. A porous stainless steel filter to retain particles
larger than 1 micron.

3. A molecular filter to separate all the particles
Which pass through the porous vtainless steel disk.

-23-
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/SIEVES

POROUS STAINLESS

_____ f - OLECULAki

Fig. 2.6 Crocs-sectional Drawing of a Particle Separaitor

TABLE 2.6

Particle Separator Calibrationi

Flow Rate (cu.ft/min
Station Before After Ater
Numiber Surface Shot Surface Shot Underground Shot

8 0.89 0.87 0.88
9 0.62 - 0.45

14 0.83 0.90 0.79
15 0.82 - 0.81
20 0.88 0.83 0.92
21 0.89 - 0.85
23 0.89 0.85 1.*00
24 0.93 - 0.94
28 0.95 -0.94

29 0.98 - 1.0p
30 0.82 - 0.9 0

-24-
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4. A rotary type vacun pump and hoze oonnection to the
particle separator to draw the particles through the apparatus. Air
%us drawn through the pump at the rate of approximately 1 cubic foot
per minute.

The detailed design of the particlo separator is h-4 in
Fig. 24.6.

2.4.2 Calibration

Table 2.6 indicate3 the flow rate through the various fil-
ter sunplers before and after each test. The results show that no appre-
ciable change in resistance occurred in the particle separators during
the test and the rate of flow through the particle separator was constant.

2.5 LECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR

The purpose of the electrostatic precipitator was to sample the
particulates. This instrument is not amenable to particle size determin-
ation unless microscope slides or screens are incorporated into the sam-
pling cylinder.

2.5.1 Design

This instrument weighs about 50 pounds and consists of a
Metal cylinder through which air is drawn at the rate of 32 liters per
minute at a speed of 25 cm/sec. An electrostatic potential of 300 volts
was applied between an outside collecting cylinder and an inside central
wire. The particulate matter is precipitated upon the outside cylindri-
cal shell. A sohematiu diagram of the collecting cylinder is shown in
Fig. 2.7.

2.6 CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORS

The purpose of the continuous air monitors was to measure the vari-
ation in the concentration of activity in the air with time.

26.1 Brookhaven Air Monitor

A filter paper feed system traveling at 4 inches per hour
combined with a vacuum pump (3.5 ou ft/min) was employed to collect par-

ticulates from the air. A strip of filter paper 3 inches wide moves

Octinuously at a predetermined rate over a rectangular sampling port.
(1 in. x 1-3/4 in.) The particulate material in the aerosol was filtered

Outo the paper which passes under a shielded scintillation counter where
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r375 
Gm.

WALL 0.20 CM.
THICK

RA33 ROD
0.30 CM. DIA.

ACTIVE PRECIITATE
DZPOSIT6

300 VOLTS

Fig. 2.7 Cross-sootional Drawing of the Electrostatic
Precipitator Cylinder.
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thn activity 6as meacured and a r'eccrcr w.Ade on an Esterline-Angus re-corder. See Fig. 2.8.

* \

I" .. " I

i/

Fig*. 2.8 Brockhaven Continuous Air Monitor.
Count Rate Yeters Omitted.

The rate-meter and recorder were 1hused in a shack whilethe air sampler and scintillation counter were a buated in a four footshalf Outside. A plastic cover protected the sampler from fall-out,except at the sampling port. The purpose of this procedure was to sam-ple the cloud and protect the air sampler as much as possible. Cello-Phane sheet was fed from a roll onto the re-wind spool of the air sam-Pler between successive layers of filter paper to eliminate cross con-talination so that the filter paper could be recounted in the event ofrate-meter or recorder failure. Rubber foam mats were placed under thel0trovic quiprnt to reduce vibration. Electric power (110 volts,60 cycle) Was supplied by a generator driven by a 2 -cylinder gasoline
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The important feature of this instrument is that the
tample is continuously collected on an area 1 in. x 1-3/4 in., the
activity measurement is made over a contaminated strip 1 inch in
width, and the radiation detector tube off-set approximAtely 5 inches
from the center of the oampliv. ports, which results in a 30
minute delay between sanplin and significant counting. The total
time required for a orn square inch (the size of the counter face)
of filter paper to travel the sampling port is 41.25 minutes. There-
fore an estimate of th) activity in a cloud is based upon this per-
iod of sampling which ends approximately 52.5 minutes prior to count-
ing and recording. h detailed discussion of the calibration of this
Instrunent is given in the Appendix.

2.6.2 Tracerlab Air Monitor

This Instrument also employs an air pumping system
(2.6 cu.ft/min) with filter paper 6 Inohes wide traveling at 7 inches
per hour or multiples of 1/4, 1/2, 2, and 4 times this rate. Wax pa-
per was fed between s,,ccessive layers of filter paper to prevent cross
contamination. A Tracerlab P-12 alpha scintillation probe and a lead
shielded Tracerlab TGC-l Gel-er-Vuller tube were employed to detect
alpha, beta and gamra radiations. The output voltage from two linear
coumt-rate meters .vs recorded on a two point chart recorder manu-
factured by the Brown Instrunent Company. The entire unit ivas housed
in a metal cabinet and located in a shack with two air intqke pipes,
12 feet long, extending from the instrument through the roof of the
shack into the atmosphere. See Fi.-s. 2.9 and 2.10.

The important feature of this monitor was that the radia-
tion detectors were located directly over the sampling ports (2.25 in.
diameter) and the activity was measured over this circular area. Inas-
much as deposition of the aerosol and counting occurs simultaneously,
no time lag occurs. lowever, it may be noted that the cowmter reading
at the time of deposition is not the same as when the tape is replayed
through the instrument at a later time, despite correction for radio-
active decay. A detailed discussion of this and other problems of In-
strumnt calibration may be found in Appendix C.

2.7 RADIOLOGICAL AIR SAAPLER

The Radiological Air Sampler (RAS) was a modification, for Opera-
tion JANGLE of the Portable Air Sampler (PAS) used previously by Test
Division, CRL and Dug.way Proving Ground, Utah. Its purpose was to pro-
vde an intermittent type of sa-mpl5r capable of collecting a radioactive
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aerosol as a function of time. As the sampler contains its oan 6 volt
DC power supply, the necessity of laying long power lines is avoided,
thus simplifying its installation in the field.

2.7.1 Design

The reniral layout of the components of the RAS are best
seen in Fig. 2.11, rhis instrument was surmounted by twolve plastic
"molecular" filter' 6 assemblies through which air was pumped success-
ively for ten minutes by means of a rotary solenoid air valve controlled
by a cyclin_ mechanism. The sampler was started five minutes prior to
shot time by a signal which closed a 24 volt DC latching relay. Each
filter in turn sampled the air for ten minutes and then the Instrumnnt
automatically turned itself off. The complete design details of the
RAS have been given previouslyl4 .

2.7.2 Calibration

Calibrations of the instruments at the test tite were
made by using a molecular filter assembly in the line of flow. The flow
calibration data was obtained using a Dry Test Meter and is shown in
Table 2.7.

TABLE 2.7

Radiological Air Sampler Flow Calibration

RAS Flow Rate
Code Liters /Minute

A 0.380
B 0.385

C 0.445
D 0.445
B 0.440
F 0.440
H 0.445
I 0.450
K 0.440

TAlexander Goetz, "Ifolecular Filters", Report of Symposium ITT, Aero-

sols, Chemical Corps Technical Command, Arm Clemcl 7enetit lid.
4 April 1950.

1 4j. D. Wilcox, W. R. an kntwerp, C. S. Elder. A Radiological Air Sam-
jbor - A Modification of a Portable Air Sam~pler. CRL Interi pT.-173
ACO, Md-12 Aprt 7
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Heads, Rotary Air Valve, Pump, Timing
Mch~insm, and Battery.

2.8 FALL-Orr TRAYS

The purpose of the fall-out trays was to collect samples of the
fall-out for particle size distribution, activity measurements and radio-
chemical analysis.

2.8.1 Design

Wooden trays 23x36x2 in. with an effective exposure areaOf 21x34 in. were lined with thin sheets of polyethylene plastic approxi-
fttely 0.001 in. think. The trays were located on top of 7 feet high
towers and A feet high shacks and covered until approximately 12 hours
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hofore the test when all covers were rem,7rt. Ievaral trtkys were lo-
cated orn the ground wherever 8,hacks were riot available or the URDL
therimal precipitator occupied tho top or the tower. After the test
the trays ware covered, returne-d by truck to the rear aea, and sev-
eral hot particles removed for microscopic, arnlysis tit the test site
by personnel of the Army M.edico.l Centar 16 Tho rerir~alrer of t.io sFIr.-
ple was ha;.7ed, crated, and returned by air to the ACC for particle
size analy 8is and radiochemtstry.

A possible disqlvanta -e of thm fall-out traiy was the un-
certainty of the amount of matorial blown out of or into the tray.
Three trays were exposed to atrrpharic conditions in the t'tst Irea for
soveral days and the amount of dust acc\u.~nited was too nr"'mll to be.
weig~hed on a torsion balance. CN this basis it was re'msorF-,1lc to as-
sume that under normAl conditions at the test site. insi!.fnificant a-
mouints of material were blown into the trays. FinuLre 2.12 shows a fall-
out tray in position at a typical stAtion.

...............9. .- 9-.. .

Fig.2.12 Fal-outTra Insalle ata Tyica Staion

2.Fig.rao 2.2 aNGL-outry InstiallGrduate aScl taton.C
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CHAPTER 3

MXMRIENTAL PROCEDURE

3.1 STATION LAYOUT

On the basis of pre-shot meteorological data accumulated at the
test site, 46 sampling stations were located for each shot as shown
in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2. The general layout for each shot was the sams,
homver minor changes in position were made to take advantage of
differences in ground elevation. Equipment was secured to steel
towers which were bolted to concrete foundations (this considerable
overdesign of equipment was the result of the change from Operation
WINTSTORM to JANGLE) within 400 feet and wooden foundations beyond
4000 feet of the zsro point. Sampling was done at 7 feet and 2 feet
above the ground. Figureas 2.11 and 3.3 illustrate the appearance of
typical stations of this project.

3.2 DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLING SUIP"T

The following items of sampling equipment were used:

1. Filter sampler

2. Cascade impactor

3. Conifuge

4. Particle separator

5. Electrostatic precipitator

6. Continuous air monitor

7. Portable air sampler

8. FAll-out tray
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Fig- 3.2 Underground Shot Station Layout
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Table 3.1 shws the manner in which the equipment was dis-
tribubed. This distribution was based on a prior study of the
woather, and the number of samplers available.

3.2.1 A Station

The following instraments represent a typical tower
installation; filter sampler, cascade impactor, conifuge, and par-
ticle separator. One 24 volt battery rated for 35 alapere hours was
placed at each station for each piece of equipment requiring a
24-volt motor. Each motor required 10 ampere hours. One hundred and
ten volt AC gonerators rated at 3 KW were used at stations which
required continuous air monitors. electrostatic precipitators or AC
motors.

3.2.2 Triggering

At shot time minus 5 minutes a relay was closed by a
aignal which activated the clock relay and turned on the power supply.

It is of interest to discuss briefly the clock which
controlled the s&'pling period of the instrumr.nts. Figure 3.6
ahows the 8 day clock iechanism employed. It is of a type which
can be set to open or close a relay for any hour of a particular day.
Since shot time could not be accurately forecast, the following modi-
fications ware made to allow flexibility in the time of firing. One
end of a rigid wire was fastened to the closing latch of a relay and
the other end was inserted in the balaice wheel of the mechanical
clock; the clock was then vound and set so that the micro switches
wore closed and the relay was open. %ben the relay vas closed at
shot time minus five minutes, the rigid wire attached to the closing
latch was pulled away from the balance wheel and the clock was started.

At shot time plus one hour and fifty-five minutes the
clock mechanism opened tho micro switch and caused the relay to open,
disconnected the prour supply, and stopped the sampling apparatus.
Figure 3.5 gives the details of these circuits.

The cascade impactor required a separate timing device
because it i0as necessary to sample for I minute when the cloud had
arrived at the station. See Fig. 3.6. A longer sampling period would
have provided excessive sample thich could not be analyzed micro-
ccopically for particle size distribution.
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F'ig- 3,4 Clock and Triggering Mechanism. The Rigid Wire
Leads From the Relay to the Balance Wheel. When
the Relay is Closed the Wire Was Withdrawn From
the Balance Weel, Starting the Timting of Equip.
mert, The Outside Dimensions of the Box Are 10-1/2
by 10-1/2 Inches.
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The triggering device was a Beckman MX-qB radiation
detection alarm that was 50 per cent discharged and modified so that
it would close a micro switch after being exposed to 50 milliroentgens.
The alarm was placed on top of a tower and shielded in a IIll of lead
brick, 8 inches thick and open at the top, thus it would presumably
only be discharged by the radiation from the cloud.

After the cloud radiation discharged the MX-TB and
closed the micro switch, the power relay was closed and supplied
power from the 24 volt battery. The left pole of the relay upon
closing shunted the MX-7B micro switch out of the circuit thus
eliminating the possibility of its opening due to low current capacity
and causing the circuit to function improperly. The right pole of the
relay performed two functions upon closing; it connected one side of
the battery to the cascade impactor motor and started the cascade im-
pactor since the other side of the battery was connected to the motor
through the left pole of the relay, and it also placed the clock
solenoid coil across the battery. When this solenoid was placed
across the battery it drove the plunger against the start button of
the mechanical stop clock and started the clock. The sweep hand of
the clock was arranged so that after one minute it came in contact
with a terminal connected to one side of the battery and thus placed
the coil of the relay across the battery through the sweep hand and
threw the relay to the position opposite of that shown in Fig. 3.6.
This action opened the cascade impactor circuit and at the same time
shorted the terminals of the battery across the 30 ampere fuse; the
fuse blew, and the battery was removed from the circuit eliminating
the chance of the circuit recycling.

3 .3 COLLECTION AND SHIPMT OF SAIO'L9S

3.3.1 Surface Shot

Sample ollections stafted after 4 hours and were com-
pleted within 30 hours after detonation. Rapid collection was
possible due to the fact that all stations were lightly contaminated
with the exception of those Otations in the north-north east sector.
Collections along these 'legs" were deferred for approximately 20
hours to permit the area to "cool off'. No pick-up team accumulated
rore than a 1 roentgen for the test; the mazixom allowable dose for
each test being 3 roentgens.

The collection of samples was accomplished by 8 groups;
each consisting of a group leader, assistant, and a radiological safety
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monitor; and each responsible for approxiately C stations. In-
d~vidials wore protective clothing furnished by the radiologlcal
safety organization at the test site. This consisted of cotton-
khaki coveralls, white skull cap, gloves, booties, respirator, and
masking tape to seal the trouser-bootie opening. Personnel handled
the sampling instruments with glove3. Filter sampler papers and
portable air samplers were placed in wooden boxes and returned to
the project office at the test site. The National Institute of
Health (NIH) laboratory at the test site started activity measure-
ments on filter sampler papers approximately 12 hours after shot
time and completed measurements within approximately 48 hours.

Cascade impactors, conifuges, and particle separators
were removed from the towers and the impactor slides and conifuge
liners were removed in a dust-free room.

All samples were shipped in wooden boxes by military
air to either the Army Chemical Center, Md. or Tracerlab, Inc.,
Boston, Mass., and analytical work was started approximately 5 days
after shot time.

3.3.2 Underground Shot

Sample collections were started 6 hours after shot time
and were completed 4 days later. Slow collection was necessitated by
the fact that many stations were heavily contaminated. As in the
surface shot, the heaviest contamination occurred in the north-north
east sector, and entry into this area was delayed about 4 days.

The procedure of handling samples on this test was
similar to the surface shot. Activity measurements were started 12
hours after detonation.

3.4 TREATMENT OF SAMPLES AT ACC

Shipments received at the Army Chemical Center were opened,
4 isassembled, and distributed for analysis among the various groups
in the Chemical and Radiological Laboratories according to a pre-
arranged plan. Cascade impactor plates and conifuge cones were re-
moved in a dust-free room and alalyzed for activity and particle
size. Laboratory analysis started approximately 8 hours after the
receipt of samples at the ACC.

- 43 -
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CHAPTER 4

DATA AND RESULTS

4.1 CONCENTRATION OF ACTIVITY IN THE AEROSOL

4.1.1 Filter Saimpler

Approximately 46 filter sqmplers wero employed in eaeh
shot of Operation JANGLF to obtain samples of the aerosol from which
activity concentration data could be derived. As described in para-
graph 2.1, these instruments sampled for a period of from 5 mnuts
before to 115 minutes after shot time, and yielded basic data in the
form of filter papers upon which was deposited a measurable amount of
radioactivity.

The average concentration of activity at each station
over the interval H/O to H/115 minutes could be computed by dividing
the measured activity (corrected for decay) by the volume of air sam-
pled in 115 minutes. However, in order to obtain the concentration
of activity in the cloud, it was necessary to know when %nd how long
the instrument actually sampled the cloud, information not obtainablej
from the filter sampler itself. It was originally planned to deter-
mine these quantities by an examination of aerial photographs and the
NBS gamma intensity data (Project 2.1a), but after careful study of
records from both these sources the conclusion was reached that this
determination would be possible for only five stations, all in the
Underground shot. The difficulty arose in defining the "edge" of the
complicated cloud structure either visually, or in terms of the gam-
ma intensity. This was particularly true for times later than about
15 minutes after either shot, and for directions other than downwind.
For example, from the photographs, it appeared that mftny crosswind

stations never sampled the cloud, even though fair amounts of radio-

activity were found on the filter papers from these stetions.

To estimate the concentration of activity in the aloud,
then, it was first necessary to estimate when and how long each fil-
ter sampler sampled the cloud proper. This has been done by assuming
a reasonable model of the cloud, based upon the data obtained from
aerial photographs, and calculating when this cloud arrived and de-
Parted from each station. The elapsed time and length of sampling
time were then calculated and compared with the figures used to cal-
*ulate the 116 minute concentrations, resulting in factors which
O0Uld be applied to the latter to give the ooncentration in the cloud
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proper. These factors were employed in order to emphAsize the effect
of these calculations. It should be noted that the cloud model, be-

cause of the restrictive assumptions regarding its size, wa applied
only to the downwind stations.

The following it a description of the olo)ud models

At zero time a cloud of diameter do is rapilly created.
This cloud drifts downwind in a straight line, the velocity of the
center of the cloud V being a constant 5 mph, or 440 feet per minute.
The subsequent cloud diameter d Increases with time, and hence with

distance from ground zero r according to the equation:

d , do / 0.1(r)

The arrival time of the front edge of the cloud at station whose dis-
tance from ground zero Is r ist

r - d/Z
tI : -V

and the arrival time of the rear edge of the cloud

t 2 r-/

The length of time of sampling ia

d
t 2 - t1 =

The elapsed time between zero tims and the tire at which this sampl-
ing took place has been chosen as
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The observed initial diameter of the cloud wast

Surface Shot 7 880'
Underground Shot = 3750'

Table 4.1 presents the results of these calculfttlons for the appropri-
Ate distances from ground zero. The factor fl in column 5 is the ratis
of the 115 minute samjnlin- period to the sanplin- period detemnined on
the basis of the modelr

t2 -ti

The factor f2 in column 7 is the activity correction that must be ap-
plied to correct the activity from H/60 min. (see next paragraph) to
H /j jt7minutes. The product f1f2 , therefore, is the correction fac-
tor that must be applied to the 115 minute concentration data to obtain
the approximate concentration on the cloud proper. Table 4.1 also
gives the arrival of the front and rear edges, respectively, of the
cloud at the only stations where these could be observed from the aerial
photographs.

Tables 4.2 ani 4.3 present the average concentration of
activity over the 115 minute sampling period. (col. 3) together with
the data required for this determination (Colo. I and 2). It will be
noted that the selection of H/60 minutes as the time to which the activ-
ity for all stations is corrected is an arbitrary selection. The 115
minute concentrations have been plotted on a station layout in Figs.
4.1 and 4.2. From these plots stations ,ere selected at which the con-
Oentration of the activity in the cloud was calculated. The latter
Concentrations and the factors which produced them are listed in cols. 4

and 5 in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

Activity measurements were made on Chemical Corps type 6
filter paper initially by NIH at the Nevada Test Site within 100 hours
Otter each shot, using a Model PC-l proportional counter made by the
Nuclear Measurement Corporation. Second and third papers were radio-
autographed in many cases and found to be free from activity. In the
feW cases where activity was observed, it was attributed to leakage
through the edges of the filter paper package since the filter paper is

99.97 per cent efficient for 0.3 micron particles at a flow rate of 32
liters per minute through 100 square centimeters area.
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TABLE 4.1

Calculation of Samnling Interval and Elapsed Time
on the Basis of Cloud Model

t, t 2  t,2I t 2  f'2

(feet (nd (rai nam) (mm.) 1f2

Surf-ce Sh( . ..

2,000 3.3 5.8 2.5 4 4.3 24 1.1 X 1o
3,000 5.5 8.2 2.7 43 6.7 14 6.0 X 162
4,000 7.6 10.5 2.9 9 8.9 10 3.9 X 102
6,000 U..9 15.3 3.4 4 13.5 6.1 2.1 X io2
8,000 16.3 20.1 3.8 30 18.I 4.2 1.3 X 102

11l,000 22.8 27.3 4.5 26 25.0 2.9 7.5 X 101
14,000 29.2 34.4 5.2 4 31.7 2.2 4.8 X 101
20,000 42.1 48.7 6.6 7 45.4 1.4 2.4 X 101
30,000 63.7 72.5 8.8 68.0 .86 1.1 X 101
50.000 107. 120. 13. . 113.0 .45 3.9

2,000 .9* 9.2* 8.3 13.9 3.0 37 5.2 X 1
3,000 2.3 11.4, 9.1 12.6 5.1 19 2.4 X 1

2.1 13.52
4,000 4.4 13.7 9.3 12.4 7.8 12 1.5 X 102

4.1* 13.7*
6,000 8.8 18.5 9.7 1.8 12.8 6.5 7.7 X 101

8.5* 18.3*
8,000 13.1 23.3 10.2 11.3 17.5 4.4 5.0 X 101

11,000 19.6 30.5 10.9 10.5 24.5 2.9 3.0 X .01
14,000 26.0 37.6 11.6 9.9 31.3 2.2 2.2 X 101
20,000 39.0 51.9 12.9 8.9 45.0 1.4 1.2 X I01
30,000 Y60.6 75.7 15.1 7.6 67.8 .86 6.5
50,000 102. 123. 21.0 5.5 112.0 .47 2.6

* Values observed from aerial photographs.
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Filter Sampler Concentration of Activity, Surfacti Shot

Activity foluma Swi~ipled Avvrago Cone. nc. of
at H +- 60 Between Zero of Activity Factor ctivlty

Station minutne knd H * 115 min. ovor 115 rain in Cloud

6 3 f 2 3

1 43Xlr 4 /.1 1.0 x10 10Oxi 1 1iIx
2* 8.1 4.6 1,7 X10~ 1 1 2 X103
3 2.1 4.+ ./ x 1O- 1
4* 1.0 2.5 4.1 X 10-7
5 7.8 X 1O3 2.9 2.7 X 1O-9

6* 1.9 x1CT2  4.6 4*2 X10-9
7 3.3 4.2 7.9 X 10-7 6.0 X3 5 X
8 2.5 4.8 5.2 X 10-7 6.0 X 1C2 3 X 10-4
9 5.6 x 101 4.3 1.3 10

10 5.6 X 10-1 2.0 2.7 X 0I
11 6.9 X 10- 4.0 1.6 X 10
12 1.2 x i0-3  4.7 2.7 X 10" 0 2
13 3.8 3.9 XIO 2

14 2.2 4.) 5.3 X 10-7  3.9X102 2 X 10-4

]5* 9.9 X 10-1 4.0 2.5 X 10-7

16 9.1 .10 "I  3.1 3.0 X 10-7
17 0 4.3 0
18 4.9 X 10-4 4.5 1.1 x 10"-7
19 1.6 11.1 1.4 X 10
20 9.7 2.!X102
21 4.4 11.0 3.9 X I0"
22 4.8 i.7 4.4 X 10-7
23 1.4- 101 10.6 1.4 106 1.3XlO2  2X WI0"

24 4.7 9.3 5.: x 10-
25" 1.3 X 10- 9.6 1.4 x 10"
26 4.3. 12.1 3 4 X 10-
27 1.6 x 10-1 11.6 1.4 I 10- 7.5 5 101 1 10-4
28 6.6 X I0- 3i.0 6.0 X I0-3.
29 2.6 X 1O 11.3 2.3 X O-6 4.X.W1 Ixo04
30 4.7 7.7 6.1 X 10"7
31* 6.6 x 10-3 8.9 7.4 X 1i-I0
32 7.8 X 10-3 12.0 6.5 X 10-10
33 11.9
34 3.6 10.2 3.5 x 10-7
35 4.5 10.6 4.3 X lO-
36 4.7 11.9 3.9 X 10-7 1.1 X 301 4 X 30-6
37* 2.6 I 3 1 12.0 2.2 X 30-8

* Instrment did not function properly.
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TAttLE 4.2 (Corntd)

Activity Voluixe Sampled Average Cone Conc. of
at H + 60 Retwton Zero of Activity Factor Activity

Station minutes rnd H + 15rmin. over 315 min, in Cloud
1 6 E-fl,2 tic

1 L(C- xA x106  31
38 1.8 .,2.1 X 10-7

39 4.1 i(.6 3.8 x 10-7 3.9 1 X 10-6

40 1.3 8 .3 1.6 y 10-7

41* 2.8 X 10-1 10.2 2.7 X -0-9
42 5.1 I 10-1 9.0 5.7 10-8

43 0 8.1 0
44 4.7 1 10 8.2 5.7 X 1 0

45 3.2 X 10- 11.4 2.8 X i0"I0

46 2.8 1 10 10.2 2.8 X 10-8

* Instrumnt did not function properly.

TABLE 4.3

Filter Sampler Concentration of Activity, Urderground Shot

Activity Volum Sampled Average Conc. Conc. of
at H + 60 Between Zero & of Activity Factor Activity

Station minutes H t 60 Min over 115 min. in Cloud

Sx ,6 9 t--'"HE.

ia 5.2 X 102
102 3.6 x 102  4.6 7.7 X 10-5  5.2 X 102 4 X 10-2

103 4.4
104 5.5 1 10-  2.5 2.1 x 0-7
105 8.5 1 10- 2.6 3.0 X 10 -7

106 4.0 4.6 8.6 X i0 7  -2
107 4.410 4.2 1.0oii10 4  2 41X102 21X10
108 4.6 x 163- 4.8 9.5 X :10-4 2:4 X 162 2 X 16-1
109 2.9IX162 4.3 6. X 10 -5
1.10 5.2 X 10-1 2.0 2.5 X 10 7
-11 12 102 4.0 2.1 X10-5

112 2.8 4.6 6.1 X102
113 X12 3.8 1115 1 1
114 1.iii02 4.1 2.8 X 10 .5 15 X12 4 X 10-3

- 'o-



TABLR 4.3 (Contd)

Activity Volume Sampled Average Conc. Conc. of
at H + 60 Beteeen Zero & of Activity Factor Activity

Station minutes H + 60 gin over 115 min. in Cloud

, p 3 X 6 3 3lf2  3

115 6.7 X 102 4.0 1.6 1 --_
116 7.3 X 10 3.0 2.4 X 108
117 2.2 4.2 5. x Io'
118 1.2 4.4 2.6 X 10"
119 1*21101 111 1.1io10
120 4.5 X10 o2  9.7 4.7 X 10-5 7.7 X 101 4 X 16O3
123 4.31102 11.0 3.9 X 10-5
122 2.6 X 1O2 11.7 2.2 X 10-9
123 1. 1 I0: 106 1.0 X 10-3  50. 1lO " 5 X i 2

124 4.0 1 12 9.2 4.3 X L0-5
125 2.9 X ff 9.6 3.0 X 10 "6
126 12.1 6 4
1W 7-4X10- 11.6 6.4 X 10 ,. x 101 2 X 10-2

M .14 XI 11.0 1.3 x 10-
129 8.13 X1 11.3 7.8X 10- 2.2 X101 2 110-2
330 7.5X30- 7.6 9.8 X 10-

131 8.9
132 2.8 12.0 2.3 X 10-7

133 11.12 X 1o
134 2.9 10.1 2.8 X 10-7

135 10.6
136 11.9 6.5
137 4.6 12.0 3.8 X 10-7

338 8.5
139 1.0 X 102 10.6 9.9 X 3.O 2.6 .3 10-5
140 9.2 8.2 1.1 1 16o
141 10.-
142 2.1 9.0 2.4 X I0_
343 7.9 8.0 9.8 10 -7

144 ;.2 1101O 8.2 2.6 X16-6
145 3 7 X .10- 11.4 3.2 X 10-8
146 9.6 X 10"6 3 10.. 9.4 x 10-10
147 9.9 I 0-1 11.0 9.0 x 16-
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URFACE
WIND

5)00

9~1 1040/00

40

Fig, 4.J1 Lines of Fqual Concentration of Activity, Surface0 Shot
Akctivity Corrected to H + 1 Hours, Samnpling Timi 115
Minutes.
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4Al actjvytle3 wore corrected to a co.-.m(on t1rc by maans

of a decay curve obtained f-CjA a sinLla statirn. UnfortunAtely approdl-
rntely 40 per cent of the filter papers from both shots were too activa
to be coiznt-d by NIB; these were sent by milltary airoraft either to

Tracerlab or to ACC, where they were counted bett;etn 120 and 600 hours
after the shot. At thnsf tvo laborntoriec activity roasurc. ,ntr were

corraoted to a co~aon tinin (ACC, H/tD0 hours, Tric'nrlab, H/1600 hnurji)
by mean'n of the decay cui-res from thn Individual filter sazpleirs.

Extrapolation of activity data back to very early times,
was accomplished by use of the decay curves obtained by NIH1 fron cra-

tar and lip samples. These are presented In Fig. 4.3. The experiment-

al data fro i which these curves were derived began at approxirctoly
H/4 hours and continuad to about H/20O0 hours. Extrapolations have
been made to H/0.1 and H/1O,O00 hours.

Wherever possible the decay slopes from these "master"
Curves were compared with the decay slopes obtained at various tino in-
tervala froia several filter samplers and various other equip- ent and
agreement was considered satisfaotory.' Exact agreeient is not achiev3d
because of fractionation (See Par. 4.5.3) which influences the decay

slope of samples taken at various distances from ground zero. The use
of a single decay curve for all the filter sampler data thus introduces
an error in the extrapolated activities.

4.1.2 Air Monitors

Three Brookhaven continuous air monitors (BCAM) and six
Tracerlab continuous air monitors (TCAM) were employed to measure the

radioactivity of the aerosol for both shots of Operation JANGLE. Ta-
ble 4.4 summarizes their operation. It can be seen that a large nio-

ber of failures occurred which were attributed either to failure of the
110 volt motor generator set2. or mechanical failures of the instruments

themselves. These latter difficulties were largely due to the delicate
nature of the monitors under the severe conditions of the Nevada Test

Site and the receipt of the TCAMs only a week prior to the surface shot.

For the surface shot, the BCAIV at station 38 (30,000 ft.
NE and defiladod by a ridge from the zero point) furnishes an interest-

ing record as shown in the "raw" data plotted in Fig. 4.4. Of particu-

lar interest is the occurrence of a "pip" approximately 5 minutes after

_tter from NI, dated 7 February 1962.

2The large quantities of fine dust at the Test Site tended to rapidly

foul the spark plugs.
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TABLE 4.4

Air Monitor Operation for 8urface and Underground Shot#

Station Instrument Operation
Number

36 ECAM Defective rate meter prior to test
37 BCAM Motor generator failure
38 BCAM Vacuum leak, qualit~ative data

29 TCAM Satisfactory
30 TCAM Shear pin failure, data obtained
31 TCAM Motor generator failure
39 TCAM Satisfactory although off scale
40 TCAM Mechanical failure
41 TCkM Motor generator failure

136 BOAM Motor generator failure
137 BCAM Capstan frozen to sampling port
138 BCAM Imperfect filter paper

129 TCAM Mechanical failure
130 TCAM
131 TCAI "
139 TCAM Recorder broken, replay da%

obtained

140 TAM Satisfactory
141 TCAM Satisfactory but low concentration

- 56 -
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TIVE AFTER SHfOT ei
Fig* 4.5 Approirata roncemtration of Activity at Station 38.



II

tore tire (0OO how,- ','). This "pip" app-,r, to bo ilontifltAbls only
-i external gar.np - ii, tion fr(r an ,rY.',d clud whooo arecrng spri
w' t about 20 mph3. Fi - 4.5 prtsets thr: sa.e dito cc:ivtortai to micro-
curies per cubic c -- Toter by the method, den <rlbod in Appen,!ix B to-
g',thnr pith appropriate allcownncoe to instru.,0:nt ti-i lag. The maxir;Aun
at 1000 hours correspona to a grounl1-level cloud sp(,,,d of about 5 mph.
Unfortunately the exact flow rate through the instru-'ent is in doubt
duo to daxrage to the vacuum line right angle bend which could not be re-
paired prior to the zero hour so that the data of Fig. 4.5 muct be re-
garded as approximate. It is interesting to note that the rate of change
of the ground-level cloud activity concentration appears to have been as
rapid as the BCAM was able to measure. It would thus appear that the
BCMIf in its present form is not well suited to monitor such rapidly charrg-
in concentrations.

For the surface shot, the Tracerlab Continuous Air Monitor
(TCAM) at station 29 furnished a record of events which are plotted in

Fig. 4.6. The cloud apparently arrived about an hour after shot time
and either remained there for a number of hours, or as appears more like-
ly, garnna radiation from local fall-out contributed a significant count
rate to the instrument.

The TCAYJ at station 30 failed whon a shear pin in the paper
drive mechanisna broke, causing the monitor to sample on one spot of fil-
ter paper. However, the beta activity concentrations were readily ob-
tained by graphical differentiations 4 of the recorded counts per minute,
dividing by the volumetric flow race, and applying the efficiency factor
for a uniformly contaminated tape ae derived in Appendix C. This record
Is presented in Fig, 4.7. The sharp changes of activity concentrations

in. the ground-level cloud can be especially well seen here since no instru-

ment time lag or averaging error exists for these data.

Due to a pro-shot estimate that the 20,000 o/m beta scale
was most desirable for a distant station, the TCAM at surface shot station
39 went off scale ( > 44xlO- 7 uc/cc) at about H/I.5 hours and remained
there until the record was retrieved by the pick-up crew on 20 November.
The count rate record obtained is shown in Fig. 4.8. Of especial interest

3 A ground-level cloud could not have been sampled on the tape and rogister
a s early as 0915. See paragraph 2.6,2 for time lag discussion.

"It may be noted that while a moving air monitor filter tape furnishes an
averaged concentration directly, the derivative of the record obtainad
from a stationary tape gives instantaneous concentrations.
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STAT ION S

0 _ _ _ _ _ __

0 ~H+ I
T1f! AFTER SHOT (HOURS)

V19g 4.7 Concentration of Activity &t Station 30', Surface
Shot, TC&M Data.
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is the alpha count rate pip which occurred at about H/2 hours. This
pip occurred after cessation of a shot time beta pip (see discussion
of BCAM 38) and prior to the hump due to the Zround-level cloud.
Since the beta record at this time shows nothing it is difficult to
explain this effect.

A more regular record was obtained from the TCAM at sta-
tion 140, in the Underground Shot. Fig. 4.9 presents the concentra-
tion of activity derived from the instrument at this station.

4.1.3 Particle Separator

Concentration data were obtained from particle separators
used in each shot of Operation JANGLE by summing the activities measured
on all the sampling elements of the particle separator, correcting for
decay, and dividing by the volume of air sampled in the 115 minute sampl-
Ing time. These data, of course, represent the average concentration
in the air over the 115 minute sampling time. Concentration of activity
in the cloud was computed using the sampling time and elapsed time as
determined from the cloud model described in paragraph 4.1.1, for select-
ed particle separators. These data are presented in Table 4.5.

The eleven screens, the metal disc, and the molecular fil-
ter of each particle separator vere counted in a Nuclear Veasurement
Corporation PC-1 proportional counter. It was necessary to use two rings,
one plastic and one aluminum, to prevent excessive contamination, hold
the screen in place in the chamber, and yet Insure suitable contact wdth
the piston. In counting the surface shot sarples it was found that the
screens, metal disc, and molecular filters caused disturbances in the
counting chamber; namely, the counting rate of any individual sample de-
creased with time. The surface shot samples had essentially no loose

particles so colloidal graphite was sprayed on each sample before count-
ing. After this treatment, reproducible measurements were obtained. The
underground shot samples presented a more difficult problem since there
was a large deposit of loose granular particles on most of the screens
except the molecular filters. These screens were covered on both the in-
fluent and effluent sides with scotch tape. In this way it was possible
to achieve reproducible results without seriously effecting the beta count,
ing rates.

These activity measurements were made between 150 and 400
hours after the Surface Shot, and in two series, 400 to 800 hours and
1000 and 1200 hours after the underground shot, due to the extremely high
activities encountered. Decay corrections were made to H/200, 400, and
1000 hours respectively by means of the individual decay curves for each
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TABLE 4.5

Particle Sporprtxr Corcchi atieni of Activity

Activity Volune of Air Average C .nc.. Conc. of
Corrected to Sampled in of Activi.ty Factor Art ivity

StationH * 60 rain. 115 minutes Over 115 mi.n f f£n Cloud

_Surfalur Shot L_
8 6.1 3.0 2.0 X10 - 6.0 X Y i0 x -10-

9 1.1 2.1 5.3 X 1o
14 10.2 2.8 3.6 X iO-6  3.9 x icR 1 x 10-3

15 0.64 2.8 2.3 X 162
20 4.6 2.9 1.5 x ilo 2.1 X 102 3 X 10-

21 2.4 3.0 8.1 X 106
23 4.2 3.0 1.4 X 10-6 1.3 X 102 2 X i0- 4

24 1.6 3.2 4,9 X 10-7

28 0.91 3.2 2.8 X 107
29 0.9. 3-. 2. 10 7  4.8 X101 1 X 10-5

108 .6 X i 3.0 5.5 x 10 2.4 X 10o4 I X 1o
109 4.2 X 102 1.5 2.7 X 10-
114 2.7 X 10 3  2.7 1.0 X 10-3  1.5 X 102 2 X 10-1

115 6.9 X 1'o 2.7 2.5 X 10-5
120 3.3 X 0 3.1 1.2 X 10-3  7.7 li 1  9 X 1O
121 3.8 1 I02 2.9 1.3 X 10- 4

123 3.8 X 103  3.4 1.1 X 10-3  5.0 X 101 6 X 1o -2

124 4.4 X I02  3.2 1.4 X 10- 4

128 4.2 X 10 3.2 1.3 X 10-4
129 2.9 X 162 3.5 8.6 X 1o-5  2.21 1 "0 2 Io10 -3

130 2.9 102 3.1 9.7 X10 -5
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sampling screen. The NIH decay curves (Fig. 4.3) were used to correct
all activities to earlier times.

4.1.4 Cascade Impactor

Concentration data was also obtained from seven cascade
impactors in the surface shot and ten cascade Impactors in the under-
ground shot. As discussed in paragraph 2.2.1, these instruments con-
tained five slides and a molecular filter. By summing the measured act-
ivities on these elements, correcting for decay, and dividing by the
volume sampled, the concentration of activity was determined. Since
some of these instruments sampled for only a minute, and ware initiated
by a radiation alarm upon arrival of the cloud, the concentrations der-
ived from these instruments should represent the concentration of act-
ivity in the cloud proper. The balance of the cascade impactors sampled
for the usual 115 minutes, and their concentration data should represent
the average concentration over that interval. The data from selected
itrpactors of this latter group have been corrected by the methods des-
cribed in paragraph 4.1.1 to produce the concentration of activity in

the cloud. The entire datk are presented in Table 4.6.

The measurements of activity on the cascade impactor
slides were made in a gas flow proportional counter (Nuclear Measure-
mnts Model PC-l) in which the brass piston forming the base of the
counting chamber was milled out in such a manner that the surface of the
salide was flush with the surface of the piston. Calibration was accom-

plished with a UXIIB standard mounted with the same geometry as the sam-
ple geometry. No corrections were made for absorption or scattering.
The measurements were completed by about H/200 hours and were corrected
to H/100 hours by means of individual decay curves. Use was made of the
NIH decay curves (Fig. 4.3) to connect back to H11/ hours.

4.1.5 Radiological Air Sampler

The Radiological Air Sampler which consisted basically
of twelve small filter samplers sampling in succession, was designed to

produce concentration data as a function of time. The decision to use
these instruments was made a short time prior to Operation Jangle, and
was based upon a desire to evaluate the instrument. Although time did
not allow construction of a device to afford protectioLn of the filter
assembly, it Y.as planned that the first filter assembly, which sampled
from H-5 minutes to H/5 minutes, be used as a control for the balance of

the filter assemblies. The assumption was made that the fall-out would
uniformly contaminate all the filter assemblies, and that the first
assembly, which had ceased sampling before the arrival of the cloud,
Tiould contain only fall-out activity. This activity would be subtracted
from the activities on succeeding assemblies.
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TAL:" 4.6

Cascado T-pctor Conce)ntration of Activity

Activity tSamplng VVolum.3 Concentration onConc. of Act
St,-atlon H + 60 min. Interval Sarnmled of Activity Factor in Clo d. .. . . (mins) (c; f :I.- 2 cuoID)

SurfAce Shot

13 2.8 I 10- 3  1 1.3 X 104 2 .1 X I0 7  10 2 X10- 6

23 1.9 X 10 - 3  1 1.3 X 10 1.5 X 10- 7  4.2 6 X 10' 7

25 2.1 x 10-4 115 1.6 1 i06 1.3 X I0-10

26 1., X 10 - 2 115 1.5 x 106 7.2 X1 0-9
30 2.9 X 10-2 115 1.5 X 106 1.9 X 10-
35 2.5 1 10- 2  315 1.6 X 106 1.6 x l0 - 8
40 6.0 X 10 - 3  115 1.5 X 10 6 , 4.1 X 10- 9

Underground Shot

113 1.7 X 10--3j 1 1.3 X 104~ 1.3 X 10' 12 f2X10
.14 7.5 X 10-3 1 1.2 X104 6.2 X 10- 7  12 7 X 10- 6

115 3.5 X 10- 3 1 1.3 X 1o4 2.7 X 10- 7

119 1.8 x I0 3  1 1.3 1 1o4 1.3 X 10 - 7

124 1.8 X 103 315 1.5 X 106 1.2 X 10- 9

125 1.1 x 10- 3  115 1.6 X 106 7.0 x 10-
126 5.6 X 10 -15 1.5 x 6 - 0" 0

32 8.0 1 1-5 1j.5 1.5 X 106)5:3 x !I -
135 3.S.6( I 2.4 X 1]o-4O
140) _ 12 3L 1.5 1 lO6 1.6 X 10-
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However, it Was found that the activities on the varLus
filter asdemhlies varied widelyl in many cases there was more activity
on the faist filter assembly than on suooseding assemblies. A par-
ticularly Cnod example of this viriahiity was afforded by the two RAq
at station ].0. 3aoth instruments failed to be initiated, and cone-
queintly all 24 filter assemblies were subjected only to fallout. On

Oe of these instruments the most active filter assemhly was moru than
three times as active a the least active filter assembly, and the
standard deviation, percontznewiss. of the 24 from the mean aotivity
(a-niputed by suimtmeii the act'-ivities and dividing by the number of' fill-
t,r assemblies) iwas found to be 25 per cout. Probably a reasonnble
mxplanation for this effect is that the small filter Assembly offerr a
poor target, *tat~rIioally, for large highly radioactive partioles, or
that in the various stages of transportation o! the samples, the'e par-
titles were Inst.

Since the variability in 'fall-out aotiv-ity was suffioient-
ly large to nask the activity due to the sampled aerosol, it has not
boon pn.sible to detormine the orn3entration of activity In the aerosol
with this instri',nnnt.

4.Z PARTICLE SIZE DISTRM3TTON

4.2,1 Cascade Impactor

The slides of twelve cascade Imphctors in each shot were
examined by optical and electro" minroscopic methods to determine the
slp:e distributlon of particles In the aerool. A sumnary of the data
from each shot is presonted In Tahles 4.7 and 4.8. The vetsuving and
computing methods by which these data wore obthined are. desdcribod in the
!'ollrwing paracraphs.

The particles on the first and ocond jets were counted
and measured by examininn the projocted tmnae of 1000 diameters from a
light miorosoope. The particles on the 3rd and 4th jet;s Aere exa:nIned
from projocted images of 50,000 diameters, All measurements were made
with transparent rules with millimeter dirlRnion-. Particles whoh

~r.i, ured between 14 and 15 mm wore recorded as 15 mm, particles which
mitaaurad between I& and 1.6 mm were recorded at 16 ,to. An exctempt was
mode to mearure the equivalent diameter of each particle (i.e., the
dairters of a circle of area equal to the area of the particle). Since

most of the purti'ios had a rather circular projection, little diffi-
culty was encountered. In most cases, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th jet sanples
,,6re relatively h otoneneus and a particle count of 300-600 particlens
alp.ared satlafactory. The lot und bth jet samples vieve rather ho+.ero-
-,m.to-a and particle caunts of 400-1000 wire made. The area reprosont.od
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N D)Tol Total T k

JO(P 17.0 415 2.97 4.45 1.61x10 -7. 3iicP- ' 1. 34 x i'.
o!,2 007 11.4 51P 3.99 2.19 1.18x105  1.47x10 6  3.17x107

je Q3 11 P 1.39 4.04 I2.3G 0.72 1 .72-t106 1. 8 .1% IO 5.F87xlO05

Je t 4 0.33% P 44 8.18 2.98 0.6,8 9.4- n$ 1. ?YXI0~n 4.78x105

Crmp. mp. 0.998 17.1 47.7 3.2A 2.15 S.45x105 1.02X10 7 j1.87x108
J04- 2 .P 257 101f 4 .20 2 .2 6.7lO5 K.07x107 4.22X108

jetl 1 0.91 160 6. .922 .0 FB4UIB45x0
Jot 4 0.83 7.5 88 .327 .9 I 6481551x8
Jet 5

0o1 Tn .7 1566 7. 3.62 2.42 2.2 x106 6.31x107  1.88T109

Jet I.
.10t "

tJet 7K
.Casa~h~u~ator19JeiF.6 6'9. K9 2.84 I.soi X!53-64i10 8.46i10J~~t, ~ .2 1- 2~ 42 2A .074.l) :8iF 19X

Jot.~W 2 ~9 8. .6 41 74x0 .81 6  19r
Jet 4 In -urrioiomt Sample.,

C~PImp.IE

- -..... . Casoude wiyA ter2
Jt1 0.19 9.90 69.50 .96 1.84 4.6z10

jet 2 1.65 39.0 42.0 3.98 8.35 3.244104  8.12xl06  3.27:ilOA
je ? 2.07 5.30 7.50 1.88 2.53 1.4021CA 1.90xl08  1.38x106

Jet 4 111 3.69 .i,1 2.26 2.0? 2,811104  1.97xl05  1.SPYlO 8

LOCP-Ip. 0.005 7.t35 31.8 ,47 1.93 4.63xl08 4.8~7X10 7 9.3g,108
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TABLE 4.7 (oont'd)

MD D2MD MI Davg Total Total Total(A) g.,. ,) C,. o* Surface Mass,,

Caoade mpaotor 24

Jet 1
Jet 2
Jet 3 Insufficient Sample.
Jet 4
Jet 5

Oomp.hip 0

Caaoade Imolor 28
Jet 1 2.72 18.7 3.8 2.61 7.03 2,OxO-- I.9xlO 1.49x0o
Jet 2 2.17 5.35 8.40 2.05 3.26 2.l1xlO 3.28xI 2.34x07
Jet 3 .97 3.44 8,79 2.22 1.44 3.58x10 51.38106 8.87x108
Jet 4 1.15 2.31 3.13 1.8 1.29 3.68xl05 9.63x105 2.x106
Jet 5 0.438 1.18 1.78 2.01 .10 8.45x0 5  4,1Oi.0 ,4x105

Comp., p. 0.84 .915 120,7 3.83 1.45 1108 ,1179407 2 .1x108

C-ooad- lmpaotor 328

Jet 1 8.9 8.07 18.7 2.817,3 2.8 .29Xl0-4 1.29xi0, J1.oBx1O'

Jet 2 1.03 5.25 10.3 2.7 2.19 4.13405 3.F2x1O 3.24X107

Jet 3 149 2,19 4,03 2,40 .77 9,24x105 1.10lOO 2.80x106
Jet 4 .519 1.48 2.25 1.98 .68 .47xlO 6.22406 llxlO6

Jet 8 .095 .778 1.38 2.97 .182 1.88xAO 1.494108 1.00xlO
Cor.mp, 302 18 00 19.4 3,44 .678 4.04x106 814x106 1 8.3907l

. C oade Impactor 30

Je-t 1.94 .80 19,7 2,67 18 1,R9x10 13.27R .0 7 x160

Jet 2 1.41 3.83 5.16 1.3 2.49 11.ox1oS 8.625 1.289106
Jet 3 1601 1.87 .3 162 .02 1.69x10 4.5945 8.2 6 1,708

Jet 4 .43 1.027 1.82 1.80 .798 3.34x105 3.00x108 58x105
Jet 5 ,052 .362 ,816 2.801 .099 4.80x105 l.10Z104  4,00x103

.o..t r 32
Jet a 1.70 3.79 5.15 1,941 2,44 14.6740o4  4,:054o5 1,93xlo$

Jet 3 I .02 3.47 9.06 2,.81 1.02 1.i8elo3 4.464105 42.47xi0d

Jet 4 I 495 1.07 1.57 11881 .68 18,34x105 3.324105 ,57x105

Jet 5 .216 .690 .987 2.11 .31 1.57xlo 2.21x05 1.33x10b

Co. ..T. ..345 5.41 . . ... ... 4.98110 . . . . . .
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TABLR 4.7 (oonttd)

I l!T D2MZ M WD I,' Dan~ Total Total Total
(M) (A) ( ) w _Not Surface MASS

Cftsoaae Impactor 35
Jet 1 3.75 11.5 18.4 2.11 5.32 3.46xlOb 1. 0 2.S7x15
Jet 2 2.08 5.85 9.20 2.14 3423 1.88x10 5 3.14x08 2.31%107
Jet 3 1.44 2.90 3.79 1.70 1.42 2.61xi05  9.4310 5 3.34x10 6

Jet 4 .83 1.36 '1.11 1.84 .97 4.82x10 5  5.91110S 9.37x105
Jet 5 .098 .308 .46 1.96 .072 1.14xl07 1.72x05 6.4410 4

o0M.Ip .59212,6 31.4 *3.82 1.44 2.42106 2.43107 3.184108

_e_ l 1.C2" 122, 82".6 jeoade. Impctor 40
Jet 1 1.52 22.3 82.5 3.5 3.70 3.63xlo4 1.62x06 4.91 107
Jet 2 1.94 3.72 5.10 1.75 2.80 3.834l04 3.64106 1.75108
Jet 3 1.47 2.87 3.18 1.79 1.21 1.67105 4.67x10 6  1.4010 8

Jet 4 0.705 1.68 2.47 1.95 0.944 2.53105 3.31X105 5.801108
Jet 5 0.033 0.256 0.620 2.98 0.068 8.82xlo 1.00x0 3.05104

oP. 0.030 9.25 81.5 5.38 0.1389.314108 3.09406 S.A3,30 7

TABLE 4.8

Casoade Impaotor Particle Size Distributtoi
Underground Shot

-- soade ImDaat r 113 _

Jet 1 0.91' 4 43 14.80 2.85 1.9 6.04xloO 4.11406 3.81X107
Jet 2 1.28 7.9 18.9 2.58 2.51 8.94x103 1.224105 1.57z108
Jet 3
Jet 4 Exoesaive Sample.
Jet 5Com. Tmp. ____

Caasade moactor 114
70. I 16.8e 12.6 30.9 2.80 3.43 1.94x0 5- ..4 xlOOl8.89xz17
Jet 2 1 1.42 4.75 8.68 2.22 8.44 1.404 0 1.60x105  1.02x108
Jet 3 1.04 2.21 2,90 1.88 1.05 3.80i0 1.486x0 4.954lo5
Jet 4 I 0.74 4.37 7.5 3.57 1.76 1.38%104 7.49x104 4.34x06
Jet 5 -

CMoP.Mp'I 1.4 1.3_ 31.5 _.999 315 823.81416.32108 1.02108
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TABL] 4.8 (Conb'd)

N D D Davg Total Total Total(9 () I A )INO- suro VAa8e

, , c, ci Imnmke )r 1 _,
Jet 1 13.30 127.2 173.0 2.81 5.98 9.35xl103  i.24x 8xi
Jet 2 1.72 58.0 102.16 3.90 4.61 2.3 x10 3  2.55xi3 5  1.78x10 ?

Jet 3
Jet 4 Exooesive Sample.
Jet 5

C oiip. Imp, ________

C scade Impaotor 119

Jot 1 1.13 10.5 6 25.6 3.10 2..72-167x10b 3.07x10- 4 0.
Jeb 2 1.00 10.8 25.7 3.802.52 4.78x103 7.93x104 1.09x1O6

Jet 3
Jet 4 Exoessive Sample.
Jet 5

Co2p .Imp. ____

jot 1 0,46 5.70 18.0 3.35 1.54 7.61xO 6  3.87 3.52xO -

Jet 2 3.35 8.35 11.5 1.90 4.33 1.20x104  3.37x10 5  3.44x106

Jet 3 1.05 5.75 13.0 2.75 2.12 3.00xlO4  2.52xl0 5  2.11xlO6

Jet 4 0.5 5.99 14.5 3.40 1.00 2.42x10 5  6.19x10 5  2.42x106
Jet 5 0.88 1.77 2.53 1.61 1.15 1.03xO 5  1.28x10 5 4.22x105

c .IMP.1 0.473 5.5 20.4 3.47 1.28 8.00xlO6 4.26xl 7  4.16x108

Cascade Impaotor 124
Jut 1I 0.81 I 2.17 I 96 3.83 2.35 4.13400 1.01x10 3.68x10U
Jet 2, 1.23 1 8.00 1 19.5 2.67 2.45 3.9 X103  5.42xi0 4  8.94x10 5

Jet 3
Jet 4 Exoessive Sample.
Jet 5

Comp. Imp.

__ a l maaoto[1~ ____ __

Jet 2 0.68 5.50 111.80 2.96 1.76 3.73104 2.32x105 1.794106

Jot 3
Jet 4 Exoessive Sample.
Jot 5
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TABLE 4.8 (Cont'd)

NMD D IMD1 D Total Total Total

(~& j~~~ No. Surface M Pass

C, coade Imp.ator 126
Jet 1
Jet 2
Jet 3 Excessive Sample.
Jet 4
Jet 5co'nP.11p.

Caso de Impactor 130
Jet 1 2.34 9.16 16.20 2.31 3.81 2.23xi06 6.14xl0r 7.97%107
Jet 2 1.46 4.30 6.75 2.19 2.41 3.78x10 5 3.44x106 1.87x107
Jet 3 1.48 4.35 6.80 2.16 2.41 2.l4xl05 1.96x105 1.16.107
Jet 4 0.85 1.89 2.84 2.00 1.67 3.32x105 1.11xl0 8 3.l5x10 ?

Jet 5 0.058 0.198 0.328 2.28 0.098 1.751106 2.92x104  7.08xl05
Comp.Imp.0.120 8.26 20.7 3.67 0.726 2.89106 1.02x10 7 1.10xlO8

Cascade Imoaotor 132
Jot 1 2.5 10.5 20.5 2.44 4.10 2.35x04 7 .Sxi 9.57x10w"
Jet 2 1.38 4.15 5.85 2.21 2.33 1.64xi04  1.41x0 5 7.52xi05
Jet 3 1.55 2.41 3.01 1.62 2.08 3.051104 1.88x105 5.44x105
Jet 4 0.343 1.41 2.44 2.28 0.476 1.30105 7.03x104 1.20x105

Jet 5 0.18 0.304 0.376 1.63 0.201 1.62x108 8.72x104 2.94x104
Comp.Imp.j 0.203 7.95 29.3 3.25 0.350 1.82x108 1.19x104 1.38x104

04 oade umpaotor 135
Jet 1 0.49 2.72 7.50 3.06 1.42 5.051100 1,63x10 7.95X10U "
Jet 2 0.70 4.20 11.30 2.99 1.79 2.931104 1.71xlO 1.26106
Jot 3 1.12 2.65 4.65 1.96 1.93 3.44104 1.T8i105 8.06x10 5

Jet 4 0.139 1.08 2.25 2.76 0.283 5.20x105 9.9310 4  1.35106
Jet 5 0.053 0.20 0.41 2.30 0.086 2.12106 5.80X104 8.516x10

Co mp.!. 0.104 2.39 11.7 4.04 0.339 3.37x108 2.34108 1.151xi 7

_ 0uo.d Inpeotor 140
Jet1 11.26 7.55 19.5 2.78 2.54 i.24xo5 .OWOr 2 xio-'
Jet 2 0.81 3.72 1.40 2.74 1.84 5.34x104 3.10105 1.87108
Jet 3 0.73 1.75 2.17 2. 1.50 1.04105 3.004105 8.84z105
Jet 4 0.164 1.44 3.17 3.101 0.31 4.02xlO5 1.43105 2.01z15
Jet 5 0.12 0.4 0.36 1.33 0.14 3.34106 7.4010o4 2.11o4

C .M 00094 2.39 11.7 4.o0 0.339 3.37:1o6 2.34x1o 1.15alT
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by the count was measured and recorded. Also the total impaction area
was measured for each saiple with the lieht microscope uslnS scattered
light.

A table of data and calculations was made for each Jet.
the completed table beind similar in form to Table 4.9.

TABLE 4.9

Siaple Cascade Impactor Data and Calculation Sheet

j Number Per Cent niD Per Cent Cum. Per ntD13 Per Cent Cum. Per
by No. by Cent by by Mass Cent by

Surface Area Mass

It will be noticed that to obtain the percent by surface and percent by
mass only the relative surface area and mass were computed.

Three sets of points representing cumulative per cent
less than stated size by number, by surface, and by mass, were plotted
on log-probability paper. Straight lines were drawn to represent the
sets of points by inspection, using the followinS criteria.

A. The slope in best a reement with all three sets of
points was used for all three lines. (If the distribution is assumed
to be log-normal then this procedure is indicated by theoryS,6,7 .

5Hatoh & Choate, "Statistioal Description ot the Site Properties of Non-
Uniform Particulate Substancem", J. Franklin Inst., 207, (1929), 369

6T. Natch, 'Determination of Average Particle Size From the Screen Analy.
sis of Non-Uniform Particulate Substances", J. Frankin Inst., 215,
(l933)o 27 . . . . ..

70. E. Lappel, "Mist and Dust". Ifoating and Air Cond., 18, (1948)
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Also, this method gives a single averaCe measure of the degree of hoz..
Geneity of the sample.)

B. The slope being already determined, the lines were
positioned to best fit the points in the 10-90 per cent range.

C. Known difficulties in analysis, such as measuring
the smallest particles, were allowed some consideration. The follo-ing
parameters were obtained from the lines:

NMD a Number Median Diameter = D(60%) from
No. line.

D2 MD . Surface Median Diameter * D(50%)
from surface line.

MMD a Mass Median Diameter a D(50%) from
mass line.

Geometric Standard Deviation D

Other values obtained are:

Dan#g a Average Diameter a niDi

Total No. of Particles Collected
Total Surface (Relative)
Total Mass (Relative)

There are many good arguments against the use of log-
probability plots to represent sub-samples such as those from the Jets
of a cascade impaotorS,9. However, the method is expedient and gives
parameters that represent the sample to a reasonable accuracy. There
are several analytic methods of curve fitting809. but they would be

1F. Kottler, "The Distribution of Particle Sizes", Parts I and I, J.
Franklin Inst., 260 (Oat & Nov, 1960), 339 and 419.

Kottler, "The Goodness of Pit and Distribution of Particle Sizes".

Parts I and I, J. Franklin Inst., 251, (May and June 1961) 499 and
61?. - -
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very difficult to use oonsiderine th large nuribar of points involved
and the fact that parallel lines are to b drawn.

Having obtained sufficient information about the Indi-
vidual jet samples, it was necessary to combine the data from each set
of 5 jets to obtain the size distribution of the cloud. An area cor-
rection factor was obtained for each jet by dividing the impaction area
of the jet by the area counted. The numbir of particles in each size
Zroup (class interval) was multiplied by the area factor and the result-
ing number represented the total number of particles in each class in-
terval collected by the jet. An integrated set of fifth class intervals
covering the entire size range studied (0.02-100 microns) had been for-
mulated, and the individual jet data were fit to these class intervals
on a sub-size basis. The number falline in each class interval was
found by adding the contributions from each jet; a table of data and cal-
culations similar to those for the individual jets was made. From the
data thus obtained, four cycle log-probability plots for the entire cas-
cade impactor were constructed, from which the parameters tabulated tab-
ulated in Table 4.7 and 4.8 were taken. Fir. 4.10 is an example of such
a graph. It should be noted that the parameters listed in the tables
permit reconstruction ofV-the straight lines in any desired plot.

4.2.2 Filter Sampler

The filter papers from the filter samplers at stations
29,30 e.nd 129,130 were analyzed by Tracerlab for particle size distribu-
tions. The results are reported in Appendix E.

4.2.3 Fall-out Tray

Of the twenty fall-out trays employed in each shot, one
tray in the surface shot and twenty in the underground shot collected a
weighable sample of the fall-out material. The former and eight of the
latter contained sufficient material to permit a sieve analysis, while
four of the latter passed sufficient material through the last (37 mi-
cron) sieve to permit further separation by means of a Roller Analyzer.
Fig. 4.11 shows the mass of the material collected on the trays plotted
tgainat distance grom ground zero, while Figs. 4.12 through 4.15 show
the particle size distributions nbtained from the four stations that were
Put through the steve analysis and Roller Analyzer.

The sieve analysis consisted of siftine the samples throughcolumn of U. S. standard sieves shaken by a Rotap machine. This machine'FaS Operated for 5 minutes on fractions greater than 1410 microns, and

for tan minutes on smaller size fractions. In the case of four stations
*here more than grams of material was found to pass the last screen,
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Fig. 4.11 Vase of Material Collected by the Fall-out Trays
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further frectionation was accomplished with the Roller Analyzer. This
machine separated the reraintn7 sieve material into the size fractions
J-4, 4-8, 8-16, and 16-37 micronz and the frections were weighed on
an analytical balance.

The basic data obtained in this technique, then, is the
w[Ai.t associated with the various particle size fractions, which may be
ter-c." the weight distribution of the Call-out sample. A specific grav-
ity nr 2.7 was assumed for all particles, and from the weight distri-
bution the area distribution as well as the size distribution has been
ccmputed. It was also assumed that all particles on a given sieve were
of a size equal to the average pore size of that sieve and the next
higher. All particles were treated as spheres In the calculations.

4.2.4 Pre-Shot Soil Analysis

The particle size distribution of the soil at the test
site was determined on six samples taken at five foot depth intervals
from a location near the underground shot zero point. These samples V'ere
analyzed by the method described in par. 4.2.3; the data are presented
in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17.

4.3 RADIOACTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE

4.3.1 Cascade Impactor

The activity in the aerosol as a function of particle size
was determined from the cascade impactors by measuring the activity on
each slide and plotting these data against the particle size impacted on
the slide.

The data are tabulated in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 for the sur-
face and underground shots respectively. The activity on each slide,
Corrected to H/I hours, is shown in column 4, while the NMD, the measure
Of the size of particles on that slide, is shown in column 3. The latter
data were taken from Tables 4.7 and 4.8. Column 7 shows the specific
activity of the particles on each slide as computed by dividing the act-
ivity on the slide by the mass of particles on that slide. The latter
Were obtained by multiplying the "total mass" on each jet in Tables 4.7
lid 4.8 by lre/6, where C a 2.7x0-12grams per cubic micron.

A description of the procedures used in making the act-
ivity measurements is given in par. 4.1.4.
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TABLE 4.10

Surface Shot Activity Measurements on the Cascade Impactor

Number Activity on Percentage Hass of Specific
Station Jet M1dedian Jet at of Total Particles Activity

No. No. Diameter H j I Hrs. Cas. Inip. on Jet _g
(microns) (Mc) Activity (grams) gr&

13 1 2.0 3.7 X 10"4  13. 1.9 x 10 - 4 1.9
'3 2 0.67 2.2 x 10- 3  80.
13 3 0.-45 1.9 x 10 - 4  7. 8.3 x 10 - 7 2.3 x I2

23 1 0.19 7.5 x 10- 4  40. 7.4 x 10:4 1.0
23 2 1.6 1.1 x 10- 3  59. 4.6 x 10-  2.4
23 4 2.1 2.5 x 10-5 1. 2.1 x 10-6 1.2 x 101

25 1 2.7 11.. x 10- 4  51. 2.1. x 10 - 4 5.2 x I0 - 1

25 2 2.2 6.7 x 10-5 32- 3-3 x 10-5 2.1
25 5 0.44 3.6 x 10-5  16. 7.6 x 10 - 7 4.7 x 101

26 1 6.3 2.7 x i0- 4  3. 7.1 x 10- 5 3.8
26 2 1.0 4.4 x 1o-3  41. 3.2 x 10- 1.4 x 102
26 3 0.50 4.8 x .10 - 3  44. 4.o)x 1069 1 2 xl13
26 4 0.32 7.0 x 10 - 4  6. 1.6 x 10-6 4.5 x 102
26 5 0.09 6.3 x 10-4 6. 1.5 x 10 - 7 4.3 x 103

30 1 0.94 7.0 x 10-4 2. 2.3 x 10-A 3.
30 2 1.4 9.0 x 103 32. 6.7 x 10- 1.3 x 103
30 3 1.0 1.4 x 10-2 48. 2.4 x i" 6  5.7 x
30 4 0.64 3.2 x 10 - 3  11. 7.3 x 10"- 4.4 x
30 5 0.05 1.9 x 10 - 3  7. 5.6 x 10" 3.4 x 105

35 1 3.0 1.6 x 10 - 3  6. 3.6 x 10- 4.4
35 2 2.1 5.5 x 10-3 22. 3.3 x 10-5 1.7 x 102
35 3 1.4 1.2 x i0 "2 48. 4.7 x ic06 2.6 x I-
35 4 0.33 5.2 x I0 3  21. 1.3 x 10"6 3.9 x 10-
35 5 0.10 7.0 x 10 -4  3. 9.1 x IO- 8 7.7 x

40 1 1.5 1.8 x10-4  3. 69 x1- 5  26
40 2 1.9 2.1 x 10-3 35. 2.5 x 10- 6 8.5 x 102
40 3 10.5 1.8 x 10 3 30. 9 x 10-6 1, x i02

40 4 0.71 1.2 x 10-3 20. 9.7 x 10-7 1.2 x10
40 5 0.03 7.0 x 10- 4  12. 1.4 x 10"3 1.6 x 10 4
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TAL 4.11

Underground Shot Activity Leaslirement3 on the Cascade Inpactor

Number Activity on Percentage Mass of Specific
Station Jet adian Jet at of Total Particles Activity

No. No. Diameter H Oilrs. Cas. Imp. on Jet
[ (microns) (.c) Activity (grams) gr&m

113 1 0.91 1.4 x 10" 4 8. 5.4x 10-: 2.6
113 2 1.3 5.4 x 10-4  32. 2.2 x l 2.4 x 102
113 3 3.5 x lo-4 20.
113 4 3.5 x 10-4 20.
]!3 5 3.4 x 10-4- 20.

11 4 1 1.7 9.9 x 10-4 13. 1.3 x 10-/ 7.9
1.14 2 1.4 2.9 x 10- 39- 1.4 x 10- 2.0 x 103
114 3 1.0 1.5 x 10- 3  19. 6.9 x 10 - 7 2.1 x 10
114 4 0.74 1.3 x 10 - 3  17. 6.1 x 10 - 7 2.1 x 103
114 5 8.5 x 10-4 12.

3.1.5 1 3.3 2.8 x 10- 3  78. 6.2 x 10-6 4.4 x 102
115 2 1.7 2.3 x 10- 4  7. 2.5 x 10-5 9.1
115 3 1.2 X I04 3.
15 4 1.7 x 10 - 4  5.
115 5 2.5 x 10-4 7.

119 1 1.1 7.8 xI0-4 44. 5.9 x 10- 5 1.3 x 10 _
119 2 1.0 2.8 x 10 "4  16. 1.5 z 10-6 1.S x 102
119 3 4.4 x 10_
119 4+ 2 2 x10- 12.
119 5 7.0 x 10"5 4.

2124 1 0.81 1.7 x 1c-4  9. 5.2 x 10-6 3.3 x 101
124 2 1.2 8.5 x 1Or 46. 9.3 x 10 - 7 8.7 x 12
124 3 6.2 x 1.04  34.
124 4 1.9 x 10-4 10.
124 5 2.2 x 10- 5 1.
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TABLE 4.11

Underground Shot Activity Measurements on the Cascade Imoactor

(Contd)

Nuber Activity on Percentage Mass of Specific

Station Jet I!edian Jet at of Total Particles Activity

No. No. Diameter H / 1 Hrs. Cas. Imp. on Jet uc

(microns) (Ac) Activity (grams) gram

125 1 1.9 5.6 x 10-4  50. 2.6 x 10-4  2.1
125 2 0.68 9.5x 105 8. 2.5 x 1O"  3.8 x 101

125 3 6.7 x 10-5  6.
125 4 3.2 x 10- 4 29.
125 5 8.3 x 10"5  7.

126 1 3.1 x IO "5  5.
226 2 3.2 x 10- 5  6.
126 3 7.7 x 10-5 14.
126 4 7.2 x 1075  13.
126 5 3.5 x 10- 4  62.

132 1 2.5 1.9 x 10-5 240 1.3 x 10-5 1.4
132 2 1.4 I.a x 10-5 22 1.1 x 106 1.7 x 101
132 5 0.18 4.3 x 10- 5 54. 4.2 x I0-S  1.0 x

135 1 0 49 9.5 x 10- 25. 1.1 x 30-5  8.5
135 2 0.70 6.1 x 10 "5 16. I.S x 10-6 3.4 x 101

135 3 1.12 1.8 x 1 5. 1.1 x 10-6  1.6 x 101
135 4 0014 1.5 x 10"4  39. 1.9 x 10-7  7.8 x 102
135 5 0.053 6.0 x 10-"  15. 1.2 x 1 608 5.0 x 103

14o 1 1.26 1.7 x W4 7. 3.0 x 10-5 5.6
140 2 0.81 9.5 x 10"" 4. 2.6 x I0-6  3.6 x 101

140 3 0.73 1.4 x 10 3  60. 1.2 z 10 6  1.1 x 163

10 4 0.18 4.9 x 10-4 22. 2.8 x 10-7  1.7 x 103

110 5 0.12 1.6 x 10-4  7. 3.0 x 10-8  5.3 x 103
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4.3.2 CnfC2

By means of a radioauto-raph technique, it was possible
to determine the activity in the aerosol as a function of particle
size (subject to the limitations of the conifu-e). Unfortunately, of
all the conifume cones employed, only the one from station 133, lo-
cated 20,000 feet north of the underground zero point, exhibited what
could be considered a good radioautograph pattern. The majority were
not sufficiently active to produce a definite film darkening while
most of those that were sufficiently active produced irregular patterns,
indicating improper operation of the instrument.

The technique consisted of placing the plastic conifuge
cone over a matching conical mandrel upon which was fitted a fan-shaped
piece of DuPont dosimeter film, type 552. After an exposure of approxi-
mately one month, the cones were removed and the film processed. This
radioautograph (Fig. 4.18) was scanned along several radii with an
Ansco optical densitometer (after standardizing on the clear film) at a
number of distances from the inner edge of the fan shaped film. The
averaged optical densities were plotted versus r, the distance from the
inner edge of the film. This plot was graphically integrated and nor-
malized to a fractional density and plotted versus r as shown in Fig.
4.19. Assuming that the density of the film was proportional to the
radioactivity deposited upon the conifuge cone, and the density of the
aerosol was similar to glass, the percent activity of the aerosol as
a function of particle size can be obtained by use of the data of Table
2.5. In addition, these data were plotted on log probability paper as
shown in Fig. 4.20.

Upon the basis of the results from this conifuge, it may
be concluded that the median radioactive particle size of the aerosol
at station 133 was of the order of two microns.

4.3.3 Particle Separator

Although a determination of the activity of the aerosol
as a function of particle size from the particle separator would have
been a relatively easy matter and, indeed, the necessary activity measure-
*snts were made, no results are reported because the instrument failed to
separate particles satisfactorily according to their size.

icroscopic examination of the particle separator screensrevealed that the larger screens collected a considerable amount of fine
( < 37,a) airborne particles while the larger material ( > 37,M) be-
haved normally in passing through the various meshed screens. This effect
can be seen by examination of Figs. 4.21 and 4.22, which are photomicro-
graphs of the first screen of the particle separator at station 123, tacen
at different magnifications. Figure 4.21 shows the large particles which
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were stopped by the screen, while Fig. 4.22 shows the small particles
that also adhered to the screen. For comparison purposes a photo-
minrograph of a clean screen has been included in Fig. 4.23. It was
noted that the large mesh screens were densely covered, front and
rear, by a layer of the order of one to ten microns, while the smaller
mesh soreens were almost entirely free of particulate matter. Act-
ivity measurements and microscopito examination of the porous stainless
steel back-up filters indicated, however, that a considerable number
of p&articles passed all screens.

The only plausible explanation of this anomaly so far
advanced is that the air passing through the screens builds up an elec-
trostatic charge on the well insulated metal screens sufficient to
attract and remove from the air stream those particles with suitable
charge and inertia values while permitting the neutral and oppositely
charged particles to pass through the screens until mechanically stopped
by the back-up filter.

In order to test this hypothesis, attempts were made in
this laboratory to measure electrostatic charge built up by the particle
separator screens while air passed through at the correct rate. A
charge of the order of a volt was Indicated by an oscilloscone after
several minutes of air flow. While it is concelvable that in the drier
climate at the Nevada Test Site a sonewhat higher electrostatic poten-
tiaL might be attained, it would appear that the electrostatic theory
is untenable unless the particulate matter in the JAVILE aerosols was
highly charged.

4.3.4 Fall-out Tray

Activity measurements were made on the particle size
fractions obtained in the sieve analysis (see par. 4.2.3) of one fall-
out tray from the surface shot and eight trays from the underGround shot,
and from these data the activity of the fall-out as a function of par-
ticle size has been determined. Figs. 4.24 through 4.29 show in cumula-
tive fashion the percentage of activity associated with each particle
size fraction, the data from stations at the same radial distance being
shown on the same graph. Table 4.12 shows the specific activity, cor-
rected to H/l hour, of the particle size fractions of four stations fr<,m
the underground shot.

The activity measurements vwere made by means of a
Tracerlab SC-Sa automatic sample changer and associated equipment. Ali-
quota of each particle size fraction were transferred to the counting
planchets and coated with collodion to prevent loss in handling. A
Tracerlab TBC-l Geiger tube having a window thickness of 2.48 mg/cm 2 was
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TABLD 4.12

Specific Activity Corrected to HyflC, of Fall-out.
Underro,md Shot

Particle Size Station 103 Station 107 Station 14 Station 120
(microns) (10 uc/gm) (1ouic/gm) (lo'uc/gm) (lOdc/gm)

2 51. 36. 28. 48.
6 30. 26. 19. 24.

12 14. 19. 10. 19.
24 10. 12. 8.5 17.
34 7.5 8.7 8.6 11.
40 16. 10. 12. 16.
1C 17. 10. 8.8 11.
58 24. 8.4 6.2 110
68 12. 9.1 7.6 8.3
81 13. 7.2 7.8 5.7
96 11. 15. 1.0 6.5

115 26. 13. 13. 1n.
137 42. 17. 22. 14.
i63 4. 23. 22. 16.
i94 48. 25. 32. 19.
230 48. 27. 34. 30.
274 71. n5. 35. 32.
358 77. 33. 41. 39.
460 43. 32. 39. 22.
545 69. 43. 46. 30.
65o 8o. 64. 40. 43.
775 38. 72. _4. 52.

1500 360. 18 x 10 2  51. 25.
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employed, and the scaler was preset for a cunulative count of 4096 for

each sample. A Tracerlab R-lia simulated P32 source was used as a
reference standai'd for absolute beta counting. Range curves in alum-

inLu were run for the standard and several fall-out samples to deter-
mine correction factors for air path and window losses. Back scatter-
inG and possible collodion absorption corrections were not attempted.
All activity measurements were made between 1000 and 2000 hours after
the shot and were corrected to H-1000 by means of individual decay
curves obtained on each sample. The NTH decay curves described in
par. 4.1.1 were used to correct all fractions from H/lO00 hours to H/i
hour.

4.4 PERCENTAGE OF RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES

4.4.1 Cascade Impactor

The number of active particles on each of the five slides
from the cascade impactors at stations 123 and 130 was determined by
means of a radioautograph technique. Since the particle size analysis
of the cascade impactors (par. 4.2.1) yielded the total number of par-
ticles per slide, the percentage of radioactive particles could be de-
termined. The data are presented in Figure 4.30.

The radionutographs were made after the particle size
measurements were completed since the emulsion on the slides would have
interfered with the electron microscope particle size analysis. Eastman
Kodak Company type NTB stripping film was cut to size and cemented over
the sample area of the slide. Development of the film was carried out
as recommended 'jy Eastman Kodak Company. The radioautographs were then
examined by means of a microscope to determine the number of particles
with associated activity. The slides from station 123 were exposed from
H/1704 to H/2208 hours; station 130 slides from _H/1704 to 1/2016. Al-
though other slides were exposed for an even greater length of time, too
few of the particles on each slide were sufficiently active t3 provide
reliable results.

4.4.2 Fall-out Tray

The size fractions of the fall-out from stations 103 and
120 of the underground shot wore analyzed by a radioautograph technique
to determine the percentage of radioactive particles. The data are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.31. The size fractions were obtained from the sieve
analysis described in par. 4.2.3, and the radioautograph technique is
described below.
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After so.e experiment-Ation, a nui ber of procecures for
determninl the percentage, of radioactive particles were developedlO
for various size ranges. These were as followsi Method No. 1 %pproxi-
r.itely 150 to 850 microns. In this method, Kodak BT Au tadiographic
Stripping Fil, was employed to distinguish active particles. This
emulsion was stripped from its cellulose backing, relaid emulsion side
doin on its backing and lightly Castcned to it with strips of tape.
The fractionated sample was distributed over the back side of the emul-
sion by means of a spatula and the particles were affixed by covering
with a Duco cement solution (one volume of cement to four of acetone).
After dryinv, the stri.o film was reversed and retaped to the support.
The film was stored in a light-tight box for a tbhree to four day ex-
posure. The exposed film was developed with DuPont x-ray developer,
fixed, washed, and driAd and again removed from its support and fast-
ened to a clean glass slide over millimeter graph paper for examination
and countinz with a stereomicroscope. Black areas were observed above
each radioactive particle while the inactive ones did not effect the
emulsion. The intensity of blackening appeared somewhat variable and
occasional difficulty was experienced when only a small spot was evident
or when only a portion of the particle appeared to be active or when
the emulsion appeared fogged or grey rather than intense black. In
doubtful cases the particle was considered to be radioactive. A number
of these "doubtful" active particles were picked up and were found in
every case to be radioactive when held in front of the window of a G-M
tube counter. Thus the assumption that all "doubtful" particles were
active appears to be justified. Considerable wrinkling of the strip
film was experienced but this does not interfere with the method. Be-
low approximately 150 microns the method becomes impractical due to
difficulties in ascertaining the nature of many particles..

Method No. 2, approximately 16 to 150 microns. Kodak
NT9 Nuclear Track plates softened for 10 to 15 seconds in warm water
('0 C) were utilized in this procedure. The size-fractionated parti-
cles were distributed over the moist plates in the same manner as in
the first method and the plates with their adhering particles were al-
lowed to dry and expose for two to three days in a light-tight box.
Th, plates were developed with careful agitation so as to avoid displace-
'"ent of the imbedded particles. Examination of the plate with a
Stereomicroscope revealed the radioactive particles over their assoc-
itted darkened area on the film. (See Fig. 4.32)

%oAlcolm G. Gordon and Benjamin J. Intorre, "Some Techniques Applic-
able to the Study of ABD Fal*-out", CRL Interim Report No. 137,
14 War 1952.
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As a check upon tho agre,:rr.ent of the two methods, the
percentqge of radioaptive pqrticles in a 240 to 420 micron range sam-
ple 'is determined. Results of 16.7 and 17.7 per cert were obtained
for the strip-film and the plate methods respectively.

Method No. 3, approxiuately 8 to 40 microns. Inasmuch
as the smaller particis tended to agglomerate, the second method was
roeified for the lowest particle size ranges so that the sample was
drcoped into a swirlin inch of hot water (50C) in a battery jar.
After suspension of the particles an NTB plate was submerged and after
aprroxi7Ately 30 seconds removed, dried, exposed for four or five days
and then processed in the usual manner. Particle counting was mosteasily accoDmplished in the range of 8 to 40 microns by vlsually count-

Inc the radioactive particles in a given area with a light background
and then photographing the same area with a dark background. The to-
tal number of particles could be conveniently counted on the print.

4.5 STUDY O F'RACTIONATION

4.5.1 Radlochemistry

The study of fractionation included radiochemical analy-
sis of many JANGLE samples obtained from various types of instruments
which were located at a number of different stations. Sr8 9 , Zr95,
Yo99, Aglll, Cd115 , Ba1 4 0 , Cel4', and Ce144, were determined on four
filter papers from the underground shot, and Zr9 5 and Mo9 9 were deter-
mined on a horizontal ointment plate from the surface shot. These
data are tabulated in Table 4.13 as counting rate ratios (at zero time)
With respect to Mo9 9 (an allegedly non-fractionatine nuclide). Aglll,
Ra140 and Aglll/Cdll5 ratios have also been tabulated because of their
Special interest.

In addition, the large quantities of fall-out collectedfrom the underground shot at Operation JANGLE provided a unique oppor-
tunity to perform radiochemical analyses upon size-graded particles.

r6 9 , Zr9 5, Bal 4 0, and Ce14 4 were determined on a number of different
Particle size fractions of fall-out collected at stat' ns 103,107. 114,
and 120. These data are tabulated in Table 4.14. MoM was not deter-
mined because the decision to make the fall-out analysis was not made
UItil some weeks after the shot. The nuclide activity per unit mass of
radioactive material was calculated by dividing the nuclide activity by
the mass of active particles in each fraction. The latter was deter-
mined by applying the data of par. 4.3.3 to the measured mass of each
traetion. These data are tabulated in Table 4.15 and will be used in
the discussion in par. 5.5.

- 107 -
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The fission products separations were carried out eason-

tially by the methods o..piled by Coryell and SularrAnl I as modified
by J-ll Group, Los Alamos Scientific lAboratory. The only important
modification was the determination of silver as iodate rather than io-
dide. The fall-out samples were run in duplicate, the others in quad-
rupl Icate.

In order to provide a basis for comparison Nith other
laboratories, radiochemlcal analyses were performed on an irradiated
U235 sample for each of the fission products listed above with the ex-
ception of Cd1 1 5 and Cel4 1 . The sample consisted of 14.8 milligrams
of enriched uranium foil irradiated to 9.3x10' 3 fissions in the Brook-
haven pile.

Filter paper samples were digested by treatment with fum-
in& nitric, perchloric, and hydrofluoric acids by the procedure des-
cribed by Spence and Bowmanl 2. The M-5 ointment was removed from the
aluminum plate with facial tissue and digested by the same procedure.
It was necessary to repeat the digestion to effect complete solution.
The fall-out samples were fumed successively with porchlorio and hydro-
fluoric acids and taken up with hydrochloric acid.

Samples were mounted in a reproducible geometry system
on 3-1/4x2-1/2xl/16 inch aluminum cards. In the case of Mo, Cd, Ag,
Ba, and Sr the final precipitation was carried out by the glass chimney
and Hirsch funnel teohnique, which confined the precipitate to a de-
fined area on the filter paper. Ce and Zr precipitates were tapped out
of the ignition crucibles into counter ores in the aluminum cards. Sam-
plea were covered with either 3.8 mg/cm 2 of cellophane or 0.45 mg/cm2

of rubber hydrochloride. Ce1 4 4 was counted face down and hence through
217 mJcm of aluminum.

Each mounted sample was counted for decay with a thin mica
eal-windoi G-M tube and conventional scaler unit until a satisfactory
cuke was obtained or the activity became too low, whichever occurred
first. The oountinv rates were measured to 0.95 errors1 3 of 2-5% for the

lC. D. Coryell and N. Sugarman, Radiochomical Studies: The Fission Pro-

ducts. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, N. Y.
l2R. W. Spence and M. G. Bowman, "Radiochemical Efficiency Results of

Operation SANDSTONE", SANDSTONE Report 10, Appendix A, Los Alamos Soi-
entific Laboratory, March 25, 1949
13i13., fie are 95% certain that the statistical error in counting is not

greater than the listed per cent.
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plate. Spreads14 for repeated analyses on the size-graded fall-out
were within 5% for th B&140'nd Iro an4 fo 10-20% for Ce144 and
Zr9 5. The spreads for tlie filter paper and ofktfient plate work were
also 10-20%

The activity was read from the snoothed decay curve
at an arbitrary tine and corrected to zero time. Four different G-M
tubes, cross-calibrated with samples of each fission product, were
used, and all data were corrected to the same tube. Data were fur-
ther corrected to 100%e chemical yield, first shelf and zero added
absorber. No corrections for coincidence were required nor were cor-
rections made for self-absorption and self-scattering since time did
not permit preparation of correction curves. This error was insig-
nificant except in the case of some strontium samples where the chem-
ical yields were extremely high. The correction even here would be
less than 5%. The aluminum mounting cards provided saturation back-
scattering. Corrections to zero added absorber were based on absorp-
tion curves in Coryell and Sugarnanl5. Barium activities were cor-
reoted for growth of lanthanum activity as indicated by Finkle and
Sugarmanl6 .

4.5.2 Activity of the Radioactive Particles as a Function
of Partlol-e _-ze"

In the study of fractionation it is of interest to deter-
mine the activity of the radioactive particles as a function of their
size, surface area, and mass. The analysis of the size-graded fall-
out samples at stations 103 and 120 of the underground shot for activ-
ity and per cent active particles offered an opportunity to determine
these quantities indirectly. The results are presented in Figures
4.33 through 4.35.

The following procedure was employed The percent ac-
tive particle data (par. 4.4.2) in each fraction were applied to the

14The spread was obtained by dividing the difference between the ex-
tremes by the mean.

15Coryell and Sugarman, op. cit., Book 2

16 Ibid., p. 1123
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specific activity of that fraction (par. 4.3.4), giving the specific
activity of the active particles of the fraction (assuming all par-
ticles in ihe fraction had the same weight). Making the further
assumption that all particles in the fraction had the same density and
shape, the activity per unit active particle surface area, and the act-
ivity per active particle were calculated. A specific gravity of 2.7
was assumed, and all particles were assumed to be spherical in shape.
The size of particles in a given size fraction was taken to be the aver-
age of the pore size of the sieve on which the particles were found and
the pore size of the sieve directly above.

4.5.3 Decay Rates

It was expected that fractionation would manifest itself
by a variation in decay rate with particle size. To investigate this
possibility, the activity measurements on the size fractions of fall-
out at stations 103,107,114, and 120 were continued from about H/100
hours to approximately H/2000 hours. The resulting activities were
plotted as a function of time on log-log Daper and a straight line was
fitted to them by the method of least squares. The slopes of these
lines are presented in Table 4.16. The data for station 120 is presented
in graphical form in Figure 4.36.
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TABLE~ 4.16

Decay Slopes (Between R/1000 and 2000 Hours) of Size
Graded Fall-out Samples

Particle Dea slope* ____

Diameter Station -St~tlon Station 'Station
(microns) 103 107 114 120

1500 -1.110 /0.127 -1.217 -1.225
775 -1.238 -0.448 -1.205 -1.124
650 -1.291 -1.417 -1.058 -1.221
545 -1.162 -0.513 -1.177 -1.203
460 -1.424 -0.587 -1.165 -1.105
358 -1.128 -1.252 -1.247 -1.066
274 -1.284 -0.796 -1.241 -1.154
230 -1.244 -0.878 -1.241 -1.279
194 -1.308 -0.943 -1.229 -l.lA0
163 -1.349 -0.913 -1.253 -1.165
137 -1.302 -0.687 -1.241 -1.211
115 -1.331 -0.856 -1.329 -1.228
96 -1.354 -0.883 -1.288 -1.229
81 -1,331 -1.204 -1.247 -1.186
68 -1.430 -0.987 -1.300 -1.244
58 -1.337 -0.843 -1,215 -1.321
48 -1.436 -1.170 -1.312 -1.261
40 -1.343 -0.836 -1.394 -1.294
18 -1.424 -0.738 -1.429 -1.331

*The decay slope is defined ax n In the equation

A a ktn
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

5.1 CONCRNTRATION OF ACTIVITY IN TrK AEROSOL

Before proceeding to a discussion of some of the details of the
activity concentration data, it is well to compare the data obtained
by the four types of instruments which were employed. Such a com-
parison is made in Table 5.1, in which the ratios of the concentrations
obtained from the particle separator, cascade impactor, and con-
tintous air monitor, to those obtained from the filter sampler have
been computed. The table illustrates, for one thing, the extremely
large variations that may be expected in measurements of this sokt
made with existing sampling equipment. It is apparent that the data
obtained by the particle separator varied from one tenth to ten times
that of the filter sampler. There is apparent disagreement between
the cascade impactor and the filter sampler, the former being smaller
than the latter by a factor of the order of a several hundred. The
case of this disagreement is thought to be due to the fact that the
Ca3cade impactor, in obtaining a relatively smali sample, is more
grasceptible to the loss of large prrticlea, because collection of the
Particles is made on a glass slile, rather than on filter paper.
CoMPrison between the continuouj M1r mnitor and the filter sampler
suffers from the lack of data from tae former, together with a con-
tradiction on two of the four records obtained, that is, apparently
the cloud did not reach the station until after the 115 min filter
bampler sampling period was over. One of the remaining two records
indicated the continuous air monitor data was ten times, the other
One tenth as large than the filter sampler data. Probably the only
Conclusion that can be reached from this comparison is that the
filter sampler concentration data is in systematic disagreement with
the cascade impactor data, but is not in systematic disagreement with
the particle separator or continuous air monitor data, although
agreement in any particular case may be no better than plus or minus
One order of magnitude.

It is possible that the comparison of the particle separator-
filter sampler data may shed some light upon the question of the effect
of uOn-isokinetic sampling upon the concentration data. It will be
tmwebered that the particle separators were oriented with the axis
Of their sampling port in the vertical direction, while the filter
alers were oriented in the horisontal direction. Under these
0onditions one would expect that the particle separator, in collecting
the largest particles
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TAX& 5.1

Comparison of Concentration of Activity Data

ParileSea r4 Cas cade I~pacto ContinuousA__________

Staion Filter Sainpler Filter Sampiw FiteSmper

_______________ Surface Shot _______

8 
3.8

U4 6.s
15 9.2 z 10-1
21 2.5
23 1.0 -1 a x1-1
24 9a7 z 1011
25 9.5 z 10-
26 2. x 10- 2

29 47 x.102 xo "

29 1 *210 3.2613. 101 Wl 3
303.x 0?35 3.6 z 16
38 9.6
40 2.6 x . 2

10 507 IUnderround 
Shot _

109 4.0114 3.5 x I(A 2.1 x 10"
115 1.5 1,6 x 10-2
119 12 x 10 1o 2.6 o

121 3.4
123 1.0
124 3.1 2.8 x 10-5

125 2.3 x 10 4

128 10 x 101
129 1 #1 x10",
130 1.1 x16
132 2.2 x 10-4

140 1.4z 1-3

1 Average concentration over 115 minute eampling period.
2 Station nwubers less than 25 and 125, concentration over 1 minute

sampling period; greater than 25 and 125, over 115 minute sampling
period.

3 Average concentration over 115 minutes computed from concentration
vs* tUes curve.
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would cause a systematic decrease in the particle separator-filter
sampler concentration ratio with distance from ground zero. Hnw-
ever, no such trend can be detected, and it is thought, therefore,
that the effect due to non-isokinetic sampling, at least in the case
of concentration data, may be masked by the spread already present
in the data.

The question of the accuracy of the cloud model doscribsd in
parag-raph 4.1.1 is open to some conjecture. Certainly the records
of the continuous air monitors indicate the cloud arrived later and
stayed much longer at the most distant stations than is indicated
by the cloud model. At the very close stations, the age of the
cloud beoomes extremely important because of the activity decay
correction. At the stations of medium distance therefore, the cloud
model can be expected to give the best results. The concentration
of activity in the cloud proper, bases on the cloud model, has been
plotted in Fig. 5.1 as a function of distance from ground zero. The
data indicate the underground shot produced an aerosol 10 to 100
times as active as the surface shot.

5.2 PARTICLE SIZE DIS7RIBUTION

As was indicated in Chapter I" essentially only one Instrumentwas employed to obtain the particle size distributiott of the aerosol,
the cascade impactor, and thus there can be no inter-instrument com-
parison of results. A discussion of the particle size distribution
Of the cloud, therefore becomes a discussion of the cascade impactor
data. Me most important fact to be emphasized is that sampling was
non-iaokinetic in the sense that the intake velocity was considerably
less than the wind velocity, but that the intake throat was pointedtoward ground zero, and therefore, generally speaking into the wind.
Under these conditions the intake aerodynamics favor the large
Particles. However, as was indicated in paragraph 5.1, the impactor,though undoubtedly removing these particles from the airstteas, must
have shattered them, or else subsequently lost them, since no particles
larger than about 40 microns were observed in the examination of the
slides.

However, the tendency toward smaller particle sizes in the aero-sol With incr-asing distance from ground zero was definitely observed
i4 both shots. Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate this situation. It is
aparent that the underground shot initially possessed a distribution
COntaining larger particles than the surface shot, but that these par-ticles rapidly fell out, leaving at distances of 20,000 feet a dis-
tribution containing smaller particles than the surface shot. This
"ault may be explained by the fact that the underground shot cloud was
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lower than the surface shot cloud, giving the lzrgo particles lecs
tize in which to be carried by the wind out to the more distant sta-
tions. By the time both clouds reached 50,000 ft. the NMID of their
distributions had reached a value of less than 0.1 micron.

The material on the fall-out tray wa3 collected under favor-
able conditions in the sense that no appreciable wind sprang up be-
thoen the time of the shot and th recovery of the trays, conditions
under which very little material could have been rervved or added as
detcrmined experimentally. The analysis of the material was carried
out according to standard procedure and apparently no difficulties
were encountered. Nonetheless the resulting distributions (see Figs.
4.12 through 4.35) indicated the fall-out had a very small NOD, less
than one micron, a distinct anomaly inasuch as the aerosol NOM
apparently was about this size. In addition, the lines representing
the sze, area, and mass, distributions did not give a straight line
trend. For these reasons, no attempt was made to fit straight lines
to the data, with the result that convenient parameters describing
the distribution were lacking, making a conparison of distributions
difficult. It can be noted, however, that station 103, which is
shown in the photographs as being in the base surga from the under-
ground shot, had a noticeably larger percentage of particles leas
than 10 microns than the other four stations analyzed, giving wieght
to the idea that the base surge was composed of small particles.

5.3 RA.DIOACTIVITY AS A FU3NCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE

It was hoped that the cascade impactor would size grade part-
icles sufficiently so that activity meawarements made on the five
slides would give an indication of the activity of the particles
in the aerosol as a function of particle size. However, these data,
Which are contained in Tables 4.10 and 4.11, present such large
scatter as to make such a correlation impossible. An example of
this is easily seen by consideration of the percentage of activity
On the first slide. One would expect that the first slides on the
nearest impactors would contain a large percentage of the total
activity of the impactor, while the first slides on the farther im-

Pactors would contain less, since there would be feaer of these very
highl active particles present in the aerosol at the farther stations.
Iven this effect, which should be very pronounced, is not etident. A
Partially satisfactory explanation of this can be made by the fact
that the cascade impactor, in its collection of particles, size
gradee them only by virtue of widely overlapping efficiency curves,
and that a wide spectrum of particle sizes may be found on any one
slide, although the NID of the disaribution varies from slide to slide.
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This, of course, does not affect the particle size analysis by vir-
tue of the way in which it is carried out, howevei, it might frus-
trate any work dependent upon size grading.

It is unfortunate that a larger number of conifuges did not
give satisfactory data. Although all conifuge cones were radioauto-
graphed, only a few showed any darkening at all, and only one of
these showed a smooth distribution of film density. The others had
only splotches of activity, which probably indicated the presence of
turbulence in the cone volume. The fact that most ooni-fuge cones
ware not sufficiently active to produce radioautographs can be
attributed to the small flow rate of the instrument.

The activity as a function of particle size data obtained from
the fall-out trays appears to be satisfactory, except that a self-
absorption correction, originally considered to be almost negligible,
apparently is necessary for the large particle sizes. This question
is discussed in more detail in paragraph 5.5.2.

It should be pointed out that the specific activity data from
the fall-out, which indicates the relative activity of each particle
size range, can be applied to the mass distribution of the aerosol
as determined from the cascade Impactor to yield the distribution of
activity as a function of particle size of the aerosol. The assumption
m-.de is that, in any given particle size range at any given station,
the specific activity of the aerosol is the same as that of the fall-
out. If this is not the case, the implication is that there must be
some selection on the basis of activity in determining which particle
of a given size range will remain in the aerosol or will fall out.

5,4 PERCENTAGE OF ACTIVE PARTICLES

If the percentage of active particle data (paragraph 4.4) of
the cascade impactor and the fall-out tray for the underground shot
are combined, it appears that the percentage of active particles is
a monotonic function of particle size over the range of particle
sizes covered by the two types of data, i.e., from 10-1 to 103 microns.
In fact it appears that a straight line, with a slope of one, rep-
resenting a linear function, fits the data well.

Since both the cascade impactor data and the fall-out tray de-
pended upon a radioautographic method of differentiating the active
from the inactive particles, it was thought that the exposure time of
the radioautograph would affect the results. This was not borne out
by results of the cascade impactor, since a number of radioautographs
of different exposure times showed no apparent change in the psr-
centage of active particles.
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5.5 STUDY OF FRACTIONATION

5.5.1 RadiochenaistE

The data concerning the nuclide activity per unit mAss
of active material as a function of particle size, which is con-
tainod in Table 4.15, provided a method of investigang the mchanism
whereby particles acquire activity. The data for Sr and ZR"
have been plotted in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. Referring to Fig. 5.4, it
appears that a straight line with a slope of -1 may be fitted to the
data, whereas this is not possible with the data in Fig- 5.5.9
A]Joing for some over-simplification, it appears that the Sr
activity is a function of particle surface whereas that for Zr 9 5

tends to k more of a voluwe function. 40 ves a plot similar
to the Sr" plot, while Ce44' is similar to Zr". Further study
is being made of these data, particularly with pect to the
question of whether the activity of Zr 9 5 and Ce" is concentrated
in a shell rather than a volume. Examination of the decay chains
of these four nuclides provides a plausible reason why there should
be a difference in the mechapism for acquiring radioactivity. The
decay chains are as follows*:

Kr 89 _ Rb 8 9 1 S,.9

Kr9 5 ,shorRb9 5  Mwr, Sr 9 5  short y95 10.% Zr95

Ze J~1a Ce 66a -, Ba 1
W

It may be seen that Bal' 0 and Sr 8 9 both have gaseous precursors that
have half-lives long in comparison with the lifetime of the fireball.
Since gases such as krypton and xenon are not significantly subject
to adsorption aboi liquid a temperaturesG, it is logical to suppose
that while the Zr and Cea chains passed the rare gas stage early
enOugh to be adsored durig the particle growth process, no appreci-
able amount of Kr 8 9 an9,9 d1yed before the particles had ceased
tO grow. Hence the Sr0 w and Ba ' activities were confine' to the
Outermost surfaces of the particles.

C. Do Coryeol & N. Sugarman, op cit, pp. 1996-2001.

U-137-
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5.5.2 Activit of the Radioactive Particles

In order to investigate the mechanism whereby part-
icles become radioactive, the data described in paragraph 4.5.2
activity of the radioactive particles as a function of their size,
surface area, and mass were calculated. (The latter, it will be
noted would be the sum of all the nuclide activities of the kind
discussed in the paragraph immediatsly above if a radiochemical
analysis could be perCoriaed on all the nuclide species.)

One ol t~e questions that arose in the study of the data
was the effect of salx absorption and self scattering upon the
measured activity of the different particle size fractions. The
former is susceptible to quantitative treatment if the range curve
for the activity is known, while the latter is as yet not well
understood. The complexity of the combination can perhaps beat be
seen by examining the data of Nervik and Stevenson 5 , who have plotted
a self-scattering and self-absorption correction factor versus
sample thickness, with beta energy as a parameter, for NaCI and

Pb(N0 3 )2 .

A simple calculation can be made to investigate the
magnitude of the self-absorption. Assuming:

(1) The attenuation of beta particles is described
by the equation

where w is the path length in milligrams/cm 2 , and Tk is the half
thickness of the particle for the fission product radiation. The
latter was taken to be 20 mg/cm2 in accordance with the data of
paragraph 4.5.4.

5 W. E. Narvik and P. C. Stevenson, "Self-Scattering and Seif-Ab-
sorption of Betas by Moderately Thick Samples". Nucleonics, X,
(1952), 19.
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(2) The particles are cubical, so that the mean path
length travelled by a beta in escaping from the particle is

y = 
(5.2)

2

where s is the side of the cube.

(3) The density of the particles is 2.7 grams/cm3 ,
making the thickness factor of the particle material equal to 2.7 x
10- mg/c 2 /micron. The relative self-absorption of a 1 micron
particle is:

e-O.6 x 0.5x 2.7x 10"  e (5.3)

while that for a 1000 micron particle is:

-0 x 500 x 2. x 04
20 120 (5.4)

Thus the correction factor for self-absorption for a 1000 micron par-
ticle is 120 times that for a 1 micron particle, and therefore is of
great importance. Previous calculations had led to the belief that
this correction was negligible.

No data is available to estimate the effect of self-
scattering, but it is probable that it is negligible in comparison to
the correction for self-absorption.

It has been suggested that the necessity for making these
orZ'Octions could bu side-stepped by crushing the large particles

before measuring their activity. This is presently being carried out
or some of the fractions that are still sufficiently active.

5.5.3 Deca Slopes

A satudy of the variation of decay slope with particle5size (paragraph 4.5.3) has yielded no information other than further
"Oof of fractionation.
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SUUMARY

It ras expected that the considerable quantities of dirt
thrown up by the Jangle explosions would trap a relatively large
proportion of the fission products of the bomb, creating highly
radioactive aerosols containing relatively large particles.

The concentrition of beta activity in the aerosols was found
to be 10 -3 and 10- microcuries per cubic centimeter for the surface
and underground shots respectively. These are based on filter
sAcpler data taken from the nearest stations (2000 ft. to 4000 ft.)
on the downwind leg, as modified by an estimation of the arrival
and departure time of the cloud.

The number median diameters of the particles in the aerosols
were 1.0 and 1.5 microns for the surface and underground shots re-
spective-16, at stations 4000 ft. downwind, decreasing to less than
0.1 microns at 50,000 ft. for both shots. These figures were ob-
tained from the cascade impactor. The particle size distribution
of the fall-out was also determined at a number of stations of the
underground shot.

No satisfactory data giving activity as a function of particle
Size in the aerosol were obtained due to unsatisfactory operation of
the instruments designed to size grade aerosol particles during the
"'Pling process. These data, however, were determined for the fall-
Out at a number of stations on the underground shot. The percentage
of active particles in the surface shot aerosol was determined to be
0.01 per cent for particles approximately one micron in diameter.
?or the underground shot fall-out, this percentage was found to be 20
per cent for particles approximately 100 microns in diameter.

Data of the various oonsequences or manifestations of fraction-
%tlon Were made on size-graded particles of fall-out from the under-
Pound shot, and study of these data have made possible a number of
Iteresting conjectures regarding the mechanism whereby particles

so'e radioactive.
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DEFINITION AND ABERFIATION OF TEPU3

XCAM - Brookhaven Continuous Air Monitor

3NL - Brookhaven National Laboratory

CRL - Chemioal and Radiological Laboratories

Decay Slope - the exponent in the deoay equations A = otn

Fall-out - particulate mtter once a pert of the aerosol that has
precipitated to the ground

Fractionation - any variation in the fission product nuclide abundance,
usually applied to the variation as a function of parti-
cle size

lsokinetic - actually "equal motion", but i generally applied to
particulate sampling that is carried out so as not to
be selective in any way

1w - molecular filter

NIH - National Institutes of Health

IRDL - Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory

RAS -Radiological Air Sampler

?CAM - Tracerlab Continuous Air Monitor

-135 -
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APPENDIX B

CALIbRATION OF THE WOOHAVEN CONTIMU(JS AIR MONITCR

The counting efficiency of this instrnt my be obtained by pass-
ing a smll rectangle of filter tape of width w *nd length a (a is equal
to w for the Brookhaven air monitor), see Fig. B.1, inserted into the
center line of an unoontaminated filter tape* This small section of fil-
ter tape bears a uniformly distributed known beta activity, G of the
sam.e species as for which the calibration is desired. As the tape peasss
uder the counter in the x direction, a count rate is recorded which may
be converted into a plot of observed counts per unit time versus dis-
tanoe. Such a plot will have the appearance of the graph shown in Fig.
3.2, and should be syrnnetrical about the origin. The maxirmns count rate
at I _ 0, Cc is the count rate when the counter face is exactly covered
Uniformly contaminated filter tape Cu is te finite sumtion of the
rates obtained when the center of the standardising rectangle is at z
position equal to 0, is, s, L3s. et. and is thus

cu: 0°o 20s (3.1)

1hperically it has been found that with counters positioned close to the
taPe that Eq. 3.1 can be reduced to

Cu = o +201 +2 0Z (B.2)

- 137 -
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SUCTION ARNA

AREA SHIELDING

SI -
FILTER 11.0/-T
TAPE ' '

-y

Fig. B.I Schematic Drawing of the Brookhaven Continuous Air Monitor

Ge

I

IX

I I

-d + to

Fig. B.2 Count Rate as a Funotion of Displacement for the Brookhaven

Continuous Air Monitor.
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Tm fraction of the total counting rate contributed by the sepient of
width w and length S positiored directly In front of the tube to

0 00 (a, o Za , - "+

The efficiency X of the segment in this position may be defined as

0 : Cuf: so (B.4)

The activity per standard seguent (width w and length a) is given by

o :av (B.5)

where a a activity per unit volume of cloud; V a volte of air sampled
through the standard sepheant. From Eq. B.4

Ou it &VTLB8

a O

This equation limits a to the average value of the time interval
during which the unit segment of paper wav contaminated. For tie sake
of larity the midpoint of this time interval can be taken as the tine
orrsmponding to the value a.

To obtain an unknown activity oconcentration a from the instrumnt
sOmt fate moter readings Cup it was necessary to determine the instru-
&ent Oraoetats 3o f, and V. I and f we.* determilned by the following
PrOoedures With the center of the window asa reference point, the ltan.
Urd activity paper was moved one and two inches an either side and th
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counting rates observed. The sum of the counting rates in all such
positions given the counting rate of a uniformly contaminated fil-
ter paper of infinite length. Proceeding in this manner the results
@how% in Table Bl rere obtained.

TABLE B.l

Efficiency Data for Brookhaven Monitor

Distance Frm Incremental
Center of Counts Per Efficienoy

Window (per cent)

0 601 23
1 inch 35.6 1.61
2 inch 2.35 0.11

-1 inch 58.9 2.67
-2 inch 2.0 0.09

Total 599.76 0 600

These results are plotted in Fig.B,3. 5The activity of the one square
inch standard corresponded to 2.2 x 10v disintegrations per second.
Thus

/ 2 501
ro- .83

K : 5001 X 10| : .23

2.2 10
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Fige R*3 Incremental Efficiency as a Function of Distance for
the Brookhaven Continuous Air M1onitor
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Since the sampling port measured 1 inch wide by 1.75 inches long, the
filter tape transport velocity was 4 inchesA/our and the flwc rate
through the sampling port was 3.5 cubic feet per minute, the value of
V was found to be:

V: 1.5 x 106 a 3

Therefore# the counts per minute on the instrument count rate moter
may be oonverted to miorocuries per cubic centimeter by the equations

x i.1 x i1-1 (c/mn) (B.8)
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CALIBRATION OF THE TRACEILAB COTI-NUOUS AIR MONITOR

Interesting two dimensional counting geometry problems oocur
if a continuous air monitor is constructed with both circular suc-
tion and couintintr areas (of radii R and r re,;:ectively) as is the
case for the Tracerleb continuous air monitor. (See Fig. C.]).

For simplicity in the folloii-ng derivations, the steady-state
conditions of an aerosol of constant beta activity per unit volme,
a flowing at a oonstant volumetric fl rate, V depositing activity
at a uniform rate, q (equal to aV/-WR ) per unit area on a filter
tape moving at a constant velocity, u nzs been assumed. It is also
ocnvenient to consider first a previously contaminated filter tape
being rerun through the monitor with the coordinate axes x,y end
xt. y' as shown in Fig. C.1.

It may be noted that the activity concentration, Z deposited
upon the filter tape is proportional to the cord length of the suct-
ion circle in the x' direction and is given by the relation,

Z!U R- (c.1)

With the restriction that

-R R~

and Z can thus be represented graphically as the elliptic sheet, in-

finite in the x direction shown in Fig. C.2.

An the contaminated tape with its elliptical distribution of
activity passes under the counter window, 1e counting efficiency of
each differential area is a function of x ad y (or 0 and in polar
Coordinates). This function can be determined experimentally by plac-
ite a small, known, uniformly contaminated filter paper standard in
the filter tape and passing it under the counter in the x direction as
Was dme to obtain the data shown in Fig. C.3 . Inasmuch as the effi-
Ciency of the G-M counter should be symmetrical about its central axis,
the entire function can be represeted by a solid of revolution, the
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It ----f 2 0.091, 0
S.0S -_ _ - _ - _ _

/

w

.02 - ,

.01 --

O2 I 0 3

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF COUNTER (CM)

it* C 43 Variation of Counting ffiotency with itane for the
Traoerlab Air Monitor,
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first quadrant of which is shown in Fir. C.4.

The differential count rate, & sumed up by the G-M tube of the
air monitor is the product of the activity occentratin and the count.
ing efficiency for each element of area of the x~y plane of the f il-
ter tape,, Thus

9 :0 Z (c.2)
and can be represented by the solid sketched in the first quadrant of
Fig. C.5.

The count rate, A finally recorded on the air monitor recorder
is the volume between the surface described by the function x and the
xey plane in Figure C.5 and is approximately expressed by the definite
double integral

RJR

A a4 x .dy .dx (C.3)

0 0

or in the mre convnient cylindrical coordinates by

R

A x 4 e*dO . df~ (C.4)

0 0

It ray be noted that the upper ltit of Integration, R, for i ntro-
dunce a umall error due to the neglected volumes in the x directicc
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x

Fig.' C#4 Differential Counmting Efficiency as a Fi~motico of Tape
Position for the Tracerlab Continuous Air Monitor

yz

Fig* C.5 Differen~tial Count Rlate as a Funcotion2 of Tape Position,
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which should be trivial in the oase of the well shielded Tracerlab air
monitor,

The function

E 2(c.5 )

may be arbitrarily selected to represent the solid of Fig. C.4. Substitu.
ticm of this and Eq. C.1 into Eq. C.4 after changing to oylindrioal coor.
dinates by the substitution

ya (sin e

results in the relation

(C.')

RI

A ~~~ ~_ 4n 00 23RV -- 08 0) d.ep

0 0

in wnioh tht function, 1-k sin 0 can be recognised as the elliptic in-
tegral of the second kind, E(kQ). As the upper limit of the first in- :4

tegral is lr/,/ the complete elliptio integral, E(k) can be obtained from
tables 1 for various values of k where k is equal to /R.
Equation C.6 thus becomes

A x _@ ,, 2  N(k) . d, (C.7)

0

1 Re S. Burington, Handbook of Mathematioal Tables (2nd ed; Sandusky,
Chioc: Handboot Publishers, 1945) p.MBS.
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and can be rwnadily evaluated by graphical integration of a plot of the
term within the integral sign vorsu f noting that k varies from 0 to 1
in the interval * 0 to R. In termB of air ocnoentration, Eq. C.7 to-

S(1.77 16o-7 ) (u) (R)177
(C.8)

Replay

Thus the beta activity ooncentration of the sampled aerosol is a simplo
multiple of the recorded counting rate when the filter tape i played
back through the Tracerlab air monitor.

A somewhat more oozplicated problem occurs during the build-up of
activity upon the filter tape. Thus In Fig. C.2 the coordinate axes x.y
and x',y' coinoide. The deposition of activity upon he tape my be
represented by the shape in Fig. C.6. Beyond e equal to R in th, x
direction, the surface becoes Identical to the elliptic sheet of Pig. C.2
but within The region

o1 f 4!R

the activity concentration may be expressed by

Z a (q) (R / X) J 9  c9
U R "

Which may be transformed to cylindrical coordinates by the substitutins

z, a oob Oand y:xhin 0

- 149 -
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pig. C.6 Aotivity Concentrotion During Deposition as a Funotion of Tape

Position for the Traoerlab Continuous Air Monitor.

and Sq. C.P beoomen

Z- (I / koo, ,) ,/1 - g2 in, (C.10)
U

Substitution of Eq. C.10. C.2 into 3q. CA tor the first and second quad-

rants results in

R IT (c.* 11)

A 2 0 o) o# CO 0) .. k2 sin2 , .dB4

0 0
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or (C.12)

As it can be easily seen that

1- k2 sin2 a. coeO (C.3)

0

and also since IF

J Z(ke) dO = 2 / ,(SQ) dO (C.14)

0 o

Equation C.14 may be s*plified to

A 5e' . (k) . de(C )

0

Which gives the counting rate for the moving tape* It may be noted that
this is half of Eq. C7 so that the graphical integration need be per-
foroed only once for both cases. By use of Eq. C.7 and C.15, the initial
ad several replay results may be combined to investigate the radioactive de%

- 151 -
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cay characteristics of the aerosol sampled by the Traoerlab air monitor.
I

An experimental determination of the value of the constants in these
equations was made by means of the following procedures A standard *etivt.
ty sample was prepared by placing an aliquot of a fission product irture
on a small (6 x 5 m) square of filter tape from the Tracerlab continiou
air monitor. This mixtue was selected because of its beta range curve ,,
considered to approxixmte that of the fission products rosulting from the
surface and underground detonations. The standard square was calibrated
for its absolute beta activity while on a 4 =9/c cellophane additionkl
backeoatterer in order to duplicate the cnditions under which the tape
itself i counted. This was done by raising Te G-M counter in its shield
to a higher position and mounting the square and reference activity stand.
ards on cards positioned on the lower bracket. Range curves for the
reference standards as well as the calibrating square were determined on
another counter with a shorter air path and thinner G-M tube window. Tes
data were combined after appropriate corrections for air path, aluinims
absorber of the air monitor, and the tube window so that the absolute bet
activity of the filtet paper square was determined by the average of two
Tracerlab simulated P 2 and two I131 reference standards which were state4
to be accurate to ten per cent.

The standardised Iquare was placed in a 5 x 5 mm square hole (becked
with a similar 4 mg/cm backscatterer) in a movable strip of air monitor
filter paper in such a manner that the center of the standard square ap-
proxinately coincided with the central axis of the 0-9 counter. Activity
rsasurements for this square were made by moving it along the center line
of the path followed by the tape, stopping at half centimater intervals
beginning 3 cm before, and 5 ca after departure of the center point of the
standard from the central axis of the differential counting efficiency
are given in Table C.] and are plotted in Fig. C.3. The slight asymmetry
of the curve is apparently due to a one millimeter error in positioning
the calibrating standard. For purposer of omuparison, the Gaussian curve
used to approximate this function has been sketched in as a dotted line.

The function

~mo( 0.16)

was selected to represent the two dixnmsional effioiency of the Tracerleb
air monitor G-V tube (See Fig. C.4). By use of the smooth curve of Fig.
C*3 the constants and of Eq. C.5 were found to be 0.0915 and 0.308
respectively for Unit No I* The integral of Eq. C.? was then evaluated
by tabulation of the values of the function

-f (k) (c.137)
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*s a function of e and k as shown in Table C.2 and plotted in Nig.
1.7. This curve was Praphics1ly inte-rated by the method of Moorei,
bqt~en the limits zero and R with the result that

9J- " • E (k) . , 2.14 (C.18)

0

Substitution of this value into Eq. C.8 and rearranging resulted in
the relations

(U:) (2.2 x 10-11 )(A) (C.19)
cm3 Initial

and

(uc)
e (1.1 x lo-1l)(A) (C.20)cm3 Replay

which gave the air beta activity concentration from the observed in-
itial and replay counting rates from the Tracerlab continuous airmonitor.

In order to confirm the validity of the equations derived above
Is well as the accuracy of the emporical constants O( and P , the
calculated overall counting efficiency, Eov of a large circular (2.25

in. in diameter) filter standard was compared with the experimentally
determined efficiency of a comparable standard. The overall counting
efficiency can be obtained by integration of the expression

0 0

D.Moore, Proceeding; of the Society for the Advancement of En-

AIneering Edu1caTionC, &i orna eeting,T,--92, (1946 )
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TABIE Col,

Traoerlab Air Monitor Efficiency on a Funcation of Distance.

Distance From Scale of Counts For Differential Countitng
Center of Counter Instrumnt, Minute Efficiency

CID

0 100 37,600 010916

0.5 100 57g000 0.0903

210 100 310000 0.0757

1.5 100 210150 0,0516

2.0 10.0 9,040 0.0221

2.0 20 9,800 0,0239

2.15 20 1,970 0.0048

3.0 20 800 0,00146

3.0 2 760 0.00183

3.5 2 350 0100085

-0,6 100 355x400 0.0863

S1.0 100 290600 0.0731

4 16 100 15,500 0.0329

I'1S 20 18,300 01044S

S2.0 20 9a300 0.0227

-2.5 20 20170 0.0053

- 3.0 20 700 0.0017

- 3.0 2 780 0.0019

The absolute beta activity of the 6 uum square standard was approxi-
mately 4.10 z 106 d/rzia after correction for absorbers. tube window
and air.-1 -
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TABLE C. 2

Tabulatio of the Function o 3 (k)

- - -

C - A , K E , L a.) ,2 I (K e E

0 0 0 0 1.57 1 0 0

0.5 0.26 0.174 10 1.659 0.926 0.463 0.724

1.0 1.0 0.48 20.5 1.52 0.736 0.735 1.12

1.2 1.44 0.417 24.5 1.60 0.642 0.771 1.16

1.44 2.07 0.5 30 1.468 0.530 0.764 1.12

1.5 2.25 0.521 31.4 1.457 0.600 0.750 1.094

1.8 2.68 0.556 33.8 1.44 0.455 0.728 1.05

!,7 2.89 0.59 s.1 1.425 0.411 0.698 0.995

2.0 4.0 0.695 44 1.6 0.293 0.586 0.797

2.2 4.84 0.764 49.8 1.506 0.225 0.495 0.646

2.4 5.76 0.834 66.5 1.23 0.170 0.408 0.602

2.6 5.76 0.834 56.5 1.23 0.170 0.408 0.502

2.88 8.3 1.0 90 1.0 0.078 0.224 0.224

(,)
R. S. Burington, Handbook of Mathematical Tables (2nd editionj

Sandusky. Chios Handbook Publishers, 1945) p. 263.
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02.2
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0.2

0 2
DISTANGE-f (CU)

Fig. C.? Plot of the Function of Table C.2 Versus and Its
Intergral Curve.
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,hich may be derIved by applying the same reasoning as used in Appen-
dix 3. Integration of Eq. C.21 results in

ov: = 0 (1 -PR2) (C.22)

Substitution of the nurarical values for o * ( * and R into this equa-
ticn results in

e ov : 0.033

for the calculated counting efficiency of a uniformly contaminated stan-
dard 2.26 in. in diameter. For comparison, standard activity papers were
prepared by spraying circular discs 2.25 in. in diameter with radioactive
dust and calibrating them with a G-M counter of known geometry. The
calibrated discs were placed under the G-M tube of the air monitor and
the activity observed with the following results,

TABLE C.3

Efficiency Data for Traeerlab Air Monitor for Circular
Uniformly Contaminated Area(a)

Activity d/min.
Standard Corrected for Observed Efficiency

Window, Air and c/Min
Absorber

1 1.38 z 106 3.98 z 103 0.029

2 1.36 z 108 2.98 X 104 0.022

3 4.3 x 106 9.82 x 103 0.023
Aver. V

0.025

(a) Data for Unit No. 1. Averkge value for units
four and five were 0.024 and 0.032 respectively.
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The agreezv*nt between the values presonted in Table C.3 and the oal-
oulated value i considered to be sufficiently close to oon-frm the
validity of the derived expressions and the constants employed, es-
pecially in view of the fact that completely uniform distribution of
the radioactie dust over the filter paper discs was difficult to
attain by the method employed. Due to the greater experimental aim.
plioity, more direct approach, and the great6r care exeroised in Its
preparation and calibration, the emall S x 5 m square standard was
used as the basis for the activity concentrations reported in para-
graph 4.12.
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APPENDIX D

EVALUATION OF INSTRUMFETS

D.J INTRCDUCTION

The evaluation of the hazard to personnel from an ABD cloud can be
made from studies of data on activity and particle size of the generated
aerosol. Such a study requires four types of information. These aret

(a) Properties of the cloud expressed as activity and mass per
unit volume and time.

(b) Properties of fall-out expressed as activity and mass per unit
time.

(o) Particle size distributions of (a) and (b) expressed as a funo-
tion of time.

(d) Radiochemistry of (a) and (b) above.

Since the collection of these data is a field operation, laboratory ac-
curacies should not be expected; even though laboratory equipment be
employed.

A brief description has been prepared of each item of sampling
equipment used for Operation JANGLE. It is intended to discuss the ad-
vantages and disadvantages associated with each instrument insofar as
its ability to collect samples for the above data; this information
should aid (1) the design of improved sampling instruments, and (2)
the selection of instruments for use in future tests.

D.. COHTI 1YUWS AIR MONITOR

In this instrument the aerosol is drown through a moving strip of
filter material which removes part iculate matter. The activity of the
Collected particles is then measured by conventional alpha and beta
Counters as the strip is moved through the counting chambers.

Operation JANGLE employed two continuous air monitors - Brookhaven
and Tracerlab. The Tracerlab instrument is a refinement of the Brook-
haven model in that it in more compact. The Tracer lab measures activity

at the same time as sampling. However, this'may or may not be an advan-
tag*, since contamination of counting equipment is possible. The Brook-

haven continuous air monitor measures activity shortly after collection.
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The continuous air monitor furnishes a complete record of (I) alpha
and (2) beta plus gamma radiation f'or any desired period of time. This
valuable record is not produced without great difficulty since the cce.
tinuous air monitors are bulky. delicate, and complex from the viewpoint

of field operation. They require a good AC power supply and muxt be pro.
teoted from all so-called bad weather conditions. The instruzment we .r4$
about 500 pounds.

D.3 FILTER SAMPIER

The filter sampler is another cloud or aerosol sampling instrument
which collects particulate matter on filter paper. The collection is
made by pulling air through the paper at from 1 to 6 cfm. The paper is
then removed and its activity determined by proper alpha and/or beta
plus gamma counters.

The filter sampler may operate from battery or AC power generator and
is rugged, light weight (about 20 pounds)t and simple to operate. Data
on ABD cloud activity collected with this instrument is difficult to in-
terpret for two principal reasons (1) The variation of activity with

time cannot be obtained except by c uxiliary apparatus, (2) the prede-
termined flow rate is subject to errors due to clogging of the collection
paper. The exact clogging effect in difficult to determine except by
visual operation of the instruannt which is impossible in field operation.

D.4 INTRMITTENT AIR SAIPUR

The intermittent air sampler collects the cloud and/or fall-out
particulate matter on each of twelve (12) filters so arranged that each
filter is employed for a preset time of operation. The collected aerosol
particles my be counted for alpha and beta plus gamma activities.

The resulting record will furnish data concerning the variation of
activity with each time interval employed. Clogging effects will not be

encountered for most cases, since the sampling time intervals my be
kept short (say 10 minutes).

This instrumint is light weight and in operated from batteries. The
unit couplete with batteries weighs about 25 pounds. Although the unit
is compact, it is not rugged and requires shielding from rain and dust.

The arrangeiicnt of the fi lters to such that they are unprotected from

fall-out.
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D,5 pARTICIF SEPARATCA

The partiolen separator is designed to fractionate particles frce

the ABD clcud. The fracionaticu is to be done at the time of sampling
.n,! is acco.pllshed by a series nf wiro screen clothl with openings
or 37, 44. 53, 61, 73, 88, 108, 125, 148, 177 and 210 micror2. A
zo.!cular back up filter is employ :d for collection of particles less
than 37 microns.

In theory, each screen is counted and the relationship between
particle size and activity determined. It has been shown that small
?.rticles tend to stick to screen wires instead of being captured on
their proper sized screen.

The separator is a sall piece of equipment, but requires auxi-
liary vacuum and pover supply. The separator weighs about I pound
without vacuum pump.

D.6 CONIFUGE

The conifuge samples cloud aerosol for particle size analysis in
range of 0.3 to 10 microns at the rate of about 170 cc per minute as
air is drawn between two conical surfaces (rotating at 5000 rpm)
which are separated approximotely one-eighth inch apqrt. T he parti-
culate matter is centrifuged out with respect to mass. A section of
the outside plastic conical surface is cut out and examined micros-

Copically for particle size. Electron microscope screens are located
On the plastic.

The conifuge is quite rugged but produces excessive vibration of
auxiliary equipment. It requires a power supply which may be either
generator or batteries. The instrument without power supply weighs
'tout 30 pounds and is well protected from elerants (weather) except
for dust protection.

Particle size analysis of conifuge samples obtained in the field
bag not been entirely successful even though the theory is good.
1ee the surface area for collection of particles is large, the in-

Itrutent is capable of long periods (1-2 hrs.) of operation for most
field sampling duties.

There is no method for obtaining particle size vs. time of
C01lection data.

Isokinetic sampling is not obtained.
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D.7 CASCADE IUPACTOR

The cascade impactor in a cloud or aerosol sampling instrument,operated to obtain a sample for particle size ttnalysis in range of0.3 to 20 microns. Air at the rate of 12.5 liters per minute isdrawn through a series of five jets with decreansIng orifice diameter.The air stream from each jet impinges upcn a glass plate which col-lects the particulate rtter. The first plate, which Is oppositethe coarse stream, collects the largest particles while the lastplate collects the smallest particles. The instrtcuemt weighs about30 pounds including the vacuum puap, but not including AC or DC
power supply.

The volume of sample is large but can be maintAined for but aminute for most field sampling jobs, since the collecting area issmal. It is difficult to predetermine exact sampling times desiredand remote control or alarm control is coplex.

The intrent is fairly rugged, and is well protected fromelenents although dust protection is not adequate.

When proper sampling time is used, an ideal sample is obtainedand fre.ntionation allows some approxivation to be cmde of the re-lationohip between particle size and activity.

D.8 THERMAL PRECIFITATCR

The thermal precipitator is an aerosol samplInE instrumentwhereby particles are precipitated on a cold surface through theirreaction from a hot filament. Particles from 0.02 to 10 microns areresolved as aerosol is sampled at the rate of approxinmtely 7 cc/min.

The tbarmal precipitator has been used in the field and iso-kinetio sampling attempted. The instrurnrat is bulky (weight 40 pounds)delicate, complex, and requires a large DC power supply. However, agood sample for particle sie analysis can be obtained.
Except for dust, adequate weather protection is provided but no

attempt has been ride to provide particle size vs. time data.

D,9 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR

The electrostatic precipitator is an instrtuent which my beused to collect perticles for particle size end/or activity measure-ments. Air is drawn through a metal cylinder between which and an in-side electrode, there has beon applied an electrical potential of sev-eral thousand volts. The sampling rate can be varied &ccording tothe desi of the power supply.
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The precipitator operates 4 high collection efficiency, has
go clogging effects, and can , r adily adapted for counting. How-
ever, no technique is avilaJie fPr obtaining activity vs. tiule data
with the instrument6

Particle size analysim could be rude of the collected saraplz,
although no exact techniques are kno.mn. There is no fraction~tion
of particles nor any particle size vs. time techniqv,.

In general, the precipitator requires specialized auxiliary
electronic equipxAnt (power supply) and a good AC source. There is
no information on its behavior under conditions of high humidity.
The use of high voltages makes it a dangerous piece of equipment es-
pecially so in wet climates.

The precipitator complete with high voltage power supply and
vacuum equipment weighs about 40 pounds.

D.]O DIFFERENTIAL FALL-OUT COLLECTOR

The differential fall-out collector is an improvement of the
fall-out tray in that fall-out variation with time may be determined.
The use of slides for particle size analysis makes this a desirable
instrument. The collector is operated by a mechanical clock which
rotates a disc beneath a alotted cover in such manner as to collect
fall-out on the disc.

The instrument is light weight (5 pounds), fairly rugged, and
complete except for minor design changes. There appears to be an
improper seal on the cover which allows dust leakage. No information
is available on the protection afforded against a wet, humid atmos-
phere.

D.I C(C ? ISCNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

None of the sampling equipment discussed here is entirely satis-
factory. Although some instruments approach the desired type, there
is a need for sampling equipment to furnich the data listed in the
introduction. In order to obtain such improved experimental resulte
With greater efficiency and therefore economy, the following considera-
tione should be incorporated into redesign of sampling equipment.

(1) Permit alpha and/or beta plus gamma activity neasurements

of cloud and fall-out samples.

(2) Approach 100 per cent sample oollectio efficiency.

(3) Simple and accurate flow calibration.
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(4) Well adapted for high counting geometry with a minimum
of manipulation.

(5) Keep field installation effort at minimum .

(6) Operation in wet, humid as well as hot, dry, or cold oli-
mates not affected by dust.

(7) Suitable for operation from stationary ground position as
well as moving vehicle or aircraft.

(8) Prepared for remote control of starting and stopping mech-
anisms.

(9) Power requirements suitable for AC or DC circuits to be
operated by battery or generator.

(10) Keep sample pick-up time short to allow rapid recovery of
samples from highly radioactive fields.

(11) Allow quick removal of equiplnt from field, vehicle or
airoraft.

(12) Permit replacement of saepling equipment as a unit-
furnish with plug-in receptacles for electrical as
well as air and vacuum connections.

(13) Reduce the need of tools in assembly, sample pick-up,
and roll-up operations.

(14) Allow shipment via truck, express, or aircraft with a
idnimum of packing.

(15) Allow decontamination by washing with hot water and/or
steam.
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APPENDIX E

INTERIii REPORT, AP','f CHFR!ICAL CORPS. COMTRACT NO.

DA-18-108-CII,-2532
with Tracerlab, Ic, R.D. Epp, ro t Director 1

.l PR)FACE

This Interim Report contains the experimental results of the work on
JANGLE, together with the interpretation@ that can be made at tlis time.
Bach of the three parts of the report are independent units, and have there-
fore been assembled with this in mind. Each section oonsists of a short
introduction that indicates ths purpose of the work. This is followed by
the experimental results and a discussion of the significance of the re-
sults.

It is anticipated that the final report will add to this report suf-
ficient inforiAation to per-mit a thorough evaluation of the results. It
will include considerable detailed informtion about the experi-ntal
procedures developed in this laboratory.

E.2 ACKNO LMD NT

This report Las been written by the following members of the Tracerlab
staff$

Charles Sherman Counting Program and Decay Curves
James Shearer Particle Size Distribution
Robert Epple Radioohemistry

I- This report is reproduced here in its entirety, and is edited only

with respect to format.
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E.3 CArTINO PROGR

The objeot of the counting pregran was to neasure the radioaotivit.
contained on filter papers which sampled the aloud ,mder certain known
conditions of operation, and to determine the radioactivity as a functi a
of time after tine-zoro. These two aspects of the program are necessary
for the evaluation of the ralation hazard to persnnnel in the vicinity
of an atomic explosion. Solution of the raeietion hazard problem also
requires knosledge of the distribution of sizes of the radioactive partil.
nles; this part of the probJem is treated on Soction F.4.

M31 Filtr Sam.pler Activity

Table E.l *nd Table E.Z give the beta activity of each filter paper
received. These activities were mensured with a "wrap around" counter
set up which used a Tracerlab TGC-6A tube. Each paper was wrapped around
a cylindrical lead Jig of such diameter that it just fit over the tube.
The lead jig had an opening of 43 2 cm which faced the thin-walled (30
m&/cm 2) portion of the tube. Thus the remaining pert of the paper was
shielded frm the tube by the 1/8 Inch thick wall of "he lead jir. and
the activity of 43 cm2 from the central part of each paper was measured.
Each paper was left in Its plastic bag for counting to avoid contaminatIL&
the apparatus. The effective absorber thickness along radii of this
cylindrical arri.ngusrnt is then approximately 20 mg/cm2 of plastic plus
30 ag/om 2 of glass. A smaller area was measured for some of the most
active ppers.

In Tables 1.l and E.2 the tim-e of each measurement is given in hours
after tiuno-sero in the second col-m. The activity of each paper (cpa)
corrected for baokground is given in the third column. For purpose of
comparison it is necessary to correct each activity measurement to some
standard time after time-zero. 600 hours after time-zero has been used,
and each activity measurement corrected to this time by use of the
mcasured decay curves (see Figures E.l-E-5). Each corrected aotivIty
miasureunt has been multiplied by the appropriate area factor (100/43)

(is the factor in most cases) giving the total beta activity of each paper
at 600 hours; these results appear in the fourth colum. This latter re-
suit was not calculated for those cases where the activity was extremely
small. Blank spaces in the third column indicate that the observed count-
ing rate was Ioer than the background rate.

Although the counting set-up described above has not been thoroughly
calibrateds it i known that the disintegration rate is related to the
uounting rate by the following approximate equation:

dpm = 18 (cpn).
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TAR] , E.

Filter Sar pler Counting n).', Surfaco ,7h-d.

Time of Count CP.' Fnr 7Tole
Sample After T. CP ' Ar.a at 600

Heura Hours

S-1X-I * 215 5013 3430
2 * 215 2.2
3 * 215 2.9

'-4X-l not received
2 602 2.5
3 603 2.5

S-7X-l 268 297 266
2 268 -
3 268 2.6

S-SX-1 266 225 202
2 266 0.9
3 266 -

S-9x-I not received
2 604 0.6
3 605 5.7

S-lox-i 194 71.3 43
2 194 -
3 194 -

S-15X-1 191 147.3 91
2 191 -
3 191 0.5

S-16X-l 196 155.6 95
2 196
3 196

S-21X-l 240 446.0 347
2 240 -
3 240 0.6

*These numbers refer in each case to the first,
second and third filter papers collected at
each station.
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Time of~ Count ('PV For Th-ole
samiple After T o~ CP)A Aro 'a at 0Fln

Hours qours

S-22X-1 216 527 362
2 216 0.2
3 21f, 0.8

S-23X-1 265 1284 1)50
2 265 0.9
3 265 3.7

S-24X-1 240 532 4)5
2 240 -

3 240 -

S-27X-1 218 1918 1310
2 218 0.2
3 218 9.4

S-29X-1 287 2022 2050
2 287 -

3 288 4.1

S-3]XI1 244 -

2 245 -

3 263 0.8

TABLE E.2

Filter Sampler Counting Data, Underground Shot

Sample Time of Count CPM CEM For Vhbole
After To Area at 600

Hlours Hours

U-1O1X-1
2 not received
3

U-104X-l 190 41.7 36
2 190 2.2
3 1-05.95.
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T.AP.M,: ,.2 (CnT-jt'd)

Tiro of Count CP?! For ilholo3

Sar 'o After To CPr Area at 600
Hours Hours

U-107X-1 1940 3540 33,100
2 144 40.4 29
3 144 34.9 25

U-108X-I 1940 3070 342,000
2 384 139 216
3 384 132 205

U-109X-l 1940 2343 21,900
2 169 34.7 27
3 169 43.7 34

U-!IOX-I 192 30.3 26
2 192 10.3 8.9
3 192 5.2 4.4

U-115X-1 165 6360 4940
2 15 10.4 8.2
3 165 17.1 13

U-116X-1
2 not received
3

U-121X-I 1940 3474 32,400
2 168 62.3 49
3 168 95 74

U-122X-1 121 6.9 4.0
2 121 2.5
3 121 -

U-123X-1 1940 8635 842,000
2 433 389 650
3 433 1206 2010
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TARIE E.2 (Cont'd)

Time of Count ri'Y For "'Mnole
a-p~e After T CM Area at 600

Hours Hours

U-124X-1 1940 3205 29.800
2 193 50.1 43
3 193 174 150

U-] 27X-l 1940 4940 551', 000
2 360 625 910
3 360 1970 2870

U-129X-1 1S40 6640 622,000
2 167 782 808
3 167 12PO 995

Since our oounting arrangement has a much higher efficiency for beta
rays than gamma rays the activities listed in Tables E.1 and E.2 are ea-
sentially the bets actIvities; it is estimated that 1/2-1% of this is
due to gamma activity.

In order to measure the alpha activity of these apers it is necessary
to obtain a very thin sample (not more than 2-3 mg/cn ). This has been

done by dissolving a small portion of one of the most active papers from
each shot, and evaporating the resulting solution on a platinum planchet
until the maximum allowable thickness has been obtained. The beta and
alpha activities of these samples will be measured and the alpha activity
of each of the other papers estimated by using this beta, alpha ratio
and the measured beta activities. Nuclear track plates will be used to
measure the alpha activity since this has proven to be one of the most
reliable methods of measuring alpha activity. This work is in progress
although results are not available yet.

It can be seen from Tables E.1 and E.2 that the majority of the activi-
ty is present on the first paper in the series of three papers. In the
oases of U-104X and U-11OX, hotever, the activity of the lost paper in the
series (f,3) is about 15% of the activity of the first paper (#1). It
should be noted that these two sets of papera came from adjacent stations
on one side of the station layout. The three papere from each of these tio
sets were radioautor&phed for 17 days beginning February 4, 19520 in an
attempt to investigate further the nature of the radioactive particles
which they contained. Although the activity of those papers was not great
enough to permit any definite staten.ants to be made from this type of in-
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vestigaticfl, it wasi four, ! t~lat trne nur~bor of' spots on the rad1iographe of
the lust papers in each a-t i( xab less t -n 151 of the ntumbar of spoto
or the radiographo of the firht papers, IMa. iu cma~intent, with the
hypothesis that the particles on the lart papers of the serieti are small-
or than the particles on the first papers.

9-3,2 Filter Sanper Activity DecallK

Beta decay curves for the designated papers were obtained with the
counting arrangem~nt described previously and appear in Figures E.]
through E.7. Decay measure-tents were taken on the first paper in the
series of three since this ono had the majorit-y of the activity. Paper
U-122X was received and counted, but did not contain enough activity for
decay measurements. In Figures E.l-E.7 counts per minute is given on
dotted curve drawn through each net of experivental points represents a
decay which is inversely proportional to the time; It is fitted to the
data at 600 hours. This type of decay agrees with the Hunter and Ballou
results for fission product decay for times between about 100 and 900
hours, and is seen to agree approximately with the data here. For times
treater thesn about 900 hours, the data Is seen to decay slightly faster than
the do~tted curve which is also In agreement with the Hunter and P.) lou
results. The data in given here up to about 1200 hours (60 days) after
t1me-zerog further data is being taken and will be given in a futirre res-
port,

E-3.3 Discussion

The data of Tables Li1 and E.2 when combined with the diagrams of tho
station layout show the spatial distributim of the activity with respect,
to grotmd-sero. It is seen that the majority of the activity covers only
two arms of the four-armed station lAyout systemo and that in acme cases,
more activity was collected on the distant paperR the~n on the near ones.
Figures E.1-WE.7 give the activity as a function of time after time-sero.
As we have seen, this data agrees well with the Hunter and Ballou results
for fission product decay for th6 rare .d "Umes under conisiderat ion. It
would be dexir~ble for the jwurpoes af evaluating radiation hazards to
know the Rhapo of the decay curve for a wider range of time than hoe ee
Possible here. The data is being extended to longer times in those cares
where the activity is sufficient. &lthough measurements were begun as
Soon as the papers were received in this laboratory, the earliest data Is
between 100 and 200 hours after time-zero. Since we he ve good agreement
with the Hunter and fallou results for the range of time over which the
Nsasurements were made, it is reasonable to assume that our best approxi-
Kation for earlier times is also the Hunter and Ballou result&. On"
qualification amt be madel when induced activities are present in _ p-
preciable amounts, the decay otwve will differ from that of Hunter and
8allou results. Svidence of such activity is seen in some of the figures
Whore the experixeztal curve differs from the dotted curve at early times.
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We have presented data in this section whtbh when combined with othe,
krown data (such as amount of air sampled per filter paper, position with
respect to ground-zero. prevai]inK armospheric and wind conditions, ete.)
ean be used to evaluate the radiation hazard to personnel in the violnit,
of an atomio explosion at various times after the explosiao.

1.4 PABTICLI SIZZ DISTRIBUTIr(S

9,4.1 Radioactive Particles

These particles were found by first dispoising the filter plper fil.
bar# with a needle in a layer of collodion on a glass slide, and thon
radioautographing the slide. The developed film iras realigned with the
slide and e seardh mesde under each "spot". If the field of view was
too crewded, that area of collodion was redispe-sed and radioautographed
again. Most of the particles were found to be a lerical, but we found
more irregular shapes on JANGIEI then on previous tests. When a particle
has been found, its diameter is measured, and its approximate oolnr and
shape are noted. The diameters of all the perticles found are then
classed into groups suoh that all pQrtiales of group I have diameers
D such that&

Di -AD e.D S Di 4- 4D (4
~1 -7

where the group width &D is 0.5 ttiorons.

If W is the nu 3ber of particles in the ith group, then the total
number AIst stiplyt '*

where we have wide the assumption that the size distribution will approach
a sr'!oth ourye as V becomes large.

The results for I v s I are shors-n in E.8 for the surface shot, Sta-
tlona 29. and 30, and Pi. E.9 for the underground shot Stations 129 and 13%

There cre several sources of error in our rasurement. First, the
radionutograph vill not give a visible spot whtz the particle is weakly
radioactive, This L)anh that as tie particle diameter becomes smaller, the
e'ficltncy of recovery decreases. Sceond, the diffioulty of seeing a
p&rtiole inoreeses as the di~reter decreases, further lowering the effl-
c;incy of reco~e-y. Pwtherore, It is not possible to correct for these
o"fects in a qucntltative way, since ell the factors involved are rot com-

,.t J uknder our control. It is our frellnr!, base.d on p,,st expOrience,
.e oan alrays recover otxrticles ok, Jamotor D>4 microris with 1O00

effieiency. Tn soiae special oases this limit can be decreased.
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It souldalso be mentioned Ue't the upper limit. of the site distri.
bution curve is determined by the total number of particles which are
masurod. If 10,000 Fortilla were neasured instead of 1000. mxe conld ex-
tend the distribution curve to slightly larger diameters.

We now define the nits distribution funcotion Pt

T ' (E.3)

P is tho probability of finding one particle of the popuilation of W
particles whoae diameter is greater than D and leau than D dD. Since
we believe that the efficiency of recovery for p~rticlen larger than 4
microns to roughly oaciatant, the' slope (dP/iD) of our also diatrtbutcin
curve will be equal to the slope of the true asoz distribution within
experimental error#. It will be convenient to define two now paramettSao

I; 1 dP

'\'

M7V~ r ~ (E.5)
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TABIF E.3

RADIOACTIVE PARTICILE STZ? DYSTR!BUTICW PARAMETFRS

Fi i er b (micros) n Rare of Sizes of Most
r c MsrVon-') ) 7"

S-29M 2.5 2.a 3-11
S-30M 3.8 1.6 3-9

U-129V 2.4 1.4 2-6
U-IS0M 7.0 1.0 2-12

AFO(A Isurrace 3 2 3-9
Underground 6 1.3 4-12

In general, the parameters b and n are functions of the diameter DI
two special cases are of interest, hc, ever:

(P)b oonst 2 (00nt) *-D/b (E.6)

(P)n coat x (const) D-11 (F.7)

To determine b and n from the experiment, we notice that i s given by
the negative of the slope of a plot of log P vs D, end (-n) is Ut-e slope
of the plot of log P vs log D. Drnwing the beat straight lines through
the experimental points gives us our beat estimates of n and b in the
e5:e range studied.

The experimental values of b and n are reported in Table F.3 where
results obtained for two AFM .- gapers are also shown for oomparison.

9.4.2 "Gross" Particles

At the suggestion of Col. Robbins the pirticle group attempted to find
the #ise distribution of all particles collected on filters U-129X1 and
U-10M, not just the radioactive particles, Aotlve portions of theme
filter papers were dispersed on glase slides onr. all particles observed
under the microscope were measured for "diameter". In this case the defi
nition of "diameter" is the longert observable dimenslon. For comparison
purposes we also prepared "blanks". "Filter p~pcr blanks" were simply
sueears of the collodion which wae tmed for dispnrsal purposes.

-178- C
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Tho result of this work was that all thre, types of sample's contained
toe same number of particles per unit area. and. as one would expect from
this resmlt, all three had the same size and color distribution. Our
conclusion, then, is that we masured mostly laboratory dust, and that
the stan.dards of cleanliness necessary for this work are much hi her than
for radioactive particle work.

This work was repeated on AF'QT_ Ifilter niniber U-13-B, which was
10 times as radioactive per Unit-area as ACC filter U-129X1. The result
wag again found to be nepativc.

In view of theme disappointing results, the only result that can be
quoted is an upper limit to the number of inactive prticles present per
radioactive particle. Frcm the work done on AEW.1X',filter U-13-B, one
can say that there are fewer than 104 nonr ,foactiIe:particles per radio-
active particle, where nonrrdioactive particles are defined as being op-
tically detectable ( 1 ), and where radioactive particles are defined
as being optically detectable and as hAving aufficient activity to pro-
duce a spot on photogrsphio film. The work on the ACC filters would give
higher upper limits, due to the fact that less debris was collected on
th m.

E.5 RADIOCFEMISTRY

E.5.1 Introduction

The original purpose of this part of tle program was to establish
the shape of the fission yield curve by radloohemical analyses for those
elements occurring at sveral points of' !.nflection of the curve. The
elements chosen were Mo U , Ba14 0 , S 8 9 , Agll a Cd1 1 6 , and Cs136-1370
It was originally considered that an upward displacement o' the orve in
the nei~borhool o. Cd was indicative of the release of large numbers
of neutrons, while horizontal displacements of the slopes of the curve
(such as that including Ag) could be used to identigy the fissionable
material. Although there is no reason to use chemical anslysi3 to an-
Swer this latter question about our on bombs, it hi.s always been rec-
ognized that the successful application nf these tests to debris from
forej bombs would require that t ese tests be spplied to bombs of
io isesionable content.

A gradually increasing uncertainty hs arisen because of the frao-
tionation of activity associated with 4abeLs from explosions of atomic
Y"tsports. r
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An examination of the results presonted in the tables that follo
till show that fractiontion in"JANGLF occurred to such an exteat that
it is impossible to associate a counting ratio with a particular shot
unless the origin of the a~Mple is knrwn. In addition to the sampl@
suppl it~niedfosttosetup a ato67 thic contract, other sari-.lJ
from Air Force collections and an indepereent source trve been analyzed
and are reported in these results.

9.5.2 Exp merinnta1 Dtaila

The results that are incorporated here are counting rates of stand.
ard weighing forms of t elements involved, ocrre(,ted for decay by
extrapolation backward to the known time-zero for each sY-ot. Although
the decay surves are not included in this Interim report, they have
been carefully checked and in all cases (except two eqrly experiments on
Sr8 l ) have shown decay rates that correspond very closely to those
recorded for each nuolide.

The conting rates have also been corrected to zero-thickness by
comparison against precipitate-thikn;s curves that were determined as
part of the preparation fer this contract. It is hoped that the count.
ing-rate ratio@ (e.g. the Cdll5 ratio) may be compared with the same

ratios measured on the products of an irradiation of normal U308 by
thermal neutrons. In this way, the results frcm different laboratories
Lay be intercompared without tedioua and vulnerable attempts to re-
duce counting rates to dinintegration rates.

E.5.3 Precision of Results

The counting of samples was controlled by the standard statistical
procedures used in radiochemistry. An a rule, the precision of the re-
stlts is estimated to about 5%. In those cases where the comitin, rate
was very low, there will be included in parenthesis imnediately after
the counting rate, the nine-tenths error converted to percentage of the
counting rate. For example, the oountinC rate of Cdll9 from sample
S-16-L is recorded in Table E.4 as 66(23%). This means that the total
number of counts per minute of Cdl1 5 (extrapolated to time zero and
corrected to zero thickness of precipitate) i 66, and that this number
has one ohanco in ten of being in error by 20'..

Standard faotors are taken (from a standard B1210 source) on each
counter each working day in this laboratory. Moreover, a careful ohock
has been Impt of the background during the list five moths, and a slift
of as much as 3 cpm would be cause for concern. This constancy of back-
grouad has been achieved by placing 2-1wh bricks of' lead under the anu-
al sample changers, thereby reducing to a small fraction those efl'eota the
come from other sources of radioactivity that are handled in the basement.

- 180 -
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In Tables Z.4 and 2.5 are listed the extrapolated counting rates for
the total sample of each element analyzed. Tests of the filters showed
that there was virtually no activity on the secord filter paper from each
station. Hoever, both first and second papers were treated by the
standard dissolution procedures.

The standard practice of laboratories working on these elements is
to record the ratio of the counting rate of each element to the Mo9 We
These are also included in Tables 9.4 and E.5.

E.5.4 Surface Shot (To is Nov. 191700)

The amount of activity collected at the four stations listed belmr
was quite small:

Station Gross B Count on Nav.24

S-13-L 151 x 103 opM
S-14-L 53 x 103 cpM
S-15-L 64 X 103 pm
3-16-L 165 x 10 opm

As a result, the counting rates of Cd and Cs were so low that they

have little significance.

E.5.5 Underground Shot (To is Nov. 292000)

The distribution of activity from this shot followed a very unexpected
pattern. A heavy surge must have gone from ground-zero in the direction
toward Station U-114, because the amount of activity collected there was
many times greater than that collected at any of the other three stations
included here. Except for this station, gross B activity collected at
the other stations was compareble in amount to that colleoted on the sur-
face shot.

In addition to the four samples fran the ACC stations, activity was
analyzed from a close-in Air Force paper. The paper was divided into
three parts and the different elements analyzed; each one referred to
Wo99 . It was assumed here that the distribution of activity due to each
nuclide would be independent of that part of the paper taken for analysis.
it is now thought (from other results) that this assumption is not al-
ways strictly true.

One other source of activity collected independently, was also ana-
lyzed, but the results of this analysis will be given in the final report
bicause there is sowe uncertainty ohether the sample (a particle resembling
slag) contains debris from the surface on the underground shot.

- 181 -
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In Table 1.5 are listed the results from the underground shot. The.,
are presented in the same gereral 'pattern as those from the surface shot.

E.5.6 Disusion and Conclusions

The distinctive fact about these ratios is their variation. Althou,%
the precision of the measurements is sometimes low because the total

amount of activity was low, there were several samples where the counting
levels were high enough to make the maximum error less than 5%. n the
underground shot, for example, the statistical errors on the sam ples frog

Stat on U-114-L and the Air Force paper were 1 or 2%. The great variatjo2
in the Ag/Mo and Cd/Mo ratios at these stations must be considered accurlt,
to ithin 3 or 4 %. These results confirm the earlier evidence for7'j;
tion. a term that this laboratory has until recently cmsidered to b
m-aegoat for difficulties arising in the course of the analysis.

Once the reality of fracticsation has been established, the use of
radiochemical results to establish fission-yield curves is seen to be
highly vulnerable. There is., however, one interesting ratio that ap-
pears to be useful in iceitifying a shot. This ratio is the Aglll/

Cdl1 6 ratio, and a survey of a considerable amount of data from former
shots shows a remarkable consistency in the values of this ratio. In the
case of JMGIZ, we have the following Ag/Cd ratios:

Station

Surface Shot S-13-L
S-18-L _

The counting data on S-14L and S-15-L is not suff A-stly precise to
give a valid ratio.

Stati on

U-114-L
Underground Shot U-115-L

Air Force
Paper -
J213B

When one considers the great variations in the A&/Mo and Cd/Mo ratios
in Tables E.4 and E.5, it would at first seem remarkable that the A&/Cd
ratios are as consistent as they are. But this is seen to be plausible
(though not at all necessary), if one considers the relative volatilities
of Pd, Ag and Cd oxides that are formed by the end of the first second in

an atomic explosion. In fact, uhen we ocnsirer the periodic variation in
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the volatility of oxides of the elements, we arc led to umke a hypothesis
thet will cert&inly be subjected to an exhaustive trial-namely, ta t
fission-product ratios will be most consistent when they involve pre-
cursors and final radioactive daughters that have similar volatilities.
This is a ratler crude hypothesis, and it will likely be considerably
refined. It ignores the influence of variations in the half-lives of the
precursors as well as several other relatively abstruse points of nuclear
physics. Certainly, the constancy of the A/Cd ritior is consistent with
this hypothesis.

The solution to the problem of fractionation will require an inte-
grated effort by chemists, physicists, and nuclear physicists engaged in
this vrk. It in essentially an attempt to treat rationally the combina-
tion of events that can give rise to such variations in radiochemical dis-
tribution as those found in the analysis of Jangle debris. The program
is being initiated in this laboratory because we realise that it is a
problem of central importance in the analysis of atomic bomb debris and
tie interpretation of the results.
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Th-v che.2ei1a and physiesl proportie-i and the dintr5ilution with
tic* and aroa of th23 particulae matter dloparord by a evvrface and an
uv.'orgrowAn ato~aic bc,-ib 6 )toiztion were in.rootlZatod. Aerosol epoi
differentia~l fall-out coleet oro, and tall-cut trays "are designod anr
dev.loped. Sarpling was conductod from ground based staticrao

The follordng points were specifically inycistigated:

1. r~3ian pftrtiCl,.; dir.ter3 of th,) gross "~ tha r~aicaiotive ra-
teriail,

2. RL4ionctivity of tho falU-out Literial as a frnctio~i of partielo

3. CCpc~ition of thi fell-out and eorr~latlon vith t::a
material.

4. Tire and arca diotributions of tUs fall-out rAterial.

The median particle sizes of the groas and r--Aiv~tive ratorixal
were 0.2 % and 1.4 a. respoctivoly. The radivotive particlos wero
glasay ard had the semo elermontal a ~iositioai as the sourca rat441l c:.-
Cept for the absence of carbon and boron. The bulk of tho aativity tne
foundj In the size fraction > 20 ji. Tm tins distrituti,u strdieo sbotL4,
heavy initial concontrationa transported by highi altitt~e winda aAx fol-
lFYtd by sveral secondary waves of matral1 carried by surN. ca wirAs.
Arfa distributions were found to be datermined by -the rxteut, of the tnao
IUI*, anid wind profile.
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CHAPTMR 1

DM~ODU=ijP1

Ths purpose of thli iirrestiaition was to study the phy.ic-1 and
ehe e al chircteristicej and distribution of the psrticuiat, iLattor cr-
pricing the 'cloud and bej surge rosulting frc" undergroud and ourfac.
atcd.-c boAb*A.tonati-,=. This inforation is irport-xnt, frct tbo point
of view of ilitary dofense, as basic data nocossary for tb3 stndy and
evaluation of internal hazards and decontamination problems.

In It* study of the physical and ch ir'.cal charactoristic. of par-
ticulate natter, the U. S. Naval Rndiolcjicul Defenae Laboratory (USIBDL)
paid particular attention to the follaadng pokttz:

1. Gross particlo size distributions.
2. Paicictive purticle size distributiono.
3. Activity as a functioua of pxrticle siza.
4. Idontification and correlation of collected raterilg Wth

lource materials.

In the investigation of the distribution of particulate hattor,
consideration was given to its distribotion with regard to both time and
area,,

1.2 AC G O

The aerosol cloud produced by an atomic bc-ib detonation has been of
interest ever since the first bomb at Alaogordo. Fall-out fro this
cloud was observed at one or two places in the United States and is said
to have caused some difficulty by contaminating the raw material for photo-
graphic fib pecking. Msasuroments of the size of particles ccmprising
the cloud were attempted at Operations CROSSROADS and SANDSTONE. These
4UeaZoements, however, were not of sufficient refinement to provide rell-
able data.

Reliable data regarding chemical composition and physical properties
become more and more necessary as research in contamination-decontauination
%easuft and inhalation hazards progresses. Recent investigations at
OPeration GREDMHOUSE have revealed that cloud samples taken under isokinotie

- 1 -
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flow conditions show a much smaller median sizeI (approx 0.15 4) thanthose previously taken under non-isokinetic conditions. They also re-vealed that, under certain meteorological conditions, the fall-out caM
be significant even from an air burst.2

It is now of interest to investigate the properties of the aerosolresulting from an underground and a surface burst since there are mil.tarily possible situations. The conditions differ in many ways from azair burst situation. First of all, there is the tremendous mas of material involved. 7The controlling factor in the chemical composition ofthe carrier is the soil surrounding ground zero rather than the bomb co.stituents. Secondly, since drone operation was considered inlracticabl,for this test, ground level sampling was used. Under these conditionsthe velocities for isokinetic sampling were those of the surface windsrather than the air speed of drone aLrcraft. These two factors, namely,large amounts of material and low velocity sampling, allowed the use ofa thermal precipitator sampler which is more ideally suited to electronmicrographic analysis than either the electrostatic precipitator neededfor high velocity sampling or the inpactor inst"uments which discriminateagainst the smaller sizes. Large quantities of fall-out were collectedeasily under these conritions. Studies of activity as a function of par.ticle size, fall-out as a function of time, Pand identification of carrierraterial were, therefore, more fruitful than for air burits.

J. P. !itcbell end T. C. Gooale, "Cloud Phenomena: Study of Particulate
and Gaseous hatter", Greenhouse Report, Annex 6.1.

2 C, E. Adams, F. R. ':olden and d. R. Wallace, "Fall-out Phenomenologt
Grean"house Renort, Annex L4.
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2.1 &M-09L COTZ0"ro

2.1.1 jheon 91 -- _,j's leeVL'itt

It is ko-.in that if a hot body is suspoandcd in a winA-fr=-o
duat-1i*Aen at:osphare, a cler dust-froe s-ce a fraction of a uilli~t'r
wide is observed ix~diately urrounding the body. Thoory explains this
phenoenon by an interaction between the dust particle and the steep thsr-
mal gradient around the body which causes the particle to bo acc~lar Vtd
frcu the body. If a cold (with rasr-ct to the body) surfaco is placa.d
within the dust-fee space, a partielo p.ssirg be3tteen this hot body ar4
the c*ld surface will be precipitated on th. cold surface. This is e3sen-
tially the way the therial precipitator operatos.

The dust-free spac rurrotdirg a hot body =m first re-
ported by Tyndall in 1670 and Rayleigh in 1922. This spac e strdlnl
by Aitken and by Lodge e d Clark in 1884. Rnirical for.=l,-i f,.,, the
width of the space as a function of pressure, excoss temperature ovor th,
lr'rovzding gas, shape, and convective heat loss, wero deteruied b-

Viyaka in 1935 and Watson in 1936. These foruune were of the forr I

A = L9-o3 21

where A = thickness of dust-free space
H = convective heat loss
-= temperature excess

L coustant,

and A=kp-& (2.2)

where k = a proportionality constant
p = pressure
a = 0.61 to 1.0 depending upon the eise and shape of the

particle.

The convective heat loss in (2.1) equals C 1.25 where C
1t a constant which varies with the size, shape, and orientation of the
body.

. .watson, Proc.. ZaradY &o., 1111 (1936)p 1073.
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Cawood, in 1936, developed an expression for velocitybased on the theory of molecular bombardment of a particle in a therml
gradient, 2 namely:

f PdT L R'r
_ dx T N X (lizr2) (1 + AL)(23

TT6 r r

wh3re P = pressure
dT = thrrsl greient
dx
L = mean free path
T tezipcrature
r = radius of particles
R gas constant
N = Avogdro' s nuwiber
A = constant
1= viscosity.

Mieasurezents of velocity agreed to within an order of xignitude.

A rore succe3sful approach has been to consider theralrorlsion as a redioroter pbenomonon. As oarly as 1825, Fresnol noted
the effect of radiation on a particle eubpinded in a gas, Since thattime many investigators attempted to derive equations to explain the
radio=r3ter effect as observed with the classical vane radiometer. Thefirst equation which successfully agreed with experimental observationa%ns derived by A. Einstein in 1924, and vas based on heat flow using a
simplified model: 3

where F = force per unit length of vane
P = pressure of gas
L = mean free path
T = temperature of gas

dT = thermal gradient.
dx

I1&xiell developed an equation in 1880 for the force on a
radiometer vane in a high pressure atiosphere. Although this equation

2 W. Cawood, .Proc. Faraday Soc., XXII (1936), 1068.

3 A. Einsteln, j. ys_k, XXVII (1924), I.
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I"S not even in qu*itative agroeent with xpari .ent, a more ritorm-i
derivation based on Jax's work was doalopzd by Epdtein4 in 1929 aA
led to a sati.factory explanation. The equation given by Epatoln is

(2.5)
2 H&a+Bi T dx

whre N1 = hat conductivity of gas
Hi = h~.at conductivity of particle
a = radir3 of particlo

= viscocity of gas
p = density of gas.

Particles having diw&eters of seeral microns and below
acquire torins2 velocities in diet, nces leas than their di z tors. Thiso
velocities are described by,

V =ZY (2.6)

where Z in the mobility of the particles. In a m.9dir .i rcrderod in1 o-
(en-3ous by a steep ther.-l gradient, Z is depandent upcn the rntio /a.
l-pressions for Z for thre valuos of L/a follow, nD:oalys

wh-en L/ais Z = (1 + A Ida) /6 TTil a (2.7)
when LA is large, 3 = (A + B) L/6ra 2 (2.8)

and when 4/a has an
internediate value, Z = 1 + Ia (A + Be-Ca/L) (2.9)

6rr~

where L = mean free path
A = 1.23
B = O.4X
0 = 0.88

Xquation (2.9) reduces to (2.7) and (2.8) in the appropriate regions.

e el Substituting equations (2.5) and (2.9) in (2.6), and uingthe well known expressions

-2 = :
rL 0499 and 'I0 ( )V

.8. pstein, r~ik LIV (1929), 337.
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(where T is the average molecular velocity), the folloring genral fqua-
tion for the velouity of a particle in a thermal gradient is obt-ainedi

V = -17.9 + fj! T 6 1,[

This equation has been vertfied oxp:)irmrontall y by Rosenblatt and La Year.5
The radiometer theory also predicts a "thor-4al croep" effect Th;¢h

result in a streaming effect of the gas from the cold to the hot side of
the particle. This wns obseirved by Cerlach and Schutz in 1932. From th'

evidonce it certainly appoars thit tho nhenomenon is explained by the
radiometer theory.

The first thermal precipitator as such was described by
Green and Watson in 1935. Since the repulsive force is dependent on pc.
ticle size (2.5), the deposit is fractionated to some degree then precip-
itated. The smaller particles tend to be deposited first and the larger
ones last. This is not uaitable for electron microscope analysis since
only a small area of the sample is observed in the field of view and a
representative size distribution is not obtained. This defect ,as roze-
died by the devolopment of an oscillating theimal pracipitftor at the
Porton Laboratories. In this device the sample holder osctllatc- back &.d

forth across the hot wire and the size fractionation Is cvercoio by anf
mixing. Ideally, then, every point on the sample collector vill receive
the proper proportion of each size particle precipitated. An oscillating
thorul1 precipitator of better design was developed by Wilson, Laskin, Lnd

MeierO at the University of Rochester. Their precipitator foros the basie
unit of the USNRDL aerosol sampler used in Operation JANGLE.

2.1.2 Isokinetic Sampling

The general theory of isokinetic sampling is straightforward

and reasonable. Simply stated, if sampling is done with a lineal flow
idontical to that of the aerosol stream, the streamlines. will not be dis-
turbed and the sample will be representative insofar as particle sizes
-re concerned. If sampling is done with a lineal flow exceedink that ,f
the aerosol stream, the streamlines will converge toi-ard the sapler Inlet
and the s=,ller particles will be favorod in the sample. Conversely, if
saLmpling is done with a lineal flow less than that of the aerosol streal,

5 P. Roconblatt and V. K. La Mar, Ph. R !, LXX (1946), 385.

6 R. Wilson, S. Laskin, and D. Meier, University of Rochester Quarterly

Report, December 1949.

-6-
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the ut.ti~3div~zrgu azot-d thb2 iWet andc the largor particlo3 a&r3-
fayor. Thin iJ OxPlini~d bY talv fact tt-t tha c-allor partic1~i tf'tld

to follo., thl stroailinas while thca larger Vrticl:) do not b,,cau3 of
thair gr--te3r inartia.

That i-i rot t;-Al kro --n, ho -'ay-11-9 in to ti' atrnt tL' si!
tiirXlabo1 of the c~..y1pla isaffzjtcd by ceny glian do'iinticn frcai loo-
kti.)b'c mnditio,i Th-) imTrta.nca of isorinatic acv'.plinZ has b-in rin-
tic-ad bly nan authoei thcagh th-) r.3trictlcriu which should be inapo-:-d
an thi z!Ar filow hays n.3-r b'r-n ocz:.rly dalinaated. Th3 ecla inj of
the q du-w-Ieice of sm"Pling ona isokdnctia coitcdAtion33 Sri difficnlt aun',
1aboio;... They are to~f in prograss at tli) U3NRDL.

hperi' -.zntal evidence is sc~nty at best. Onec oxpert~:cntor
Ma reported rojasuarable differencos in rasa betzoen waples collectad
imder isokkaetic eonditieis and those col' )ctod at sam.ing z-atias diffor-
ing by five e.nd ton itilea p~r ho-.'.r frc 1 Xi of the aerocol strc-an. E,
@Ter,, hiv data and deaiription of oa'iplir- cori~tiona ivera not cc iplat,)
.znough to .aalut-, his co-aclucionn properly. It rac found in az. iplir-
the radioactive aerojola at recrn.t ato ic bc-.ib to,'kt t1,-at cazTrpl.a t--Orn
at imocinatic oonditions yi,3ldod pseticlo zin diartri trtiona minifi.:=tly
smaler thin tho.:e coL~nctcd at prar~ious Uts wharo th5 a&plir- veo-
itio iver-a leas thrpn th* aerosol vo?.ocition. Hov- ;-r, L!; dcx
applic-b1a only to aircraft velocitits.

2.1.3 280i =mI

The aerosol mazplr used in this invostigation rns digm-4
to operate under the following conditicn3s

1. Expected wind ralocity,, 5 to 10 mph with a raxina.m anx-
tieipated afternoon wind of 35 aph.

to 801P. 2. Xtae temeratuire differences of approxitrately 20

3. Dry atr~osphero ladon with wind blo~m dust.
4. Reaote starting signal.

tolloingi ftrthermore, the sampler was designed to acoomapliah the

1. Collect Saples iookinetically in the wind direction.
2. Collect samples in the ese range of 0.02 to 8 p di-

auster particles,
3. Collect samples directly onto electron microscope

*'Ore and micros cope cover glasses.
.4. Start from a remuote starting signal and turn off when

the sampling period was complete.

-7-
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2.1.4 Description f.Aerosol Collector

The aerosol sampling instrument is essentially a University
of Rochester oscillating thermal precipitator in a housing designed to
reduce the air velocity to a value approximating the inlet velocity of
the tberr-al precipitator. A pump, operating at constant speed, is attach
to the housing through a ranifold to furnish air flow into the houal.g
and, through a calibrated metering orifice, into the thermal precipitator,
A wind-actuated rotary valve controls an external calibrated leak which,
connected through the manifold, controls the flow into the swapler. The
(.ntire instruaent is vaned and free to rotate in a complete circle so a
to head always into the wind. A scheatic cross sectional view is shown
in Fig. 2.1.

The thermal precipitator is essentially the University of
Rochester design (Fig. 2.2), but a slight modification was made in its
over-all appearance by tapering the inlet to reduce turbulence. The wire
assenbly was also modified to incorporate spring tension and a slightly
easier method of changing wires.

O*0.S tM V,. iN t~s SPU

TAIL

THERMAL

_12 IN,.

W IN D AC T UATE D MA NIFOLD

ROTARY VALVE . .

STHER~MAL P ECIPITATOR
POTIENTIOMETE4

OVERALL LENGTH APPROX 7 TOY JUNCTION BOX
(NOY TO SCALE) P..-l OWER 9 TIMING CIRCUITS)

Fig. 2.1 Aerosol Sampler
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In this model, two steel :!ices, peretjed by a 0.040 t,.
brass spacer, travel beck and forth at the r~tc of C.6 cycles per mir-

ute. Between the slides is a stationsry nichrumme wire (28 gauge) minrted
parallel to the plane of the slides Pnd perpcndicular to the direction

of motion. Aluminum plugs with microsccne cover gla; :es att&ched are

inserted in the steel slides to that tbe glazsrs oscillate back and forth

in the region of the wire. The oscillatiorns are controlled by a 0.6-rpm

d-c timing motor driving a hecrt cam which, in turn, drives the slides.

The entire device is enclcoed in a brass (naval grade) housing.

An aerosol passing betweon the slides is precipitated onto

the cover glasses opposite the hot wire. On one of the glasses is mounted
an electron microscope 5creen. The flow rate through the precipitator is

approxiiately 7 cc/min an.d the lineal velocity past the wire is approxi.

mately 2.4 fpm. The wire is heated by 2.5-amp de which gives it a tem-

perature of approximately 5600C. A condition of no leakage around the

wire which still allows cacillation of the slides without lubrication 4a

attained by keeping the toleranccs to a few ton-thousandths of an inch.
Such tolerances also apply to the positioning of the holes for the hot

vire to prevent intermittent shorting. It was necessary to r~uz- the
oscillation rate to less than one cycle per minute for most effective pre-
cipitation. Higher rates of oscillation dec-eased the collectio. effi-

ciency to a large extent.

The diffuser housing was designed to sample isokinetically

from the ambient airstream and to slow the aerosol down to the intake

velocity of the thermal precipitator. The flow rate through the housing

is such that the lineal flow at the tip is the same as the wind bloving

past the nozzle. This lineal flow is reduced in two steps to that of the

thermal precipitator:

Step 1, from V0 to V 0 through an ideal 70 diffuser section
0 10

Step 2, from V to VT through a second section more diver-

gent than the preferred 70 argle. This was done to keep the precipitator

within a reasonable size.

The housing is basically designed to sample from a 5 mph

wind. The flow rate is modified to sample from winds up to 30 mph as

indicated in Table 2.1.

1-0
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TABI2 2.1

- V-l0cit; -. :L3 Inlot Vilaity

0 - 10 o.6 5
10 - 20 1.8 15

30 30 25

At all velocitiea t) swnplir uas within ± 5 mph of biig iso-
kinitia,

The wi4 gago is a rc odod aircraft gas lovl garge.
A dizk is sub titut-d for th3 fl at .rd a.o.-d to hrrg frcolV in the
&iratr..:. Th) rd iplnir. on th3 dink dot ,c-. th3 ar at an cnlo
proporicnal -to ths velocity. This rotien is trnsf.r,-d throngh a set
of bovelcd gasro to & rotary valve which is libratzd to allc, the
l~ea-j in tho rm-mfold r.sey to produco th3 houn,.Lt fl..: r. l1Irtcd
in Tablo 2.1,

Th3 punp is po-zar.A. by a 24-. d- r:otor and hba a .
apacity of approxf.:ately 3.0 cfm. The i- nifol.d ecanoted to tl pa :p
has inlets for nain houzing flou', the wind actuat-d valve, ad tharn-,l
Precipitator flo-.

The tiniun unit consists basically of t;o tiaivg rotorst

1. A 4-hr wotor which turns th3 unit off after a 3-hr
8IPling p riod,

2. A 5-iin motor which olc-es the starting circuit of tho
*ifferontial fall-out collector five minutes after raceiving the T - 5 nin
fote-atarting alse. This starting pulse actrates a relay which siuul-
t4zeously starts the aerosol sanpler (alloing at least a 5-sin warm-up
I01'iod), the 4-hr motor with a 3-hr turn-off cc, and the 5-min delay
4Otor for the differential fall-out collector (DPO). This is all phyvi-
Slly incorporated in a main Junction box with cables running to the bat-
tery, remote-starting relay, differential fall-out collector, and tho
aerosol sampler.

Power requirements are furnished by a 24-v storage battery.

current drain is approximately 10 amp for three hours.



2.1.5 .Laluaiagn

To evaluate properly the sample collected by this instz.
sent, the following points had to be investigated before the field opera.
tions

1. Collection efficiency as a function of particle size.
2. Collection efficiency as a function of heat conductivity

The investigations were not as thorough as desired becaus,
of the short time between the inception of the instrument and the manu-
facture of the field models. All the results indicated, however, that
this would be a satisfactory instrument for the conditions vhLich were
expected to prevail.

2.1.5.1 Collecti.n_ EfficiancX as a Function of Pmrtic
Size

It has been generally conceded that, as nearly
as can be determined, precipitation is complete for particles not ex-
ceeding 2 to 3 in diaie3ter. It has been claimed by sone and refuted
by others that collections of particles up to 10 or 20 5-n diameter can
be cade trith good efficiency. Since there seems to be no doubt &bout
the sampling efficiency for particles less than 2 4 in diezaeter, and
since Laskin and Lauterbach at the University of Rochester have tested
this particuler precipitator in the range 0 to 3 . with NaCI aerosol,
it was decided to check the upper end of the particle size spectrum.

By the expedient method of connecting two pre-

cipitators in series and observing collections on the second instrument,
it was determined that there was complete precipitation of alumina par-
ticles in the range 0 to 2 p.

To determine precipitation efficiency in the
range 1 to 10 p. the cam Tas removed fron the precipitator, so that all
particles not precipitated would have clear passage, and a jet impactor
(known to be very efficient for particles over 0.5 p.) was connected to
the exhaust. Inpactor somples were taken with the wire of the thermal
precipitator cold end with the w;ire hot. The samples weri counted and
the numbers in each size group compared. The efficiencies given in
Table 2.2 were determined in this manner:

-12 -
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TABLE, 2.2

Collection Efficioncy

Si-i Efficienc7

1-4 100
4-6 996 l o 98

2.1.5.2 pgliptton !kAc1n, S a C11 -O -

Co:bfminZ Ep-toein's equation (Equation 2.5) anrfEquation 2.6,

+ .v.,r a___ ._ 2 1 dT (.1

frc which it is evident that the velocity of tbrral raQolnir_ in al..
aost *x=ctly inversely proportional to the hat conductivity of th- rm-

terial being precipitatcd. It was doterziued expori-3ntally that a wiro
temerature sufficient to precipitate aluinsa was not at all adequate to
Pecipitate dry NaCI. These results are shown in Table 2.3.

TABLE 2.3

Precipitation Temperatures

Temperature

Beat Necessary for

Conductivity Precipitation
Material (cal/c/se OC) (0 C)

A1203  o. o280
NaC1 0.015 560

It is evident from Equation 2.11 that to impart
sae velocity to NaCi and A1 2 02 particles, thereby permitting the

ft" collection efficiency, it is necessaryto adjust the quantity

( ) 1 Considering the inaccuracy in determlning the wire temperature

- 13 -
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and the beat conductivity of the material, the agreenent between calcu.

lated and observed values of the ratio I(S' 41)iNaCi Td A1203
good (calculated, 1.50; observed, 1.54).

Since a preliminary survey indicated that none
of the material at the site would have heat conductivity greater than
that of WaC1, a wire temperature of 5600 C appeared sufficient to ensure
good precipitation.

2.2 FAL-oUT c oYC'TO

In the past, fall-out collectors have suffered from two major de-
ficiencies:

1. No separation of actual fall-out material from background wind.
blown zaterial (either inactive or redispersed active raterial).

2. No data have bIon gathered regarding time rate of fall-out.

Of the following Instrumnts, the first one attc_.pts to oorrect
both of those deficiencies and the second attcz-pts to rerncdy the first.

2.2.1 Donqcrp pt rnstrur~nts

The differantial fall-out collector (Fig. 2.3) consists of
a cjrculsr Lucite disk approizately 25 in. in diameter partitioned into
twcnty sectors. A glass plate coated with carborax is inserted in each
sector providing a surface which is easy to work. On each glass plate
is placed an electron microscope screen and a microscope cover glass.
The disk potrered by a spring-driven clock rvotor rotates for one period
of revolution stprting at T = C. Two poriods v.ere ured in the tests:

1. Twenty minutes for the near stations.
2. Two hours for the far stations.

Tho rotating disk is cnclosed in an alur&dnuz housing. Di-
rectly over the disk is en op-n!.ng in the form of a sector of the disk
and one-quarter its ridth. This opening is adjustable over a small range
In aziuuthal position so that collection r-n start at the beginning of a
sector for convenience in analysis.

In operation, the collector is set in position and started
by a triggering pulse from the thermal precipitator junction box. The
disk revolves once and stops. During the operating pe.riod, it collects

- 14 -
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/ /

MOTO SETO A-

/7L .4 -. /--

m i ALEp' 3o6a* I eXPOSURE SIThic

SPRING OiVr eN t h it & last
MOTOR SECTION A- A

Fig. 2.3 Dlftferontial Fall-out Collector

f11-eut in Ialal Ilncrc~.nts through the opening in the housing. Back(-
Pound material is key'" te B miii because the sauple is collected €nly
during th. tall-out period except for the first and last positions.

The fall-out collector tray consists of a l-ft-nrqvre trav,
a tray cover, and two clock-actuated r.echiis-s (Fig. 2.4).

The clocks are set so the tray will be exposed one hour
before the shot and covered one hour after the shot. When the first
Clock-actuated machanisn triggers, it allo s the tray to be pulled out
fkU vader the cover by a spring which is in the extended position bfore
tbe mechanism is actuated. The tray remains exposed to the fall-out
AftrUS the fall-out period. Then the other clock meohanism ie actuated
Allowing the cover, which is also under spring tension, to slide over
the tray. In this mnner, much of the background material is excluded
from the collection.

- 15 -
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COLLECTING PLATE

STOPPING POSTS

Fig. 2.4 Fa.Ll-out Tray
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EjiJq OPERirIONS

3.1 AR COLLECTORS

A series of 7-ft towers located according to the pattern in Fig. 3.1
were provided by the kr-my Chxmical Center for the installation of equip-
ment, This pattern formed a sector straddling the expected wind direction
and alloing for a n-eximur shift of 600 in either direction. The aerocol
collectors were mounted on top of the toiters near whose bases vere situ-
ated junction boxes containing the timing motors. Near each Junction box
a starting relay, which was tied into the timing network, was installed
and batteries were placed on the ground to supply the po-er. The bat-
teries were furmished by the Evens Signal Laboratory.

The instruments were started by the remote starting signal (T-5 rin)
and stopped automatically three hours later. The samples were recovered
as soon as it was possible for personnel to re-enter the area and were
shipped by air to JUIRDL.

During the operation of the instruments in the field, the follo-.-
Ing difficulties were encountered:

1. Failure to receive a starting signal.
2. Plugged needle valves.
3. Jammed precipitators.

TV* stations (Nos. 129 and 130) failed to function apparently because
galling of the brass ways caused the precipitator to Jam. This failure
lIvalidated the electron microscope analyses for these two stations.
Atoradiographic analyses for Stations 129 and 130 were not invalidated
Bince the entire field is counted when searching for active particles
Instead of the small portion employed in electron microscopy. Prior to
the underground shot, metering orifices were substituted for the needle
valves and operated satisfactorily.

3.2 pI ENTIAL 4 ouTQ g

The differential fall-out collectors were situated on the ground
and all but two were near enough to the towers with the aerosol clleo-
tore to be operated from its Junction box. These two were located at
the 2,000 yd range as shown in Fig. 3.1 and had their own timing units.

- 17 -
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,.pop

0,

SSHT 6. 3 AEROSOL SAMPLER ONLY.011o

U - $MOT: - ,0
STA 102,103 OFO ONLY ,
STA 132,145 AEROSOL SAMPLER ONLY ...

Fig. 3.1 Thratrument Larout

WIND DIRECTIO4

w
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E
F'ig. 3.2 C ollector Plate Fall-out Pattern f'or Shots 1. and 2
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Ths differential fall-out collector s wera started by the rc-iote
starting signal (T-5 rain) and turned th2: o31-s off after one ccIplete
revolution. The saxples tare recover,.d when it was safe for persownel
to re-enter the area and shipped to U&RPDL.

In thi field oparAtlon of tho dif'urantial colloctcr3, the f-llo_-
ing difficultia3 were exporiencz2:

1. Failure of the st-rt-ztop zeci-uL .
2. Dirty relay cctacto.,
3. Failuro to recetve a st-arting slZn!l.

Th3 start-stop uechaniE'a consisted of a pin pushed againat th- ba)mc3
wheel of th, clock motor by a relay. Th 4 o arrrzZe16snt did not function
perfectly and, cons -,ntly, some of these devices did not start ard
others did not stop at the completion of a single revolution. Dusty
conditions which prevailed at th3 site ade it very hard to keep all
relay contacts sufficiently clean to ass.aro their perfect operation.

In the area coversA by the feJ.-ctt after the undrground shot,
one collector (No. 119) did not operate bectuse it failcd to receive a
Itarting signal; collectors No. 109 and No. 121 fail d ocav.ze of con-
ditions I and 2. Of the five collectors which rere in thV. fall-out aras
after thi surfaci shot, ono (No. 8) failed to start ard another (No. 2)
stoppzd shortly after st:rting. The failuze of No. 8 tao p - t" -hby
dni to conditions I or 2, buit no satisfactory roasou -*I for?:, for thu
failure of No. 2.

The fall-out trays were located in the field as shown in Fig. 3.2.
The clocks which actuated the trays were set to uncover them at T-I hr
ad to cover them at T+ 1 hr.

As soon as it was safe to re-enter t- area, th3 sa-plos were
2easured in place for ionization intonsity. A more careful ::easzvrment
"a made at the field laboratory and there the material was reroved
from the pans in a dry box and weighed. Samples were selected and sent
back to the UZTRDL for specific activity determination and sieve size
grading.

One hundred and tuelve instrunents were installed for the surface
Shot. Of this number, the tray release failed on one, the lid release
e4 fourteen, and both releases on five. Of the one hundred instruments
aich were installed for the underground shot, the lid releases failed

04 nineteen and both releases on one. A lid release failure does not
UCessarily invalidate the collection result unless high winds come up
before they are retrieved.
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CHAPTnE 4

ANLYLSIS AND MMTS

4.1 C~CMI C 0? FALL-OUT HAF&

4.1.1 Paticle Si-" Distribution of g s Sanula

All the electron microscope grids from the ther.al procipl-
tators plus those differential fall-out grids which showed an activity
above an arbitrary 500,000 c/m (using a special aluminu. windov, gas flow
proportional counter) were scanned in an RCA ZUU2B electron microscope
with extended range lens. L±'mitirg the initial scanning to grids frc
lectors with an activity count atove a certain amount facilitates early
discovery of grids with sufficiont n-ubers of particles to obtain a sizo
distribution.

If ever 200 particles could be found on a grid, the par-
ticles were photographed at an electronic Lagnificat!on of 2,700X. Thon,
in the case of the therzal precipitator gri's, these par--!cle I re si:-4
diroctly from the lantern slides with a Gaer-nor opticw, ccpar.tor.
This method was selected only to eliminate the nec zsity of m ra pritnts.
lowever, since there was frequontly some difficulty in determining the
boundaries of the particles, the plates from the grids of the differcn-
tial fall-out collectors were photographically enlarged four times to
give a total magnification of I0,80OX and the particles were siscd frca
the prints.

A few of the remaining grids with an activity count of
less than 500,000 were picked at random and scanned to determine whether
they too might not yield a sufficient number of particles to obtain a
distribution. Although some particles were found, sufficient numbor for
sizo distributions were not and, consequently, further scanning of th3se
grids was discontinued.

Almost without exception, the grids were so sparsely popu-
lated with particles thrt a rigid geometric photographic sequence would
have been impractical. Therefore, only those areas containing relatively
lal-ge deposits of particles were photographed, the single particles being
Skipped whether large or small. Quantitatively, it would be hard to
*valumte this bias, but qualitatively, it is known to shift the distri-
bution in favor of the larger particles. ,

All diameters on both the micrographs and the lantern
alIr1 wiore measured as a projection of the maximum diameters on a coimon
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axis. Since there is a certain amount of distortion inherent in the
lenses of an electron microscope, particles are apparently elongated it
a radial direction, those farthest from the electron beam axis being
distorted the most. This again introduces a bias shifting the sie dig-
tribution toward a higher median diameter, but the distortion amounts
to leas than 3 per cent and is, in fact, insignificant in comparison to
the bias previously mentioned. It may be eliminated completely, hever,
by picking the aforementioned common axis of projection orthogonal to t?,
radial line from the center of the micrograph through that of the pxartitl
being measured.

From past experience, it has been found that the magnio-
cation of the particular RCA EMLBJ electron Trdcroscope used for these
ctudies may vary as much as 10 per cent between grids since magnificatioz
is quite dependent on positioning and there are several relative positioz,
Vhich may be altered iHon grids are changed. This problem may be resoled
only through recalibration of the nicro~cope each time a new grid is in-
troduced. This was not considered to be sufficiently i:orthqhilo consider.
ing the poor yield of particles and the other bias W!rcady montioned.

The particles appearing in the photographs eere woeasured
with a scale ruled in 0.5 cm divisions and the sizes roaorded in inter-
vals of 0.5 Mm, from 0 to 10 mm; 1 nm, from 11 to 25 mm; 5 r:., from 25
to 50 ma; and 10 mm, from 50 to I00 rn. These apparent sizes wore con-
verted in turn to microns. In all the statistical treatments of the data,
the upper limit of the size interval vas used. These data were converted
to cumulative percentage and plotted on logarithmic probability paper,
(cee Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). The best stral.ght line between the twcntieth
end eightieth percentile ranks ras used to determine the standard geo-
metric deviation, u- , and the logarithmic probability median, d., fre-
quently referred to Cerein as the median.

The particles were measured on a comparator rbich ha4 a
least count of 0.001 cm and tabulated in order of ragnitude. The median
size was then obtained by plotting the 20, 30, 40, 46, 54, 60, 70, =nd
80 per cent size on logarithmic probability paper. The beat straight
line betreen the points was used to determine the standard deviation,
C-g, and the logarithmic probability median dg. This was in reality un-
nocessary since the 50 per cent size could be picked out of the tabulated
dte, but was done this way for the sake of uniformity.

Check recounts were made on some of the photographs by
another observer and one is included in Table 4.1. The agreement is
within 9 per cent, the difference being due not to disagreement over
clss interval, but rather to the decision as to what constitutes a par-
ticle. An estimated roliability for the diameter measurements is within
the reported order of nmgnitude. This reliability does not warrant
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correlation of median diameter with distance or time from the atomic
bomb detonation. I

TABLE 4.1

Median Diameters of Gross Samples

Median ?!edian
Distance Diameter Dia:eter

from Tho rzal Differential
ZU-Zoro Precipitator Fall-out Standard Total No.

Station (f) L) J Deviation Prticl.p I

103 2,000 0.36 )".0 550
108 3,000 0.37 3,2 310
109 3,000 0.26 4.4 453
120 6,000 0.22 2.4 712
120 6,000 0.12 3.1 386
120 6,000 0.10 3.7 469(a)
121 6,000 0.54 2.2 94

121 6,000 0.20 3.6 713
134 20,000 0.07 2.4 J 248

Curulative 0.22 4.0 2J02
Differential
Fall-out _

Cumulative 0.22 3.1 1,364
Thermal
Precipitator _
(a) Check recount not included in cumulative totals.

4.1.2 The $tzo Feenc y ist ribution 2f Rad vt Particles

Autoradiography is a reliable and practical scheme of

idcntification and mesourement of radioactive particles. In order that
no bias be introduced in the determination of the size frequency dia-
tribution of the particles, they should not be removed from the collec-
tion surface during the radioautographic process.

For this experiment, contrast radioautography was employed. 1

In contrast radioautography, the multitudes of grains are rendered

I J. P. Mitchell and T. C. Goodale, "Cloud Phenomena: Study of Particu-

late and Gaseous Matter", Greenhouse Report, Annex 6.1.
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devlopble into a dense black spot about the r.2lioactive source by thb.
overexpoure of photographic emulsion to htba pirticleg. This method,
howe7er, presents four vroblnemJ.

Exposure time: If the particles collected on the thernal
procipitator uere asu:,d to haysa di---ter3 in ths rlZne 10 to 10 - 2 I
(r-xiLizr differgnc, in dia-'ters, 103 p), their activity uould vary on
th.i ord.r of 100 to 109 t.--7s dopndJrnj on bAthor it 1q a f\mction of
the surfAce or the volu-,9 of th- particle. Therefore, .1:t _ve idanti-
fic-tion of a11 radioactive partlclo3 bet:...en 10 to I0" p bicc-ss rath ,r
difficault, especi&Uy if the concc nt:.'atton of p~rticlo) per unit area In
high.

Bac'-rovnd fog: 1 oct e.-ul.sorns aied in r, di ;ttograqp !re

q~tte .ensitiv to back :round foggin,, a fact which makes id:ntificut~en
of waaker autographs di'fl.cult.

Resolution of c,.cl : " ,. the size of the silve)r
graina in the eunlsion is in the ord,- o0' 0.3 p., particl' sizes of 0.5 p.
dixr:iter or analler are qutte difficult to diAtin,.sb fron the silver
grains.

Identification of highly active particl.ot An acttv3 par-
ticli, which might c€ve a dense autograph, may not be v! ible urner tb
stardard microscope due to tho obstruction of under atage 11it by t-
dense silver grain spote.

4.1.2.1 PtqoduiM

The circular microscope sampling slides (dia.m-
*ter 1.8 cm) from the thermal precipitator were removed and counted for
radioactivity under an end-window halogen filled GM tube at constant
geometry (approx 5 per cont). The background count remained fairly con-
Itant (approx 25 to 30 c/m) during the whole process.

The use of 4 x 5 in. East.an Kodak IM type
stripping film, which has the emulsion on a thin cellulose ester base
blcked by a celluloid support, was selected because of its ease of
4andling and lov susceptibility to background fog. The film (emulsion
4 cellulose eater base) was stripped from the celluloid support with

t Scalpel. The film wa3 then cut into appropriate sizes (approx 2 x 2 cm)
44d placed on the sampling slide with the cellulose eater base side in
Ofotact with the particles. A warm glycerin Jelly was used as the mount-

s edium, which, after hardening, permanently mounted the particles
geon the film and the sampling slide. The sampling slides were pre-

IOUSly cemented with Jelly o, a larger cover elide (22 x 40 am) for
%rvenience in handling, (Fig. 4.3).
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Fig. 4.3 Section~l View of Autoradiography Plate

It vas dcte-drned emrlircally that the exposure
time was related to radioactivity by the oqvja+ion, T = kA "1, rh~re T
equals exposure time in hours and A equals activity in counts per minute
per unit area.

After exposing the films for a dosoigated period

of times they together v ith the sa:,pling and cover slides uore developEd
in Kodak D-19 Developer at 68°F for 10 mrin, rinsed in running water for
5 min, fixed in Kodak Acid Fixer for 15 min, iashed in ruinlng cold water
for approxImately 30 min, and then dried. At no time tas separation of
film from the glass slide conteinlng pnrticles necessary.

Measurements of particles were made umder the

standard microscope by placing the seple slide together with the film

on the microscope stage (with slide facing the objective). This, in
effect, oriented the plane of the sampling slide containing the particles
above that of the film. In addition to the substage (Kobler typel 1llu-
mination using a mercury vapor lanp with a blue filter( A= 4,358 X), an

auxiliary vertical illiuLinator (either Bausch and Lomb (B and L) type or
X.Loitz Ultrapak) ras employed. The latter type illuminator rerdered visible

the active pnrticles vhich ixere situated above their autographs. The ere11

opaque pftrticles (appiox 0.5 I) causing light redioautographs were easily
distirguished. The cellulose ester base separating the emulsion from the
particles was thick enough so that a slight adjustment of the focus dis-

tinguished the plane of the particles from the plane of the emulsion thus
enabling the operator to differentiate the particles from the silver
grains.

A total magnification of approximately 520X was

obtained usii.g a 431 B and L objective and a filer micrometer ocular.
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Th us. of oil innersion type objectivos for a higbhr aeg ification tas

not poasiblo becanse of tho thiclmess of the empling alidos. Therefore,
particle si-3 nmailer tb-= 0.5 L could not b3 sized.

4.1.2*2 _"Il

A41 data in this cetion refer to ths uxidorgroLr.d
shot and are swmarized in Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.4.

Approi---ately 20 per cczt of the auteTrapb- failed
to roval a particle, end consequently it was assrLt:ed that the prticcs
rosponfible for those autographs were boyorA the limit of detection.
Abc-i one out of every four particles observed and measured was g1as:y,
colorless, and trers arvtt, indicating that any such particle whose index
of refraction approacha'! that of the gel xediua (r = 1.50) night be u-
deactablo,3even thoUgh its diameter might be well above the limit of
resolution.3 Thersfore, a resising of thi radioactive particles -mi nrxe

9 LL~L

3 '-, -rI , ii r ./ I -

, I i I ,II

L0 ----
I L , , I } I II ,'r-- - T GEOMETRIC MEDIAN OtAMETER 1,111 I.40

6 -~ ~ GEOMETRIC DEVIATION 2.8

32 si '0 20 3040.A.70 f 9

filter and aS31obiek ureum ics PApertue R.I. =8 0.65) in

- 2 -1 2 N.A
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with a yhase microscope which was capable of ravealing very small index
differences.

The recount with the phase microscope on one
sample decreased the nunmber of invivible prticles by about 50 per cent.
The remAining blank autographs were asst.:d to contmin emall particles
beyond the limit of detection. The nowly detectzd particles were glassy

in appearance and generally less th i 1 in di'-.3tur. The fr q7 ncy o'
those particles was such that a recalculation of th3 over-al si:- fre-
quency distribution produced no appreciable chnge.

Approximately 50 per cent of all radioactiva par-

tieles sized frcm the four samples a-are less then 1.5 p. in diameter.
The data were obtained by plott ng sizes vel's-,s accumulative perctntz3c
of frequency on log probability graphs. The 50 per cent size is desig-
nated as the geometric median diameter and the geometric deviation in
the ratio, 84%-sizo/50%-sise.

Th5 concentration cf rcAioactivity (Ipe/cc) and
the concentration of active particles for the four st.at.:.- were esti-
Rated from the radioactivity measurements and the n-r'boer of prtic).
sized. Since the exact volume of the cloud sampled vas not kro"n, an
estimate vzo rde by multiplying the total tirs (approx 180 r&4 'th
thermal precipitator was in oparation by the avercge vol,.-3 (cc) npl d
per minute.

The collection efficiency of ther-.;al precipitation
was assumed to be 100 per cent. Also, the total volume sotpled was
asstmed to be collected oqually on the two sample plugs.

The values computed for each station are rough
approximations and the activity and particle concentrations ay be ,ur-
eised to be the minimum values.

4.1.3 Activity as a Function of Particle Size

Activity as a function of particle size involves finding
the activity associated with each particle size group. To establish
this fonctional relation, some of the gross material deposited on the
differential fall-out collector was divided into three size ranges, lees
than 2 p., between 2 and 20 p. and gr-ater than 20 p.. Each fraction was
then counted to determine the per cent of total activity associated with
each size group.
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4.1.3.1 Fractionato frocedure

The procedurt' for separating the particles ccl..
leoted by the differential fal-out collector into three also ranges is
essentially the same, except for minor modifications, as that described
b7 C. Z. Adams, at a1.4 in the analysis of fall-out particles collected
at Operation GREENHOUSE. One or more sectors upon which most of the
initial fail-out was deposited were selected from a differential fall-
out tray and washed with distilled water into a clean photographic pro-
cessing tray. The contents of the tray wore washed again into a er.
In each case, the washing was continued mtil the radiat'un levo&' of the
sector and, subsequently, of the tray ras down to norral backround.
Part of the contents of the beaker was transferred to tv.o 50 ml centri-
fuge tubes and vas then centrifuged for 30 =in at sufficient speed to
precipitate all particles greater than 0.25 1 in dipI!ter. The super-
natant liquid was decan'>-d and saved. The tubes ,3re again filled fro:%
the beakor. This procese was carried on until all part'cles greater
then 0.25 & had been concentrated in one rO ml oantrifuge tube. This
precipitate vas redisporred in an Alrosol -water solution and ultra-
sonorated at 400 kc to break up egglomerates forrod by the centriftZatict.

The suspension of prrticles collected in this
manner ran alloved to settle through a diLtance of 9.5 cm fof 2.5 mi.
In this time, particles of greater than 20 4 in diameter cttld out.
The rc=aining solution, in vhich wero con t d particles of 20 . or
less, was decanted into a beaker. The entire oparation from rndi'p.r-
uion to decantation was repeated three tiaes on the precipitate in order
to romove most of the particles of 20 pL or less which ray have settled
out with those of a dia-eter greater than 20 .

The medium size (2 to 20 p) particles were sep-
arated from the smail (less than 2 p) paxrticles by a method employing
two concentric centrifuge tubes and a urea water solution. A 15-2I
centrifuge tube with a bole In the end was fitted into a 50-ml centri-
fuge tube. The smaller tube was supported inside the lrger by a cork
through wihich the smaller tube extended and which fitted into the neck
of the larger (Fig. 4.5). This double-layered tube was filled with
30 ml of a oolution of urea in water (800 g of urea in 1,000 ml of
%ter). About 1 ml of the aqueous susponsion of particles was care-
fully plpcod on the surface of the urea water solution inside the srmaller
centrifuge tube. A rsdicine dropper vas uned to pour the particulate
suspension down the side of the inner tube in order that no -1xlng might

C 0. E. Adams, F. R. Holden, and N. R. i5allnce, "Fall-out Phenomenology#
Greenhouse Report, Annex 6.4.

5 Dispersing agent raufactured by Alrose Chemical Company.
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cou'r between the two liquids.

It was found empirically that, when the double.
laterd tube was centrifuged for 2.25 ain at 1,100 rpm, the great majr
ity of the particles 1c.ss than 2 p in die;ter re-ained in suspengiot
above the urea solution hile most of the pirticles of dianeter greeter
than 2 settled to the bottom of the larger tube. Particles of all
sizes vere distributed throughout the volume of the urea solution. Th.
susponsion of particles less than 2 was rcmoved from th. inner tube
Trith an oyc-dropper aLd the inner tube itsolf was removed fro- t 0t +
n his lact op ration, it -.s noce!s&ry to save the liquid ^rom tht

ionbr tube intact for rocycling. A cork .itb an uir vent was placed it
the 15 n1 tube and the air vent vms clooed. It was then possible to
rc'aovo the inner tube and spill its contcnts into another container.
The urea solution in the 50 ml tube was decr-uted and the precipitate
;aved.

The ontire m,,pension of particles lees than
20 p in diar:ter vas fractiomitcd by this zrethod. Ricycling of the
contents of the inner tube consisted of prcclpitation of the particles
by a 30-min ccntrifut!'on, rdispersion in ratcr viith a small Exont
of Alrool ePded and fractionation by -a-us of the do'abls-layorod tube,

Although the group of particles lying in the
si e rcnge b teen 0.25 and 20 p hd b = n separated Into two ' -ctiozs,
c.ch fraction was still. conte=Uited with particles which balc-ged to
the othar. It w-as racezeery, as in the case of the large fraction,
to purify each group to remove outsized particles.

The intermediate fraction (2 to 20 p) w-.s pari-
fied by redispersing the fraction in 30 ml of a wator-.Alrosol solution,
ultrasonorating the suspension to break up agglomerates and centrifging
it for 2.5 min at 1,100 rpm. The supernate, containing trace qusntities
of particles too small to be classified in the intormediate group rus
discarded. This procedare was ropeated three times.

The fine fraction (less than 2 p) wts purified
in the same ay as rss the intermediate fraction with the sole excoption
that the supernate was saved and the precipitate vas discarded. The
120 ml of supernate scc, : ulated during the purification process of the
&LaJI1 fraction (0.25 to 2 ) ras centrifuged for 0.5 hr at sufficient
upoed to precipitate all the particles Jn that size range.

41.3.2 WeighLmh Countig Procedure
At the compltion of the fractionation process,

each size group of particles was in the form of a wet residue on the
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bottom of a 50 ml centrifuge tube. In order to wegh and cotnt this
material, it was necessary to transfer the seprate fractlons to micro-
scopa cover glassas which measured 0.875 by 0.875 in. and weighed approx
imately 0.2 g each. By adding small quaintiti~ of watir to the residues
in the tubes, it was poa3iblo to make thick sludgos which could easily
be trtnnferrvA to the cover glnasn w-Ith a apgtul.a or a mecliclne dropper.

In order that each sample be of content geon-
*try., the material was placed on the cover glasoes a little at a time so
that the residues spro.'c out into cire& - of fairly unifoxxi di:, e'z.Jr3
Each deposit was all-xed to dry before more naterial vas Eadded. Thq
swtples were oven dried and weighed. Since tho weight of each dry cover
glaes was deter-injd btforoh-.nd, the trae r.eolht of the sample waz easily
determined.

Thi intermediate and fine fractions from a single
analysis were mostly of sufficieat!y sn&. amount and formed suck a herd,
compact residue ,an the cover glassed th'it generally each could be con-
tained on a single cover glass withou' d-mZner of betn- shaken off tha
glass or of beLng so thick as to intrduce self-absorption errori in tha
subsequent counting, This was not the case with the large fraction
(greater thsn 20 ) obtained from the urder-rg'ow:d shot whrein the size
of individual particleq was so larg3 that th.y iould roll off t,.e co-cr
glass or, if the entire fraction ware placed on the crio-r glass, fora
such a mound of materia?. that aelf-abLiorption effects -would at "ie eJri-
ous proportions.

For these reasons, each large fraction obtaie.d
from sectors exposed to the underground shot was weighed in itn entirety
in a watch glass end was then split up into about eight parts, each on
an individual cover glass. Like the glass sectors used in the field,
each covkr glass was coated with a film of carbouax to keep the particles
in place,

A gas flow proportional counter with a side win-
dow chamber built by the InstiuIents Branch of the USNRDL was capable
Of counting at a rate of 2 x IC0 c/m without the need of correction
factors. Since tha most active individual cover glass sample had a
counting rate of the order of io5 c/m, this counting system was well
able to handle the material obtained from both bursts. This counter was
tot available for the couting of the surface ehot samples. Therefore,
AZ IDL 161-G scaler attached to an end window halogen filled tube in
4 lead castle was used for the counting of all surface shot fractions.
The activity of the samples collected from the surface shot was so low
that the limited counting rate of the latter system was no handicap.
However, no comparison between the results obtained from the surface
Ihot and those obtained from the sub-surface shot is possible except in
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those cases where the results are independent of the counting system
used.

4.1.3.3 Results

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 give the results of the anal-
ysis of the three size fractions from each of eight trays taken from
b-9Ah %nderground shot and sunrace shot. The trays are identified accor..
Ing to th3 atation at thich they were exposed.

TABLE 4.3

Radioactivity v8 Ferticle Size for the surface Shot Fall-out

Count Counts
Corrected per Weight

Size to S 24 Unit of Per Cent
Fraction Days ,ight Fraction of

(1k (/m)a) (c/M/g)(&) (g) Activity

Station 19, Sectors 12, 13

S 1, < 2 8 2 03  i 0.0038 1.0
*tdium, 2-20 32 1.5 t O.02!2 7.9
arge, > 20 773 3 0.0590

Station 33, Ijctor 7

&-11, <: 2 0 0' 0004 0
odium, 2-20 0 0 0.0038rge, >20 1,80 5.7x0 4  0.0316 100,0

-- ge >20. 1,84 _____

Station 29, Sectors 2, 3. 4

'odiun, 2-20 75 1.5x1o4 0.0049 1.5

rge, >20 4,818 2.9x105  0.0168 98.5

Station 29, Sectors 14, 15

I2801 Wx0 5  0.0008 0.14
Zium, 2-20 1,259 3.0xlO- 0.0042 6.2
rge, >20 18,882 2.x106 0.0094 93.4

(a) Corrected to 100 per cent geometry.

The selection of particular sectors from a tray
was not random. A preliminary ronItoring of the entire tray indicated
which area ras the most active and only those sectors which oonstitutod
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this umea were removed for aalysis. With the exception of Whoel 29,
Sectors 4 and 15, the sectors chosen were those which contained the
initial heavy fall-out.

TABLE 4.4

Radioactivity vs Particle Size for the Underground Shot Fall-out

count Co ts
Corr ced i per i Weight

Sizo to U 20 Unit of Pzr Cor t
Fraction Weigh Fraction wf

( ) (€l: t a) I (c/,g)(a ) (g) k.
Station 102, Sector 8

Small, <2 746,324 9.&x.06 0.0078 1.0

Madium, 2-20 230,816 4..OX6 0.0582 3.0
Large, >20 7,304,565 9.4x.C 0.7783 96.0

Station 120, Sector 2

Small, <2 38,825 na.x1#b 0.CO3 0.7Nadi, 2-20 256,611 6.5X006 ,
Large, >20 5,028,133 12.2--d66 0 4119 2.-5

Station 133, Sectors 9, 10 -
3 , <2 53,408 6.4xl 0.0083 0.5

Medium, 2-20 2Z,384 3.3m166 0.0676 1.9
Large, >20 11,088,397 12. 6r10 0.8821 97.6

Station 108, Sector 1

SMall, <2 109,377 9.9xI06 0.01.0 1.1
Nediu, 2-20 269,395 4.8xi06  0.0211 2.6
Large, >20 10,001,980 9.6x0 6  1.0382 96.3

Station 129, Sectors 7, 8

&.aU, <2 96,755 l0.5,106 0#0092 1.0
Medium, 2-20 451,799 5.3xi06  0.0859 4.8
Large, >20 8,952,487 12.Ox106 0.7433 94.2

(a) Corrected to 100 per cent geometry.

Since the counting process extended over a period
Of several days, each count had to be corrected for decay. Gross decay
Cr-es determined from some of the same differential fall-out collectors
"5'd in this analysis were prepared by the Nuclear and Physical Chemistry
FBranch of the USNRDL. These curves were available for Stations 102, 103,
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108, and 19. The three underground shot curvas did not agree as to slop,
on log-log paper because of the inhomogeneity of the f-ll-out from Pla.e
to place in the shot area. However, there was sufficient agreement am.,
them in the region of U + 20 to about U + 60 days to validate the use of
any one of the curves for correcting counts from any underground shot
station for decay. The decay curve for Station 103 v8N used for adjust.
ing all the counts because the exparimental points determining it shobed
the least variation from the curve in the critical region (U + 20 to
U + 60 days).

Because of the sparse fall-out resulting from th,
3urface burst, only one fall-out collector, that at Station 19, was aza.

lyzod for gross decay. This curve ras used for adjusting the surface
shot counts to S + 24 days.

The underground shot samples were analyzod for
radiochemical composition. The reLults are presented in Table 4.5. it
is significant to note that there are definite differences in radiochea.
ical content of the three size fractions. Since the fall-out material
was diszolved before an lysis, the inherent -olf-,.beorption errors prea-
unt in the values of Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are greatly r':" ced.

TABLE 4.5

Variations of Proluct Activities with Three Size Frct4.o.s
6- Day? after Bo;ib Detonation

Activity

(c/m/rg soil)(a) x 10-3 Per Cent of Total

Large Medium Small Large Medium Small

Element (>2O z) (2 to 20k) (<2k) (>20 ) (2 to 20p) (<2k)

iMre Earth 19.1 4.46 4,70 67.3 76.0 79.2

Ba 0.675 0.375 0.385 2.4 6.4 6.5
Sr 0.436 0.298 0.288 1.5 5.1 4.86

Zr 6.24 0.442 0.234 21.9 7.5 3.95
I06 0.236 0.0699 0.14 0.63 1.2 2.38

1.74 0.216 0.191 6.14 3.7 3.22

Total 28.43 5.861 5.939 100.07 99.9 100.11

Corrected to 100 per ccnt geometry.
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4.1. Th d tficaton of Collected ateial a d l
with Sourca Xuberial

In order to characterize the fall-out material chemically
and determine the effect of the parent material on tho physical and
chemical characteristics of the radioactive fall-out, petrographic sur-
veys, size distributions and c-rftain analyses were r-ade on both th3
parent and th fall-out material.

In the chemical identification of the material, the 0 to 2
fraction of the parent soil was separated and subjected to additio .-l
analysis in order to determine the clay constituent. A conbination of
x-ray diffraction, electron microscope, differential thsrmal arvalysi7,
and dehydra 'on techniVCIs was employed in this pha3e. The reaining
bulk of the soil sample wvs investigated by petrocraph.c microscopy,
spectrochemidal analysis and by mtandard Depertment of Agriculturo siz.9
distribution determinations. The r J~ioactive portion o' the fall-out
was exmined petrographicaLly and spectrocheMcally and the bulk fall-
out material was sized in accordance with th Dep.irtznt of Agriculture
method.

The soil samples from 0 to 6 ft were obtained with - s1ovl.
The deeper core samplec were procured from the U. S. Goolc_-cn'c , 53- i y .
They were obtained with a churn drill and represented c s plos
of 10 ft intervals in depth.

Additional standard soil tests which were made to further
characterize the soil at this location are described in Appendix C.

4.1.4.1 PJtroffraphic A ly e

The sand was sieved into various sizes and a pre-
liminary microscopic examination was made of the sand in each sieve size.
The size classes into which the sand was sieved are as follows:

4 4.760
2. 380 (A)

16 1.168
30 0.595
50 0.297
80 0.175 (B)

100 0.149 (C
230 0.062
pan --
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The samd in three different size closses, desig.
nated (A), (B), and (C) above, was analyzed in detail. The sand between
2.380 and 1.168 mm, (A), was examined with the aid of a stereoscopic
microscope. Each of the finer portions (B) and (C) was split with Uj
Otto microsplit to approximately 1,000 grains of sand and of these approx.
imately 300 were identified under the petrographic microscope. The coz-
position of the sand is shown in Table 4.6.

TABLE 4.6

2etrographic Analysis of Sand

Constitution of Fractions

Retained on Sieves (a )  Constitution of Whole
% by Number

Constituent (A) (B) (C) % by Number

Quartzite 5.2 .. .. 0.7
Limestone 0.2 .. .. 0.1
Acid Volcanic 80.0 .. .. 10.4
Caliche 1.6 .. .. 0.2
Sandstone 2.4 .. .. 0.3
Quartz 5.0 6.4 2.8 4.3
Schist 4.0 .. .. 0.5
Puriice 0.2 .. .. 0.1
Granite 0.2 .. .. 0.1
Alkali Feldspar -- 25.1 31.7 25.2

(orthoclase)
Lime-Alkali Feldspar 1.2 17.4 15.3 14.1

(plagioclase)
Biotite -- 7.0 4.4 4.8
Chlorite -- 0.7 2.0 1.3
Volcanic Glass -- 6.4 3.2 3.9
Zircon -- 0.3 2.0 1.2
Altered Feldspar -- 33.4 37.8 31.3
Opaque Minerals -- 3.3 0.8 1.5
Rutile .. .. trace trace

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(a) Based on the examination of 300 particles in each sieve fraction.

(b) BasEd on grading of the sand and on the distribution of constituents

by sieve fractions shown at the left above.
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The sand betvon 2.380 and l.l6 ma (A) conststq
predoainantly of acid volcanic grains, probably rhyolita, with miner
asounts of pink quartsite, clear quartz, and ferruginous micacrous shist.
Very small a&ounts of gray limestone, fine grained sandstone, granito,
pmee, plagioclase feldspar, and caliche are also present. The colors of
the acid volcan-ic grains include pink, red, violet, and pAle yollo-Amsh-
ornge. The grains aro soft and can be broken eaji1y with slight proci-
sure. So-ae of the volcanic granules are porphyritic and contain qu!rt
and hornblende phenocry-ats embedded in a den.:, groundrass. T1,a qu.\rti
phenocrysts are short stubby hoxagonal cry-stals terninated by eriailly
developd pyrcnid faces; quarts of this type i known as "high" qr'artz
or *beta quartz and u probably forued above 573%C. The ferruginous
aicacoous schists are vaferlike, soft, and foliated and break esily in
a direction at right angles to the foliation. In color, they are gray,
grayish red purple, and very dusky red purple.

The sand bet Teen 0.175 and 0.149 in (B) consists
principally of feldspar, with minor &xnowits of qu-rts, biotito, opsquo.
ainerals (probably magnetite), and volcanlc glass. Very small arounts
of chlorite and sircon are also presont. Alter nd feld3par grains acc:mnt
for approximately 33 per cent of this portion of the oainple and are aeon
to consist of aggregates of cryptocryttalline silica, soricite, clay
particles, and parts of unaltered feldonpr fragments. May of the altor-A
feldspar grains show myrxTkitic patches. The conparatively fri,, feld-
spar grains consist of orthoclase (cc:- a sanidine) and plagioclane, Tha
composition of the plagioclase probably falls between albite and oligo-
Clase, (Ab9OAnlO), although measureents are difficult because twin
planes, when present, are obscured by alteration products.

The sand between 0.149 and 0,062 mA (C) consist.
Of the same minerals as the sand between 0.175 and 0.149 am. Feldipirl,
in all stages of decomposition, is the major constituent.

Petrographic analysis of the fall-out material
'as made with a petrographic microscope, A number of radioactive fall-
ctt particles from both the surface and underground shots were exaziined
to determine their mineralogical compositions.

The particles smaller than 20 were first re-
Noved from the samples by repeated sedimentations. The larger particles
were then dispersed in a dilute solution of gelatin in water and spread
Over Eastman Kodak nuclear track plates, type NTB. The plates were ex-
Posed for a day or two in a light-tight box and were then removed and
developed. The radioactive particles were easily identified by the halo
Of blackened film around them. These particles were removed by first
60ftenlng the gelatin with a drop of water and then picking up and trans-
ferring the particles, with forceps, to clean glass slides.
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Most0 of the active particles examined were about

50 to A00L pIn diameter. The particles were composed exclusively of
glass with varying amounts of included mineral fragments.

Approximately 1 to 4 per cent of the particles
were glassy spheres ranging in size up to about 40 k in diameter. Moet
of these spheres were transparent and were either colorless or a palo
blue-green or amber color. Occasionally one was found which bad a black
pitch-like appearance. A few of the glassy particles exhibited tear-
drop shapes.

Most of the radioactive particles were irregutar
shaped, white to gray colored, translucent to opaque, and had a super-
ficial resemblance to the mineral grains with which they were nixed.
However, upon crushing these particles they were found to be glass with
sone included small mineral grains. The opacity of the particles was
due to many included bubbles and tube-like cavities* The vtineral frag.
ments included amount to 5 to 20 per cent by volume of the total particle,
but were too small to be identified positively except in one instance
in which a fragment was found to be quartz. 4owever, the fragments had
indices of refraction and birefringencies close to those of quartz and
the feldspar.. Since about 85 per cent of the soil near the shot points
was composed of these minerals, it seems probable that most of the crys-
talline material included in the glass was quartz and feldspar. These
fragments were angular and showed no signs of fusion. Apparently the
vaporous material in the ball of fire condensed upon these fragments
during the cooling stage of the cloud.

The number of radioactive particles was less than
1 per cent of the total number of grains on the plate. Judging from the
sizes and intensities of the darkened areas of the film around the active
particles, the intensity of radiation is apparently not proportional to
the site of the particle.

4.1.4.2 Siectrohesmical Ananes

The following samples were analyzed speotrochem-
icallys

1. Soil, 0 to 3-in, level.
2. Soil, 17-ft level.
3. Fused glassy spheres from the surface shot.

Fused glassy spheres from the underground
shot.

5. Irregular, tramilucent grains from the under-
ground shot.
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Those results are presented in Table 4.7 and show
a close correlation between the elemental composition or the soil and the
active fall-out particles.

TABLE 4.7

Spectrochemical Analysis of Soil and Fall-out

Soil Sample from Irregular

Underground Site Glassy Spheres Translucent
I Grains

(a) Underground Underground
Element 0 to 3-3m. 17-ft Surface Shot Shot Shot

Al V.s. V... S S S
B T T N.D. N.D. N.D.
Ba T T T T T
C W N N.D. N.D. N.D.
Ca V.S. V.S. V.S. V.S. V.S.
Or T T T W V
Cu T T W W W
Fe S S S S S
Ga T W N.D. N.D. N.D.
K x M N.D. W W
M9 V.S. V.S. S S S
Mn x V W W W
Na M M S S S
Ni T T T T T
Si V.S. V.S. V.S. V.S. V.S.
Sr T T T T W
Ti W W N.D. U W
V T T N.D. N.D. N.D.
Zr N.D. T T T T

(a) T= 0.001 - 0.01% W " 0.01 - .1% U - 0.1 1%
S = 1. - 10% V.S. = <10% N.D. = Not Detected

4.1.4.3 Size-weight Distributions

A sieve and hydrometer analysis was made on soil
8smples from the underground shot site taken at the following depthss

0 to 3 in., 5 to 6 ft, and 17 ft. The sample from each depth was passed
through sieves including, and coarser than, No. 4. A representative por-
tion of the material passing the No. 4 sieve was oven dried and a 100 g
Of the dried fraction was slaked overnight in water. The soil was then
dispersed in an electric mixbi: for about i min and then tested for
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gradation of th. fines by making up a I liter suspension in a cylinder 8.
measuring the specific gravity of tho suspension with a soil hydrometer.
The suspension included gum arabic in solution as a deflocculsting agent,
After the hydrometer test, the same soil fraction wee washed through a
No. 270 mesh sieve, the retained material dried and a dry sieve analypi,
made. The co-plete analysis was computed from the results of prelim inA
acreoning, dry sieve analysis of soil retaiLed on the No. 270 sieve, A
the hydrometer test.

A size analysis was also done on both pre-test
soil and fall-cut by the p pette method essentially as used by the U. S.
Dopartzent of Agriculture.t In this r othod, the SSeple piZsing a 2-"
sieve is treated with hydrogen peroxide, vashed and filtered through a
porcolain filter to remove organic matter. The sand is separatod from
the silt and clay by ,vaehltng the dispersed sBr.:ple t~hrough a 300 r.esh
sieve. Sodium metaphosphate is used as the dispersing agent. The str~d
frections are separsted by sieving cnd the 20-, 5-, end 2-L fractions are
obtained by sedimentation and pipetting. The oven-dry, organic-free
sample ueight is used as the base weight for calculating the percentages
of the various fractions.

The method used ditffGred from that described 6 in
tb!t a 2-r- rectangular.-holed sieve was used instead of a 2-:t round-
bol'd siove; a Coors filter cylinder, porosity No. 5, Yas uE - P!stead
of a Pasteur-Chamberlain filter of OF" fineness, and ham sieving was
used instead of a mechanical shaker.

The results of the analyses are summarized in
Tables 4.8 and 4.9 and in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7.

TABLE 4.8

Sieve and Hydrometer Analysis of Pre-test Soil Sasples
at Underground Shot Site

Depth at which Sample Taken

Size 0 to 3in to 6 ft 117 f

GRLtVEL
(per cent less than stated size)

2-in. -- 100 -

08 200

V.J. Kilmer and L. T. Alexander, "Lethods of aking techanical Analysis

of Soils", Soil Science, LIVIII (1949), 15-24.
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TABLE 4.8 (Continued)

Sieve and Hydrc-eter Analysi3 of Pro-test Soil Samples
at Underground Shot Site

Depth at Which Sanpls Taken

Size Oto 3 in.I 5 jto6 ft 17 ft

GRAVEL

(22r cent less than stated size)31.- -in. 100 9'7 98-
1/2-in. 98 94 95

" SA[D

_ ____(per cent lens thpm stated size)

No. 4 Sieve 91 88 80
No. 10 Sieve 84 83 65
No. 30 Sieve 77 73 42
No. 60 Sieve 68 58 27

SILT OR CLAI
(per cent less than stated site)

No. 270 Sieve 20 22 9
2 1Ai 5 . ..7 . . . 1

4.1.4.4 QUAale

The less than 2 j. fraction of the surface soil
from surface shot sero was used for a clay analysis by X-ray diffraction.
This fraction was obtained as follows: the material passing a 2-=
Sieve was dispersed for 10 min with ditilled water in a nechamical dis-
persion cup fitted with baffles. The suspension was then elo.i to
settle in a tall, atraight-sided glass vessel until particles groater
than 2 1 effective diameter had settled out beyond the desired depth.
The suspension containing the less than 2 ji particles was siphoned off.
The remaining material was again shaken with water and allowad to settle
and then siphoned off. This process was repeated until the liquid
appeared fairly clear after the required settling time. The suspension
removed by siphoning was concontrated by means of the Coors porcelain
filter and by supercentrifugation. After concentration the less than
2 1 material was dried with the s4d of an infrared lamp, and ground to
pess a 60-mesh sieve.
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TABLE 4.9

Comparison of Particle Size Distribution (by Weight) of Pre-tvt Soil
Samples and Fell-out Determined by Sieve and Pipette Analysis

.--- la- Cxrl- Mua

!Actual tive Actual tive Actual tire

'ractin IPer Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent jPer Cent Per Cent 1

____ _ _ ___ ____ ___ ___ SAND

Very coarse
2-l T 30,58 99.27 37.79 99.38 28.84 100.54

Coarse
1-0.5 m 8.81 68.69 9.45 61.59 8.80 71.70

Uadium
0.5-0.25 mm 0.48 59.88 0.78 52.14 0.39 62.90
Fine
0.25-O.1 m 27.52 59.40 22.43 51.36 7.28 62.51
Very fine
o.l-0.0 a 11.25 31.88 _ . 2.9) I .,10 _ 5.Z

SILT

0.05-0,02x4 8.58 20.63 7.02 19.07 19e60 41.13
20-5 3.52 12.05 4.83 12.05 10.07 21.53
5-2 2.67 8.53__ 1.93 7.22 4.17 11.46

CLAY
2-1 , 1.17 5.86 0.50 5.29 2.00 7.29
< . 4.69 4.69 .79 ... 9 1

(a) Soil samples taken 0-30 ft from U-zero.

(b) UF1 = Fall-out from the station 300 yd north of U-zero on north leg.

(c) UG3 = All-out from the station 600 yd north of U-zero and 300 yd

west of north leg.

X-ray diffraction patterns were determined on
this miatrial untreated and after glycerol .olvation. The results of
this analysis are tabulated In Table 4.10.

The 3.34 and 3.04 1 lines indicate th presence
of orthoclase and the 9.93, 4.47, 3.34, 2.58, 1.93, and 1.49 1 lines in-
dicete the prevence of a biotite-muscovite-hydrous mica-type nineral.
The lack of a 17.7 2line with glycerol rolvation indicates absence of
montmorillonite, end the lack of a 7.2 I line indicates the absence of
knolinite.
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TABLE 4.10

X-ray Diffraction Data

Wave Length
(1) Intennity

9.93 Very Very Weak
4.47 Broad Strong
3.34 Strong
3.04 Strong
2.58 Broad Strong
2.28 Medium
2.125 Weak
2.090 Weak
1.93 Broad
1.907 Moderato
1.870 Moderate
1.814 Moderate
1.541 Very Weak
1.498 Strong
1.372 Wealk
1.291 Weak

Differential thermal analysis is a useful technique
it identifying the clay mineral fraction. The principle involved is that
the release of water (which appears as endothermic breaks in the differen-
tial curves) at a temperature above 2000 C takes place at a specific tem-
Perature for each mineral. The apparatus used in the analysis was described
by Pge.7 The apparatus records the temperature at which a temperature
change takes place in the sample relative to the temperature change in an
anhydrous reference material (e.g., aluminum oxide) which is being heated
at the same rate.

The endothermic break around 1300C on the differ-
Ontial analysis curve (Fig. 4.8) indicates the presence of hydrous mica
or ontmorillonite. The emothermic break at 8000C probably indicates a
trace of chlorite. This analysis also confirms the absence of kaolinite.

Electron micrographs were made of the less than
2 I fraction of the soil obtained from the 17-ft depth at the undergrounA

J. B. Page, 'Differential Thermal Analysis of Montmorllonite*, Soil

, LI (1943), Z73-283.
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Fig. 4.8 Differential Thersual Analysis of Pre-test Soil (< 2 p Fraction)
from 17-ft D=;pth Underground Site

chot site. The less than 2 .i fraction Kas obtained by auceeanive sedie.
tations as described above. Aliquots of the rvp-nion reroved by aiphi.
ing were dispersed by one of the follo.-ing LatxObds rAdition of sodium
rotaphosphato plus sodiun carbonate, ultrasoration, and addition of
sodium Lstaphosphate plus sodium carbonate after the colloid had been
washed azd filtered three times usIng ater as the washing agent.

After any of the above treatments, the suspenwicms
were placed overnight in a shaking macbine at 120 oscillations per minute.
After shaking, the suspensions were dispersed as ez aerosol and collected
on electron microscope grids and on optical slides using the oscillating
thermal precipitator.

Positive identification of slay minerals with ti.
elcatron microscope is not, at present, coiplntely possible. Ho'ewver,
in combination with otber etbods (chemical, optical, thermal, and X-ray)
olectron micrographs are helpful in establishing the presence or absence
of certain clay types. In this instsnce, kaolinite %as not found, con-
firring the results obtained by X-ray diffraction and therral analysis.
A trace of a mineral vhich resembled halloysite was found. The bulk of
the Lateriml appeared to be primary mineral fragments rather than clay
r.nerals.

Il



A dehydration ctu've (Fig. 4.9) was run on the
les than 2 x fraction of soil from the 17-ft depth of the underground
shot site. The data obtained from this curve were not specific or char-
actrlatic enough to pernit identification of the clay components.

4.1.4.5 &8iSAu0sio

The petrographic eraninition indicated th.:t all
the sctive particles were of a fuaed gla3sy material. The spectrochonical
analyses showed that they were of the sAme elonntal conposition as the
paront soil except that boron and carbon were missing. Their absenco
protably occurred becau-e they are more readily volatilized.

The analysee of the less than 2 pt pre-test soil
fraction by.X-ray diffraction, differential the3rmal analysis, electron
sleroscopy and dehydration indicated that this material had the following
approrinate composition: 30 to 50 pqr cent poorly crystalline hydrous
mica type clay mineral, traces of chlorite an possibly halloysite, end
finely divided primary mineral fragments.

The particle size distribution curves for the
0 to 30 ft pro-test sample and the UF and UG3 fall-out sasples ar) re-
markably similar in shape. Consideration of these curves seacs to in-
dicate that the effect of fracturing on particle size is minimal and that
the decrease in median diameters is due mainly to a sedtnzntation effect.
A detailed study of the greater than 2 zm fraction, necessary for the
proper evaluation of the extent of fracturing in soil particles, was not
lade.

4.2 FALL-OUT DIMTR!BUTION

4.2.1 Tim Distribution of F'afl-ot

In investigating the time distribution of fall-out from the
differential fall-out wheels, it was necessary to measure the radioactivity

continuously around them beginning at the sectors exposed at shot time.
To accomplish this a special housing and probe for the differential fall-
Out wheels were designed (Fig. 4.10). The housing was circular and a few

itnches larger in diameter than the wheels. It contained a turntable which
could be rotated by a knob extending through the housing and engaging the
turntable on its periphery. By means of a series of equally-spaced notches
OU the periphery the turntable could be repeatedly rotated one-eightieth
of a revolutio, at a time.

The top of the housing was made removable for placing the

differential fall-out wheels on the turntable. The housing completely
- /4 -
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Fig. 4.10 Differentia] ?all-Out Couxting Apaatus
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enclosed the turntable and wheel except for a radial section cut into the
top for the probe. The window of the probe wee 0.5 mil aluaiLum foil axd

rested 0.625 in. above the surface of the differential fall-out wheel.
This window was 10 in. long and tapered im width from 0.25 in. near the
center of the wheel to 1 in. at the periphery. The window was partially
shielded by aluminum from all parts of the under.ylng differential fall-
out wheel except for the sector directly beneath the window.

The probe was the gas-flow, proportional counting type
that used a mixture of 90 per cent argon and 10 per cent carbon dioxide.
A three-.,tage feedback pre-aplifier hich fed into an Atomic Instrument
Compaey scaler was built into the probe.

In the first step of the counting procedure, the top of the

housing was removed and the wheel placed on the turntable with its start-r.
mark dirctly beneath the probe window. The top of the housing nnd the
probe were then replaced. By successively taking a 1 rin count at each
of the eighty positions around the vThtel, a reliable m3asure of the rela-
tive distribution of the radioactivity was obt,ired. Because of the high
level of radioactivity on some of the underground shot wheels, it uns
necessary to use a 1/16 in. aluminum absorber over the counting rndow.

From the relative distribution of the ridicp.ctivity around
the wheels and the times of their rotation, graphs were constxructed show-
ing the variation of fall-out with time.

To make a qualitative comparison of the activity on the
wheels at different stations, all the counting data were corrected for
docay hack to shot time plus I day by use of decay curves prepared from
surf.ace and underground shot fall-out samples by the Nuclear and Physical
Cheaistry Branch of the USRDL. Attention is called to the fact that
some of the wheels were counted ,ith an abscrber which makes it impossible
to compare them directly with others counted without an absorber. Due
to the heterogeneity of the fall-out sainples, no unique correction factor
was found which could be applied to the counts made with an absorber to
comp3nsate for the effect of the absorber.

It should bs emphasized that the gruphs are reliable only
in indicating the time of mayium collection of rdioactivity on the
whcels. The width of the peaks on the griphs are exaggerated by the un-
absorbed gamma radiation from the more radioactive sectors of the wheel
which caused an increase in the counting rate of the adjacent sectors.
Also, the magnitudes of the largest maxira are unreliable since the

counting rates were so high that appreciable coincidence :Iosses occu'ur&.

Following the surface shot, the fall-out tas distributed

in a long narrow swath extending north from the shot point. The line of
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jfferentlal fall-out collectors extending N1OE from th shot point fell
,jtbin the edge of this fall-out area. Of those collectors only two re-
gieved a significant amount of fall-out and operated satinfactorily. The
.'ta from these two Stations, Nos. 29 and 33, have been plotted and aro
oton in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12.

From Fig. 4.11, it is appqrent that tha rzdicactiva fall-
nt reaching Station 29 arrived in twro major vavos. The duration of the
fIrst wave was apparently from approxtiatoly 8 to 23 min after shot tL-,
ad the second from about 60 to 100 min after Phot tL:ne. Considerin,
. at the distance of thim station was 14,000 ft frc.m the shot polut, it
Ls evident that the initial fell-out miut have travelcd vith an ayero-,
Sorizontl speed of about 20 mph to reach the station in 8 min.

From an ir:.pection of the graph for Station 33 (Fig. 4.12),
it is seen that practically all the activity reached the station in one
uJor wave which arrived about 10 ain after tha shot. Since Station 33
a located 20,000 ft from the shot point, the initial wave of fall-out
rat have been traveling with an average horizontal speed of about 23 mph.

Following the surface shot, the atomic cloud rose to a
)ight of .1,000 ft above sea level. At this elevatln, th wind bad a
"locity of about 40 mph, N20°E. The velocity of the surJnc- KLnd rev
Z!Y 2 mph. It is evident that the fell-out raterial must have been
'ransported by the high velocity winds aloft r-ather than by the st 7fac)
trlds to reach the outer stations in the observed time.

The complete absence at Station 33 of the second wave of
fall-out, so well developed at Station 29, is surprising. However, during
2e laboratory examination of the fall-out samples from these stations,
I was found that practically all the rsdioactivity in each sample was
'eOunted for by a very few, intensely radioactive, glass spheres approxi-

4tely 0.5 to 2 am in diameter. Each of these spheres was sufficiently
lCtive to cause a maximum in the graphs. This meager number of radioactiva
0ticles in the fall-out introduces a large elenent of randomness into
.0 fall-out distribution, which factor makes correlation between adjacent'tttione difficult. This difficulty was not encountered at the under-

11?0und shot where each sample contained a large number of radioactive
ticles.

The apparent increase of activity at the end of the graph
t Station 33 is typical of most of the graphs. It is caused by the
k4bSorbed radiation from the highly radioactive material on the first

ort Of the wheel. This material increases the counting rate of the
%Ctor to which it is adjacent at the end of the run.
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The fall-out from the underground shot was distributed it

a broad area extending generally NNE of the shot point. Included withiz

this area were two lines of differential fall-out collectors extending
15O and N35*E from the shot potint. Data from the differential fall--ut

collectors located at Stntions 102, 108, 129, 133, and 134 were success,
fully obtained: the resulting graphs are shown in Figs. 4.13 to 4.17.

From the graph for Station 102, it is seen that most of tka
activity apparently fell out in three waves which passed the stetion at

about 0.5, 2, and 4 tin follovtng shot time. The fall-out at Station Ice

apparently continued over a greater length of time, mqxmum fall-out

occurring at about 1.25, 4, 8, and 10 mim following shot time. Slstiorv IC
and 108 ware situated adjacent to each other at distances of 2,00 and

3,000 ft from the shot point, respectively. Fowever, there is no apparezt
correlation between faL-out arrival times at the two stations. It iA ot

possible to compute accurately the average horizontAl velocity of the

initial fall-(at material from the shot Point to these stations as the

uncartainty in the starting times of the Theels vax-ied from 10 to 30 see,

an appreciable fraction of the time which ela<:od between the shot and the

arrival of the first fall-out.

Stations 102 and 108 were located clove noughi to the shot

point to be vithin the area affected by the base surge and thZow-cut frou

the shot. Photographs show natnrial falling from the cloud into T-hi

area in streamers and irregular clumps. This probably account- fo h e

apparent irregularity and lack of correlation of the fall-out dis'ributiol

for these two stations.

From the graphs for Stations 129 and 133, located 14,000

and 20,000 ft, respectively, from the shot point, it is seen that most

of the radioactive fall-out arrived in one wave which reached Station 129

at approximately 7 min, and Station 133 at approximately 6 min, after

shot time. Why the fall-out should reach the more distant station first

is inexplicable. These arrival times indicate an averge horizontal

velocity of the fall-out material of 23 and 38 uph to Stations 129 and

133, respectively, from the shot point. The top of the cloud at the under-

ground shot reached an elevation of approximately 9,000 ft above sea level.

At this elevation, the wind velocity was about 21 tph in the direction

N40°E (Stations 129 and 133 were N5° from the shot point). At lower

elevations the wind velocity ras even less and decreased to 4.5 nph at the
surface. While it seems possible the initial fall-out material could have

tK:en carried by the high winds and have arrived at Station 129 in about

7 min (giving an average velocity of 23 mph), it is highly unlikely the

fall-out could have reached Station 133 in 6 min. This anomalous arrival

time casts some doubt on the accuracy of the timing at Station 133.

The initial arrival time of the fall-out at Station 134 was

not well defined.
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A series of mall fall-outs, indicated by minor maxima ia

the latter part of the graph& for Stations 129, 133, end 134, occu~-red
following t,e passage of the main body of fall-out at Stations 129 and

133. There was apparently some pattern to these maxima which could be

correlated fairly well between these stations. A few of the correspond.
ing points on each curve have been indicated on the graphs by numbers 1

through 6. By measuring the differencos of arrival times for eech cor.
responding point at each station, and taking into account the geometrical
arrangement of the stations, it is possible by simple trigonometry to Ca.
culate the horizontal speed and direction of travel of the radioactive

naterial represented by these points. From theme calculations the reac,.,

of the radioactive material . 4 to 6 mph in the direction N106E to N3 00C '

The surface wind is reported as 4.5 mph in the direction N30 0E. It seem

probably that these secondary perturbations are due to radioactive uateal
carried along by surface winds.

1+.2.2 Atq DistrIbution 2f Fall-ot

The purpose of this study was to determine the pattern of

fall-out from both the surface and underground explosions in terms o0

specific activity, weight, and particle size. To accomplish this purpoe,
over 100 collecting devices were placed around each test site. The array
of stations and their designations are shown in Fig. 4.18. After each

explosion field readings of the gamma intensity were taken at each statim

using the standard U. S. Army AN/PDR/TIB 3 ft from the ground. The ma-

torial in the collectors ws removed from those stations which experienced

significant fall-out end taken to the field laboratory where readings of

both the beta plus gamma and the gamma intensities were taken with a

Beckman Ionization Chamber (M X-4) at a distance of 3 in. The former

readings are referred to as Field Gamma Readings while the latter are re-

ferred to as Plate Beta plus Gamma Readings and Plate Gama Readings.

Samples showing appreciable radiation intensity were shipped

to the USNRDL where each sample was separated into fifteen size fractions

by sieving, and the radiation intensity and the weight of each fraction

measured. Because the moisture content of the samples was of the order

of one per cent, its contribution to the weight was neglected. The count-

ing was done with proportional gas-flow counters through a 200 xg. alummiv

absorber. The data obtained are given in Appendix D. Any interpretation

given to these values other than their relationship to each other is

meaningless.

Table 4.1i summarizes the measurements made at the test

site. These measurements have been corrected to 1 hr after the respective

explosions according to the standard formula A1 = 2 (tl/t 2 )l' 2 .
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TAB L 4.11

Field ar. T.bora',try Measursmants of iaton Intensities
from Fall-out Traysk* )

GnpOam Reading, G A.,in. Rr adingj Gtua Reading

34,+ttou i PAtN No. (mr/hr') (Kmr/h) (mr/h')
SURFACE SHOT

A A-1 26
2-2

A-3 27

A -5 10
A-6
A-? 5A-8

A-9 5

B B-1 210
B-2 160
B-3 160
B-4
B-5 51
B-6
B-7 26
B-S
B-9 8

C C-1 11I0

0-2 520
0-3 780
0-4
C-5 260
0-6
C-7 51
c-8
O-9 10

D D-1 26,000 3,500 121,000
D-2 7,800
D-3 10,000
D-4 800
D-5 ,I0
D-6
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TABLI 4.11 (Continued)

Field and Laboratory Measurements of iation Intensities
from Fal-out Traysu)

Field Plate Plate Beta plus
Gamma Re.tding GCmma Reading Geima ReadingStation Plate, No. (F/ , rx-Ir) I / L__

SURFACE SHOT

D-7 190
D-8
D-9 32

I E-2 53,000 1,800 4,400
E-3 76,000 2,700 16,000
E-4 960
Z-5 3,300
F,-6

E-7 320
E-8
E-9 53

F F-I 540,000 71,000 390,000
F-2 11,000

F-3 200,000 30P000 400000
F-4 50000
F-5 2,500
F-6

F-7 340
7-8

F-9

G G-1 200,000 14,000 160,000
G-2 3,300
G-3 460,000 39,000
G-4 100
G-5 16,000
G-6
G-7 330
G-8
G-9 112

H H-I 160,000 6,900 35,000
H-2 1,300
H-3 340,000 47,000 530,000
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TABLE 4.11 (Continusd)

Field and Laboratory Measurements of Fdation Intensities
from Fall-out Trays

I Field Plate Plate Beta plus
Gama Reading Gwama Reading Gamna Reading

Station Plate No. (mrihr) (mr/hr) (9r/0r)

SURFACF, SHOT11
H-4 60 161
H-5 67,000 9,100 92000
H[-6
H-7 4560
H-9 3.20

I-I 88,000 1,400 2,900
1-2 890
1-3 340,000 53,000 580VOW
I-4 101-5 89000 i0,000 75,.000
1-6

1-7 1,300
I-3
1-9 110

N N-2 110,000 11,000 79,000
N-3 110,000 9,400 88000
N-4 310,000 14,000 92,000
N-5 661,000 -_ 3,500 23,000

UNDERGROUND SHOT

A A-I
A-2
A-3 1,600
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9

B B-i
B-2
B-3
B-4
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TABLE 4.11 (Continued)

ield and Laboratory Measurements of Radiation Intensities

from Fall-out Trays(a)

Field Plate Plate Beta plus
Gamma Reading Gama Reading Gamma Reading

Station Plate No. (r/hr) mr/hr (mr/br)

UMh)ERGROUND cj-,OT

B-5 400
B-6
B-7 120
B-S
B-9 60

C C-I 10,0000
c-2
C-3 4,000
C-4
0-5 1,000
c-6
0-7 200
C-8 360
C-9 75

D D-1 660,000 637,000 1,400,0OO
D-2 210,000 25,000 160,000

D-3 140,000 10,000 96,000
D-'4 7,600
D-5 3,100
D-6 1,800
D-7 510
D- 510
D-9 360

1 s-2 430,000 86,000 310,000
D-3 250,000 Tray buried
3-4 130,00 5,800 140,000
E.5 31,000 3,200 41,000
z-6 3,000
E-7 1,800
E-8
3-9 220

F F-1 3,400,000 1,200,000 3,0OO,000
F-2 1p300pOO0 170 000 1 400,000
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TABLE 4.11 (Continued)

Field and Labora tory Measurem~ents of latio1 Intensities
from Fall--out TraysalI Field plate PlAte Beta plu's

Gax-,ia Reading Garna Roadirg Gamma Reading
Station Plate So. (mrh)(r/hr) (Ur/br)

________ ________ UXND-ERGR0UN SHOT_________

360,000 75,000 560,000

F-5 29,.000 2,900 37,000
F-6 1 6,800 340 510
1P-7 4,100
7-8 1,9700
F-9 260

G G-1 820,000 77,000 900,0000
G2420,000 74,000 790,000
G3230,9000 22,0000 190,000

G-4 51,0(X) 3.,800 34,000
G-5 22,9000 3#000 41,000

G615,000 170 860
G-7 6,O100
G-8 14,000
G-9 3,100

H- 10OO74,000 640,000
HW2 510,000100 wo
H-3 220,000 .45,.000 600,000
H-4 34,000 4,200 57,9000
H-5 41,000 4,600 78,000
H-6 17,000 520 4,*300
H-7 10,000
H4S 5,100
H-9 2,400 1,400 20,000

1-i 100000 .62,9000 720,000
1-2 260,000 34,000 430,000
1-3 1,000000 120,000 1,400,000
1-4 170,000 34,000 160,000
1-5 340,000 21,000 240,000
1-6 26,000 3,00 34,000
1407 30,000 1,700 28,000
1-8 34,000 5,600 120000
1-9 5,100 ______ ________
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TABI' 4,.11 (Continued)

7iol2 and Laborator Mn,, urments of Radiation Intensities
fri ?2'all-out Trays(&)

Field 1oPlate Plate Beta P

214112A Plat 12 , (mr/hr) .- _ ( r)(,r

UNDERGROUND SHOT

N-3 270,000 21,000 410,000
N-4 400,000 36,000 550,000-5340,000 29,000 530,000

NX NE-i 340
KE-3 340
NE-4 1,700
N1-5 17,000 3,500 52,000

]' Z1-iE' -3

500

I W-3 50
1-4 70
W5 50

N9 NW-5 820

(a) Blan in the columns indicate, no measurable activity on the plate.

Comparison of columns 3 and 4 of Table 4.11 is significant
only if the over-all counting efficiencies of the M X-4 at 3 in. and the
TIB at 3 ft are considered. For a 1 ft-oquare sample, the ratio of these
cotnting efficiencies is approximately 50, i.e., for a given sample the
K X-4 at 3 in. indicates fifty times as great a value as the TIB at 3 ft.
Therefore, the contribution of a square foot of sample to the general
radiation field 3 ft above it is approximately equal to the plate reading
(column 4, Table 4.11) divided by fifty.

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the field gama readings and the
plate gamma readings as a function of location for the surface explosion.
Similarly, Figs. 4.21 and 4.22 show the field gaym and plate gamma Talus$
for the underground explosion. Field gemma readings were obtained pri-
warily at the collector stations; however, extrapolation of lines beyond
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the station array was accomplished by use of other sources, such as

monitorts data and telemeter readirgs.

Figures 4.23 and 4.24, respectively, show the total mass
distribution of the samples nollected at the surface and underground
explosions. Figures 4.25 through 4.28 show the distribution of total
activity and of specific activity for both explosions. These graphs
were plotted using the values shown in the tables in Appendix D.
Figures 4.29 and 4.30 are graphs of the percentage of total station activ-
ity found in particles less than 74 .L for the two explosions. The mass
distributions by particle size for the underground shot are sho=n in
Figs. 4.31 to 4.34 and for the surface explosion in Figs. 4.35 to 4.38.

In the underground explosion a base surge formed an the
main column began to settle back to earth. An estimation of the maximum
extent of the base surge was made using binoculars containing a reticle.
This visual estimation compared well with a well defined dust pattern
later found on the ground in the cross wind direction. The dust pattern
extended about 400 yd up wind from ground zero and about 750 yd cross wind
in both directions. Down wind, the boundaries of the dust pattern were
not clearly defined. In the up wind and cross wind directions, all of
the contaminated material was found within the dust pattern; however, the
radiation field extended well beyond the boundary of the pattern.

The particle size of the contaminant is significant in con-
taaination-decontamination studies. For the surface explosion, no more
than one per cent of the activity was found in the particles under 75 IL
in diameter. The percentage of activity in the fraction under 75 p. was
fairly constant and independent of the distance from ground zero. For
the underground explosion the percentage of activity in the particles
Under 75 p. in diameter ranged from 0.5 to 40, and varied directly with
the distance from ground sero.

The above observations suggest that it would be easier to
decontaminate objects subjected to contamination from a surface burst
than those contaminated by an underground burst; this was generally found
to be true.
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CHAPTFR 5

CON CLUSIQNS

5.1 SU"MARY OF &IPOJLT

~~5.1.1 Ptic1L $i ~n

The welghtcd totel collection median diameters and gmoxetrlc
deviations of parttculate matter 2ol'ictcd in the aerosol sonipler and on
the differential fall-out collector electron i-.rcroscope grids are si narined
in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1

Swmmary of Median Dinneter Detelrinationo

Geoc-etric
Med4in Geonetric

Sample (j ) Deviation

Gross Aerosol 0.22 1 3.1
Sample
EM Grids

Gross DFO 0.22 4.0
IM Grids

Radioactive Fraction 1.4 2.2
Aerosol Sample

All aerosol measurementn are for the underground shot only.
No samples were collected during the surface shot since the path of the
Cloud lay between two of the legs of the instrument layout and was not
wide enough to contrlbute significantly to the aerosol collection.

In evaluating these results, it must be remembered that
the particle size distributions obtained are alvyv greatly influenced
by both the collection and the analytical methods employed. At this time,
there is no known method for sampling and analyzing aerosols with as wide
4 spread of particle size as was encountered in this investigation. The
apparent difference in median particle diameter between the gross and
radioactive samples was undoubtedly due to the difference in analytical
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procedures. The radioactive particles were measured under an optical
microscope with conditions limiting resolution to 0.5 while the gross
samples were measured under the electron microscope whose limit of recol.
tion is probably two orders of magnitude better. It has also been deter.
Pined that size frequency distributions of the same sample made under dit.
ferent magnifications with the electron micrcscope show a decreasing Md(j
with increasing magnification. Two factors probably are responsible fcr
this effect:

1. More soall particles become visible r-ith highor asr.
fication.

2. Larger particles are automatically discri minated agalt
when their apparent dimensions approach that of the viewing area.

As an exr_7.,1e, it was noted that the maximum sizes recorded
for the aerosol samples vrere 8 LL xhen moaRirc'd optically and 1.5 t when
zoasured on electron micrographm.

Another factor to consider is the bias contributed by the
sampling instruments. For instance, thermal L o-.a tAtors will not collet
particles much greater than 8 4 . As stated previ-)nly the DFO eec'ron
vicroscope grids were not covered with carbowsx as were th-be gl.'., sectors,
and when they wnre col 'ctmd it ras observed that they looked r-'.h'cleansr'
tla the surrounding area. With the DVO collector, difforerces in surface
conditions resulted in poor collection efficicfncies for particle, ?Arger
than a few microns in diameter.

It can be shown by an independent measuremont, however,
that the values in Table 5.1 are not as greatly biased by the inefficien-
cies of collection for large particles as might be assumed. Consider the
particle size distribution of the fall-out sample labeled UG3 in Sec-
tion 4.1.4. This distribution covers the entire range of particle sizes
from the class interval 0 to 1 4 to the class interval 1 to 2 mm. It was
obtained by platting the weights of the particle size fractions separated
by a combination of sieve and sedimentation iothods. If this distribu-
tion be converted to one in terms of numbers of particles per size frac-
tion, which is the manner in which the direct measLrement data are usually
presented, the interesting result of a modian particle diameter less than
I j is found. In making this conversion, the per cent by weight, Pw, of
the particles in a given class interval divided by the cube of their
diartater was taken as a measure, N, of the number of particles in the in-
terval (see Table 5.2).

Table 5.2 shows that the size fraction below 1 A repreventi
approximately 95 per cent of all the pnrticles by number. It seems then
that the measurements made from the electron micrographs are not greatly
biased by the collection method but rather by the analytical method, and
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could conceivably be smaller than reported. This hypothesis becomes rort
credible when it is noted that, no matter how sensitive is the method of
detection used, the mode of the size frequency distribution curve alway
crorda the nini un particle size interval. The standard procedure of
plotting logarithms of particle diameters attempts to compensate for this
effect.

Another interesting result of the radioactive particle me.
urenente is the estimate of the concentrations of a.rborne rRe.'.oqctivity
c.ntributed by the 0 to 8 u particlcs. Since tbis partic e ase r"n. :
tnporte.nt from the point of view of inba1,t~on hazard, this et.'.-te T

farnish mn indication of the eerloxnes- of the prohlem with .n andngr
dntonation. The values given in 3act ton 4.1.1 are artally avr,.*ed ove,
the first 3 hr by virtue of the fact that the instrur.-inta otrate' during
this period. The acvu-l oncentrationn in tV' cloud are dtfilcmt to e
unte. Houver, the time dif fc-ntlal dat of Section /.2.1 indicate t',At
th heavy concontrations arri-ad nt !no- of the stations within a few
P.nutes and "ere of minutes duration. Therefore, the computed concentr4-
tions, wbich varied from 2 x 10"4 p.-curln/-c at Station 1O to 2 x 1O-)
-cturle/cc at Station '30, are ;Lt value:. 7"e CctVal cloud cnneen-

trations rould easily be one or two orders of u£nI ue hiher. It shonQd
be noted that even the v; ni,-vum valueq are rany tires , te- than the
prmnont AC tolnrcnco for i.:4xEt, fCsion products cone-btioc, 'bich is10-9 P.,-curie/Cc.

5.1.2 t L t of Partic le 3isj

The percentage of the total activity and the relative spe-
cific activities of three size fractions of the fall-out material are
summarized in Table 5.3.

TABLE 5.3

Summary of Activity vs Particle Size

Surface Shot Underground Shot
Size of
rection A.c tvity Activity Activity Activity

( ) (%) per Unit Weight (%) per Unit Weight

0 - 2 0 - 1 0 - 0.1 0.5 -1 6 -10
2 - 20 0 - 6 0- 0.3 2- 5 3- 6

> 20 93 - 100 0.01 - 2.0 94 -96 9- 12
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Obviously the bulk of the activity of the fall-out material
is contained in the greater-than-20 j. size frnition. It waA observed in
the surface shot samples that the bulk of the activity in the > 20
fraction could be traced to a few large glassy particles as sho-.n in
Sections 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.2.1, and 4.2.2. Even though the sproad of par-
ticle sizes of the active materlal wa3 greater in the undergrotnd shot
eanples, the active psrtlcle.,j still representcd a sr-ail fraction of the
totpl collection. (See Section 4.1.4.1L

Measurements on the activity per unit weight are given in
arbitrary units because they are only usetul for comparison. It in noted
that for the undergrounrl shot these activities are all of the same order
of magnitude.

Since the total amount of material collected during the
surface shot was small, the reliability of the measurements made is not
as good as that for the underground shot.

5.1.3 ~ ~ . 2o~~to f Fall-ot M&t~rial and C orrelelnEt_

Sougce Material

Although it is difficult to summarize the results presented
in Section 4.1.4 in more conclse form, certain general conclusions way be
presented.

Both the particle size and the composition of the gross fall-
out samples are remarkably similmr to the original materials. Analyses of
the results indicate then little fracturing or soil grains occurred. It
appears that the diminishing median sizA as a function of distance from

zero (Section 4.2.2) is due mainly to sedimentation rather than the frae-

turing of larger particles.

The radioactive fall-out material apparently consisted
Solely of glassy spheres and glassy grains. The glassy particles were
intensely radioactive. Only one or two accounted for all the radioactivity
on some of the surface shot DFO sectors.

The elemental composition of the radioactive particles was
Identical to that of the parent soil with the exception of carbon and
boron whose compounds are easily volAtilized as compared to compounds of
the other elements present. Apparently, the radioactive material was
formed by an intimate mixing of fission products and vaporized material.
There were indications that the mixing was not homogeneous insofar as

fission products were concerned. The following observations during the
analysis of the fall-out samples substantiate the possibility of inhomo-
geneous mixing:
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1. Gross decay curves of samples from different stations
we -s not identical.

2. The ratio of radioactivity measurements with and with t
absorbers were widely different from station to station, and from sector
to sector in the individual DFO collectors.

3. Radlochemical analyses of the three fall-out size frac-
tions show different ratios of fission products in the fractions, partc
larly for Zr, Ba, and Ru.

In comparing these data with those from air burstm, it s
that the particle s..ze of the rsoactivo ,ito-la! ny .....end
tbe concentration of source material in the rb , and seconc.i o
its particle size. At Operation GREENHOUSE the concentration of sor,-q
material wac much smaller than at this operation and the Olartice sii
were also smaller. Fzrther, some of the rr 'o-c~ive fall-oit ma -.eral
at CG.IMNHOUSE consisted of .xre inert coral grains which had been 8wept
into the cloud and upon which small rae~oactive spheres had adhejred.1
Upon such evidence the particle size of the soil involved at this opera-
tion could be expected to affect the size of t.e active airborne material.
This secondary effect -:aa, however, not obe-ed.

5.1.4 Fa1-tu Distribution

5.1*4.1 TDe Dis+tribt!on

The results of the time distribution of fall-out
studies seem erratic at first glance. It is regrettable that mechanicft.
difficulties and timing circuit failures resulted in poor coverage. How-
ever, the two collections from the surface shot and the five from the
underground shot, yield certain conclusions regarding fall-out.

The first heavy wave of fall-out on the surface
shot arrived at Stations 29 and 33 sometime between 8 and 10 min after
shot time. To arrive at that time the material must hare been transportd
by the high velocity winds aloft. A second wave which arrived at Station 2
approximately 60 min after shot time vas not detected at Station 33.

A well-defined heavy fall-out was experienced in
the first few uinutes following the underground shot. The fall-out on
ar6as near the shot probably originated from material in the lower part
of the stem of the cloud, in the base surge, and from throw-out. This

C. E. Adams, F. R. Holden, and N. R. WallAce, "Fall-out Phenomenology',

Greenhouse Report, Annex 6.4.
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fall-out started almost immediately after the shot and persisted for
approximately 5 to 10 min.

The fall-out which occurred at more distant areas
probably originated from material in the higher regions of the cloud,
which was rapidly carried afar by the upper winds. This fall-out arrived
at a point 3 miles from ground zero in about 7 ain, and persisted for
about 10 min.

Following the heavy initial fall-out there were
repeated minor amounts of fall-out decreasing greatly in quantity and
apparently traveling along the ground with the velocity of the surface
wind. These minor fall-outs persisted for at least 2 hr following the
shot, and probably came in part from material of the earlier heavy fall-
out which had been stirred up and carried along by the surface wind.

5.1.4.2 Area Distribution

The area distribution of the fall-out is best
given by Figs. 4.20 and 4.22, which show the radiat'on fields, and by
Figs. 4.23 and 4.24, which show the mass distribution of material, a.ter
the surface and undergrornd shots. It seems evident th-tt the up 7ind and
croas wind dimensions near ground zero are determined by the ex en; of
base surge, and the do,.Tn wind pattern by the wind profile at and follow-
ing time zero.

In the surface explosion, the bulk of the ac-
tivity was found associated with gless spheroids. At stations close to
ground zero larger spheroids predominated, while at remote stations they
were smaller and more numerous. The direct relationship of frequency with
distance, and the inverse relationship of size with distance, were most
pronounced.

In contrast, the activity resulting from the
Utderground explosion was found distributed throughout the gross fall-
out* The radioactive particles could not be distinguished visually except
for some partially fused rocks and large clinkers found near ground zero.
SOme of these clinkers were several inches long. The size fraction con-
taining the greatest percentage of activity was dependent on the location
Of the collector since activity was found in all particle sizes and the
Percentage weight of any size fraction was a function of its distance
from ground zero. Thus at the station 4,000 yd north of ground zero,
40 per cent of the over-all activity was found in the fraction of 74
and under (Fig. 4.30), while at the station 300 yd from ground zero less
thAn 1 per cent of the over-all activity was found in the fraction ' 74 I..
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The specific activity for the surface explosion
increased with distance out to the limits of the experimental array. Thi,
increase indicated the influence of the larger number of smm ll spheroids
at distant stations compared to the smaller number of large fused particle.
close to ground sero. Although the specific activity increased with dia.
tance, the total activity at any one station decreased with distance.
Therefore, the larger quantity of fall-out at short distances overwelzed
the higher specific activity at distant statoions.

For the underground explosion, thn specific ac-
tivity also increased with distance from gro-)nd zero. Rowever, for both
shots the rate of increase was slight beyond 2,500 yd.

The stations located 300 yd from ground zero, in
both the surface and underground explosions, had by far the highest per-
centage of total fall-out along with the lowest specific activities.
Apparently there was very little mixing of radioactive particles and inert
soil at these close stations.

Several isolated area.9 of h-avy fall-out can be
located on Figs. 4.27 and 4.28 for surface and und..rground extplosions,
respectively. These areas indicate true fall-out with cooci-I.c activities
much higher than those found at the 300 yd stat!.oas.

5.2 CONCLUSIONS

1. The median particle diameter of the gross airborne material was
measured as approximately 0.2 IL.

2. The median particle diameter of the radioactive particles was
measured as approximately 1.4 p.

3. The 0 to 8 p fraction contriuted at least 2 x 10- 5 p-curie/cc
to the airborne radioactivity concentrations.

4. The bulk of the radioactivity was contained in the larger than
20 4 diameter particles.

5. Inhomogeneity in radiochemical content -as noted in the fall-out
collection.

6. Pize distribution and mineral content of the fall-out material
were similar to that of the parent material with the size distribution
varying with distance from zero.

7. The radioactive particlen rere observed to be glassy and have
the same elemental composition as the soil except that boron and carbon
were missing.

8. The time distribution studies showed heavy initial concentra-
tions transported by high altitude winds followed by several secondary
waves of material transported by surface winds.
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9. Area distributions we'e found to be determined by the extent of

the base surge and the wind profile.

5.3 RCOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are offerod for those who wAy une-
take similar investigations in the futura:

1. For size-frequency distribution studies, instruments which dis-
criminate against the larger particle sizes are preferable to those which
discriminate against smaller particle sizes. For size-weight distribution
studies, the reverse is true.

2. Since the actun! particle concentrations are low, high volume
samplers are indicated for better statistical sampling.

3. Since it is impossible to collect the entire particle size
spectrum with one instry.ent, it is suggeted that the radioactivity con-
centrations contributed by the smal,r pa=icle sizes (less than 5 q) be
investigated since these are more importanr in investigating inhialation
hazards and decontamination problems.

4. A more rugged differential fall-out collector vhich is cheap and
simple enough to allow wide coverage should be developed.

5. The sampling of airborne particles by means of ground booed
sanpling stations is extremely inefficient because of the large nuiber of
instruments and man hours needed for good coverage. A more reasonable
approach would use a remote controlled airborne sampler which could be
directed into the cloud after it is formed and thereby guarantee a col-
lection. In this way, expensive instruments and manpower would not be
wasted on stations not yielding useful information. Development of a
sampler which can be transported in a small guided missile is suggested
since large drone aircraft are too cumbersome. Even th6ugh the individual
instrument cost would be higher, the price per usable sample would be much
lower and manpower would be conserved.
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PERS2E OGISTICS

A.l RO.STER OF PERSONNEL

A proioot of this 7,ignitude requires thi services of a lprge number
of parsonnel of dlversifie-' sk:tlle. The fol.o~ing list is an attempt to
creAit all the people wvo took part in th:'s work. The task could not have
been acco plshe vith, _" each contr.'iutin.

U, 6. Nava! Radiol,,c 'Defense Labormtry.

C. E. Adams, Chemist, Chemical Physics Branch. Supervision of fall-
ot analysis. Preparation of the section on time distribution of fall-out.
Petrographic s-irvey of fall-out material.

T. H. Anderson, Chemist, Research Engineering Branch. X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis.

D. W. Berte, Electronics Engineer, Itetruments Brtnca. Design of
differential fall-out counting equipment.

N. Brorell, Toolneaker, Shops Branch. Fabrication of successful
prototype of thermal precipitator. Inspection of production models.

W. Buser, Machinist, Shops Branch. Progress of instrument fabri-
cation. On-site repairs.

H. Chan, Chemist, Applied Research Branch. Analysis of fall-out
samples.

P. A. Covey, Electronics Engineer, Instruments Branch. Fabrication
of gas flow proportional chamber and counting apparatus.

E. C. Evans, III, Physicist, Chemical Physics Branch. Supervision
of on-site operations.

N. H. Farlow, Chemist, Chemical Physics Branch. Participated in
aerosol sampler development, on-site installation and calibration of in-
struments, and fall-out analysis.

F. A. French, Chemist, Chemical Physics Branch. Participated in

on-site instrument installation and calibration.
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T. C. Goodale, Chemist, Assistant Chief, Chemical Physics Branch.

Participated in on-site operations.

A. E. Greendale, Chemist, Nuclear and Physical Chemistry Branch.
Preparation of gross decay curves from fall-out material.

P. Harris, Microscopist, Research Engineering Branch. Preparation
of electron micrographs.

J. W. Hondricks, Pathemati clan, Chemical Physics Branch. On-site
instrument installation and calibration.

V. Honma, Chemist, Analytical and Standards Branch. Spectrochemie4
analysis of soil and fell-out samples.

S. K. Ichiki, Physicist, Chemical Physics Branch. On-site instru-
wentation. Preparation of section on size distribution of radioactive
particles.

W. Imhoff, Physicist, Chemical Physics Branch. Participated in
particle size analysis of aerosol samples.

P. D. LRiviere, Physicist, Cher!'cal Physics Branch. Su!ion
of particle rsdioautograohy. On-site instrnient i.ta2lat-ion rd csi-i-
bration.

R. Laurino, Chemist, Military Evaluations Branch. Participation
in on-site and laboraoi.y phases of fall-out study.

F. Mason, Mechanical Engineer, Design Pranch. Supervision of
engineering design of sampling instruments.

N. Morabe, Materia2a Branch. On-site materiel procurement.

J. D. O'Connor, Chemist, Analytical and Standards Branch. Spectro-
chemical anslysis of soil and fall-out samples.

J. N. Pascual, Chemist, Analytical and Standards Branch. Exchange
capacity determinations on soil samples.

W. W. Perkins, Chemist, Applied Research Branch. Analysis of fall-
out samples.

I. G. Poppoff, Physicist, Chemical Physics Branch. Technical
coordinator. Design and development of aerosol sampler and differential
fall-out collector. Preparation of Chapters 1, 2, 3, and 5 of this
report.
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J. T. Quan, Chemist, Chemical Physics Br&nch. On-site instrument
installation and calibration. Participation in particle size analysis.

E. A. Scbuert, Physicist, Applied Research Branch. Development of
fall-out trays. On-site instrumentation. Preparation of fall-out dis-
tribution portion of this report.

J. A. Seiler, Chemist, Analytical and Standards Branch. Radiochemical
analysis.

W. Shipman, Chemist, Ana-iytical and Standards Branch. Radochial
analysis of fall-out s-anples.

R. R. Soule, Physicist, Applied Research 2ranch. Design and devel-
opment of fall-out trays. Participation in on-rite operations. Co-author
of fall-out distribution section of this report.

H. Steiner, Physicist, Chemical Physics Branch. Calibration of
differential fall-out counting apparatus.

N. Vogel, Mechanical Engineer, Shops Branch. Supervision of fabri-
cation of field instruments.

N. R. Wallace, Physicist, Chemical Physics Branch. Development of
differential fall-out collector. On-site instrumentation. Prep7,ratifon
of section on activity as a function of particle size.

J. W. Washkuhn, Industrial Hygienist, Chemical Physics Branch.
Supervision of analysis of soil samples. On-site instrumentation. Prep-
aration of section on identification of collected material and correlation
with source material for this report.

J. P. Wittman, Physicist, Chemical Physics Branch. On-site instru-
ment installation and calibration. Radioactivity measurements on differ-
ential fall-out.

J. V. Zaccor, Physicist, Chemical Physics Branch. Thermal precip-
Itntor development. On-site instrumentation. Preparation of section on
sizo, distribution of gross samples for this report.

University of California

I. Barshad, Dt vision of Soils. Differential thermal analysis of
clay fraction of soil. Assistance in the interpretation of other data
on clay fraction.
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California Department of Public Heat

L. Scbmlzer, Chemist, Bureau of Adult Heal~th. X-ray diffraction
analysis of clay fraction of soil samples.

U. S. Geological Survy

A., l. 'Piper, Geologist, Portland, Oregon, Office. Data on caliche
layer at site.

J. Lo Poole, Geologist, Carson City, Nevada, Office. Soil sample0
collection.

U.-S. Armv Corms of Enoineers

C. B. Palmer, J. G. Zeitlen, C. E. Bettlnger, and C. V. McNicol.,
South Pacific Division LAboratory. Physical, chemical, and petrographic
analysis of soil samples.
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APPENJDIX B

(LRIL DU1WTR VS PE MT M THAN STATED SIZv,)

B .1 ZZ Wq C DISTRIBLT IONS 0F GROSS SAMM FORE JKI~pj
ST 0AONS

These graphs supplement Section 4.1.1. (See Figs. B.1. to B.9

B.2 SIZE ZMEENC! DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE &WLE FOR INDIMM!~
STATIONS

These graphs Supplement Section 4.1.2. (See Figs. B.10 to B.13)
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APPENDIX C

ADDITIONAL SOIL ANALYSIS

C.1 I PWATION

The following soil analyses were made to characterize more fully the
soil at the Yucca Flat test site. These tests supplement those discucsod
in Section 4.1.4.

C..l Etical Tests

Atterberg Limits. Liquid and plastic limits were determined
in general accordance with the A.S.T.M. Designations D423-39, "Standard
Method of Test for Liquid Limit of Soils', and D424-39, "Standard Method
of Test for Plastic Limit and Plasticity Index of Soils'.

Socifi2 Gravity. This was found by the pycnometer method,
using evacuation to free the soil of adsorbed air.

Compaction. Since the soils were non-plastic, it was con-
sidered acceptable to test the materials in an air-dry condition as a
measure of their behavior.' Both the maximum and minimum densities were
obtained on the material passing through a No. 4 sieve. For maximum den-
sity determinations, the soil was compacted into a 1/30-cu ft mold (4 in.
in diameter) by twenty-five blows of a 10 lb-hammer dropped 18 in. on to
each of five layers in the mold. The striking face of the ham-mer was
3.875 in. in diameter so that the soil was confined during the compaction.
The minimum densities were found by pouring the soil loosely into the sane
mold with no compection.

r Moistur Equivalent. This was determined by the
method given in A.S.T.M. Designation D425-39, "3tandard Method of Test for
Field Moisture Equivalent of Soils".

.gnrfugal Moisture EuIIalent. The method used was that
given in A.S.T.M. Designation D425-39, "Standard Method of Test for Cen-
trifuge Moisture Equivalent of Soils".

SDensit. The density was determined on a small piece
of caliche by the "waxed chunk" method in which the soil chunk is water-
proofed with a coating of wax and then weighed in water to determine its
volume. After removing the wax, the material is oven dried and its dry
weight per unit volume determined. The field density of the caliche was
100 lb per cu ft and its moisture content was 2.9 per cent.
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The physical test results are summarized in Table C.I.

TABLE C.l

Physical Test Results of Pre-test Soil Samples
at the Underground Site

Liquid SeiilEqu! valenrt
SperifiCco ctin Jre

Limit iPlasticity(a) 'Gravity __ t on PerCejt
Sarple Per Cent Index -4 Yesh ITn. cax. nFieCetrifga3

0-3in.j 21 i 0 2.60 79 i106 211 4.6
(Plastic Limit = 22) (Air-dry

Moisture

5-6 ft 20 0 2.59 76 104 21 6.4
(Plastic Limit 2.)

17 ft Unobtainable 2.61 92 117 22 5.0
(Non-plastic) (Air-dry 2

MoistuAre

- ___________ ____ _____ 2 .2%) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(a) As defined in A.S.T.M. Designations D424-39, "Standard Method of

Test for Plastic Limit and Plasticity Index of Soils".

The liquid limit, plastic limit and plasticity index values
indicate that the soil is either non-plastic or just barely plastic. The
moisture equivalent values indicate that the moisture holding capacity is
quite low. The compaction values indicate that the soil, as it exists in
t)2e field (with the exception of the caliche material), is not in a com-
pacted condition.

C.1.2 ghIcal Tests

B exchanv Canacit . The capacity was determined on soil
samples from the 0 to 3-in., 5 to 6-ft, and 17-ft levels from the under-
ground shot site and on a caliche sample from the Operation BUSTER site.
The samples were crushed to pass a No. 30 sieve and the analyses made
according to the method of the American Association of Agricultural
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Chemists. 1 In their method, the sample is saturated with ammonium acetate
solution followed by an alcohol wash. The sample is then transferred to
a distillation flask and distilled in the presence of sodium hydrcxide,
the ammonia distillate is received in HC1 with methyl orange indicator.
When distillation is complete, the solution is made distinctly alkaline
with NaOH and back-titrated to the first yello.i with HCl.

Exchange capacity was also determined on the less than 2 u
fraction and on the sand fraction of soil from the 17-ft level of the
underground shot site. The less than 2 fraction was prepared as pre-
v,.ouily descri bed under the X-ray diffraction and dehydration curve para-
graphs. The sand fraction wns prepared as follows: the total so'l sample
was placed in a casserole with water and triturated with the thumbe to
free the sand fro-A adhring silt and clay. The suspended silt and clay
was removed by decantation. Trituration and decantation were repeated
until the sand was free of silt and clay.

The exchange capacity of the l ss than 2 L and the sand
fractions were determined by Peech's method. In this method the sample
is leached with armonium acetate solution followed by en alcohol wash.
The sample is then transferred to a KJeldahl flask and distilled. The
distillate is received in standard acid with methyl red indicator and the
excess acid titrated with ,odium hydroxide.

The values obtained for exchange capacity were somewhat
unusual for a sandy textured soil of this type. (See Table C.2.) In
general, base exchange capacity is usually associated with the clay (less
than 2 L) fraction of soil. In this instance the exchange capacity of
the sand fraction can probably be assigned to the weathered feldspars.
The exchange capacity of the less than 2 i fraction is probably essen-
tially due to the hydrous mica and the weathered feldspars.

Chemical Analses. These analyses were made by methods of
the American Association of Agricultural Chemsts.7 The results are re-
ported on the material passing a No. 4 sieve with the exception of the
caliche sample where the total sample was used. The silica, iron, and
aluminum were determined on fused samples and are reported as per cent of

I Official and Tentative Methods of Analysis of the Association of Official
Agricultural Chemists (6th ed; Washington: Association of Official
Agricultural Chemists, 1945).

2 Michael Peach, "Determination of Exchangeable Cations and Exchange

Capacity of Soils - Rapid Micromethods Utilizing Centrifuge and Spectro-
photometer", SLoil Science LIX (1945), 25-38.
Op. cit.
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TABLE C.2

Base Exchange Capacity

Exchange Capacity In Killl-
equivalents N44/100 9

Sample of Sample

0 to 3-in. 24
(crushed to pass through a 0.590 mm mesh)

5 to 6-ft 23
(crushed to pass through a 0.590 m mesh)

17-ft 18
(crushed to pass through a 0.590 m mesh)

Caliche 15
(crushed to pass through a 0.590 mm mesh)

Sands 49.2
(2.0 to 0.002 =)
Less than 2 IL 41.3

dry weight of soil. The carbonates and organic carbon were deteruined
on material crushed to pass a No. 100 sieve and the results are reported
as per cent of dry weight.

The composition of the pre-test soil samples as obtained

by chemical analysis is given in Table C.3.

TABLE 0.3

Chemical Analysis of Pre-test Soil Samples

Sample

Component 0 to 3 in. 5 to 6 ft Caliche 17 ft

Silica % 68.8 65.2 47.7 69.6
Fe and Al Oxides (R20 3 ) % 17.1 16.8 9.8 16.1

Iron Oxide (Fe203 ) % 2.9 3.0 2.0 (a)
Total Carbonates % 0.55 2.92 19.17 1.00
Organic Carbon % L 0.16 (a) (a) (a)

(a) Not determined.
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APPENDIX D

FALL-OUT DISTRIBUTION DATA SHEETS

D*I EXPLANATION

The first letter in the station designptor indicates the type of
explosion, S and U for surface and underground, respectively. The re-
mainder of the designator locates the station with respect to ground
zero (Fig. 3.1).

The values of activity and activity per unit weight have been rounded
off to two significant figures.

STATION S-D-1

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

GO) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/m/1g)

5600 and over 50.7 6.05 0 0

5180 19.2 2.29 0 0

4040 36.2 4.32 1,600 45
2845 19.6 2.34 0 0

2006 17.4 2.07 140,OO0 7,600
1420 11.2467 1.34 13,000 1,200

.1015 12.2000 1.45 27,000 2,200

715 11.6341 1.39 20,000 1,800
503 17.5224 2.09 12,000 700

356 43.8799 5.23 0 0
250 90.4 10.78 20,000 220

175 163.4 19.49 12,000 75

125 141.2 16.84 0 0

90 94.0 11.21 10,000 110

74 and under 109.7 13.08 9,000 84
Average Activity

per Unit WRight

Totals 834.4 100 2.77 x 105 3.3 x 10-
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STATIOW S-E-2

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(11 ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (C/m/g)

5600 t d over 37.934 11.68 0 0

5180 10.0736 3.10 0 0

4040 1.6.2792 5.01 320 20
2845 13.4892 4.15 0 0
2006 8.9508 2.76 68t 8

1420 7.0307 2.17 4,700' 640
1015 5.8228 1.79 4,3oo 750
715 4.8688 A./0 780': 60

503 5.5238 1.70 1,0001 i9
356 7.4143 2.28 750!
250 12.6942 3.91 2,3001 '180
175 21.5552 6.64 2,900 130
125 36.7063 11.30 2,300 73
90 37.4725 U. 54 oji 0
74 and under 98.8966 30.46 0.; 0

per Unit Weight

Totals 324.7 100 2 x 104 P 61

STATION S-E-3

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

((. (g) Total ,Weight (c/m) (c/m/g)

5600 and over 85.3508 4.68 0 0

5180 26.1658 1.43 600 23

4040 41.0856 2.25 0 0

2845 30.4581 1.67 0 0

z006 27.9737 1.53 0 0

1420 24.1475 1.32 0 0
1015 33.3190 1.83 1,600 49

715 50.6013 2.77 0 0

503 100.0645 5.49 2,800 28

356 165.3572 9.07 104,000 630
250 220.4256 12.09 17,000 80

175 324.7897 17.81 46,000 140
125 259.4 14.22 10,000 40

90 215.9 11.84 0 0

74 and under 166.7 9.14 5,000 30
AVerage Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals, 1,823.7 100 1.92 x 105. 1.05 x 102
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STATION S-F-I

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
( ,, ) (g) Total Weight (c/.) L (C/n/)

5600 and over 26.1 5.95 01 0
5180 9.4 2.14 3001 32
4040 13.6 3.10 3901 28
2845 8.7 1.98 1,400,0001 160,000
2006 6.5606 1.49 3,800,000 570 ,COo
1420 6.2968 1 1.a 4,500,000; 720,COo
1015 6.s677 1.57 3,700,000 540,000

715 6.1773 1.41 2,200,000 410,000
503 8.639 1.97 700,000! 81,000
356 19.16/aI 4.37 320,000:; 16,C00
250 48.3 *6 11.03 150,000 3,200
175 68.3316 15.58 75,000 ; 1,100
125 85.5 19.49 54,000.' 630
90 51.8814 11. 3 29,00056
74 and under 73.0264 16.65 71,000. 980

t Average Activity,
F per Unit Weight

Total& 438.6 100 1.72 x 107 i  3.92 x 104

STATION S-F-3
Size of Weight of Percentage ' Activity

Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
) Total Weight. (C/) (C/M/g)

5600 and over 9.7 30.98 l,300,000 140,000
5180 1.6576 5.29 0 0
4040 1.9642 6.27 580,000 150,000
2845 1.5429 4.93 230,000 150,000
2006 1.3747 4.39 1,100,000 820,000
1420 1.2353 3.95 880P000 710,000
1015 1.2171 3.89 870,000 710,000

715 1.2200 3.90 1,100,000 920,000
503 1.0232 3.27 670,000 650,000
356 1.1362 3.63 87,000 77,000
250 1.3621 4.35 54,000 40,000
175 1.8060 5.77 28,000 15,000
125 1.7851 5.70 22V000 12,000
90 1.3854 4.42 9,700 7,000
74 and under 2.8994 9.26 17:0001 6,000

Average Activity

T tal 6 per Unit Wight
Totals_ 31.3 _ 100 -- 2 x 106 21097 X 1
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PROJECT 2.5a-2
STATION S-G-1

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(( Total Weight (c/m) (c |
5600 and over 0 0 0 0
5180 0 0 0 0 
4040 1.5404 7.39 280,000. i80,000
2845 0.6130 2.94 170, O00 280,000
2006 0.8026 3.85 480,001. 600,oo0
1420 0.7123 3.42 190,0001 200 ,0.0
1015 0.7100 3.41 190,000 280,000
715 0.8810 4.23 150,0OO 18C,000
503 1.5185 7.59 76;,0001 50,000
356 2.2285 10.69 26,00011 12,000
250 2.9976 14.38 23,000! 7,800
175 2.9925 14.36 14,OO H 4,900
125 2.3726 11.38 10,0001 4,500
90 1.4174 6.80 5,4001 3,800
74 and under 2.0566 9.87 . 000 A90

i Average Activity

6 per Unit Weight. .. ..... 8.16 x 104
Totals__ 20,8 100 F1.7 x 10, .6

STATION S-G-3

Size of Weight of Percentage I Activity
Fraction Fraction of I Activity per Unit Weight

(±) (g) Total Weight (c/m) 11 (c/./g)

4040 and over 2.7480 1.07 510,000 180,000
2845 1.3618 0.53 790,000 580,000
2006 1.4744 0.57 2,600,000 1,700,000
1420 1.6545 0.64 1,300,000 810,000
1015 2.2714 0.88 i,700,000 760,000
715 3.5772 1.39 2,500,000 700,000
503 9.1523 3.56 2,0OO,000 220,000
356 26.4 10.26 740,000 28,00
250 59.3 23.05 72,000 1,200
175 64.7 25.15 62,000 970
125 /44.3 17.22 65,000 1,400
90 19.3 7.50 31,000 1,600
74 and under 20.5 7.97 72.000 3.500

Average Activity
per Unit Weigh

Totals 257.3 100 1.27 x 107 4.94 x 104

D
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pROJECT 2.5,-2

STATION S-H-I

Sise of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( p ) (g) Total Weight (C/) (C//g)
4040 and over 0.3453 9.49 180,000 530,000
2845 0.1899 5.22 290,000 1,500,000
2006 0.4814 13.33 230,000 490,000
1420 0.2042 5.61 310pO0 I,500s,000
1015 0.2128 5.85 300,0001 1,400,000

715 0.1653 4.54 260,000 Ip600,000
503 0.0682 1.88 46,000 680,000
356 0.088 2.44 29,00 320,000
250 0.-526 4.20 18,000 110,00
175 0.2516 6.92 9,0001 37,000
125 0.3824 10.51 6,00011 17,000
90 0.3343 9.19 31,000 8,000
74 and under 0.7569 20.81 _ 5,000 6,000

-- m 1L - - n -

Average Activity

Totals 3.6 100 1.7 x 10 4.r itWeight

STATION S-H-2

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

.. (g) Totl ,Weight (c/a) (c/=/.)
4040 and over
2845
2006
1420
1015
715 THIS STATION NOT RECOVER
503
356
250
175
125
90
74 and umder____________ _____

Average Activity
Totals per Unit Weight
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PROJECT 2.5a-2

(STATION S-H-3

Sie. of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
( I ) (g) Total Weight (c/) (C//g)

4040 and over 0.5239 6,70 230,000 450,000
2845 0.4744 6.06 680,000 1,400,000
2006 1.0537 13.48 1,100,000 I,100,000
1420 0.8938 11.43 970,000 1,000,00
1015 0.8816 11.28 1,400,00 1,500,000
715 0.8381 10.72 1,400,000 1,600,000
503 0.5475 7.00 1,100,000 2,000,000
356 0.2237 2.86 430,000 1,800,000
250 0.2918 3.73 55,0001 180,000
175 0.4073 5.21 29,000 70,000
125 0.5305 6.79 18,000 34,000
90 0.4116 5.27 1,000 26,000
74 and under 0.7376 9.44 18,000 25,000_

I Average Activity
per Unit Wei.ght

Totals- 7.8 100 j 7.6x10 9.7

STATION S-H-5

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fra-tion of Activity per Unit Weight

(F~. ) (g) Total Weight (c/M) (c/u/g)

4040 and over 0.0409 1.28 0 0
2845 0.0773 2.43 96,000 1,200,000
2006 0.2045 6.42 220,000 1,100,000
1420 0.2024 6.36 210,000 1,000,000
1015 0.2297 7.21 190,O00 840,300
715 0.2587 8.13 300,000 1,100,000
503 0.2663 8.36 33,00 120,000
356 0.2618 8.22 130,000 520,000
250 0.2677 8.41 70,O00 260,000
175 0.2741 8.61 21,000 75,000
125 0.3315 10.41 10,000 30,000
90 0.2366 7.43 4,000 18,000
74 and under 0.5322 16.72 6,000 11,000

0 Average Activitper Unit Wegh

Totals 3.2 100 1.3 x 106 4.14 i
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STATION S-I-i

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(t& ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/14)
4040 and over 0.3326 11 0 10
2845 0.0227 .80 O
2006 0.0935 3.31 103,000 1,000,000
1420 0.0867 3.07 41,0001

i  
470,000

1015 0.0765 2.71 51,0001 660,000
715 0.0818 2.90 79,000 970,000
503 0.0517 1.83 25,000i 490,000
356 0 0 O 0
250 0.1270 4.50 2,500 19,00
175 0.2132 7.55 29200 1,0o
125 0.3987 14.12 830 2v800
90 0.3685 13.05 500ii 1,400
74 and under 0.9710 34.38 970. 1.000

;,jAverage Activity
. per Unit Weight

__ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ 3.06 x 1 
5

- 1 0

Totals 2.8 100 0x 1.08 5 0

STATION S-I-3

Size of r Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
( ) (g) Total Weight, (c/")Y (c/tvg)

4040 and over 0.9732 11.38 400,0001 410,000
2845 0.9269 10.84 260,000 280,000
2006 1.3433 15.71 1,200,0001 920,000
1420 1.2578 14.71 900,000 710,000
1015 1.1453 13.40 1,300,000 I,1O0,000
715 0.8925 10.44 1,200,000 1,300,000
503 0.3442 4.03 660,000 1,900,000
356 0.2010 2.35 140,000 690,000
250 0.2274 2.66 92,000 400,000
175 0.2576 3.01 58,000 220,000
125 0.3027 2.54 40,000 130,*000
90 0.2148 2.51 15,000 71,000
74 and under 0.4618 5.40 23,000 49,000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 8.5 100 6.4 x 106 7.49 x 1o5
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STATION S-I-5

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
(& 1) (g) Total Weight (c/l) (e/m/g) ,

404 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0.0684 2.04 84,000 1,200,000
2006 0.2429 7.24 130,000 530,000
1420 0.2846 8.48 250,oooit 870,000
1015 0.2614 7.79 370,0OO.i 1 ,400,00
715 0.2371 7.o6 370,000 1,500,O00
503 0.2/A 7.28 260,000 1,000,000
356 0.2739 8.16 320,000 1,100,O00
250 0.2423 7.22 49,O000 200,000
175 0.2663 7.93 15p-OC I 56,000
125 0.3213 9.57 5 ,000 17,000
90 0.2537 7.56 2,000 7,900
74 and under 0.6604 19.67 3,OOO! 5,000

Average Activity

30 per Unit WeightTotals 3.4 100 1.9 x 05 5.66 x 105

STATION S-N-i

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(I' ) (g) Total Weight (c/M) (c/n/g)

4040 and over 0.0118 0.78 0 0
2845 0.0063 0.42 0 0
2006 0.0595 3.96 24,000 400,000
1420 0.1038 6.91 150,000 1,400,000
1015 0.1543 10.28 260,000 1,600,000
715 0.2366 15.76 360,000 1,500,000
503 0.2855 19.02 630,000 2,200,000
356 0.1571 10.46 490000 3,100,000
250 0.0438 2.92 32,000 730,O00
175 0.0457 3.04 7,000 150,000
125 0.0782 5.21 4,500 57,000
90 0.0891 5.80 2,000 23,000
74 and under 0.2295 15.29 3,300 14,000

Average Activity

per Unit Weight
Totals 1.5 100 1.98 x 106 1.32 x I06
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PROJFCT 2.5a-2

STATION S-N-3

Size of Weight of Percentage Activiy
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

.L( tL ) (g) _ Total Weight (c/c/) K _
4040 and over 0 0 O 0

2845 0.0614 3.19 25,000 410,000
2006 0.1068 5.54 150,000 1,400,000
1420 0.1655 8.59 170,000 1,000,000
1015 0.2394 12.43 290,000 1,200,000
715 0.2653 13.77 520,000 1,900,000

1 503 0.2471 12.83 380,0001 1,500,000
356 0.0973 5.05 58,000 590,000
250 0.0776 4.03 0 0
175 0.0997 5.18 0 0

125 0.1605 8.33 7,000 45,000
90 0,1400 7.27 03,00 23,000
74 and under 0.2659 13.80 4,i 14,000

.Average Activity~per Uni.t Weoht

Totals 1.9 100 1.6 x 3.06, 1t2 x 10

STATION S-N-4

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(i ) (g) Total Weight (c/n) (C/M/g)
4040 and over 0.1229 6.38 10,000 81,000
2845 0.1575 8.17 180,000 1,200,000
2006 0.2176 11.29 130,O00 610,000
1420 0.3789 19.66 430,000 1,100,000
1015 0.4003 20.77 690,000 1,700,00
715 0.3207 16.64 670,000 2,100,000
503 0.0872 4.52 250,000 2,900,000
356 0.0323 1.68 26,000 800,000
250 0.0316 1.64 20,000 640,000
175 0.0301 1.56 11,000 350,000
125 O.0353 1.83 7,000 180,000
90 0.0288 1.49 3,000 100,000
74 and under 0.0838 4.35 3,000 35,000

Average Activity

per Unit Welght
Totals 109 100 2.5 x 106 1.28 x 00



PROJECT ?.a-?

STATION U-D-1

Size of Weight of Percentage I Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(g) Total eight (c/m) (cbM/g)

4040 and over 1173.3 31.65 340,0 ,000 290,000
28/5 152.5 4.11 0,0000,000 260,000
2006 125.2 3.38 1, 300,000i 8,400

1420 105.9 2.86 91,400.,000' 89,000
1015 96.2 2.59 7,900,00j 82,000

715 87.2 2.35 5,000,0001 58,000
503 96.2 2.59 2,700#0001 28,000

120.1 3.24 3,000,000 25,000
;50 179.6 4.84 ,700,0001 20,000
175 329.4 :.88 3,900,000 12,000
125 591.9 15.97 5 , 5 0 0 , 0 0  11,000

90 336.6 9.38 5,000,0001 15,000
H74 and .nd l 313.1 8.45 6,00oooI 20t000

VArage ActivityI per Unit Weigh
Totals 3,707.2 -00 4.3 x 108 1.16 x 10

STATION U-D-2

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(4_) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/M/g)

4040 and over 8.7477 3.28 0 0

2845 1.1638 0.44 1,500 1,200
2006 1.3789 0.52 1,000 690
1,420 1.2351 0.46 IfI00 960
1015 1.6954 0.63 1,400 860
715 2.2653 0.85 83,000 37,000

503 3.3673 1.26 63,000 18,000

356 5.9562 2.23 90,000 15,000
250 11.2264 4.20 130,000 1,000
175 22.9 8.58 340,000 14,000
125 52.5 19.66 763,000 14,000

90 50.4 18.88 1,100,000 22,000
74 and under 104.1 38.99 5,800Ooo 56,000

AveageActivity
per Unit .eigbt

Totals 267.0 100 8.5 x 106 3.19 x 0
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STATION U-D-3

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weigh'

( ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (cl/mg)

4040 and over 13.3 11.26 1,000 76
2845 1.8218 1. 54 900 480
2006 1.9661 1.66 1,000:! 520
1420 1.1693 0.99 1,000i: 1,000
1015 0.6969 0.59 13,00 19,000
715 0.5297 0.45 45,000, 84,000
503 0.6610 0.56 49,00 Y 75,000
356 0.7779 0.66 32,00-0: 41,000
250 0.5864 0.50 8, 14,000
175 4.3825 3.71 32,00011 7,000
125 11.1543 9.44 0i: 0
90 15.2 12.81 1702000 n ooo
74 ard dr 65.9 55.78 2,2 o011 33,000

! Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 118.1 100 2.6 x 10 _2.!6 , 104

STATION U-E-2

Size of Weight of Percerntage i Acti-ity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Untt Weight

4040 and o) r (g) ITotal Weight (c/r) (c//g)

4040 and over 43.7 6.88 10t000 240
2845 5.5272 0.87 2,800 500
2006 4.9565 0.78 49,000 10,000
1420 4.4729 0.70 127,000 28,000
1015 5.0070 0.79 490,000 99,000

715 5.8166 0.92 420,000 72,000
503 9.4205 1.48 280,000 30,000
356 14.8875 2.34 540,000 36,000
250 29.4 4.63 1,100,000 39,000
175 72.0 11.33 3,000,000 42,000
125 168.8 26.56 5, 100,000 30,000
90 143.9 22.64 3,800,000 27,000
74 and under 127.7 20.09 4,200,0001 33,000

Average Activity
TotaltsT 635.5 100 1.9 x 107 per Unit Weigbt

l 6. 3.07 x 104
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PROJECT 2.5a-2

STATION U-E-4

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weigh

( ±) _(g) Total Weight (c/rn) (c/m/g)
4040 and over 8.5 16.46 0 0
2845 0.1821 0.35 0 0
2006 0.2671 0.52 330 i, 200
1420 0.1859 0.36 17,000 93,000
1015 0.2163 0.42 16, 00 76,000
715 0.1387 0.27 16,000 Ii,coO
503 0.1951 0.38 15,000 77,000
356 0.2378 0.46 8,000 33,000
250 0.4043 0.78 8,000 19,000
175 1.2013 2.33 I 23,000 18,000
125 3.9539 7.(A6 79,000 20,000
90 6.3514 12.30 197,000 31,000
74 and under 29.8 57.71 2,300,000 789000

Average Activit
I per Unit Wght

Totals 1.6 100 2.7 1 1061 5.23 x 1g

STATION U-E-5

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weigh

( ) I (g) Total Weight (c/M) (c/m/g)

4040 and over 0.2448 0.97 170 650
2845 0.2219 0.88 130 620
2006 0.3894 1.55 11,000 27,000
1420 0.4392 1.75 520 1,200
1015 0.4912 1.95 740 I,500

715 0.4872 1.94 0 0
503 0.7351 2.92 29,000 39,O00
356 1.3482 5.36 73,000 54,000
250 1.0272 4.08 16,000 15,000
175 1.1019 4.38 5,900 5,400
125 2.1627 8.59 39,000 18,000
90 2.6885 I068 41,000 15,000
74 and under 13.8254 54.94 610,000 44,000

Average Activity

Ttl per Unit Weight
Totls ..... 25.2 10o J 3.29 x 104
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PROJECT 2.5-R-2

STATION U-F-I

SueO of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

()(g) Total Weight (c/rn) (c/rn/g)

4040 and over 472.8 20.35 210,000,000 450Po,0
2845 182.8 7.87 29,0OOO00, 160,000
2006 194.3 8.36 37,000,0C I! 190,000
1420 195.3 8.41 24,000 , 00 120,000
1015 186.1 8.01 59,000,000 310,000
715 161.5 6.95 62,000,000 380,000

- 6.70,000
503 157.5 6.7 5,000,000 340,000
356 145.3 6.26 37,0C,p CO 250,000
250 135.1 5.82 29,000,000 220,000
175 134.6 5.79 i 11,000,0X 84,000
125 140.0 6.0"3 5,1OO,000 42,000
90 89.8 3.87 2,400,0001 27,000
74 and under 127.8 5.50 3,300,000 26,000

Aversge Activit
j per Unit We.ht

Totals 2,322.9 100 5.72 x 108, 2.4 x 10'

STATION U-F-2

Size of Weight of Percent g Activity

Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
( ) (g) Total Weight , (c/m,) (c/m/g) I

4040 and over 3.3035 1.24 980 290

2845 0.9143 0.34 100,000 10,000
2006 1.8508 0.70 120,000 68,000
1420 4.6327 1.74 1,000,000 220,000
1015 11.9555 4.49 2,300,000 190,000
715 19.9 7.48 6,300,000 310,000

503 26.6 10.00 8,000, 00 300,000
356 22.9 8.61 7,600,000 330,000
250 21.2 7.97 4,600,000 220,000
175 26.4 9.92 4,200,000 160,000
125 34.9 13.12 2,600,000 76,000
90 26.9 10.11 1,500,000 58,000
74 and under 64.6 24.28 5,500,000 85,000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 266.1 100 4.44 x 107 1.67 x 0
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PROJECT 2 .5a-2

STATION U-F-3

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( G) (g) Total Weight (c/) (c/m/g)

4040 and over 20.2 9.56 1,800o0 93000
2845 5.2857 2.50 60,000 1, 000
2006 4.2823 2.03 160,000 38,000
1420 4.8067 2.27 490,000 100,000
1015 6.8973 3.26 810,000 110,000

715 5.7741 2.73 700,000 120,000
503 5.1388 2.43 300,000 60,000
356 3.6646 1.73 160,000 43,000
250 6.5417 3.10 210,000 32,000
175 15.1759 7.18 400,000 26,000
125 29.1 13.77 600,000 20,000
90 27.6 13.06 610,000 22,000
74 and under 76.8 36,35 2.700.000 36.000

.. Average Activit y

Totas 21.3 10 9. x 16 per Unit Weight
Total 211.3 100 9.21..- 4.35 x 1O

STATION U-F-4

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity

Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
() (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/m/g)

4040 and over 0.6491 3.20 190 330
2845 0.1237 0.61 190 680
2006 0.1367 o.67 620 4,600
1420 0.3382 1.67 7,800 23,000
1015 0.2638 1.30 2,200 8,200
715 0.3179 1.57 27,000 85,000
503 0.5128 2.52 21,000 41,000
356 0.6936 3.41 15,000 21,000
250 1.0585 5.21 25,000 24,000
175 1.6974 8.36 58,000 34,000
125 2.5312 12.46 63,000 24,000
90 2.4303 11.96 88,000 36,000
74 and under 9.5591 47.06 530,000 55p000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 20.3 100 8.4 x 105 4.15 x 104
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STATION U-F-5

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( ) (g) Total Weight (c/.) (C/M/g)
4040 and over 0.6129 4.42 120 160
2845 1.1189 8.06 38 34
2006 0.2036 1.47 100 530
1420 0.1769 1.27 200 1,0000
1015 0.1974 1.42 1,700 8,500
715 0.1910 1.38 2,200 11,000
503 0.2198 1.58 3 pI0 0  14,000
356 0.2370 1.71 8,600 36,000
250 0.6272 4.52 68,000 100,000
175 1.1210 8.08 55,000 49,000
125 1.2173 8.77 36,000 29,000
90 1.3961 10.06 22,000 15,O0
74 and under 6.5565 47,25 3200OO 48,00

Average Activit
per Unit Weight

TotalB 13.9 100 5.2 x 105 3.73 x 104

STATION U-G-i

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( ) (g) Total Weight (C/2) (0/m/g)
4040 and over 0.2949 0.41 32P000 1102000
2845 0.5986 0.84 71,000 110,000
2006 1.0627 1.49 110,000 100,0000
1420 2.6099 3.65 390,000 150,000
1015 4.1889 5.86 840,000 200,000

715 4.6448 6.50 1,600,000 350,000
503 3.2886 4.60 1,600,0o0 510000
356 7.1085 9.94 3,500,000 500,000
250 6.9080 9.66 2,400,000 350,000
175 5.4111 7.57 1,100,000 210,000
125 5.5647 7.78 760,000 130,000

90 6.5215 9.12 790,000 120,000
74 and under 23.2949 32.58 1,500,000 64,000

Average Activity
per Unit We ght

Totals 71.5 100 1.51 3 07,i 2.11 x 10'
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STATION U-C--2

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( 1A ) (g) Total Weight (c/-) (c/M/g)

4040 and over 1.7718 2.40 290,000 160,000
2845 0.6630 0.90 65,000 98,000
2006 1.0324 1.40 300,0OO 290,000
1420 2.9804 4.04 960,000 320,000
1015 7.1868 9.75 2,500,000 350,.000
715 10.2980 13.96 3,000,000 290,000
503 9.7554 13.23 2,700,000 280,000
356 6.3939 8.67 1,900,000 300,000
250 6.9348 9.40 2,200,000 320,000
175 7.2329 9.81 1,500,0OO 210,000
125 5.5682 7.55 830,000 140,000
90 3.7442 5.08 240,0001 66,000
74 and under 10.1811 13.81 750,000 74,000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 73.7 100 1.76 x 107 2.39 x 105

STATION U-G-3

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity pir Unit Weight
( I' ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/R/g)

4040 and over 1.7139 4.58 82,000 48,000
2845 0.5873 1.57 200,000 340,000
2006 1.7084 4.56 150,000 90,0100
IY20 2.4961 6.67 1,200,000 510,000
1015 3.7540 10.03 1,100,000 300,000

715 4.3961 11.75 710,0 0 160,000
503 2.8517 7.62 870,000 300,000
356 1.3673 3.65 290,000 210,000
250 o.8846 2.36 140,00 150,000
175 0.7089 1.89 51,000 72,000
125 1.4272 3.81 60,000 42,000
90 2,2913 6.12 57,000 25,000
74 and under 13.2403 35.38 670,000 50,000

Average Activit y
per Unit Weight

Totals 37.4 100 5.71 x 106 1.53 x 105
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STATION U-C-4

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Lnit Weight

( g ) (g) Total Weight (c/r) (c/m/g)

4040 and over 0,1258 1.46 0 0
2845 0.1394 1.62 52 370
2006 0.0864 1.00 63 720
1420 0.1247 1.45 10,000 81,000
1015 0.1583 1.84 34,000 2109000

715 0.2083 2.42 38,000 180,000
503 0.2547 2.95 40,000 150,000
356 0.3618 4.20 16,000 45,000
250 0.7068 8.20 100,000 150,000
175 1.3414 15.56 200,000 150,000
125 1.2449 14.44 130,000 100,000
90 0.9306 10.79 60,000 64,000
74 and under 2.9373 34.07 160,000 56,000

,Av erage A c tivit
_1 per Unit WeighTotals 8.6 100 8.1 x 10 9. x 2

STATION U-C-5

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weigh

() (g) Total Weight (c/) (Crn/g)

4040 and over 0.0757 1.03 0 0
2845 0.0321 0.43 12 370
2006 0.1193 1.62 3,000 25,000
1420 0 0 0 0
1015 0.1344 1.82 13,000 99,000
715 0.1572 2.13 210 1,300
503 0.2033 2.75 4,800 23,000
356 0.2891 3.92 6,000 21,000
250 0.5036 6.82 3,000 59,000
175 1.1576 15.69 73,000 62,000
125 1.2362 16.75 54,000 44,000
90 0.8010 10.85 26,000 33,000
74 and under 2.6705 36.19 150,000 58,000f.Average Activity

I per Unit Weight
Totals 7.4 100 3.08 x 105 4.17 x 104
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PROJECT 2.5n-2

STATION U-H-I

Sise of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
(G) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/m/g)

4040 and over 0.1133 0.17 41,000 360,000
2845 0.2464 0.37 59,000 240,000
2006 0.7392 1.10 530,000 720,000
1420 2.6174 3.90 770,000 290,000
1015 6.7002 9.98 1,200,000 180,000
715 8.2896 12.35 1,900,000 230,000
503 7.2583 10.81 2,000,000 280,000
356 6.8590 10.22 2,000,000 300,000
250 7.1128 10.60 2,000,00 290,000
175 4.9080 7.31 1,200,0000 240,000
125 3.9185 5.84 550,000 140,000
90 3.2287 4.81 310,000 97,000
74 and under 15.1491 22.57 1,400,0001 94,000

Average Activity

0 per Unit Weight
Totals 67.1 100 1.44 x 10 2.14 x 105

STATION U-H-2

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
( p ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/M/g)

4040 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0.0389 0.07 59 1,500
2006 0.0881 o.16 23,00O 260,000
420 0.5196 0.96 260,000 510,000

1015 2.0952 3.85 640,000 300,000
715 6.3069 11.60 2,000,000 320,000
503 11.8245 21.75 3,400,000 280,000
356 11.4916 21.14 1,100,000 150,000
250 8.5757 15.78 2,000,000 240,000
175 4.1961 7.72 920,000 210,000
125 2.1369 3.93 420,000 190,000
90 2.1658 3.98 360,000 160,000
74 and under 4.9147 9.04 860,000 170,000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 54.4 100 1.22 x 10711 2.24 x 10
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STATION U-14-3

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit*Weight

it______ (g) Total Weight (c/n) if (c/m/g)

4040 and over 1.1 3.25 38 35
2845 0.1114 0.33 100,000 950,000
2006 0.3367 0.99 220,000 660,000
1420 0.9674 2.86 540,000 550,000
1015 3.3636 9.93 1, 200,000 370,000

715 6.6661 19.68 1,600,000 240,000
503 6.0104 17.74 1,300,000 220,000
356 1.5434 4.56 400,000 260,0OO
250 0.7935 2.34 140,00 180,000
175 0.8573 2.53 40,000 46,000
125 1.6272 4.80 74,000 45,000
90 2.0967 6.19 98 ,000 46,000
74 and under 8.4033 24.80 640,000 77,000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 33.8 100 6.55 x i06 1 0 iOh

STATION U-H-4

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity p~r Unit Weight

(P.) (g) Total Weight (c/a) (c/l/g)

4040 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0 0 0 0
2006 0.0156 0.15 1,400 89,000
1420 0.0490 0.47 23,000 460,000

1015 0.0366 0.35 16,000 440,000
715 0.0494 0.48 7,800 150,000
503 0.0673 0.65 19,000 290,000
356 0.1611 1.55 21,,000 130,000
250 0.2659 2.,56 33,OO0 120,000
175 0.7256 6.98 95,000 130,000
125 1.3842 13.32 120,000 87,000
90 1.2287 11.82 68,000 55,000
74 and under 6.41%O 61.67 450,000 70,000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 10.4 100 8.59 x 105 8 x 104
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STATION U-H-5

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/m/g)

4040 and over 0.2201 1...9 0 0
2845 0.0713 0.51 0 0
2006 O.0716 0. 52 79 110
1420 0.0366 0.26 93 250
1015 0.0675 0.49 1,300 19,00
715 0.0486 0.35 6,100 127,000
503 0.1911 1.38 75,000 390,000
356 0.7186 5.18 180,000 260,000
250 0.5099 3.6 84,0OO 160,00
175 0.4744 3.42 35,000 74,000
125 1.O869 7.84 46,000 42,000
90 1.2502 9.02 36,000 29,000
74 and under 9.1137 65.75 470,000 52,000

Average Activit

per Unit Weight
Totals 13.9 100 9.51 x 105  6.6 x Av4

STATION U-I-I

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( L ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/m/g)

4040 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0.0553 0.15 8,900 200,000
2006 o.1474 0.40 120,000 800,000
1420 0.3439 0.94 150,000 500,000
1015 1.1798 3.22 660,000 600,000
715 3.0737 8.40 1,000,000 400,000
503 5.8027 15.85 1,200,000 200,000
356 3.7923 1O.36 910,000 400,000
250 8.8855 24.27 2,100,000 400,000
175 6.1377 16.76 1,700,000 400,000
125 2.7196 7.43 660,000 300,000
90 1.7928 4.90 450,000 300,000
74 and under 2.6806 7.32 450,000 200,000

Average Activity

per Unit We ght
Totals 36.6 100 9.6 x 106 x
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STATION U-I-2

Stse of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weighl

( ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/M/8)

4040 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0.0240 0.07 72 3,100
2006 0.0820 0.23 3,000 36,000
1420 0.1713 0.49 64,000 370,000
1015 0.6724 1.92 322,000 490P000

715 1.9444 5.54 0 0
503 7.6191 21.71 2,200,000 290,000
356 9.3277 26.57 1900,000 200,000
250 3.5009 9.97 700,000 200,000
175 1.9995 5.70 420,000 210,000
125 1.9443 5.54 330,000 170,000
90 1.6837 4.80 230,000 130,000
74 and under 6.1388 17.49 920,000 140,00O

Average Activity
per Unit eight

Totals 10.1 10 7.2 x 1O6  2.05 x 105

STATION U-I-3

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

GO) (g) Total Weight (Cl,) (alm/g)

4040 and over 0.035 0.06 0 0
2845 0.0515 0.08 0 0
2006 0.2483 0.38 91,000 360,000
1420 0.3639 0.56 190,000 540,000
1015 0.9356 1.45 460,000 490,000
715 2.7694 4.28 1,100,000 400,000
503 11.5631 17.87 3,200,000 280,000
356 15.W99 26.11 4,300,000 270,000
250 14.0179 21.66 4,900,000 350,000
175 7.7255 11.94 2,300,000 300,000
125 3.3997 5.25 710,000 210,000
90 3.4536 5.34 770,000 220,000
74 and under 4.2497 6.57 900,000 210,000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 64.7 100 1.92 x 107 2.97 x i05
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STATIOIN U-I-4

Size of Weight of Percentage f Activity
Fraction Froction of Activity per Unit Weight

(i± ) (g) Total Weight (c/rn) (//)

4040 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0.0235 0.17 3,200 130,000
2006 0.0801 0.159 34,000 420,000
1420 0.1176 0.86 87,000 740,000
1015 0.5744 4.20 220,000 390,000
715 1.8385 13.45 940,000 500,000
503 4.5306 33.15 1,300,000 290,000
356 T. 7441 12.76 300,000 170,000
250 0.2739 2.00 38,000 140,000
175 0.4339 3.17 62,000 140,000
125 0.5121 3.75 41,000 80,000

90 0.6085 4.45 49,000 81,000
74 ard under 2.9299 21.44 390,000 135,000

. .Average Activity
per Unit neight

Totals 13.7 100 3.55 x JO6 2.59 x 105

TfATION U-1-5

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (c/m/g)

4040 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0 0 0 0
2006 0 0 0 0
1420 0.0412 0.27 1,900 47,000
1015 0.0521 0.35 4,600 89,000

715 0.1639 1.09 94 000 610,000
503 1.9397 12.88 9319000 480,000
356 4.0100 26.63 1.,100,000 280,000
250 1.5826 10.51 420,000 260,000
175 1.7136 11.38 450,000 260,000
125 1.4228 9.45 300,000 210,000
90 0.8899 5,91 110,000 130,000
74 and under 3.2419 21.53 340,000 100,000

Average Activity
per Unit Weight

Totals 25.1 100 4.27 x 106 2.83 x 105
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STATION U-I-6

Size of Weight of Percontago Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( I' ) (g) Total Weight (c/m) (C/1/g)

4040 amd over 0 0 0 0
2845 0 0 O 0
2006 0.0357 0.58 37,000 1,100,000
1420 0.0746 1.21 59,0OO 790,000
1015 0.31Pn  5.15 170,000 540 0o
715 0.92! h 14.94 210,A000 220,000
503 '. 739 10.92 1 00OOO 1500000

356 0.2270 3.68 4,100 20,000
250 0.4195 6.80 5,500 13,00
175 0.6467 10.48 4,900 7,700
125 0.9835 15.94 8,200, 8 300
90 0.7820 12.68 5,2001 6,6o0
74 and under l.0870 17.62 12,00011 11,000

Average Activity
i per Unit Weight

Totals 6.2 100 6.28 x j 5 li 1.02 x 105

STATION U-T-8

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(p.) (g) Total Weight (c/n) (c/g/g)

4040and'over 0 0 0 0
2845 0 0 0 0
2006 0.1095 5.57 16 340
1420 0.0275 1.40 15,00 550,000
1015 0.0394 2.00 20,000 520,000

715 0.2003 10.19 150,000 760,000
503 0.2591 13.18 97,000 370,000
356 0.7442 37.85 200,000 270,000
250 0.1701 8.65 27,000 160,000
175 0.0718 3.65 1,200 16,000
125 0.0885 4.50 1,000 11,000
90 0.0912 4.64 1,000 12,000
74 and under 0.1647 8.38 3,100 19,000

Average Activit

per Unit WVeight

Totals 2.0 100 5.24 x 105 2.66 x 105
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STATION U-N-i

Site of Weight of Percentage I Activity -

Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight
00__) (g) Total Weight (c/) (c/-/g)

4040 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0.0073 0.15 0 0
2006 0 0 0 0
1420 0 0 0 0
1015 0 0 0 0

715 0.020) 0.42 200 10,000
503 0.0174 0.36 2,O00 120,000

356 0.0596 1.22 21,000 350,000
250 0.1981 4.06 59,000 290,000
175 0.5110 10.48 190,O00 330,000
125 0.7952 16.31 220,000 280,000
90 0.7498 15.38 175,000 230,000
74 and under 2.5163 51.62 450,000 170,000

Average Activit

per Unit We~gh
Totals 4.9 100 1.1 x 106 2.27 x 105

STATION U-N-3

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(G ) (g) Total Weight (c/M) (c/,/g)

4040 and over 0 0 0 0
2845 0 0 0 0
2006 0 0 0 0

1420 0 0 0 0
1015 0 0 0 0
715 0.0136 0.12 130 10,000
503 0.0393 0.36 15,OOO 380,O00

356 0.3103 2.83 114,000 360,000

250 0.6453 5.89 190,000 300,000
175 1.4116 12.89 460,000 330,000

125 2.4892 22.73 690,000 270,000

90 1.7908 16.35 440,000 240,000
74 and under 4.2523 38.8 980,000 230.000

Average Activit

6 per Unit Weight

Totals 11.0 100 2.91 x 106 2.66 x 105
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STATION U-N-4

Size of Weig'ht of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

( ) _ (g) Total Weight (c/) (c/m/g)

4o4o and ovor 0 0 0 0
2845 0 0 0 0
2006 0 0 01 0
1420 0 0 0' 0
1015 0.0164 0.06 550 33,000
715 0.0653 0.27 18,000 280,00o
503 0.2488 1.03 99,000 390,000
356 0.9017 3.72 340,000 380,000
250 2.9043 11.97 900,000 310,000
175 5.4o63 22.52 1,700,000 320,000
125 4,7592 19.63 1,200,000 270,000
90 1.8838 7.77 400,000 210,00
74 and under 8.0627 33.25 1,30O,000 170,000

Average Activity
per Uiit Velght

Totals 24.2 100 6.24 x 106j 2.57 x 10'

STATION U-N-5

Size of Weight of Percentage Activity
Fraction Fraction of Activity per Unit Weight

(G) (g) Total Weight (C/m) (c/M/g)

4040 and ovor 0.o046 0.02 0 0
2845 0.0126 0.07 0 0
2006 0.0178 0.10 0 0
1420 0.0298 0.17 0 0
1015 0.1200 0.67 61,000 500,000
715 0.4032 2.24 140,000 360,000
503 1.0520 5.83 290,000 280,000
356 1.0929 6.06 360,000 330,000
250 2.1153 11.73 760,000 360,000
175 3.0855 17.10 970,000 310,000
125 3.3095 18.35 930,000 280,000
90 1.6026 8.88 310,000 190,000
74 and under 5.1297 28.44 820,000 150000

Average Activity

per Unit We ght
Totals 18.0 100 4.70 x 106 2.76 x 10
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PROJECT 2.5a-3

ABSTRACT

A study has been made of fall-out particles from both the surface
and the underground shots at Operation JANGLE. Particles were collected
upon trays placed downwind five to ten miles from point zero. The size,
radioactivity present including decay, and chemical composition of the
particles were determined. The method of mechanical separation of the
radioactive particles from the non-active material gave a preference for
large sizes. However, the findings indicate that particles as large as
five hundred microns fall as far as ten milos from the point of detona-
tion.
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I1

IlI RODUCTIC1

1.1 BACIGROM-D

Fall-out of radioactive particles from the cloud after an atomic
bomb has been detonated at or near the ground is a well known and much
studied phenomena. Since the first shot at TRINITY, it has been kno-;.
that particulate matter falls over a rather wide area. For the most
part the collection of this material has been confined to air sampling
devices. After the first shot at Operation GREI- "EOUISJ it was noted
that rather high levels of activity wtere encountered on the inhabited
islends. Soil samples were collected and by tediousr methods of mechan-
ical separation of the radioactive material, the avereg, size was found
to be above 50 microns. Prior to this time most investi.-ators felt that
the largest quantity of radioactivity falling out from a cloud after an

atomic bomb were particles of 5 microns or less. Thus, with the opening
of the proving ground in Nevada, it was desirable to ascertain the truo
conditions which would exist after the contaminating burst.

A small amount of radioactivity was encountered at the Control
Point building after one of the BUSTENR shots and here, as at GR-ENHOUM,
samples of soil were collected and a few particles were isolated. These
particles were approximately 500 microns in diameter and had the appear-
ance of fused soil. They contained radioactivity, either absorbed in
the pai-ticle or mechanically held after the cooling process. The sam-
ples hereafter discussed were collected after the surface and under-
ground shots from the JANTGLE operation.

- .
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ThCHNIU3 A14D Of-IRVATIOrNS

2.1 WYTIPIR COLLECTICN

Inasmuch as it was necessary to adhere rather closely to the
agreed wind requirements for shot time,, the sampling points weres.-
ected several weeks prior to the shots. These areas were Ket+r~ned
by the Army Chemical Center, under the direction of Lt. Col. Rcbbins.
Among the equipment at the station points selected was a 7-foot steel
tower. In order to ascertain that the material collected wars tr ue f",!
out, wooden brays were made Treasturir a-proximately 2 feet wide and 3
feet long with a one-half inch border -oro.ridl ng above the surface so
that any material falling onto the tray would not bx- blown off. Then
at D-l, a section of thin plastic material was placed on the surface of
each tray and anchored in such a way that the wind would not calse it
to whip. The trays were then placed on the above montionedl towers.
Personnel of Project 2.5a-1 went forward to collect these tray; as soon
as the radiological situation would permit. In most cases thi wxs
within three days. The area covered by the scopling points e :tendcd
out to 14 miles. Some radioactivity was found on several of the col-
lecting trays and particularly on those irmiediately dov.nwinO. The
points from 5 to 10 miles in both the surface and un(lerground f;hots
gave the highest total reading for the radioactivity collected.

2.2 ISOLATINI TECHNI UE

The method used for isolating the radioactive pprticles is more

applicable to the larger particles, Rlthough any amount of activity
which could be detected was investigated. A small amount of the soil
and/or fall-out particles from the tray was placed on a microscope
slide and distributed rather evenly over the surface. The slide was
then placed on the table approximately one inch under the counter tube

and surveyed. A No. 263 G. M. Field Coonter was used in some instances,
but for the most part a more sensitive Nuclear Instrument and Chemical
Corporation Laboratory Survey Model was used. The thin window vms
covered by a piece of aluminum one-eighth of an inch thick with a hole
in the center one-fourth of an inch in diameter. This served to some-
what collimate the beta activity. If, as the tube crossed the area, a
particle or particles gave an increased number of counts, the material
was isolated and placed on another slide. The operation was continued
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TROJECT 2.5a-3

untl such time as only one particle, sho';ing activity rm-inr,1 of thoi,
origln.ly removed for study. After asccrt.Uning tivit only on,! psirti(:1(.
wni pre3ent to give the reading on the 'Survey ?.ttr, the partier o::
mounted under cellophane tape or plac]d in a s-mall droplot of quick d2ry-
ing plastic. Several hi.ndred parti3cIeo were Isoht "! by this mcth.,od - tu
approx l'tely 250 of these were carmfu.ly eximrnei.

2.3 PEYSICAL Ota,,RVATIO:;S

Approximately 250 rrtc3 s rounted; oi these, 150 :;',,r-,. i-to-
lated from the surface shot and 100 fror!. the un<crro nd shot. Photo-
graphs ,wer, rn.de of particles from each shot, four f e e:n-, pre-
sentcd in Fijures 2.1 through 2.3. It will be notcl that the eye pi'v,
micrometer is clearly indicated. The scale for one division ey lt,,ls 15
microns, or a total of 750 microns for t-he micrometcr. The photofg raphs
were, made by using reflected light r-,ther than transmitted light in or-
der to bring out as much of the character of the mr,torial as po:3sibie.

It was found that many of the particles from the surfiace shot were
smooth, round and bead-like in appearance of varyinZ transparency, show-
ing continuity of material resembling glass. In a private communica-
tion from Dr. Charles Williams, the author was inform-ed that the index
of refraction of the particles was 1.572 - 1.578, which is typical of
the index of refraction of glass. Photographs of typical spherical
particles recovered from the surface shot appear in Figures 2.1 and
2.2. An interesting irregularity associated with a spherical particle
is showyn in Figure 2.3.

Some particles front the surface shot and all from the underground
shot were irregular in shape and somewhat opaque in appearance. No
attempt is made to describe each particle isolated but an indication
of size variation and extreme irregularity of shape of these particles
is illustrated in Figures 2.4 - 2.8. The particles appeared to be
fused earth with adhering small metallic points and imbedded black
specks. These points and specks varied from sub-micron size up to
fifteen microns, with the majority from one-half to two microns in
size. Observations made in the course of activity measurements indi-
cated that the greater the number of these black specks the greater
the activity.

2.4 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

It was highly desirable to know the elements present in these
particles in quantities large enough to be chemically analyzed.

-3-
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Pi&;. 2.1 Swrface Shot Purticle

Iris. 2.2 Sauface Mxot Particle
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Fie. 2.3 Surface Shot pl-~zticle

€F

7 1g. 2.3 Surface Shot Particle

Now 
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Fig. 2.5 Underground Shot PFnrticle

.-

'W..

4 ,:4

Fig. 2.6 Underground Shot Particle
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I -

F . 25U

Fig. 2.5 Underground Shot Particle

r

$

Pie. 2.6 Underground Shot Particle
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L4

Fig. 2.? Underground Shot Particle

Jig. 2.8 tmerground Shot Partice.
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However# because of the critical nature of the e;:periment it was deemed
advisable to have a complete spectrographic analysis made. With this
in mind ten particles from the surface shot and ten from the under-
ground event were analyzed at the National Bureau of Standards and a
report of the findings is given in Tables 2.1 end 2.2. Elements not
detected in any of the particles examinied include the following: Ag,
As, Be, Bi, Cb, Cd, Co, In, }.o, Fi, Ta, Th, U, V, Zn, Zr.

There appear to be no significant differences in the composition
of the individual large particles collected from the fall-out of either
shot. Furthermore, the chemical composition of large active particles
is the same as that of the original soil (See report of Project 2.8,
Operation JANGLE) except for minor cbnstituents which were not looked
for in both analyses.

TABLE 2.1

Chemical Composition of Surface Shot Particles*

Size Miajor Constituents Minor impurities
Slide in over 10; 1 - 105 less than 0.1% listed
No. Microns (listed in order of in alphabetical order

concentration)

110 450 Si Al Fe Ca 1. Ba Cu I'm Na Pb Sn Sr Ti -
113 495 Si Al Fe Ca M g Ba Cu T,[n Na Pb Sn Sr Ti -
105 395 Si Al Fe Ca M, g Ba Cu ln Na Pb Sn Sr Ti -
100 465 Si Al Fe Ca Lg Ba Cu En Na Pb Sn Sr Ti -
82 465 Si Al Fe Ca 1.*g Ba Cu 1n !a Pb Sn Sr Ti Cr

75 480 Si Al Fe Ca. Mg Ba Cu Ym nNa Pb Sn Sr Ti Cr
72 525 Si Al Fe Ca Eg Ba Cu ,n Na Pb Sn Sr Ti Cr
47 375 Si Al Fe Ca Vig Ba Cu n a- - Sr Ti-
73 510 Si Al Fe Ca Ig Ba Cu ,m Na Pb Sn - - -
71 525 Si Al Fe Ca Mg - Cu - Na - -

91 465 Si Al Fe Ca Lg - Cu - Na - -

108 360 Si Al Fe Ca :g - Cu - Na - - Sr - -
103 480 Si Al Fe Ca TMg - Cu M n Na - - -
90 495 Si Al Fe Ca Mg - Cu M.In Na Pb Sn - - -

* These analyses, made on individual particles, need not necessarily
agree with chemical analyses nade on pre-shot gross soil sam ples.
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2.5 RADIOCIW.ICAL l&ASURiENTS

In an attempt to ascertain whether there was any difference in the
radioactive substances adhering to the fused mass, 25 of the more active
particles collected from each shot .-ere used for studying the beta de-
cay rate. It was found that the decay curves, plotted on log-log paper,
were very characteristic and were in every way similar regardless of the
size of the particle used. While there is a slight variation from the
surface shot to the underground shot, there was no marked deviation in
the decay characteristics bet-;een individual particles collected for
either shot. This report does not give all the data collected, but one
representative set of data is given for each of the two shots. In ad-
dition to the representative decay data which appear in Tables 2.3 and
2.4 and as curves C and D in Figure 2.9, the decay data for gross cra-
ter lip samples is presented as cur-ves A and B in Figure 2.9 for com-
parison. The crater lip sample data was furnished by Dr. Charles Max-
well of the National Institutes of Health. The reader is referred to
the report of Project 2.6c-1 for further information on the physical
and chemical nature o crater lip samples. A comparison of these data
shows that the activity is not selective as might first be thought.

TABLE 2.2

Chemical Composition of Underground Shot Particles

Size Lajor Constituents Minor Impurities
Slide in over 100 1 - 10% less than 0.1% listed
No. Microns (listed in order of in alphabetical order

concentration)

114 1050 x 750 Si Al Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu Mn Na Pb Sn Sr Ti Cr
93 540 x 665 Si Al Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu M141n Na Pb Sn Sr Ti Cr
95 450 x 665 Si Al Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu in Na Pb Sn Sr Ti Cr
70 525 x 360 Si Al Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu Mn Na Pb Sn Sr Ti Cr

115 625 x 225 Si Al Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu Mn Na Pb - Sr Ti-

101 180 x 375 Si Al Fe Ca Mg - Cu lNa Pb - .
78 550 x 400 Si Al Fe Ca Vg Ba Cu Yhn Na Pb Sn Sr Ti ?Cr
86 6 00 x 6 00 Si Al Fe Ca Mg - Cu 1n Na -? - - -
60 1075 Si Al Fe Ca Mg -7 Cu Mn Na Pb - - -
59 375 x 375 Si Al Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu Mn Na Pb - Sr - -

38 225 x 300 Si Al Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu Mn Na Pb - -7 - -
29 1050 x 300 Si Al Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu ),n Na Pb? Sn - _? .

j52 275 x 225 Si A1 Fe Ca Mg Ba Cu WIn Na Pb Sn - Ti -

9-
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Radioactive analysis was not carried out because it was not con-
sidered to be within the scope of this study. However, every particle
isolated was very carefully studied with respect to the amount of total
activity present. The counting geometry was determined by using a co-
balt standard in the same relative position to the thin window Geiger
tube used. Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 give the complete analysis as found,
including the size of the particle, the activity foundp the size in cus
bic millimeters, and the activity present at the end of one hour, using
the decay curve for crater lip samples, Figure 2.9, Curves A and B.
The size in cubic millimeters was determined by using the 4/3 R3 form-
ula for the spheres, and for the irregular particles the long axis was
multiplied by the square of short axis. This was assumed to be aithin
the limits of error and certainly within the limits of the method of
examination. All particles from both series are included.

TABIZ 2.3

Beta Decay Data for Surface Particle

Hour Day Hours After Counts per
Zero Second

1330 21 November 52 467
1945 21 November 59 417
0930 22 November 72 342
1045 23 November 98 247
1930 23 November 106 223
0945 24 November 121 197
2200 24 November 133 164
1030 25 November 145 14
2130 25 November 156 130
1130 26 November 170 12
2000 26 November 179 104
1000 27 November 193 91
1030 28 November 217 74
0830 29 November 239 63.5
1015 30 November 265 51
0830 1 December 287 43
10/45 2 December 314 37.8
1.000 3 December 336 33.5
1345 U December 533 12.3
1715 19 December 728 12.2

45 26 Decci.ber 895 10.3
1L5 2 J-nvry 1062 8.3

- 10 -
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TABLE 2.4

Beta Decay Date. for Undergroind Particle

Hour Day Hours After CSe
Zero Sec or~d

1830 30 November 30.5 406
0645 1 December 43 325
1830 1 December 54 247
0930 2 December 71 188
1915 2 December 79 167
1030 3 December 94 143
1830 3 December 102 128
0900 4 December 117 LMC
1100 6 December 167 64
1330 7 December 191.5 49
1000 8 December 212 39.6
0815 10 December 260 26.2
0930 l December 285 22
0900 12 December 309 18.2
1345 .14 December 362 24
1315 17 December 433 9
1315 19 December 481 8.1
0945 21 December 536 7.1
1430 26 December 658 5.0
1545 25 Decomber 685 4.5
1600 2 January 826 3.6
145 4 January 872 3.4
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A =UNDERGROUND LIP SAMPLES
B =SURFACE LIP SAMPLES
C=UNDERGROUND PARTICLE

100*000D= SURFACE PARTICLE

z 10,000-
0
LU
U)

x 1000-wa.
Cl)
H-

0 100-
o A

B
10-

D
C

0 1- -- . 110 100 1000 10,000
HOURS

Fig. 2.9 Beta Decay Curves
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TAUBL 2.5

Activity 1lata for 3urface Shot Particles

ounts f-ttramolated
Size In Ver Size In me x me x 10 - 5  to c~e Hour

No. ziicrons* Second ?3e" 10-5 nc/particle

Rein_ s _e on Z. Novenber 1951
450 x 450 118.0 0.0915 122.0 13.0.0 0.08
x 450

2 650 380.0 0.140 394.0 2810.0 0.26?
3 450 104.0 0.0472 108.0 2290.0 0.07
4 600 280.0 0.108 290.0 2590.0 0.191
5 425 400.0 0.042 415.0 9800.0 0.274
6 450 ,L 373 330.0 0.095 342.0 3600.0 0.228

j150
7 1140 x 495 70.0 0.280 72.5 259.0 0.047
8 450 94.0 0.0483 97.5 2000.0 0.055
9 465 72.0 0.0523 74.5j 1410.0 0.049

10 315 550 280.0 0.111 290.0 25!5.0 0.192
11 465 160.0 0.0523 167.0 3180.0 0.11
12 450 19.7 0.0478 20.2 423.0 0.013
13 495 x 200 165.0 0.0695 171.0 2450.0 0.113
14 345 66.0 0.0223 68.5 3060.0 3.045
15 375 180.0 0.0282 187.0 6630.0 0.!23
16 450 88.0 0.048 91.0 1900.0 0.06
17 555 47.0 0.0895 48.8 547.0 0.0316
18 500 112.0 0.0655 115.0 1780.0 0.077
19 1100 x 450 197.0 203.0 910.0 0.134
20 495 350.0 0.0617 362.0 5860.0 0.238
21 500 220.0 0.066 22 .0 3440.0 0.151
24 330 57.0 0.0189 59.0 3110.0 0.039
23 450 197.0 0.0484 204.0 4220.0 0.135
2 480 75.0 0.058 78.0 1340.0 0.052
25 330 12.0 0.02 12.4 624.0 0.008
26 330 72.0 0.02 74.5 3700.0 0.049
27 4-65 81.0 0.052 84.0 1610.0 0.055
28 375 1G.5 0.0286 17.1 600.0 0.011
29 400 112.0 0.0336 116.0 3460.0 0.077
30 450 1 105 30G.0 0.09 317.0 3510.0 0.209
31 480 120.0 0.0578 124.0 2150.0 0.082
32 550 304.0 0.0872 315.0 3590.0 0.208
33 450 210.0 0.0480 217.0 4500.0 0.143
34 375 80.0 0.029 83.0 2850.0 0.055
35 480 170.0 0.058 176.0 3040.0 0.115
36 495 140.0 0.063 145.0 2310.0 0.095
37 420 98.0 0.039 101.0 2590.0 0.067
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Ga ,unt a • 5 trapolate&

Size In yer Uize In mc x lac :x 10-5 to One Hour

No. Mlicrons' scond =30. 10-5 3 me/particle

Z8 850 42.0 0.32 4O.5 135.0 0.038
39 540 %-08.0 0.082 Z20.0 3900.0 0.211

40 400 47.0 0.036 49.0 1450.0 D.012

41 450 x 480 270.0 0.0713 280.0 Z920.0 0.185
200 x 150

S2 480 250.0 0.0585 259.0 43Z0.0 .71

43 525 83.0 0.0755 86.3 1140.V0 0.056

44 495 147.0 0.063 152.0 2410.0 0.10

45 750 x 225 19.7 0.0466 20.2 435.0 0.013

46 525 187.0 0.075 193.0 ,,5FO.0 0.127

47 375 32.0 0.0286 34.0 11P0.0 0.021

48 450 193.0 0.0480 199.0 4150.0 0.101

49 600 148.0 0.113 153.0 1360.0 0.101

50 390 110.0 3.0311 114.0 3870.0 0.075

51 630 133.0 0.138 134.0 1000.0 0.103

52 450 8G.0 0.0480 89.0 1800.0 0.068

53 730 L10.0 0.206 214.0 1040.0 0.164

54 850 x 975 450.0 0.375 465.0 1240.0

55 375 39.0 0.0324 40.5 1250.0 J.031
7 600 x 75

56 375 x 300 13.3 0.0336 3.8 403.0 0.31

57 600 185.0 0.113 193.0 1700.0 0.148

58 375 145.0 0.0286 150.0 5270.0 0.113

59 750 530.0 0.211 540.0 2560.0 0.41

60 645 .L 250 300.0 0.16 312.0 1940.0 0.236

61 400 100 35.0 0.0505 36.3 720.0 0.028

#1 50
62 300 x '25 3.2 0.0152 3.6 P32.0 0.002

63 2m=x 1.2 mm 1100.0 2.88 1140.0 400.0 0.87

64 180 x 225 1.3 0.0072 1.4 195.0 0.001

65 700 x 375 10.0 0.098 11.2 112.0 0.008

66 300 x 225 2. 1 0.015- 2.2 143.0 0.0016

7 330 x 400 3.3 0.0435 3.4 78.0 0.002

450 x 600 10.0 0.122 10.2 33.0 0.0077

450 x 600 118.0 0.122 120.0 985.0 0.091

Readinds ma&e 27 November 1951

70 525 116.0 0.0755 120.0 1590.0 0.1665

71 525 47.0 0.0755 48.8 648.0 0.0876

72 510 54.0 0.0696 55.8 801.0 0.0772

73 540 116.0 0.079 120.0 1520.0 0. 1665
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Count s xtra' oi.te.
wizc In ker Size In Mc x mc x 1o5 to UIe Hour

Io. i-ticrons 6econd 10 -  Tc/partice

74 480 30.0 0.058 31.2 540.0 0.0434
75Z480 3 0.0 0.050 51.8 890.0 0.0718
7L 25 .0 0.0755 37.2 495.0 0.0514
77 10) 75.0 0.0"6 77.5 2160.0 0.1075
78 270 18.3 0.015 i9.2 1280.0 0. 1548
79 465 114.0 0.052 113.0 2170.0 0.1568
10 450 114.0 0.048 113.0 2360.0 0.158
1 4.65 143.0 0.052 154.0 2960.0 0.216

n2 495 72.5 0.0617 74.5 1210.0 0.1025
0 525 184.0 0.0755 190.0 2500.0 0.263

04 480 69.0 0.0588 71.5 1210.0 0.0989
85 45 23.Z 0.0441 24.0 545.0 0.0333
86 4-65 52.0 3.052 53.7 1030.0 0.0743
07 76.0 0.064 78.5 122O.0 0.1088
88 465 46.0 0.01-Q 47.7 915.0 0.006
89 450 72.5 0.048 75.0 1560.0 0.104

465 114.0 0.05b2 118.0 2270.0 0.133
91 3O '2.4 0.056 33.5 925.0 0.0454

395 Z1.2 0.0327 32.3 1000.0 0.04 4A
95 420 38.6 ').0384 40.0 1040.0 0.0554
94 510 66.0 0.070 68.5 980.0 0.095
95 400 11.3 0.036 11.7 2zb.0 0.0152
UG 465 10.0 0.052 166.0 3180.0 0.231
97 425 48.0 3.043 49.G 1150.0 0.0688
98 46 150.0 0.052 155.0 2600.0 0.1875
99 -A5 61.0 3.052 63.3 1220.0 0.0875

100 465 137.0 0.052 142.0 2730.0 0.197
101 300 47.0 0.0143 48.7 3310.0 0.0675
102 480 173.0 0.057 179.0 3130.0 0.248
107 -;0 55.0 0.039 57.0 1460.0 0.08

395 22.8 0.0323 23.6 725.0 0.0328
105 0 30.6 0.0243 31.8 11O.O 0.0441
106 345 27.8 0.0218 27.9 1320.0 0.0386
207 360 20.8 0.024-4 21.6 885.0 0.030
108 P 45 44.5 0.0218 4G.2 2110.0 0.064
109 450 61.0 0.0483 63.2 1310.0 0.0875
1,0 8 %.5 0.0384 88.5 2,700.0 0.125
1ll 46J 57.0 0.052- 59.0 1150.0 0.082
112 495 84.5 0.065 87.0 1340.0 0.121

4 435 20.0 0.0403 20.5 510.0 0.0284
2 '0 85.0 0.058 88.0 1510.0 0.122

3 0 32.0 0.0143 33.2 2320.0 0.046
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TLi31 2.5 (Cont.)

,ounts 5 --ctrapolatcd
Size In Per Si In mC x mc X 10- to One 1.-

Mo. Microns' 3econd Q * 10- - mc/rWa.r.icle

116 2 mm 570.0 8.00 580.0 74.0 0.804
117 5 m x 2 m 43.0 20.00 44.0 2.0 0.061
118 27C x 150 41.0 0.061 42.0 690.0 0.058
119 3 mm x 1.7 = 120.0 6.70 123.0 18.4 0.17
120 525 250.0 0.0765 259.0 390.0 0.369
121 375 105.0 0.0282 109.0 3860.0 0.i51
122 750 x 450 92.0 0.0635 95.0 1490.0 0.i3I
123 750 x 600 10.7 0.145 1.0 76.0 0.0152
124 750 x 300 83.0 0.08 85.0 1250.0 0.117
225 2 rm x 450 240.0 0.405 248.0 615.0 0.Z--4
126 600 x 275 10.0 0.0455 11.0 242.0 0.0152
127 300 x 450 23.0 0.045 24.0 510.0 0.0322
128 Z x 500(0) 105.0 0.042 109." 2600.0 0.151
129 135 , 3.5 0.0053 3.6 260.0 0.005

(180 x 75)
.O G60 x 480 405.0 0.0149 409.0 2740.0 0.566

1:51 525(0) x 188.0 0.098 290.0 1970.0 0.Z64
165

132 330 x 105 58.0 0.02 60.0 3000.0 0.083
133 480 x 150 94.0 0.12 96.0 800.0 0.i3
134 105 5.B 0.0055 5.6 1000.0 0.0076
135 600 x 185 236.0 0.143 240.0 1660.0 0.32
136 700 482.0 0.18 486.0 2700.0 0. 674
137 1.5 mm x 400 300.0 0.24 310.0 1290.0 0.430
138 600 x 300 3.0 0.054 3.1i 575.0 0.0043

Two types of particles are include& in this list. Those with onv
one value shown are spherical 6lass beads. Te remaininG pz.r.c'rS
showing two dimensions are irregular.

' The size of the s-pheres was calculated by 4/3 R3 . The size o.
irre&ilarly shaped particles was found by ,.ultiplying the lon. :I
by the short axis squared. The latter was considered to be a tuf-
ficientl~y close approximation.

" The first 69 were read on 23 November - H plus 109 hours. '-e V,-

ue here for interpolation ,.'as 104,000/1560 ": nc. Tne nc::t 6t' %,:,
masured at 1930 on 27 Nove-rber - H plus 180 hours. The fcc,.r

uued was 104,000/750 x 138.6 x mc.
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TABIS 2.6

Activity Data for Underground 1hot I-articles*

{on t c

ie In Per i In ic x I,," C 20 o .n
;;o0. Licrons** c c Dnd '[ * ! - ' ,  .3m/,ri~

, 675 x 375 212 0.0T) 90 950 0.053
2 525 x 1100 282 .1 120 400 0.07;
3 540 x 375 1 3 0.076 56 750 O.0342
4 900 x 300 12 7 0.081 54 65 0.03
5 1050 x 300 475 0.10b 200 1500 0.122
6 5Z5 x 660 244 0.190 1u0 560 0.06'6
7 790 x 375 192 0.Ili 82.5 750 0.0504
8 750 -330 254 0.081 103 1260 0.0625
9 375 x 480 625 0.068 ;366 3L00 0.1625

10 800 x 540 245 0.233 104 4-V-5 0.06r5
11 1150 x 390 171 0. 175 7-,.5 425 0.041
12 1100 x 375 175 0.155 74 475 0.0452
13 750 x 140 215 0.043 85 1970 0.05'.;
14 225 .x 300 85.5 0.0155 36 230 0.022
15 700 x 980 445 0.274 188 685 0.115
16 900 x 480 1080 0.208 450 2160 0.274
17 750 x 500 195 0.187 82.5 440 0.0503
18 750 x 525 176 0.208 74.5 ,o0 0.0454
19 500 x 675 510 0.167 212 2260 0.129
20 675 x = 625 0.545 265 4R5 0.1615
21 300 x 750 435 0.0675 185 2740 0.113
22 525 x 525 310 0.145 131 900 0.08
23 225 x 255 33 0.0114 14 1220 0.0085
24 300 x 255 30 0.0153 12.6 820 0.007
25 150 x 525 73 0.0118 30.8 2600 0.0188
26 450 x 450 57.6 0.091 24.2 267 0.0148
27 185 x 300 14.2 0.0103 6 580 0.0036
28 275 x 225 47.2 0.014 20 1430 0.0122
29 275 x 450 92 0.031 38.8 1250 0.0237
30 210 x 345 8 0.015 3.36 245 0.002
31 270 x 270 29 0,0197 12.5 620 0.0076
32 540 x 540 7.2 0.157 3.04 194 0.0018
33 525 x 600 1.7 0.145 0.72 6 0.0004
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Size In i-nr 5ize In ;.c x i c,O5 to & l{,':r
11. 1,;icrons** 5econd ,,*** i0-* , ,

34 300 x C00 9.7 0.278 4.12 11. C.),25
'3 ,75 x I75 "X.7 0.2b25 9. 275
",) 1075 20.6 ) 4- ,.45 ".0 . '27
37 (DO x 375 3P.; 0.58R 'U. 58
38 C75 x 025 :0 ). 64 z..23 J5C 0. .. :

39 200 x 150 1p.3 0.045 7.7 172 7
40 195 x 225 20.2 0. .85 P.5 O2 0.X
41 550 )550 42.5 0.167 18 108 0.011
42 700 x 480 58 0. 4.) 3,6 153 0. ,15
,43 600 x 400 b7.8 0,096 15 170

44 450 x 4215 I0.4 0. 19 51 2!68 O.,J31
45 600 x 525 19.5 0.125 P.3 5.5 0.005
46 525 x 360 135 0.037 57 850 0.025
47 525 x 30 208 J.1i4 8 700
48 480 x 565 97 u. 120 41 32 u. '25
49 375 x 260 ?8 1.05 1.8 ;2G 07
50 23-SO x 300 c;5.4 J.03 10.7 58 0.'905
51 750 x 5,50 110 0.Z26 4 .6 204 0.02
52 225 x 225 150 O.0115 05 .5 5560 0.039
53 510 :'3 275 34 0.071 14.4 204 0.009
45550 400 54 0.087 22.8 262 0.0!4

55 450 300 120 0.04 50.6 1260 0.031
56 800 x 600 30 0. Z.;88 22.7 44.2 0.0077
57 525 x 500 35 0.132 14.8 112 0.009
56 1125 x 900 12.5 0.92 5.3 5.7 0.003
59 450 x 390 120 0.0685 50.7 742 0.031
60 825 x 450 140 0.17 b9.5 5b5 0.036
l1 750 x 375 100 0.105 4£ .2 400 0.026
62 600 x 600 2.9 0.216 0. l3 0.5 0.00007
Z3 600 x 525 100 0.195 42 -16 0.0256
64 570 x 375 39 0.080 16.5 206 0.01
65 750 x 400 50 0.12 21.1 176 0.0129
66 480 x 800 3 0..85 0.1228 0.7 0.00008
67 330 x 375 83 0.041 35 850 0.0214
68 375 x 375 108 0.053 45.5 840 0.0275
69 540 x 665 800 0.175 338 1930 0.206
70 300 x 450 3 U.045 0.2Z7 2.8 0.000 7
71 800 x 675 3 0.362 O.iZ7 0.35 0.00007
72 1300 x '450 84 0.264 35.4 154 0.022;

- 18 -
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TA3L£ 2.6 (Cont.)

Coupts Ex trapolated

Size In Per Size In mc x mc x 10 - 5  to Ce Hour

i0, ?icrons** Secondr' j 3-* 10- 5 ** - mc/oarticle

73 630 x 300 140.0 0.057 59.00 1030.00 0.036

74 510 x 150 14.0 0.0115 5.90 515.00 0.0036

75 180 x 225 7.6 0.0073 3.20 438.00 0.0019
76 180 x 375 71.0 0.012 30.40 254.00 0.0185

77 av. 150 9.0 0.0034 3.80 1150.00 0.0023

78 150 x 540 80.0 0.012 33.80 282.00 0.0206

79 235 x 100 13.5 0.0076 4./,5 585.00 0.0027
80 375 x 210 50.0 0.0167 21.20 1270.00 0.012,

0l 225 x 330 3.8 0.0167 1.60 95.00 0.0097
S2 120 x 150 39.0 0.0041 16.50 4000.00 0.01

83 Z50 x 750 218.0 0.152 92.00 605.00 0.056

84 525 x 820 236.0 0.226 121.00 535.00 0.074
85 450 x 725 63.0 0.142. 26.60 186.00 0.016
86 525 x 525 2.0 0.145 0.85 0.57 0.0005
87 450 x 750 226.0 0.152 96.00 630.00 0.058

095 x 600 7.1 .332 2.96 9.CC 0.018
89 1050 x 750 22,A.0 0.590 95.00 160.00 0.058
90 625 x 225 76.0 0.316 32.20 102.00 0.0196
91 525 x 525 4Z.0 0.145 20.20 139.00 0.0123

92 600 x 750 490.0 0.270 208.00 770.00 0.127

93 400 x 225 55.0 0.203 23.20 114.00 0.014
94 800 x 345 50U.0 0.095 216.OO 2260.00 0.132

95 325 x 495 42.0 0.052 17.80 342.00 0.0108

* All readings were made beginning at 1500 hours on 2 December,

which ;ias H plus 75.

** The size was measured on the longest axis and an average of
shortest. The particles were very irregular.

*;* The size in cubic millimeters was found by assuming that the par-

ticl :as somewhat rectancular and thus the lng axis was multi-
plied by the square of short axis.

* - The geometry of the counter was such that counts pcr sec x 5.13 x
10-5 = mc x 10-5. 12.1

*-Y6k* The data used to extrapolate to one hour was furnished by Dr. C.L.

azwell and is shown elsewhere in this report. The factor is
500,00/8200 : 61. Then 61 x mc = value at one hour.

- 19 -
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STATISTICAL STUDY

3.1 INTRODUCTICK

In order to assess the trend in activity variation irith particl'
size the data collected on the size and activity of the indivi.ual p-r-
ticles (Tables 2.5 and 2.6) was presented to the statistician at the
Army Medical Service Graduate School. The procedure and results of
this examination are presented in the following paragraphs.

TABLE 3.1

Ifean Activity versus Particle Volume, Spherical Farticles*

Number
Volume Contributing Mean

Interval Measurements Activity Range

Cubic mm Curies x l0 - 8  Curies x l0 - 8

M',ean StanOard Low High
Srror

0-0,01 0 -- -- --

0.01-0.02 3 48.6 15.3 12.4 74.5
0.02-0.03 6 89.9 24.7 17.1 187.0
0.03-0.04 4 95.0 13.6 49.0 116.0
0.04-0.05 9 160.1 36.5 20.2 415.0
O.C5-0.06 7 136.9 23.8 74.5 259.0
0.06-0.C7 5 200.6 39.7 116.0 362.0
0.07-0.08 2 139.6 37.9 86.3 193.0
0.08-0.09 3 227.9 73.2 48.8 320.0
0.09-0.10 0 -- -- -- --
0.10 or 8 245.2 52.5 43.5 540.0

Lairger

X-ee Firure 3.1 for graphical representation

- 20 -
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3.2 3SHERtCAL PAKTICLES

The data analyzed consisted of the diameter and the measured
radiation, in curies, originating from a number of spherical particles
collected from the surface detonation. The measure of size of the par-
ticle was arbitrarily chosen as volme which was calculated directly
from the data. Two groups of spherical particles, grouped by the day
on which the activity measurements were made, were studied. The vol-
ume range of the particles was chiefly below 0.10 cubic rillimeters
and an arbitrary class interval of 0.01 cubic millimeters, starting
from the base of zero volume, was set up. AlU particles larger tho-n
0.10 cubic millimeters were placed in a single class. The mean, stan-
dard error and the range were calculated from the frequency distribu-
tions for each interval and are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The
correlation coefficients and regression lines based on the data were
also investigated. (See Figures 3.1 and 3.2).

TABIF 3.2

Lean Activity versus Particle Volume, Spherical Particles*

Number
Volume Contributing Mean

Interval Measurements Activity Range

Cubic nm Curies x 10-8  Curies x 10-8

Mean Standard Low High
Error

0-0.01 0 ........
0.01-0.02 3 33.7 7.0 19.2 48.7
0.02-0.03 4 31.9 4.5 21.6 46.2
0.03-0.04 8 45.5 8.8 11.7 88.5
0.04-0.05 6 57.5 12.9 20.5 113.0
0.05-0.06 15 98.2 12.1 31.2 179.0
0.06-0.07 4 73.9 5.8 55.8 87.0
0.07-0.08 6 97.4 21.4 37.2 190.0
0.08-0.09 0 ....

0.09-0.10 0 -.-

0.10 or 0 -

larger

Sc o Figure 3.2o for graphical representation

- 21 -
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In general, the intensity of radiation -:a3 shovm to varj direc 1y
with the volume of the particle, since the volume-radiatio. correla-
tio-i coefficients in both groups of spherical particles 'Were sigaifi-
cantly greater than zero. There w.as considerable random fluctuation
in the qu.ntity radiation per unit volume within the range of voluxtes
studied, and no significant trend of that quantity ras demonstrable.

3.3 IPGULAR PARTICI S

A number of irregular particles were also analyzed on the s3:o
lines of inquiry using a prolate spheroid to express the volume sL-co
the length and width of the p articles were the only dimensions record.-
ed. The results gave an indication of a vole-radiation correlation
sLmilar to that observed wr:th the spherical particles but the varia-
tion encountered was very .ie and there was some doubt whether the
group represented a random sample.

- 23 -



CMAPTER 4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIO!'S

4.1 DISGUSSICH

it is not, nor has it ever been, the contention of the author that
all fall-out particles are large. However, it las been definitely pro-
ven that a large quantity of activity nay be found in large particles
in areas removed from the immediate zero point in a terrain similar to
the one in Nevada and under wind conditions which prevailed at the
time of the shots. Some of the activity may be due to small airborne
particles which may be a health hazard when inhaled. This does not
mean that there is no health hazard in the lprge particles because, as
indicated from the data, many of these individual particles have as
much as 0.1 to 0.2 millicuries at the end of one hour after the shot
has occurred. The hazard would then be that of external radiation and
not inhalation. Inasmuch as the particles isolated were within a ra-
dius of fourteen miles, with the majority between five and ten miles
away from zero point, the activity on the ground in the general vi-
cinity mentioned would be due to the large particles and not to the
smaller ones. At distances greater than this, namely 20 to 50 miles,
no statement can be made. It would appear, however, that with larger
bombs and higher winds, particles of 50 microns could be carried to
this distance and fall out within a period of two hours. It is not
believed that these large particles are carried much beyond this
point, although this is strictly the author's own viewpoint.

It is of interest to cite two instances which serve to substan-
tiate the finding that a great amount of the activity in nearby fall-
out areas is due to particles large enough to lend themselves to this
method of separation. The first instance was a boot worn by a man
who went into the area 14 miles from zero point and which upon his
return to the laboratory was found to be highly contaminated. By sur-
veying the boot with the No. 263 Field Survey Instrument the majority
of the activity was found to be on the sole. A pen knife was used to
take the adhering material off the sole and it was noted that the ac-
tivity went "-ith the removed soil. Three particles were isolated and
more than 60 percent of the activity was carried in these three par-
ticles.

The second item of interest was a water can which had been in the
field approyimately three miles from ground zero for the surface shot
of JAIC-IZ. This can had become moistened in some way prior to shot
time, rnd dirt had adhered to it. It was brought to the laboratory

-x2 - abe CoPY
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and ap'nroxin_%tely 10 :'rats_ of '-irt ..ore 3cra:rc" off. This dirt ,;as
four._ to contaLn a considcrable amount of activity. The 10 :ro. 7:cre
divided in half and veiy c ..... .tudic by Lhe techniue mentioned
bove. Thirty-eight :-rticles re isolated frer.; one 5 gram portion

ane placcd in a containor. Thc 'o. 2S3 . I,1. Ln trunrcnt -:ith-,. the beta
-'o.- open ,:as plaed r 0pro:i-~t-ly 2 inches above the sample. A
r..aCin ; of 19 mr. per hour ':.as obtained. The remainder of' thc soil
fro + the s~re orti c; contrined 0.3' mr. per hour. Thv. it, can be seen
that about 90 percent of the activity "7ao carried on t,,cze t,.-i rty- sat
r-rt es . All of tre.atcr trrL! 150 .cron., in :Lmtc- an'
n-)ne 7reat-;r t 4a :Z0 microns. Trcnty-tzz-o of" the lac.,, -_..,. C103
ca r'-e , 5 p ercent of" he above mcntioned activity, while the remaining
z ztecn articl: contained the remaining 15 percent.

" ___ .'...2 ,=U' ..

-t h-s been showmn with this method of sample collecting of fall-
ourt p1 )rc1es due to an atomic detonation that:

(1) 1'aticles of 300 to 700 nicrons in ize may be found ac far
Ps 14 miles do-ninind from zero point.

(2) There does not appear to be any selectivity of specific racio-
nctive isotopes on large particles of the size range reported.

(3) There seems to be at least a trend, from statistical analysis,
that the larger particles carry a larger amount of activity.

(4) Specifically for the surface shot, a very large fraction of
the to+al fall-out activity is carried by particles above 100 microns
out to distances of 10 miles downwind.

(5) Significant differences of the physical properties of par-
ticles were found for the surface and underground shots. Fused spher-
ical particles were found in considerable number only after the surface
shot.

3est Avallable CopY
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PRBFAL E

The work reported herein was undertaken at the request of
the Division of Biology and Medicine of the Atomic Energy Commission.

Questions were raised regarding the possible agricultural hazard of
fall-out material from surface and underground explosions of atomic
weapons. It was decided that a study would be made of the sites of
the surface and underground shots and of fall-out material at various
distances from the sites. Collection of the material for study of
the sites was made by L. T. Alexander. Dr. Andrews agreed to arrange

for collection of the fall-out material. Major John d' H. Hord made
these collections and arranged for shipment of the material to Wash-
ington. Dr. N. 2. Tolbert of the Division of Bioloer and Medicine,
Atomic Energr Commission, contributed very greatly to the planning
and execution of the project.
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ABSMUCT

A study was made of the chsmic l and physical co .-position
of the sites of the surfaca and underground shots of JANGLE opera-
tion -arior to test date. Subsequent to the tests, collections of
fall-out material were mad. Some physical cha acterizations have
been made of these fall-out materials. Measuremsnt of radioactiv-
ity indicates that the fall-out within a four mile distance from
zero had an activity of about 10 curies per ton. The fall-out at
one-kAlf mile north was more than 1,000 tons per square mile while
63 toas fell at four miles northeast. 7all-out at four miles north-
east was somewhat more radioactive per ton than at one-hAlf mile

north, Grpdation of the material was dependent on distance from
zero. Preliminary studies of the uptake of radioactivty fromn fall-
out raterial mixed with different soils indicate a very hi&h uptake
of a )eta emitting element of approximately 50 days half-life. The
elemcit is thought to be strontium 89. The amount taken up from a
soil tow in calcium is of a magnitude that might constitute a haz-
ard tj agriculture.

vii
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CHAPITE I

COI.-LMTION Of SAMPLES

Soil samples were collected 17 and 18 September 1951 at JANGIL
underground site, JANGLE surfp.ce site, and to a limited extent at
BUSTER tower shot site. Zxcept for the small fraction used in the
an 2.yses, these two to four pound samples are held at the Beltsville
laboratory of the Division of Soil Management and Irrigation Agrl-
culture. Additiona tests can be made on the whole coil or on any
fraction of it if this seens desirable.

1.2 POST TEST

Post teist fall-out sample collections were made at H plus 72
hours for the JANGLE surface shot and at H plus 48 hotzrs for the
JANGLE underground shot. The 3/8 inches of rain that occurred be-
tween the time of the surface shot and the sample collection made
collection difficult and caused loss of some sample from the 52-
inch x 70-inch suspended oil cloths. Decantation of the water in
24-inch diameter tubs used for collecting close-in samples caused
some loss of the finer fraction of these samples. No water was en-
countered in collection of fall-out material from the underground
shot except for the station 8 miles northeast of shot site. Collec-
tion of fall-out material from the underground shot is considered
satisfactory except for the possibility that wind action may have
removed fall-out from some collection oil cloths.

1.3 SITE YIELD DATA

Location of exact sampling positions and comments on the loca-
tions are given in the following paragraphs.

1. 3. 1 JA=GLE Underground Shot Sit,

Te samples through 10 feet in depth were taken in a pit
150 feet north of exact zero. Depths from 10 feet through 16 feet
were from an excavation 350 feet east and a bit north of exact zero.
The sample at 22 feet was taken at exact zero. This location is in
an area of alternating layers of sandy and gravelly material that

1
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has been formed by outwh from the surroundiag mountains or hills as
alluvial fans. The site is relatively coarse textured as com1.ared to
riost inhabited and agricultural regions. Th1-e amount of material that
is fine enoigh to remain in suspension in the atmosphere for any iong
periocd of time without con-iminution is a sm-all fraction of the total.
There are no very hard pans or cemented layers at this site to the
6c-pth ex,,ndned. Ceirienting material where present is calcium carbon-
ate.

1.3.2 JANIGL 3urf cc Shot Site

At tbts -site sp-ropes wer'e obtained fro.! a sllpit du'G
200 feet west and a few feet south of exact zero and from rota-ry dxll-
ilng at Stati~on 7 which is &C42 feet south of e.xact zero. his site
is similar, as reeerds mode of forrxtion, to the surface shot site
but is more uniform in particle size cliptr .bution. Thie most str:Iking
differer.Ce betveen tbhis -Wte n nd the under~round site ic ',he Irecence
here of a hard cal.ciumn carbonate horizon called llcaIicnhel" exter,,ndin
from two to four fcet in ciepth. The cemented :rtrl aro. sixirr
to those above and below except for the ceLneint -ng muitrix of calciliun
carbonate. This layer Is so ha-rd that a heavy crovibcr rebounds upon
striking it. This site also had a very loose surface mnulch (zero to

inches) of loose rviteri.al with soiew!Lat higher percentgec of silt
thann the horizons benevath. Efforts were beir,& made to stabijize thip
ayer at the time of sam;7,in: prior to the tests. Unstabilized it

blows into the air very- readily.

1.3.3 BUSTYY Tower Saot Site

The spmrnles were taken in an undisturbe. area 150 feet
west of the tower. The depth from zero to 6 inches was very loose
and powder.-,. The content of silt is higher than that at the JAITG3
surface site but has less clay. These two sites, when %Lndiskturbed
should be quite similar with regard to ease of movement of surface
r.aterial by air blast. All sites were dry exce-pt for a small amount
of moisture just above the 'caliche"l layer at the JA2N&LM surface shot
site.
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0 HAP ?T: 2

RESULTS

2.1 PHYSICAL DATA ON Pi& TZ ST-

Methods used are recofnized strindnrd procedures for soil lr.y-
ses. Beccuse of the tlie recuired ,nd eznenst involved all dete-x.uin-
aticns were not made on all sa:. ;,hnere t..1s was the ca!i, e.oJ,
deterninations were wde to give the trend or v-ue desired. Adi-
tional determinations cor. be made If needed.

2.1.1 Particle Size Distrlbution JANGLS Underiround Test Site

The samrles of soil material were sievcd on 2- anet 6--mn
(actually 5.6-mm squoare meshes) sieves for senarltion into fine varth,
fine gravel, and coarse gravel. The results are given in Table 2.1.
Altho.hsh there is present considerable quantitie of gravel-size tr-
ticles, the less than 2-mm fraction predo.iy.tes.

A more d.etailed particle-slze distribution analysis of
the fraction less than 2-mm in dicneter seermed desirable fro:. tw
standpoints: first it is only this fraction that can be carried ro-
preciable distances without com=inution and second, it is desirable
that the test site material be compared in texture with soil rterial
found in other places. For agricultural purposes it is the less tlan

2-mni fraction only thnt is analyzed in detail. Table 2.2 gives the
data of this analysis.

2.1.2 Particle Size Distribution JA NGLE Surface Test Site

The corresponding data for the JANGLE surface shot are
given in Tables 2.3 and 2.4.

This site is more homogeneous then the undergrond test

site. This is particularly true with respect to the particle size
distribution of the fine earth below a depth of two feet. The finer
fractions, silt and cla-y, are somewhat higher than in case of the

underground site.

f'V
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UBL3 2.1

JABGLZ Underground Shot Site Size fractions
of Whole Material at Various Depths*

Diameter in KillimetersDepth

Les than 2 2 to 6 1 6 -d Up

Feet Percent Percent Percent

0- 1 82 10 8

1- 2 81 9 10

2- 3 84 4 12

3- 4 66 21 i3

4- 5 72 14 14

5- 6 83 7 10

6 - 7 84 9 7

8- 9 81 5 14

9- Ic 58 19 23

10 - 11 49 17 34

11- 12 82 11 7

15- 16 47 17 36

22 73 16 11

The distribution of particle sizes reflects the layering of the
horizons at the site.

4
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TABLI 2.2

JAY;L Underground Shot Site Size Fractions of line Zarth

(lees than 2-m diameter) at Various Depths

--1
Size Class and Diameter of Particles (n i .- L-1

Very Very [
Depth coarse Coarse Medium Fine o fine Silt

sand sand, sand, sand, sand 0.05- Ciny
2-1 1-0.5 0.5-0.25 0.25-01 0.1-0.051 0.002 <0.002

Feet Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent

0- 1 6.3 11.0 9.2 27.8 23.4 12.8 9.5

1- 2 9.2 12.4 9.5 27.4 23.4 11.5 6.6

2 -3 10.3 17.7 13.0 27,7 19.0 7.9 4.4

3- 4 29.2 37.3 11.5 9.4 3.4 5.1 4.1

4- 5 18.2 29.3 16.7 19.6 7.4 4.5 4.3

5 - 6 4.4 11.6 13.1 32.4 20.4 12.9 5.2

6 - 7 6.6 16.5 12.5 31.0 17.7 11.2 4.5

8 - 9 11.3 22.5 16.7 25.7 9.4 6.0 8.4

9 - 10 15.6 25.0 15.8 23.4 8.7 4.3 7.2

10 - 11 13.0 23.1 15.0 24.2 9.9 6.9 7.9

11 - 12 10.2 15.4 11.9 26.2 12.] 13.9 10.3

15 - 16 11.7 21.5 16.2 27.2 10.4 7.4 5.6

22 9.6 17.0 12.3 28.0 17.4 10.7 5.0

The contents of clay and silt are much less than are normal in most
inhbited regions of the world. The changes in distribution of the

various fractions aWin reflect the vertical heterogeneity of the
site.

5
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TABLZ 2.3

Size Fractions of Whole Material at Various Depths
JANGLE Surface Shot Site

Diameter in Millimeters
Depth .....

Lee than 2 2 to 6 6 andUp

Percent Percent Percent

0- 50 61 15 24

5- I' 48 23 29

1i" - 21 78 10 12

I - 41 49 20 31

4' 66 15 19

61 80 9 11

81 83 7 10

10' 84 8 8

.21 77 11 12

15' 65 16 19

20' 76 15 9

25' 79 12 9

301 73 19 8

6
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TABLE 2.4

Size Fractions of Fine Zrth (less than 2-am diameter) at VariouB Deptho
JAVTGLE Surface 5hot Site

Size Class and Diameter of Particles (in -rn.)
Very Very 1

Depth coarse Coarse Medium Fine fine Silts
%a nd sand, sand, sanud, sand 0.05- I l,
2-1 1-0.5 0.5-0.25 0.25-0.1 0.1-0.05 0.002 '<0.002

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent POercent

0 - 5' 3.8 4.6 6.7 35.8 25.9 17.7 5.5

5 - 11" 8.4 10.0 11.9 356.0 14.6 10.1d 8.2

11 - 24" 3.1 5.6 9.5 3841 22.0 12.7 9.0

24 - 488 9.3 13.9 14.2 30.1 12.6 12.0 7,9

41 7.8 13.7 14.6 27.4 11.8 14.8 9.9

6' 6.3 13.1 14.4 29.2 11.7 15.7 I ,

8f 5.0 12.6 15.2 34.0 14.8 11.9 6.5

10' 7.1 13t4 14.4 31.6 14,2 12.5 6.8

121 4.7 11.0 15.8 35.6 :,Z.9 13.8 6.2

151 9,5 14.6 14.3 30.5 12.9 !2.? 5.5

201 8.4 12.1 I.I 31.1 12.7 ' 14,7 9.3

25t 6.9 12.3 1118 29.1 16.2 15.5 8.2

30' 5.2 11.2 12.7 30.3 17.6 14.5 8.5

7
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2.1.3 Particle Size Distribution BUSTER Tower Shot Site

For purposes of comparison, data are presented for two
samples from the BUSTM tower shot site.

TABLE 2.5

Size Fractions of Whole Yaterial at Two Depthe
BUSTER Tower Shot Site

De:th Diameter in Millimeters

Lea than 2 2 to 6 6 and Up

Inches Percent Percent Percent

0- 6 73 16 II

6- 18 64 24 12

TABLE 2.6

Size Practions of 7ine Earth (less than 2-mm diameter) at' Two Depths
BUSTZR Tower Shot Site

Size Class end Diameter of Particle (in
Ve7ry Very

Depth coarse Coarse medium Yine fine Silt,
and, sand. sand, sand, sand, 0.05- Clay,

2-1 1-0.5 0.5-0.25 0.25-0.1 0.1-0.05 0.002 -0.002

Inches Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent

0 - 6 10.0 10.9 6.6 17.5 22.5 26.5 6.0

6- 18 17.0 19.7 11.0 19.8 14.1 11.6 6.8
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2.1.4 Air 2lutriation Data

The particle-eze distribution data on the less than 2-mm
soil material presented in Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.3 were obtained by
ultimate dispersion in water by use of dispersing agents and use of
agitation. Since the soil materials at the sites are dry and are
blown into the air without liquid dispersion, it was thought desirable
to know the degree of dispersion in air as the materials exist at time
of the explosion. By means of the Roller Air flutriator the data shown
in Table 2.7 were obtained. For comparison the ultimate dispersion
dat. a "e given for the same sa-ples in the last column.

TABLE 2.7

Comparison of Dispersion in Air and in Liquid of Samplea
from Various Depths at Three Sites

JAnGLE and BUSTa

Size Fractions by Air Elutriation Material
Size 0 - 50 microns

Sample Deth fraction by complete
Site Diameter Percent Cri.at ive dispersion inMicrons Found Percent liquid.

0 - 6" 0-10 14.6 14.6
10-20 2.8 17.4

Tover 20-40 17.0 34.4 32.5

6 - 18" 0-10 11.7 I.7
10-20 2.1 13.8
20-40 5.3 19.1 18.4

0 - It  0-10 16.0 16.0
10-20 1.9 17.9

Under- 20-40 5.0- 22.9 22.3
grond 21 - 221 0-10 9.3 9.3

10-20 2.9 12.2
20-40 5.9 18.1 15.7

0 - 5" 0-10 11.3 11.3
10-20 1.6 12.9
20-40 7.0 19.9 23.2

face 5 - lI1 0-10 14.4 14.4
10-20 1.0 15.4
20-40 3.7 19.1 19.1

11 - 249 0-10 18.6 18.6
10-20 1.7 20.3
20-40 5.0 25.3 21.7

9
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While an exact comparison of particle sizes is nat possible from
the data obtained, it is seen that essentially all of the particles be-
low 50 microna in diameter are unaggregated. This gives an explanation
for the very dusty nature'of the sites in spite of the fact that they
are composed of relatively coarse textured materials. In most areas of
the country the fine fractions of the soil are aggregated to a consid-
erable extent.

2.2 CMICAL DATA ON PE-TAST SMPLES

Chemical data were obtained on selected samples from JANGLE under-
ground and, su-rface shot sites. Total analyses by a fusion proce-xare
were made on these selected samples from each site. Calcium carbonate,
p3 , an& soluble salts were determined on all samples, Additional de-
termination can be made if needed.

2.2.1 Total Analypo of Selected Samle

The chemical composition of materials in the immediate
blast area and in the neutron cloud is important in deteriaing the
In~uced radioactivity in the fall-out material. Since the finer frac-tions of the soil is carried further than the coarse, it was ectded

to analyze the coarse and fine fractions separately. .Mese anmal: Pes
are given in Table 2.8.

The outstanding difference between the underground and
suxfac, shot sites is in the hibgher content of calcium in the latter.
Me sodium and potassium content of the coarse fraction of samples
from the surface shot is much lover than the corresponding material
from the underground site. Sodium and potassium contents of the fine
earth fraction from the two sites are essentially the same. The
large ignition losses on amplee from the surface shot site reflect
loss of carbon dioxide from calcium carbonate, low values for iron,
SiO2 etc. result from dilution by the large amount of calcium carbon-
ate.

10
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2.3 AM0UNT A3D CHA-RACTIMSTICS OF FAUI,-OUT

Although the fall-out materials are quite radioactive, some deter-
minations have been made. More detailed examinations will be made as
time and radiation levels permit. Enough determinations have been made
to indicate the possible hazard of the fall-out material to agicultur-
al and residential areas near the site of an explosion of the uncer-
ground type.

2.3.1 Pall-out From Surface Shot

3etween the time of placing of the tubs and. cloths .if the
time of the shot, some tubs were 3tole'. Ziis made some pr deetezined
stations missing for this shot and limited the number of collections
for the underground test. Table 2.10 gives the weights of fall-out
material.

TABLE 2.10

Surface Shot Fall-out MIaterial

Location Receptacle Grams/sq ft Pounds/acre Ton/ q mi

1 Mi E Tub 0.430 41.3 13.2

1/2 Mi 3 Tub 0.366 35.1 11.2

1/2 Mi x Tab 3.06 294. 94.0

1 Mi N Tub 1.80 173. 55.3

1 Mi I Cloth 0.016 - -

2 Ii N TUb 5.14 494. 158.0

2 Mi N Cloth 0.022 -

4 Mi N Tab 0.923 88.6 28.4

4 Mi N Cloth 0.530 - -

6 Mi N cloth 0.258

10 xi N Cloth 0.004

13
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As mentioned previously the rain that fell subsequent to the tet
greatly interfered with saxnple collections. Amounts found can only be
regarded aa minimal values. It is not known how much vuaple material
was lost in run off from the clothe nor how much radioactivity was
dissolved in the water decanted.

2.3.2 Fall-out from Underground Shot

Conditions were more favorable for collection of fall-out
matorial from the underground test. Mere wao no precipitatlon ex-
cept for the 8-mile northeast station where a small Lunount was col-
leoted on the o13 cloth. The data are given in "NTble 2.11.

TASIBT. 2. 11

Underground Shot Fall-out Material

7ocation Receptacle Grams/aq ft Pounds/aore Tons/Bq Mi

1 M. 3 Tub 0.003 0.3 0.1

1/2 Mi A Tab 0.b79 55.6 17.8

1/2 Mi V Tub 1.15 110.4 35.3

1 M1 V Tub 0.19 18.2 5.8

3 Mi W cloth None None None

I/2 M1 N Tub 37.50 3601. 112.

1 Mi N Tub 23.52 2259. 1723.

2 Mi I cloth 2M88 277. 88.5

4 Mi N Oloth 0.015 1.4 0.5

4 Mi IM Cloth 2.04 196. 6.7

8 Mi NA Cloth 0.24 23.0 7.4

14
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The fall-out pattern fits well with the observed slight shft of
the cloud to the west and than the movemnt to the e.ant of north. The
largest amount of material collected was the 37.5 grams per square foot
at one-half mile north of zero. The very low value found at fo-r mileR
north seems open to question in view of the relativel7 large quantity
found at four miles north~ast. It seems probable that this sample may
have been partially lost by wind action. It iA doubtful that the sun-
pended cloth is a satisfactory means of collecting fall-out under con-
ditiona of the test.

2.3.3 Particle Size Distributiox of Fal - ut

A dry-aieve analyai was made of the four largoat ixa nple,,
of fall-out material from the urdergro-und test. The results are shown
in Table 3.12.

TABLE 2.12

Particle Size Distribution of Fall-out Material from
Four Stations - JAMtI3 Underground Shot

Size Class and DILameter of Particles (in -m)
Distance Vary Very.
From coarse Coarse Med 1n Fine fine Silt &

2-1 1-0.5 0.5-0.25 0,25-0.1 0.1-0.05 <0.05

Percent Perceat Percent Percent Percent Percent

1/2 M X 5 4 26 6 11 8

1 iN 0 3 51 11 12

2 xiN 0 0 1 44 45 10

4MA NX 0 0 0 38 60 2

Tho fall-.out material is rather nicely sizea according to distance
from the zero point. A more precise evalu~tion of ths particle size
distribution of these materials will be made when they can be more
assily handled. this will be done by suspension in water. The clay

frac'tion less tbua 2 microns in .. iameter will also be determined.
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2.3.4 Radioactivity of Fall-out Material from Underground Shot

Because most of the radioactivity in the fall-out mater-
ial was concentrated in fused coatings on occasional mineral grains it
was considered necessary to have samples of about 0.1 gram or larger
in order for them to be representative. Three samplos each were
weighed from the fall-out from one-half mile north and from four miles
northeast on 12 December 1951. At this time the activity was so great
that these samples could only be counted with equipment available
through 276 mg/cm2 aluminum filters. Under these conditions samples
ranging from 0.0985 gram to 0.3599 ;rm gave counts per gram raring
fAom 20.3 to 21.7 for the fall-out from one-half mile north :.nd from
22.4 to 24.4 for material from four nliles northeast. Under conditions
of the me'psurements beta radiation of 0.6 Mev or less would be lost.

In order to count the samples with no filter and with a
range of filters, the counting geometry shown in Figure 2.1 was used.
In this asse-mbly a Ba P4-Z standard (IBS 500 dlsintegi'ations per sec-
ond) gave a corrected rate of 0.58 counts per second. Thib setup was
used to obtain the half-life data shown in Figure 2.2.

On 21 February 1952 samples from four miles northcast and
from on-.-half mije north were counted in a hemispherical, 2TT' ,-:-try,
proportioned flow counter. The data in disintegrations per aeco.v per
'e-m of material corrected for decay to D+28 days are given in Table

2.13 along with data obtained by use of the setup shown in Figure 2.1.

TAI 2.13

Radioactivity of Fall-out Material

Sample Mad Window Counter Proportional Counter

1/2 mile north 320,000 d/s/g 423,000 d/s/g

4 miles northeast 432,000 d//g ] 530,000 d/s/

Disintegrations on the order of 4.3 x 105 corresponds to 11 curios per
ton of fall-out material. The radioactivity of the fall-out material
from four miles northeast was found to be five percent soluble in water
in 18 hours. A solution of rare earth salts in 1 N HOl dissolved 26
percent of the activity under similar conditionse.
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ABSORBER APPROX. ICrm
FROMA G-%w4 WINDOW

POSITION NUMBER I

2

Pb 14WITH 14HOLE

6 SAMPLE IN, Al PAN
APPROX. 7 Cm FROM

Fig. 2.1 Geometry of Mad Window Counting Tube "z~ Lead Shield
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2.3.5 Untake 2f Radioactivity b Plants

Yall-out material from four miles northeast was mixed with
]vesboro sandy-loam soil from Prince Georges County, Maryland and with
Chester loam from Montgomery County, Maryland for studies on the uptake
of radioactivity by barley plants. all-out material was mixed with
2700 grams of soil in a pot of 6 inches diameter on 3 January 1952.
The barley plants were harvested on 28 January following germination
and growth in a light chamber. The plants were ashed and counted in a
proportional counter on 21 Jebruary 1952. The data are shown in Table
2.14.

TABIZ 2.14

Uptake of Activity by Barley Seedlings from Tal-out Material
7our Miles Northeast - JAGLZ Underground Shot

Grams all- Dry Weight (1) Ash Disintegrations(2)
Soil out per Pot of Plants Weight per sec/gm ash

Grams Grams

Zvesboro 7.5 2.22 0.25 7750

Eresboro 0.75 2.47 0.29 1150

Chester 7.5 3.78 0.44 270

Chester 0.75 3.82 0.46 45

(1) Barley planted 3 January 1952, harvested 28 January 1952. Weight
of soil 2700 grams. Pot diameter, 6 inches.

(2) Counted in Nuclear Measurements Corporation proportional counter
21 February 1952. Corrected to 1 February 1952.

The characteristics of the plant ash indicate that the activity
is almost wholly due to strontium 89 with a half-life of about 50 days.
Mass absorption of the plant ash is given in Table 2.15.

This table also gives some half-life measurements on the plant
ash. These latter data are plotted in Figure 2.3.

19
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TABLI 2.15

Plant Ash from vesboro Soil with 0.75 rram 7all-out Material
*Mass Absorption (counted through 2.8 c4 end vindov tu-be)

Aluminum

711ter (mg/cm2 ) CPO~

0.0 20.95

13.0 19.10

27.5 17.55

38,3 16.13

77.8 12.13

87.3 10.92

131. 7.94

170. 5.48

19. 3.*59

276. 2104

359. 0.80

*stimate maximum approximately 1.1-1,4 Mev.

TABIX 2.16

Half-life Measurements on Plant Ash

Days CPO

0 (2/l/52) 45.50

7 - 41.32

14 36.74

18 35.13

24 32.56

42 25.18

Istimated half-life 46-56 day..

20
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The activity of the ash of the plants represents a sizeable per-
centage of the total activity added to the soil when one considers the
short duration of the experiment. The followimg tabulation shows the
data as calculated from the activity of the ash and that of the added
material.

TR,2,17

Uptake of Activity from Tal.l-nut Material by larley Seed.lings

Soil andr all-out Material Added Percent of Activity
taken up by Plants

Zvesboro - 7.5 grams 0.10

Zvesboro - 0.75 gram 0.17

Chester - 7.5 grams 0.006

Chester - 0.75 gram 0.01

be big difference between uptake of the activity from the two
different soils indicates the dependence of uptake of strontium on
the level of exchangeable calcium in the soil. The hwesboro soil is
very low in this element while the Chester is a good fertile agri-
cultural soil with relatively high calcium status. Treatment of fall-
out areas with moderate to heavy applications of high calcium lime-
stone might be an effective method of reducing plant uptake of radio-
active strontium from acid soils. On calcareous soils little uptake
would be expected. A great deal of research will be required to es-
tablish the effectiveness of such a treatment and the hazards due to
plant uptake and subsequent ingestion of the plants by animals or
people.
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